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Abstract 

 
  This dissertation is an autoethnographic examination of twenty years in 

Chikashshanompaꞌ1 revitalization. Presented in the form of a tanap nannanoliꞌ2, this research is 

presented as a story, told from my individual perspective, composed of two narrative threads. 

The first is a highly personal account of my language-learning journey since 2000. The second is 

an account of the Chickasaw Language Revitalization Program’s efforts since 2007 to bring 

Chikashshanompaꞌ back to prominence among our people, and is filtered through my 

experience and perspective as the director of that program. Together, these dual narratives 

offer a case study of Chikashshiyaakniꞌ’s3 efforts to revitalize our language, and my own efforts 

to reclaim Chikashshanompaꞌ for myself and my descendants.  

 As a contemporary Chikashsha person who still carries my clan and house group, I 

engaged with this research through a Chikashsha asilhlha (Chikashsha research) methodology. 

The method derives from what Opaskwayak Cree scholar Shawn Wilson termed ‘an Indigenous 

Research Paradigm.’4 In this case, the paradigm is the lived experience of the Chikashsha 

people, a method that focuses on relationality and the maintenance of right relationships in the 

process of research.  I began with ancestral metaphors conflating Chikashshiyaakniꞌ with an 

ancient tree, and developed a culturally derived theory of language loss and revitalization, 

deriving from the word ittonchololiꞌ, meaning ‘new growth from a tree’. In this research I 

                                                
1 ‘Chikashsha language.’  
2 ‘War narrative.’  
3 ‘The Chickasaw Nation.’ 
4 Shawn Wilson, Research Is Ceremony: Indigenous Research Methods (Halifax, NS: Fernwood 
Publishing, 2008).  
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demonstrate how the four values of Chikashsha poya ‘We are Chickasaw’, a theoretical 

framework deriving from Chikashsha ways of being, are lived out in our revitalization context. 

Chikashsha poya is composed of four Chikashsha values: identity, survivance through 

mediation, perseverance through change, and the cultural imperative to remain an intact, 

dynamic, active tribal nation. By living out the values of Chikashsha poya, we are able to stand 

and say, in our own language, Chikashsha poꞌyacha iláyya’sha katihma, ‘We are Chikashsha, and 

we are still here.’ 

 Finally, I explore what I have termed Mediated Language Change (MLC), a theoretically 

informed method and set of processes by which we control, to varying degrees, language 

change that comes with any revitalization environment. MLC is simultaneously a theory 

(languages change, and we can control the changes that occur in the language revitalization 

process), a method (a mixed-methods approach that attempts to balance the need to equip 

language learners with linguistically accurate, culturally appropriate language forms through 

immersion education with the natural need of a language to grow and change through lexical 

innovation), and a set of processes (including language documentation, analysis, interventional 

activities, and instruction). MLC is rooted in our obligation to carry the language forward in a 

way that respects the knowledge of Posipóngniꞌ5 and encourages expansion and growth of 

Chikashshanompaꞌ.

                                                
5 ‘Our Ancestors.’  
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Chapter One: Nanna hachimanompolit ishtayali (I am beginning to tell you all something): 
Introduction 

 
        Nanna hachimanolilaꞌchi.  
        I will tell you all something.  

 
Chikashsha alhihaat Abaꞌ Bínniꞌlika hooyimmi bíyyiꞌkachattook, yammako nanna 
oshtaꞌ abaꞌ aa-ashako iholittoꞌpattook.  

 
The Chickasaws have always believed in He Who Sits On High, who was composed 
of four sacred elements from above.  

 
Nanna oshtaꞌ yammat hashiꞌ, hoshontiꞌ, shotik bosholliꞌ, micha abaꞌ yaakniꞌ micha 
intanap abaꞌ píllaꞌ bínniꞌlika iholhchifokat Abaꞌ Bínniꞌliꞌ. Abaꞌ Bínniꞌlikat hattak 
moma shinok shobolliꞌ aaikbi tahlihma ishkiꞌ yaakniꞌ hochifottook.  

 
These four things were the sun, the clouds, the clear sky, and, sitting in the middle 
of heaven, he who is called Abaꞌ Bínniꞌliꞌ, He Who Sits on High. Abaꞌ Bínniꞌliꞌ made all 
the people from dust, and when he was finished he named the dust Mother Earth.  

 
 Shakchikoot lokfiꞌ chakissa ma okaꞌ notaꞌ píllaꞌ aa-ayoꞌwacha yaakniꞌ ikbittooko 
himmakaꞌ yaakniꞌ ma ishkiꞌ hochifottook.  

 
It was the Crayfish that gathered sticky mud from under the waters and made the 
land now called Mother Earth.   

 
 Lokfiꞌ Ihayyita ma ishtoꞌ tanahli taha mako yaakniꞌ ishkiꞌ hochifottook.  

 
  He piled up the mass of wet dirt called Mother Earth.  
 

Yaakniꞌ latassaꞌ ma pisahmat ikanhiꞌcho, haatooko Falaꞌ Ishtoꞌko onchabaꞌ micha 
yaakniꞌ hayakaꞌ ikbi apilaꞌnika imasilhha Abaꞌ Bínniꞌliꞌ kashapaka Chikashsha 
milínkakat hashittook lowak ishtoꞌ holíttoꞌpaꞌ abaꞌ pílla aalowak ishtoꞌ holíttoꞌpaꞌ 
okloshiꞌ ilayyoka moma aa-áyyaꞌshaka imattook. 

  
Crayfish saw the flatness of the earth and did not like it, so he asked Raven to help 
in the creation of mountains and valleys. The part of Abaꞌ Binniꞌliꞌ closest to the 
Chickasaws was the sun, the great holy fire that burns on high. In all the different 
towns were places where a great holy fire burned after it was given to them.6 

                                                
6 Byars, Juanita. ‘Chikasha Na Ikbi Anoli: Chickasaw Creation Story.’ Chickasaw Council House 
Museum, the Chickasaw Nation, museum rack card, 2002. A second transcription in the Munro-
Willmond orthography, by the author, appears in Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), ‘Chickasaw Oral 
Literature,’ in A Listening Wind: Native Literature from the Southeast, edited by Marcia Haag. 
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  __________________________________________________________________ 
 

 
Haatoko yaakniꞌ hayoꞌshna ilohíkkiꞌyaꞌhi bíyyiꞌkahma yammakaashoot 

ishpomallaka pomáyya’sha katihma.  
 

So when the land was found, and we were able to stand on it, this [knowledge] 
came to us, and we still have it.7 
 

  __________________________________________________________________ 
 
  Haatoko chiiki mishaash Posipóngniꞌat yaakniꞌ ilaꞌ aa-áyya’shattook.  
 
  So long ago, our Ancestors lived in a different land. 
 
  Chikashsha Chahta oklaat wihat tanohówattook. 
   
  The Chikashsha and Chahta people migrated together long ago.  
  

Chiiki pílla áyya’shaꞌkaash hashaakottolaꞌ pílla ishkobokaꞌ toklaat imokla 
pihlíꞌchittook. Ittiꞌ fabassa holittoꞌpaꞌ áwwaliꞌchittook. Ishkobokaꞌ tokloꞌaashoot 
Chiksaꞌ cha Chahta holhchifottook. Nittak tahahma ittiꞌ fabassa holittoꞌpaasho 
yaakniꞌ anonkaꞌ apissat hilichittook. Nittakihma ittiꞌ fabassa holittoꞌpaꞌat kaniyaꞌ 
wáyyaꞌa píllahma pitáwwali’sht ittanohówattook. 

 
Guided by a sacred pole, two leaders named Chiksaꞌ and Chahta led a group from 
the west. At the end of the day, they would stick the sacred pole straight into the 
ground, and each morning they traveled in the direction it was leaning. 

 
Haatokoot nittaki chaffakaasho Chahtaat ittiꞌ fabassa holittoꞌpaꞌat apissat híkkiꞌya 
imahoobattook. Iyaakniꞌ himittaꞌ onat taha imahoobattook. Chiksaꞌ Chahta táꞌat 
ikittibaachaffokittook. Chiksaꞌat iyaakniꞌ himittaꞌat hashaakochchaꞌ pílla 
áyyaꞌshaka iyimmittook. 

 
One morning, Chahta was convinced that the upright pole signified they had 
reached their homeland. Chiksaꞌ disagreed, and believed their homeland lay further 
east.  

                                                
(University of Nebraska Press, 2016), 115-116. Presented herein is a third-pass transcription in 
Munro-Willmond orthography, based on her original text.  
7 Cedric Poole, ‘Conference with the Chickasaw Indians, Tue 20 Jul 1736,’ transcribed from John 
Wesley’s journal, 20 July 2010, http://johnwesley1703-
1791.blogspot.com/2010/07/conference-with-chickasaw-indians.html.  
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Yahmihmat ishkobokaꞌat ikittibaachaffokittookootoko Chiksaꞌ imokla choꞌmaꞌat 
ittiꞌ fabassa holittoꞌpaꞌ áwwaliꞌsht ibaanowattook, hashaakochchaꞌ pila. Yaakniꞌ 
himittaꞌ onat tahattook. Yaakniꞌaashoot Pontotoc, Tupelo, Mississippi holhchifo, 
himakkoꞌsiꞌkano. Yamma píllako ittiꞌ fabassa holittoꞌpaꞌkaashoot apissat 
híkkiꞌyattook. Chikashsha alhihaat iyaakniꞌ himittaꞌ onat tahattookat ithánattook.  
   

    
The leaders parted ways, and the people who remained with Chiksaꞌ, still guided by 
the sacred pole, continued eastward to a place near present-day Pontotoc and 
Tupelo, Mississippi. There the pole stood straight, and the Chickasaw Nation knew 
they had found their homeland.8 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 

  
Haatokoot himmakaꞌ nittakika Chahta Chikashsha táwwaꞌat yaakniꞌ ittimilaꞌ 
hooaa-áyyaꞌsha. Okloshiꞌ chaffaꞌ katihma kiꞌyo.  

 
So, today Chahta and Chikashsha live on different lands. They are still not one tribe.  

 
  Imanompaꞌakookya ittimila.  
 
  Their languages are different, too.  
 
  Yammak illa.   
 
  That is it.  
 
 This—to me, anyway—is the proper way to begin a story about Chikashsha okla, 

Chikashshiyaakniꞌ, and Chikashshanompaꞌ.9 We begin when the ground was firm enough to 

                                                
8 This is a translation of a condensed version of the migration story, based on a version as told 
to Robert Kingsbery by the Reverend Jesse J. Humes. This brief version does not include Ofiꞌ 
Tohbiꞌ Ishtoꞌ, ‘Big White Dog,’ our spiritual protector from the old homelands to the Mississippi 
River where he was washed away, and whose soul became the Milky Way, Ofiꞌ Tohbiꞌ Ihinaꞌ, 
‘The White Dog’s Road.’ A version of this story is on display at the Mississippi Museum of 
Natural History, Jackson, Mississippi. The version presented here is an updated transcription of 
the original narrative by the author with native speaker Virginia Bolen, 2017.  
9 ‘Chikashsha people,’ ‘the Chickasaw Nation,’ ‘Chikashsha language.’ 
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stand on, when Abaꞌ Bínniꞌliꞌ10 formed us and blew air into our nostrils. We were preceded by 

the creation of Yaakniꞌ Ishkiꞌ11 herself, along with her children including Shakchi and Fala Ishtoꞌ, 

powerful animals whom we still honor today.12 Many centuries later our Ancestors found 

themselves in a land of trouble, and were forced to leave, following the ittiꞌ fabassaꞌ 

holittoꞌpaꞌ13 sanctified by Abaꞌ Bínniꞌliꞌ. After the loss of our Ofiꞌ Tohbiꞌ Ishtoꞌ14 at the Saktiꞌ Lhafaꞌ 

Okhinaꞌ15 we emerged on the other side as a unique and separate people from our Chahta 

brothers. These two narratives, each a deep teaching, are the only way to begin to tell a 

Chikashsha nannanoliꞌ16, and to orient us in time and space and relationships.  

 

 

 
                                                
10 There is no grammatical gender in Chikashshanompaꞌ so this phrase can easily be translated 
with she/he/it. Contemporary speakers always use the masculine pronoun, and often combine 
Christian and pre-Christian phraseology in a single salutation used in common prayer: Ponkiꞌ 
Chihoowaꞌ abaꞌ ishbínniꞌli ma ‘Our father Jehovah (God), you sit on high,’ We have no idea 
about what our Ancestors thought of the gender of Abaꞌ Bínniꞌliꞌ. John Wesley’s fascinating 
interview with five Chickasaw warriors regarding their spiritual beliefs is full of male pronouns 
for Abaꞌ Bínniꞌliꞌ but we cannot ascertain whether these are a function of translation on the part 
of the bilingual interpreter, and/or a function of transcription on the part of the report and 
newspaper editor that distributed the material. Poole, ‘Conference.’  
11 ‘Mother Earth.’ Several speakers use this word for the earth, including the late Juanita Byars, 
the late Emily Johnson, and her son, Carlin Thompson.  
12 ‘Crayfish’ and ‘Raven.’  
13 ‘Sacred pole.’  
14 ‘Big White Dog.’  
15 ‘Scored Bank River,’ meaning the Mississippi River. ‘That name derived from the look of the 
bluff at today’s Memphis as seen from the waterside, its high bank etched into deep furrows by 
frequent rainwater coursing down its sheer face.’ John P. Dyson, The Early Chickasaw 
Homeland: Origins, Boundaries & Society (Ada, OK: Chickasaw Press, 2014), 7; John R. Swanton, 
‘Social and Religious Beliefs and Usages of the Chickasaw Indians,’ in Forty-Fourth Annual 
Report of the Bureau of American Ethnology (Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, 
1928), 178. 
16 ‘Chikashsha story.’ 
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 Katihmit holissochilitaam? (Why did I write this?): Purpose 
  
 This dissertation is an autoethnographic examination of twenty years in 

Chikashshanompaꞌ revitalization. It comprises two complementary narrative threads, woven 

into a single story. One thread is a highly personal narrative of my development as an anompa 

shaaliꞌ17 of Chikashshanompaꞌ since 2000. The other is a narrative of group development as 

anompa ibaashaaliꞌ18, wherein we, the staff of the Chickasaw Language Revitalization Program, 

undertook what, as of this writing, has been thus far a twelve-year quest to bring 

Chikashshanompaꞌ back to prominence among our people. That other narrative is filtered 

through my experience as the director of that program.  

 Both draw on extensive records I began in 2003. They include notes, journal entries, 

doodles, drawings, and paintings, as well as multiple examples drawn from social media 

including Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter. They reflect the language acquisition of one adult 

second-language learner over twenty years. Therein I also draw on the program’s records, like 

emails, archival recordings, apprentice journals, personal interviews, and the work of fellow 

scholars, Chikashsha and non-Chikashsha, who focused on it. These records reflect its 

development from 2007 to the near future of spring 2020. The scope of this dissertation 

research, then, spans from 2000 to spring 2020.  

 My motivations are many. They include examination of my personal reasons for learning 

Chikashshanompaꞌ, as well as our group’s motivations for pursuing a program dedicated to 

helping other Chikashsha people access their heritage language. I also wanted to examine the 

                                                
17 Second language learner, literally ‘language carrier.’ 
18 Second language learners, literally ‘they carry the language together.’ 
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processes of acquiring Chikashshanompaꞌ personally, and reflect on how we developed 

different aspects of the Chickasaw Language Revitalization Program. And I hoped to convey the 

personal and professional effects that learning and becoming a speaker of Chikashshanompaꞌ 

have had on me. I also wished to consider the broader impacts of the development of the 

program on others in our community, and how they are manifested in individuals’ acquisitions 

of Chikashshanompaꞌ. Also, I hoped in part that this study could motivate other Chikashsha 

people to engage with their language. I also wished to craft a subjective, highly personal, but 

also historical record of both group and self-development. I view such a record through three 

perspectives: as a Chikashsha theory of survivance19 and perseverance, as a Chikashsha 

framework for language loss and revitalization, and as a theory and method that I have termed 

Mediated Language Change. 

  The study is what McIvor termed ‘a stud[y] of lives being lived by their author-researcher . 

. . [one that is] exploratory and aim[s] to tell to tell a life’s story for the purpose of evocative 

response, stirring readers to action while offering greater depth of understanding of the subject 

at hand.’20  While this study may prove useful in understanding broader patterns of adult 

second-language acquisition across the United States and Canada, as well as offering a road 

map of sorts for similarly situated individuals and tribal communities, neither were my primary 

purpose. I want the Chikashsha people to see what I have done as an individual and what we 

                                                
19 ‘Survivance’ is defined by Gerald Vizenor (Minnesota Chippewa Tribe, White Earth 
Reservation)  as ‘an active sense of presence, the continuance of native stories, not a mere 
reaction, or a survivable name. Native survivance stories are renunciations of dominance, 
tragedy and victimry.’  Gerald Vizenor, Manifest Manners: Narratives on Postindian Survivance 
(Lincoln, NE: Nebraska, 1999), p. vii. 
20 Onowa McIvor, ‘îkakwiy nîhiyawiyân: I am learning [to be] Cree,’ (PhD diss., University of 
British Columbia, 2012), 3. 
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have done as a community. I hope they are inspired to pick up Chikashshanompaꞌ for 

themselves. Without our language, we are nothing, and we need more anompa shaaliꞌ to help 

us carry the language forward.   

Anakoot yammak ishchimanolili (I am the one telling you about this): A Personal Narrative 
 
 Chokma, hachinchokmahookmano anhili. Saholhchifoꞌat Lokosh, hookya naahollo 
imanompaꞌookano ‘Joshua D. Hinson’ sahochifo. Chikashsha saya. Chikashsha, Chahta, 
Mashkookiꞌ, Chalakkiꞌ, micha naahollo saya. Sashkiꞌat Charla Hinson. Sashkiꞌat Chikashsha, 
Chahta, micha naahollo. Ankiꞌ Waymon Hinsonat Mashkookiꞌ, Chalakkiꞌ, micha naahollo. 
Kowishtoꞌ Iksaꞌ saꞌyacha anchokka-chaffaꞌ holhchifoꞌat Imatapo. Chiiki mishaash atapo / alhtipoat 
‘lean-to’ aachikya himmakaꞌ nittakika atapo / alhtipoꞌat ‘tent.’ Ingmanowa yammak 
ishtaaonchololili.  
 
Hopaakikaash anchokka-chaffaꞌat Chikashshanompolihminattook. Alalihma nannikshokittook. 
Momaat loshoma tahattook, 1930s paafka. Sahimínta katihmahmat Chikashshanompolit 
ishtayalittook. Himmakaꞌ nittaka Chikashshanompolilaꞌhi bíyyiꞌka. Chickasaw Language 
Revitalization Program imishkobokaꞌ saya. Holisso yammako anonkakaꞌ kanishchit ithanalittooka 
ishchiholissochilaꞌcho.  
 
 Hello, I hope you are all well. My name is Gourd, but in English they call me Joshua D. 
Hinson. I am Chikashsha. I am of Chikashsha, Chahta, Mashkookiꞌ, Chalakkiꞌ and Euro-American 
ancestry. My mother is Charla Hinson. My mother is Chickasaw, Choctaw, and Euro-American. 
My father Waymon Hinson is Mashkookiꞌ, Chalakkiꞌ, and Euro-American. I am Panther Clan and 
my family (house) name is Their Lean-To People. Long ago atapo / alhtipo meant ‘lean-to,’ but 
today it means ‘tent.’ So I descend from these [people].  
 
 Long ago my family spoke Chikashshanompaꞌ all the time. When I was born, there were not 
any left. All of them had died in the 1930s. When I was still young I began to learn to speak 
Chikashshanompaꞌ. Today I can speak Chikashshanompaꞌ. I am the director of the Chickasaw 
Language Revitalization Program. In this paper I will tell write to you about how I learned it.  
 
 This thread of the dissertation is my personal story of what Chew termed ‘language 

reclamation’ of Chikashshanompaꞌ, my heritage language.21 As you will see further detailed in 

Chapter 4, I am an enrolled citizen of the Chickasaw Nation, phenotypically white, of multi-

                                                
21 Kari Ann Burris Chew, ‘Chikashshanompaꞌ Ilanompohóli Bíyyiꞌkaꞌchi [We will always speak the 
Chickasaw language]: Considering the vitality and efficacy of Chickasaw language reclamation’ 
(PhD diss., University of Arizona, 2016), 17.  
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tribal heritage, born and raised outside the Chickasaw Nation tribal service area in south-

central Oklahoma. I trace my pursuit of Chikashshanompaꞌ and an emergent Chikashsha-

primary identity. That pursuit took hold in me while I worked with elders to acquire my 

language. I problematize this experience, and examine the choice non-phenotypical people 

have—to be either a white, brown, or black person of Chikashsha ancestry or, in my case, a 

Chikashsha person who happens to present primarily as a white person with all the attendant 

privileges in this middle world.22 Ultimately, I demonstrate the power of Chikashshanompaꞌ as it 

transformed my personal and professional life.  

 The second thread is my subjective interpretation and analysis of the experiences as an 

anompa shaaliꞌ who directs and co-develops an integrated, holistic approach to language 

revitalization in a large and dispersed tribal community having few first-language speakers. The 

resulting Chickasaw Language Revitalization Program is represented progressively from as it 

was in 2007 to what it is in 2019, and to what it will be in the spring of 2020 after we complete 

our multi-year Rosetta Stone Chickasaw project.  

 As further details in Chapters 2, 5, 7, and 8 will show, I explore the motivations for various 

forms of life for Chikashshanompaꞌ that we have propagated and cultivated since 2007. I trace 

our efforts to valorize the language itself, our speakers, and the learners. I problematize this 

corporate experience and explain, for good or ill, our choices, the outcomes, and our attempt 

to ground the experiences in a Chikashsha framework for language loss and revitalization as 

                                                
22 The middle world is yaakniꞌ momaꞌ, the Earth that is the realm of humans and animals. The 
upper world was understood by our Ancestors as the sky. Sky beings included birds and those 
beings that lived in the cosmos beyond, where the four beloved things exist, including Abaꞌ 
Bínniꞌliꞌ. The lower world is a water-filled domain of water creatures including sishtoholloꞌ, the 
‘horned serpent,’ and includes the void beyond. These are traditional Chikashsha teachings.    
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detailed in Chapter 3. The narrative is again largely filtered through my subjective 

experiences and perceptions of what we accomplished, with significant input from my many 

teachers and community consultants, particularly where gaps exist in the documentary record, 

or my memory fails me.  

Research is ceremony, and this story is a war narrative  
 
 Opaskwayak Cree scholar Shawn Wilson was right in his examination of Indigenous 

research methods and the Indigenous research paradigms that grow from our communities: 

research is ceremony. For Indigenous scholars, research is a process by which we form 

relationships with ideas that in part create a kind of a ‘ceremony of maintaining accountability 

to these relationships.’23 This ‘relationality as reality’ and the need for ‘relational accountability’ 

is reflected in the Chikashsha asilhlha and autoethnographic approaches I detail in Chapter 3.24 

 The process of this research, deriving from the Indigenous research paradigm that is the 

lived Chikashsha experience, is manifest herein. This story of lived experience in the 

reclamation of Chikashshanompaꞌ, individually and corporately, is presented as a tanap 

nannanoliꞌ—a narrative of the kind our male Ancestors provided so their war deeds could be 

affirmed and their war names bestowed. The war-name ceremony was fundamentally 

relational, as is this present research. I detail this tanap nannanoliꞌ in Chapter 3.  

Chikashshanompaꞌ in place 

 I examine the history of Chikashshanompaꞌ through the lives of my female Chikashsha 

Ancestors in Chapter Two. Here I wish to lead my readers to see in part the continuity and 

                                                
23 Wilson, Research, 7. 
24 Ibid.  
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resilience of Chikashshanompaꞌ in our communities across time and place. The language Abaꞌ 

Bínniꞌliꞌ gave us to ‘speak to each other, the land, the plants, the animals, and the Creator’25 is 

still spoken by us, the descendants of our first Ancestors. That we still have, as of this writing, 

native speakers after 479 years of living daily among the consequences of contact is 

remarkable. That we have adults actively acquiring Chikashshanompaꞌ is remarkable. That we 

continue to use Chikashshanompaꞌ as a language of communication is remarkable. That we 

have native speakers working in concert with second-language learners to expand the lexicon of 

Chikashshanompaꞌ to accommodate their changing world, in the same way our Ancestors did, is 

truly remarkable.  

 The language our Ancestors spoke in our southeastern Homeland survived intact across 

the trail they were forced to follow to Indian Territory. It was kept alive by our families during 

the Civil War, Reconstruction, forcible English-only education, Oklahoma statehood, the Great 

Depression, and a thousand other historical injustices that should have silenced our ancestral 

tongue. This survival is remarkable.  

 That we as Chikashsha people exist in community across the world, connected by our 

common heritage and the power of our culture, is also remarkable. We harness the power of 

new media and the Internet to reach across vast distances to bring Chikashshanompaꞌ to our 

people. In that context the language is in fact a living thing. It is ‘able to grow in places and has 

no boundaries.’26 We are awakening increasingly to the ittish27 that is Chikashshanompaꞌ. That 

                                                
25 Chew, ‘Chikashshanompaꞌ,’ 13.  
26 Ibid., 28.  
27 ‘Medicine.’ 
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resurgence, growing from fewer than fifty native speakers and a small band of a dozen 

language workers, is now thousands strong. This is also remarkable.  

 Yakkookay ilimanhi.28 

Significance of the Research  
 
I am supposed to write about how great this dissertation is and give proofs concerning how this 
is so. It seems unnatural to call attention to the ceremony itself, rather than its purpose. 
Akithaꞌno. Maybe I’m wrong.  
 
Lokosh  
13 September 2019 
 

 This autoethnographic research emerged from an internal struggle over the direction that 

my dissertation should take, and carries with it a variety of beliefs and teachings, and 

contributes to the literature in several distinct ways. I believe that objective research does not 

exist, and I am not certain original research does, either. These falsehoods seem to be falling in 

certain areas of the academy, and hang on tightly in others. In spite of these truths, I wrote this 

research. 

 I believe that, in part, the power of this research is found in its subjectivity, its 

relationality, its openness to experience, its inward-looking stance, and its unflinching 

Chikashsha identity.  I could only search for this research through my relational connections 

with ancestral knowledges, my community, my people, and our language. I hope this tanap 

nannanoliꞌ contributes to greater understanding of one adult’s experience in acquiring their 

heritage language. I hope our descendants see this story as truthful, and find inspiration in it. I 

                                                
28 ‘We give thanks; we are grateful.’ 
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hope other Indigenous communities will see individual and corporate paths for language 

revitalization, which they also can follow, but I wrote this first for my own people. 

This research expands an emerging Chikashsha autoethnographic literature and 

contributes to a growing body of collaborative ethnographic work by scholars including Barbara 

Meek, and autoethnographic works by Indigenous peoples worldwide, including Onowa McIvor, 

Michele K. Johnson, Candessa Teehee, and Shawn Wilson.29 Indigenous authoethnography is an 

expanding field of inquiry throughout the Indigenous world. The Indigenous autoethnographic 

approach ‘seeks to establish itself as a legitimate and respectful means of acquiring and 

formulating knowledge, by combining the tradition of storytelling with the practice of academic 

research.’30 This research contributes to this growing body of Indigenous autoethographic 

literature by claiming the power of story and storywork, working first as an Indigenous person 

through those ancestral modes of storytelling while simultaneously and rigorously engaging 

with the practice of Western academic research, although doing so on my and our own terms. I 

                                                
29 Examples of such ethnographic and autoethnographic work are Chew, ‘Chikashshanompaꞌ’; 
Kari Chew, Nitana Hicks Greendeer, and Caitlin Keliiaa, ‘Claiming Space: An Autoethnographic 
Study of Indigenous Graduate Students Engaged In Language Reclamation,’ International 
Journal of Multicultural Education 17, no. 2 (2015): 73-91; Brent Edward Sykes, ‘‘Learning’ to 
Become a Chickasaw Educator: An Autoethnography,’ (master’s thesis, University of Oklahoma, 
2010); Sykes, ‘Transformative Autoethnography: An Examination of Cultural Identity and Its 
Implications for Learners.’ Adult Learning 25, no. 1 (January 2014): 3-10; Barbara Meek, We are 
our language: An ethnography of language revitalization in a Northern Athabaskan community. 
University of Arizona Press, 2012; McIvor, ‘îkakwiy,’; Michele Kay Johnson, ‘nꞌłəqwcin (Clear 
speech): 1,000 Hours to Mid-Intermediate N’syilxcn Proficiency (Indigenous Language, Syilx, 
Okanagan-Colville, nꞌqilxwcn, Interior Salish),’ (PhD diss., University of British Columbia, 2013); 
Candessa Teehee, ‘Negotiating Acceptance: A Sociocultural Analysis of Second Language 
Learners’ Constructions of Speakerhood in Cherokee Nation Language Revitalization,’ (PhD 
diss., University of Oklahoma, 2014); Wilson, ‘Research’.  
30 Jennifer Houston, ‘Indigenous autoethnography: Formulating our knowledge, our way.’ The 
Australian Journal of Indigenous Education 36, no. S1 (2007): 45-50. 
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hope this approach shows other, emerging Indigenous scholars that it is possible to produce a 

research that is acceptable in all the worlds in which we walk.  

 It contributes to the limited body of scholarship on Indigenous adult second-language 

acquisition in native North America, inspired by and responding to McIvor and Johnson.31 It also 

contributes to the diverse Native American Studies literatures concerning linguistic sovereignty, 

self-determination, and survivance.32 It follows and expands upon Dr. Kari Chew’s research in 

its attempts to valorize the efforts of all anompa shaaliꞌ and its dense description of the many 

forms of life that have emerged from our attempts to reclaim and revitalize 

Chikashshanompaꞌ.33 Finally it is emblematic of the emerging learner varieties documented in 

Dr. Juliet Morgan’s research, and is furthermore an extensive record of my specific learner 

variety that has emerged since 2000.34   

Dissertation overview  
 
 This tanap nannanoliꞌ of two interrelated narratives, one personal and one corporate, is 

explored in the following chapters. In Chapter Two: Pomanompaꞌ Poya (We are Our 

Language): A Brief of History of the Chikashsha people and Chikashshanompaꞌ, I explore the 

                                                
31 McIvor, ‘îkakwiy,’; Michele Kay Johnson, ‘nꞌłəqwcin’. 
32 Robert Allen Warrior, Tribal Secrets: Recovering American Indian Intellectual Traditions 
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1995); Gerald Vizenor; Manifest Manners; Beverly 
Singer, ‘Wiping the Warpaint off the Lens: Native American Film and Video,’ in Native American 
Voices 3rd ed., edited by Susan Lobo, Steve Talbot, and Traci Morris Carlston (Abingdon, UK: 
Routledge, 2016), 218-222; Clara Sue Kidwell and Alan Velie, Native American Studies. (Lincoln, 
NE: University of Nebraska Press, 2005); Amanda J. Cobb, ‘Understanding Tribal Sovereignty: 
Definitions, Conceptualizations, and Interpretations,’ American Studies 46, nos. 3/4 (Fall/Winter 
2005): 115-132. 
33 Chew, ‘Chikashshanompaꞌ’. 
34 Juliet Morgan, ‘The Learner Varieties of the Chikasha Academy: Chickasaw Adult Language 
Acquisition, Change, and Revitalization’ (PhD diss., University of Oklahoma, 2017). 
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history of our language through the lifetimes of my maternal Chikashsha Ancestors and 

contextualize our language loss and revitalization in our pre-removal Homeland and here in the 

Chickasaw Nation, post-removal.  

 Chapter Three: Katishchit Chikashshanompaꞌ ishtanompolilaꞌni? (How can I talk about 

Chikashshanompaꞌ?): Theoretical, Empirical, and Methodological Frameworks lays the 

theoretical, empirical, and methodological foundation for the entirety of the following 

chapters. 

  Chapter Four: Lokosh sahochifo (They call me Gourd): Twenty years as a language 

learner is an intensely personal, open, and revelatory examination of my own journey to 

become a speaker of Chikashshanompaꞌ. I examine this development through a chronological 

account that spans much of my childhood and the entirety of my adult life. This chapter offers 

one adult language learner’s experience in acquiring their language, the effects of that journey 

on me personally, and frames later examinations of our collective experience in developing the 

Chickasaw Language Revitalization Program.  

 Chapter Five - Tibi kolofaꞌ onchololi (New growth is emerging from the stump): New 

Forms of Life for Chikashshanompaꞌ examines new forms of life for Chikashshanompaꞌ, growing 

from our revitalization context. This chapter examines the forms themselves, our motivations 

for cultivating them, our efforts to mediate them, and our commitment to a dynamic, active, 

and living language.  

 Chapter Six: Nanna ihíngbili bíyyiꞌka: I am always creating things: Chikashshanompaꞌ in 

Creative Production is a return to the subjective, personal experience of my learning journey, 

wherein I examine the visual forms of life that I created in the process of acquiring 
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Chikashshanompaꞌ for myself, and how that process was informed by and with my long-

standing interest in creative visual production in multiple media.  

 Chapter Seven: Anompa himittaꞌat ikshokma anompaꞌat ikshokaꞌchi 

(If there are no new words there will be no language): The Role of Lexical Expansion in 

Chickasaw Language Revitalization examines the work of our small speech community, in 

concert with the native speakers of the Chickasaw Language Committee, in expanding and 

updating the Chikashshanompaꞌ lexicon for the current century. I examine the word-formation 

processes of our Ancestors and how those choices motivated our own. I provide critical 

examples of the many forms of neologisms35 and address the controversies that have arisen 

from this process.  

 In Chapter Eight - Nannanoliꞌ ilimaaithana (We are learning from stories): Mediated 

Language Change and the Chikasha Academy Adult Immersion Program I examine in depth the 

development of our modified group immersion approach that grows from traditional Master 

Apprentice Language Learning approaches, our experience with the Sauk Language Program’s 

own approach, and the Salish narrative-based approach. I explain our approach to 

development, assessment, and language variety mediations as outgrowths of our Mediated 

Language Change theory and method. I further examine the theoretical and cultural 

motivations for our group language acquisition efforts through Mediated Language Change. 

 Chapter 9: Nittak fokhaꞌchikma Chikashsha alhihaat Chikashshanompolaꞌchitaa? (In the 

future will the Chikashsha speak Chikashshanompaꞌ?): The Future of the Chickasaw Language 

functions as both a summary of this dissertation, as well as a message to our descendants living 

                                                
35 New words. 
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in 2120. I reflected on Chickasaw Governor Emeritus William Malcolm Guy’s 1913 letter to 

the Chikashsha people of 2013, dared to imagine the future of Chikashshanompaꞌ, and left a 

message for our descendants living in 2120.    

Nanna holissochilikmat nanta mihali? (When I write something what do I mean?): Definitions  
 
 I use a variety of critical and significant terms, Chikashsha and not, in this research, so it 

might be helpful to define some. In our community we use the traditional spelling ‘Chikasha’ in 

public—for example, the Chikasha Poya Exhibit Center at the Chickasaw Cultural Center. In this 

manuscript I use the Munro-Willmond orthography exclusively. Hence the spelling ‘Chikashsha,’ 

reflecting the geminate sh all native speakers use when pronouncing our name for ourselves. 

Similarly, I choose Chikashshanompaꞌ to represent the more vernacular Chickasaw, Chickasaw 

language, or even Indian. This choice, among others, marks this writing as distinctly 

Chikashsha.36 

 I use other specific Chikashsha terms to represent significant, repeated terms throughout 

this research:  

• anompa himittaꞌ ‘new language, new word, neologism’—coined in 2008 during the initial 

phase of lexical expansion with the Chickasaw Language Committee  

• anompíꞌshiꞌ ‘has the language, native speaker’—a neologism coined in the process of this 

research 

• anompa shaaliꞌ ‘language carrier, second language learner’— a neologism coined in the 

process of this research  

                                                
36 Jocelyn C. Ahlers, ‘Framing Discourse,’ Journal of Linguistic Anthropology 16, no. 1 (June 
2006): 58-75; Chew, ‘Chikashshanompaꞌ,’ 29.  
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• Chikashsha anompoli ‘Chikashsha speech’  

• Chikashsha holissochi ‘Chikashsha writing, literature’  

• Chikashsha poya ‘We are Chikashsha’—an expression of Chikashsha identity and a 

cornerstone of our collective strategies for survivance and perseverance 

• Chikashshiyaakniꞌ ‘Chikashsha their-land, the Chickasaw Nation’  

• Chikashsha okla ‘the Chikashsha people’ 

• Iilhakóffi ‘We survive’—an expression of the commitment of the Chikashsha people to 

actively mediate changing circumstances to ensure our survival as a people and as a 

nation 

• Ilachónnaꞌchi ‘We persevere’—an expression of embracing and leading change as a form 

of Chikashsha perseverance 

• Iláyyaꞌsha katihma ‘We are still here’—an expression of survivance and cultural 

continuity 

• ittonchololiꞌ ‘new growth from a tree’—a metaphor for Chikashshanompaꞌ loss and 

revitalization; a term of semantic shift coined for this research 

• onchololi ‘to put out new shoots (of a tree)’ 

• tanap nannanoliꞌ ‘war speech’—a term of semantic shift; a Chikashsha metaphor for the 

dissertation narrative itself  

• tibi kolofaꞌ ‘stump’—a metaphor for Chikashshanompaꞌ after centuries of violence done 

to it, circa 1973; a term of semantic shift coined for this research 
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 I use the terms heritage language and ancestral language interchangeably. A heritage 

language of the home can also be a language that belongs to an individual of that heritage, 

although perhaps they had never before heard it spoken—much like my experience.  

 I primarily use ‘Chikashsha’ to denote a Chikashsha person in this writing, but more 

generally I prefer Indian to refer to the Indigenous peoples of North America. The usage follows 

that of my elder teachers. Some native people reject this term, and that is their choice, but that 

does not concern me. I much prefer Indian to Native American, which is so often co-opted by 

politically right, immigrant-descendants who insist their right to this land is co-equal with ours, 

rationalizing that we are ultimately ‘all immigrants’.  

 Haatookya. Nanna ikithaꞌnohma tahaꞌna.37  

 Hattak apiꞌmaꞌ is the Chikashsha way of saying Indian.38 Indigenous connotes a broader 

connection to communities worldwide and still in their ancestral places. I follow Chew in using 

this term, capitalized, as a proper noun referring to the original peoples throughout the world, 

as well as signaling ‘a nationality parallel which emphasizes the sovereignty and agency of 

Indigenous Nations, ethnics groups, and other sociopolitical entities.’39 Indigenous language 

bears certain connotations, but for removed peoples its definition is problematic.40 We are 

putting Chikashshanompaꞌ back onto the landscape of our ancestral territories, and perhaps can 

return it there more fully.   

 

 
                                                
37 ‘Whatever. They do not know anything, anyway.’  
38 Hattak, ‘person’; apiꞌ, ‘trunk or torso’; hommaꞌ, ‘be red’, thus, ‘red-bodied persons.’ 
39 Chew, ‘Chikashshanompaꞌ,’ 27. 
40 Chew, ‘Chikashshanompaꞌ,’ 27, 28.  
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Nanna ishchimanolili makilla (I need to tell you about some things): Things to explain 
 
 I follow Shawn Wilson in offsetting personal, editorial, observational, and vernacular 

speech represented in this dissertation with a different font; in this case, Calibri Light. The body 

text, figures, and notes are all rendered in Calibri. I wanted to use Clarendon in deference to my 

research ancestors’ publications through the Bureau of American Ethnology, but it looked 

terrible on stark, white pages. Perhaps on another project, someday.41  

 The form of the language data in this research is different from standard approaches to 

transcription of linguistic data. In the main text I do not italicize the language because it 

reinforces, visually, the idea of ‘otherness,’ while Chikashshanompaꞌ is in fact equal to English. I 

follow Michelle Johnson and other Indigenous writers in this practice.42  In most cases I will 

provide a translation in a footnote. In the case of Chikashshanompaꞌ terms that recur 

repeatedly throughout the manuscript I will provide a translation with the first occurrence of 

the term in each respective chapter, and continue without translations through the balance of 

each.   

 In long passages of language—journal entries, for instance—I provide a purposeful 

variation from standard linguistic interlinear gloss, as in the following example:  

   HAP: amanoli nannooka. 

   am-anoli nann-oo-ka 

   1SG.III.DAT-tell what.it.is 

   ‘tell me what it is.’43 

                                                
41 Wilson, Research, 8-9. Ryan RedCorn (Osage) is my typographic guru.  
42 Johnson, ‘nꞌłəqwcin,’ 252.  
43 Morgan, ‘The Learner Varieties,’ 316. 
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This form of entry gives us the initials of the speaker, in this case Hannah Pitman, on the same 

line with the phrase. The second and third tiers represent the morphemic breakdown, in 

morpheme-by-morpheme correspondence, and the forth tier is the English translation. 

 In contrast I present standard data from a journal entry, for example, with the following 

form:  

impalachan  

[impalachaꞌni] 

‘might eat [I might eat]’44  

 The first tier is the bolded, original entry from the journal, in this case an example of 

marginalia on a Post-It note affixed to the interior cover. The second tier, offset with brackets 

and also in bold, is the corrected transcription in Munro-Willmond orthography. The third tier is 

the original translation in quotations, with the entry in brackets providing a fuller, more correct 

translation.45 This form of data transcription is visual evidence for my acquisition of 

Chikashshanompaꞌ over time, wherein I demonstrate increased proficiency in both orthographic 

knowledge, translation, and general, functional language use. 46  My transcriptions of personal 

notes, journals, spoken language or other forms are valid data, and I treat them like I would 

treat native speaker language data. I am an anompa shaaliꞌ, a second-language speaker of my 

                                                
44 Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) Collection, JHI-008 (5-13-2007 to 1-24-
2011), (Sam Noble Native American Languages Collection, Norman, OK), 2. 
45 By more correct I mean I have, much as I did in the second tier, taken the opportunity to 
provide fuller, more correct translations, as I currently understand them. This process is itself a 
record of my development as a speaker of Chikashshanompaꞌ. I am still a learner and my 
comprehension, productive use, and spelling of our language are always in flux.  
46 I consistently use the modern Munro-Willmond orthography in this research. In other 
contexts I have used the traditional Humes orthography. Which orthography I utilize is a matter 
of choice, rather than one of obligation. 
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language, and my language data is no more or less relevant than a native speakers’ for the 

purposes of this research.  

 Lastly, this dissertation was crafted with the greatest care and with the support of my 

tribal community, including our Governor Bill Anoatubby, our native speakers, my co-workers in 

the Chickasaw Language Revitalization Program, and other Chikashsha scholars and community 

leaders. I was further supported through my academic community at the University of 

Oklahoma. Any errors in this research—factual, linguistic, or otherwise—are mine and mine 

alone. 
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Chapter Two: Pomanompaꞌ Poya (We are Our Language): A Brief of History of the 
Chikashsha people and Chikashshanompaꞌ47  

 

 
Figure 1: Chikashsha poya. Pen and ink on paper. Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), 2017. 

 
They [my maternal Ancestors] gave me everything - my status, my clan – everything comes from 
them.  
 
Lokosh  
20 November 2019 
 

The tendency in histories of non-Indigenous peoples is to understand the history of a 

people or a place strictly through chronologies like timelines of key events. Chikashsha scholar 

Foshhommak (Dr. Amanda J. Cobb-Greetham)48 describes a fairly straightforward historical 

record of the United States: 

1. Columbus ‘Discovers’ America, 

                                                
47 This chapter owes much to Barbara Meek and her masterful book, We Are Our Language: An 
Ethnography of Language Revitalization in a Northern Athabaskan Community (Tucson, AZ: 
University of Arizona Press, 2012).  
48 ‘Redbird.’ I named her Foshhommak, given her love for cardinals. Birds of any sort are 
messengers in our traditional teachings.  
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2. the Revolutionary War, 

3. the Civil War, 

4. the Settlement of the West,  

5. etc. 

in contrast to a history of events for Chikashshiyaakniꞌ: 

1. the Migration Story, 

2. Arrival of Colonial Powers and 

3. the Founding of the United States, 

4. the Trail of Tears, 

5. the Constitution of 1856,  

6. the Allotment Act and 

7. Oklahoma statehood, 

8. etc.49  

Foshhommak then asks us to consider Chikashsha history not through significant events, 

but rather through the lifetimes of people. In our case, a history of six lifetimes brings us from 

1735 to the present:  

Consider this history of only six lifetimes: 

Chickasaw Governors and Traditional Leaders 

• When Bill Anoatubby was 20, Hugh Maytubby was living (1892-1970) 

• When Hugh Maytubby was 20, Douglas Johnston was living (1856-1949) 

                                                
49 Amanda J. Cobb-Greetham, ‘The Perseverance of a Nation: Chickasaw Lives, Chickasaw 
Governance’ (Powerpoint presented 12 March 2019 at the Governor’s Leadership Conference, 
Winstar Casino, Thackerville, OK).  
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• When Douglas Johnston was 20, Cyrus Harris was living (1816-1888) 

• When Cyrus Harris was 20, Edmund Pickens was living (1789-1868) 

• When Edmund Pickens was 20, Tishohminkoꞌ was still living (1735-1835)50 

Foshhommak rejects a western, linear approach to historical description and instead 

engages with our own Indigenous research paradigm - that of the lived Chikashsha experience. 

We can best understand our histories through our Ancestors’ lifetimes, through the 

foundational teachings contained in our oral traditions, and through community 

understandings of the pivotal moments contained in our collective histories. In like manner, I 

eschew a strictly chronological approach to this narrative, and instead examine our language 

loss and revitalization through ten lifetimes, including mine, couched in a contemporary 

seasonal metaphor for Chikashsha history.51  

This seasonal metaphor is composed of four seasons, toompalli ‘summer,’ which 

encompasses the lifetimes of our Ancestors prior to contact, and hashtola ammoꞌnaꞌ ‘fall,’ 

which encompasses the centuries following contact to the forced Removal from our Homeland. 

Hashtolaꞌ ‘winter,’ encompasses the challenging decades from Removal, to the American Civil 

War, the trauma of statehood and the lean years of the Great Depression, and finally to the 

election of Governor Bill Anoatubby in 1987, which marks toompallit ishtaya, ‘spring,’ which 

encompasses the current political and cultural renaissance of the Chikashsha people.   

                                                
50 Ibid. Tishohminkoꞌ, according to recent research including a War of 1812 bounty land 
application from his son, who was called Richard, survived the removal to Indian Territory and 
died at Bushy Creek, Indian Territory. His wife passed away on the same day in the fall of 1838. 
Brad R. Lieb, email communication with the author, 19 September 2019.  
51 This seasonal metaphor for our collective history was developed by Foshhommak (Dr. 
Amanda Cobb-Greetham. 
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The composite image seen in Figure 1 is of ten pen-and-ink portraits, each roughly 

three by five inches, framed as a tableau of relationality and titled ‘Chikashsha Poya.’52 Nine are 

of my maternal Chikashsha Ancestors, and lead directly to me in the tenth generation. Through 

these nine women I was born into my clan, Kowishtoꞌ, and my house group, Imatapo.53 From 

them emerges my identity and my place as a Chikashsha person, in our oldest sense of self.  

My maternal Ancestors are:  

• Mintohoyo I (birth and death dates unknown) 
• Mintohoyo II (birth and death dates unknown) 
• Mintohoyo III (before 1788 – after 1839)54  
• Mariah Colbert Kemp – (circa 1820—18 December 1867) 
• Frances Elizabeth Kemp Mead – (18 March 1849—5 November 1939) 
• Laura Belle Moberly Perkins – (1878 – 1942)  
• Charlie Perkins Cox – (4 November, 1902 – 7 February 1992) 
• Faye Elizabeth Cox Nichols – (7 October 1924 – 3 December 2014) 
• Charla Sue Hinson – (born 20 December 1949)  

 
Through their lifetimes I will trace the history of our people and our language. I will 

briefly describe the Chikashsha seasonal metaphor including pivotal persons and moments in 

our collective history, and then offer a historical narrative through our oral history that brings 

us to the lifetime of my first known Chikashsha female ancestor. I then complete this historical 

tracing of the history of our people and our language through ten lifetimes, including my own.  

    

                                                
52 ‘We are Chikashsha.’ This work was included in the ‘Visual Voices: Contemporary Chickasaw 
Art’ touring exhibition, http://www.chickasawartists.com   
53 ‘Panther Clan’; ‘Their Lean-to People.’ 
54 Mintohoyo is listed as over 50 years old on her muster roll document, dated 7 May 1838. I 
have a copy of this document from the microfilmed original, but have been unable to locate the 
original. Her name is listed as Min ta ho yea, ‘Come and strain it here,’ she is head of 
household, and removed with five of her family members and thirteen enslaved Africans; 
nineteen persons in total. There were 129 persons in her removal party.   
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Chikashsha okla, Chikashshanompaꞌ: Chickasaw People, Chickasaw Language 
 

The Chikashsha are a Muskogean-speaking people descended from Ancestors who lived 

west of the Saktiꞌ Lhafaꞌ Okhinaꞌ55. Our most ancient understanding of our origins begins with 

the creation of the world by Abaꞌ Bínniꞌliꞌ through the efforts of Shakchi and Fala Ishtoꞌ, as 

recounted by the late Juanita Byars and presented in the first chapter of this research.  

Tribal narratives recorded in the eighteenth century and oral histories into the present day 

tell of ancient and ongoing connections to our other Muskogean-speaking brothers, the Creeks 

and Seminoles, the Alabamas, the Koasatis, and the Choctaw.  

Our origin as a unique people called Chikashsha is recorded in a migration story passed from 

generation to generation for many centuries. Several variants of our ancient migration story are 

passed down orally, and older versions were documented in written form. British trader James 

Adair recorded the migration story in the early eighteenth century, writing that ‘they, and the 

Choktah, and also the Chokchooma, who in the process of time were forced by war to settle 

between the two former nations, came together from the west as one family’56 and later states 

that ‘the Indians have an old tradition, that when they left their own native land, they brought 

with them a sanctified rod by order of an oracle, which they fixed every night in the ground; 

and were to remove from place to place on the continent towards the sun-rising, till it budded 

in one night’s time; that they obeyed the sacred mandate, and the miracle took place after they 

                                                
55 ‘Scored Bank River,’ the Mississippi River. Dyson, ‘The Early Chickasaw Homeland,’ 178.  
56 Adair, James. The History of the American Indians (Tuscaloosa, AL: University of Alabama 
Press, 2005), 34; Swanton, ‘Social and Religious Beliefs,’ 174. The three tribes are, respectively, 
the Chikashsha, the Chahta, and the Shakchiꞌ hommaꞌ, also spelled Chakchiuma. Joshua D. 
Hinson, ‘Toꞌliꞌ Chikashsha Inaafokhaꞌ: Chickasaw Stickball Regalia’ (master’s thesis, University of 
New Mexico, 2007), 32.  
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arrived to this side of the Mississippi, on the present land they possess.’57 The most widely 

known modern interpretation as dictated to Robert Kingsbery Jr. by the Reverend Jesse J. 

Humes in 1964, was known as Ofiꞌ Tohbiꞌ Ishtoꞌ micha Ittiꞌ Holittoꞌpaꞌ (The Big White Dog and 

the Sacred Pole). Mr. Humes describes in detail the migration of the Ancestors of the 

Chikashsha and the Chahta from west of the Mississippi River, the split of the two groups into 

the Chikashsha and the Chahta, and the eventual settlement of the Chikashsha in the 

Tombigbee River valley of northeastern Mississippi. A shortened version of this story was 

represented in Chapter 1.58  

 The Chikashsha people have a long and storied history since we left the Chahta on the 

east side of the Saktiꞌ Lhafaꞌ Okhinaꞌ.59 Today Chikashsha tribal history can be conceptualized in 

four seasons.60 Toompalli61, the start of the Chikashsha New Year marked by the Green Corn 

Ceremony, encompasses the lives of Chikashsha Ancestors before contact. During this season, 

                                                
57 Adair, History, 195; Swanton, ‘Social and Religious Beliefs,’ 174; Hinson ‘Toꞌliꞌ,’ 32.  
58 The Reverend Jesse J. Humes, Ofiꞌ Tohbiꞌ Ishtoꞌ micha Ittiʹ Holittoʹpaʹ (The Big White Dog and 
the Sacred Pole), manuscript edited by Robert Kingsbery, Jr. (1964), 1; Hinson ‘Toꞌliꞌ,’ 39ff.  
59 Glotto-chronology suggests that our people separated 540 BP (AD 1450), plus or minus 140 
years. George Aaron Broadwell, ‘Reconstructing Proto-Muskogean Language and Prehistory: 
Preliminary Results’ (paper presented at the Southern Anthropological Association, St. 
Augustine, FL, 23 April 1992), 10. Accessed 15 October 2019. 
https://s3.amazonaws.com/academia.edu.documents/2708236/8h67uvf934xnurs.pdf?respons
e-content-disposition=inline%3B%20filename%3DReconstructing_Proto-
Muskogean_Language.pdf&X-Amz-Algorithm=AWS4-HMAC-SHA256&X-Amz-
Credential=AKIAIWOWYYGZ2Y53UL3A%2F20191015%2Fus-east-1%2Fs3%2Faws4_request&X-
Amz-Date=20191015T215223Z&X-Amz-Expires=3600&X-Amz-SignedHeaders=host&X-Amz 
Signature=277b53fd61553693f914b3c63055cda0ab5ae513195edcd06b2864ff89dd206e 
60 We used this season metaphor in crafting the orientation video, written by Foshhommak (Dr. 
Amanda Cobb-Greetham), shown daily at the Chickasaw Cultural Center since 2010. It was also 
used in Phillip Carroll Morgan, Chickasaw Renaissance (Ada, OK: Chickasaw Press, 2010).  
61 ‘Summer.’  
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which begins with our split from the Chahta, our lifeways including Chikashshanompaꞌ were 

fully intact and strong.  

Hashtolaꞌ ammoꞌnaꞌ62, marked by the closing of the ceremonial grounds and preparation 

of food for the long winter, is understood as encompassing the period beginning with first 

contact with Hernando de Soto in 1540 and his expulsion from Chikashsha lands in 1541 to the 

challenging years of the eighteenth century, when the Chikashsha people were hard pressed on 

all sides by the French and French-allied Chahta, losing hundreds of our people to warfare and 

disease. From the Yamasee War of 1715 though the defensive consolidation at Old Town in 

present-day Tupelo, Mississippi, to the flight of Faniꞌ Minkoꞌ63 and his people to the Savannah 

River near present-day Augusta, Georgia in 1720, our Ancestors declined to a population of as 

low as 1600 people by 1760.64  

                                                
62 ‘Fall.’  
63 ‘Squirrel King.’ 
64 Robert A. Brightman and Pamela S. Wallace,’Chickasaw,’ in Handbook of North American 
Indians: Vol. 14: Southeast, edited by William Sturtevant and Raymond D. Fogelson, 
(Washington, DC: Smithsonian Institution, 2004), 491; Jay K. Johnson, ‘The Chickasaws,’ in 
Indians of the Greater Southeast (Gainesville, FL: University of Florida Press, 2000), 85-121; 
Hinson, ‘Toꞌliꞌ,’ 32.  
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Figure 2: Mintohoyo I. Pen and ink on paper. Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), 2017. 

     
Figure 3: Mintohoyo II. Pen and ink on paper. Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), 2017. 
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This was the rapidly changing world into which the three women called Mintohoyo 

were born (Figures 2, 3, and 4). Three successive generations of women, from the Kowishtoꞌ 

Iksaꞌ and Imatapo house group, carried the same name.65 They were all monolingual speakers 

of Chikashshanompaꞌ and lived near the core settlements of the Chikashsha people in and 

around present-day Tupelo, Mississippi. When the first Mintohoyo was born, likely in the late 

seventeenth or early eighteenth century, the Chikashsha people had only had sustained trading 

relationships with the French and the English for a decade at most. Prior to this a one hundred 

fifty some-odd year span had occurred in which the Chikashsha had essentially no sustained 

contact with Europeans. Throughout her lifetime and that of her daughter, the second woman 

to carry the name of Mintohoyo, the language was present in our nation in its fullness – 

Chikashshanompaꞌ was the language of daily interaction, interpersonal communication, and 

ceremony. It was the language of day and night, life and death, peace and war. It was passed, 

as our Creator intended it, from mother to child, in community and in relationship with others. 

                                                
65 Granny Mead told my great-grandmother Charlie Perkins Cox and my grandmother Faye 
Elizabeth Cox Nichols that her grandmother Mintohoyo was the third generation of women in 
their family to carry that name. Granny Mead translated her name as ‘Come Woman’, but this 
is problematic. Minti ohoyo would be ‘come woman’ in Chahta, but in Chikashshanompaꞌ 
woman is ‘ihoo’; a contraction of the two could plausibly be Mintihoo. Further muddying the 
waters are the many alternative spellings for the third Mintohoyo’s name in the historical 
record. Mintihoyo, Mintihoyya and other derivations are common. Her name is written on her 
1838 removal muster roll as Min ta ho ya, which would be Mintaahoyya in modern 
orthography, meaning ‘Come and strain it here’—Mintihoyo meaning ‘Come and look for it’; 
Mintihoyya meaning ‘come and strain it.’ I have retained Mintohoyo because of its regular 
occurence in the historical record, but I think one of these alternatives is far more likely to be 
her actual name. I have visited the site of her last home in Mississippi several times, and have 
participated in salvage archaeology, including trash pit sampling, on the site. I am sure she 
would be quite surprised to find that her trash is now interesting to somebody. Michelle Cooke, 
‘Touched By Our Past: Unearthing Memories from Levi Colbert’s Prairie,’ Chokma Chickasaw 
Magazine (Spring 2019), 8-17.  
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The language sustained us in so many ways – when we were hard-pressed by enemies on all 

sides, it was still there for us.  

 
Figure 4: Mintohoyo III. Pen and Ink on paper. Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), 2017. 

 
Within the lifetime of the third woman to carry the name of Mintohoyo (Figure 4) the 

language remained a powerful force and essentially the only language spoken in the traditional 

Chikashsha villages. Born before 1788 near present-day Tupelo, Mississippi and passing away in 

Indian Territory after 1839, Mintohoyo was a monolingual Chikashsha speaker who would have 

known only a handful of intermarried white traders, including her father in law James Logan 

Colbert, James Gunn, John Gilchrist, James Allen, and John Bynum, tribal interpreter Malcolm 

McGee, and others who were bilingual English-Chikashshanompaꞌ speakers.66 Her own husband 

                                                
66 Horatio Bardwell Cushman, History of the Choctaw, Chickasaw and Natchez Indians. 
(Greenville, TX: Headlight printing house, 1899), 414; Amanda J. Cobb, Listening to Our 
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Ittiꞌ Aaombaꞌ Levi Colbert, though he was a mixed blood Chikashsha with a white father, was 

neither fluent nor literate in English, but was nonetheless powerful by virtue of his mother and 

her clan status.67 His father, James Logan Colbert, and tribal translator Malcolm McGee were 

both raised from infancy with the Chikashsha people and could speak the language with native-

like proficiency.68 Within a generation, the mixed blood children of these early traders and 

powerful Chikashsha clan mothers would ascend to political power in their rapidly changing 

world, and their children would go on to become the first bilingual, and in some cases literate, 

Chikashsha. Chikashshanompaꞌ of the third Mintohoyo’s world was still powerful, and the 

dominant language within the boundaries of Chikashshiyaakniꞌ, but terrible consequences of 

removal would soon begin to have effects on our language.  

                                                
Grandmothersꞌ Stories: The Bloomfield Academy for Chickasaw Females, 1852-1949 (Lincoln, 
NE: University of Nebraska Press, 2000), 24.  
67 Ittiꞌ Aaombaꞌ Levi Colbert was Inkonihommaꞌ, ‘Their Red Skunk People’.  
68 That James Logan Colbert was brought to Chickasaw Nation as an infant and raised among 
our people is an oral history passed down in numerous descendant families. This may be 
incorrect, but this is how my family understands his history with the Chikashsha people.  
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Figure 5: Mariah Colbert Kemp. Pen and Ink on paper. Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), 2017. 

Mintohoyo’s daughter Mariah Colbert Kemp was likely born at her mother’s allotment 

near modern day Nettleton, Monroe County, Mississippi, circa 1820 (Figure 5) into a markedly 

different world from that of her mother, one where the intense violence of the eighteenth 

century had faded and the settlement patterns of the mother towns were changing as 

Chikashsha people moved out onto the landscape to pursue Euro-American style agriculture 

and livestock farming. Schools were beginning to be established in Chikashshiyaakniꞌ, 

established by the South Carolina-Georgia Synod, which established the mission school known 

as Monroe School in 1822 and the Cumberland Presbyterian Association, which established 

Charity Hall in 1820. Other schools included Tokshish, Martyn, and Caney Creek.69 These 

schools, which focused on religious, domestic, and academic training, would in part help create 

                                                
69 Cobb, Listening, 27-28.  
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a generation of bilingual Chikashsha children who would use their language skills for the 

betterment of their people.70 Literate, Chikashsha bilinguals and translators would prove to be 

invaluable in treaty negotiations with the United States. This same generation would often 

choose to withhold Chikashshanompaꞌ from their children. This terrible decision was less of a 

matter of choice than one of protection – our Ancestors did not want their children to suffer as 

they had.  

Hashtolaꞌ71, marked by hunger months of limited food and long nights filled with tribal 

stories, is today understood to encompass the horrors of Removal to Indian Territory beginning 

in 1837. Frances Elizabeth Kemp Mead (Figure 6) was born in Indian Territory near lands that 

would become Kemp, Oklahoma, roughly a decade after her mother Mariah Colbert Kemp, her 

father Joel Kemp, and her grandmother Mintohoyo were forced to leave the bones of their 

Ancestors in Chikashshiyaakniꞌ and come to Indian Territory.72 Her parents were both 

multilingual, her mother speaking Chikashshanompaꞌ and English and her father speaking ‘good 

English, and the Chickasaw and Choctaw languages.’73 She was enrolled in the inaugural class of 

the Bloomfield Academy for Chickasaw Females in 1853. The literacy curriculum at Bloomfield, 

similar to curricula created for contemporaneous white schools, was very effective in its 

mission to ‘Christianize and civilize.’74 Granny Mead, who cherished her time at Bloomfield, 

                                                
70 Ibid. 29.  
71 ‘Winter.’ 
72 Mintohoyo and her household were enrolled to remove on 5 May 1838, and took with them 
the last hereditary minkoꞌ of our people, Ishtaahottopaꞌ. His name means ‘Where He Was Hurt 
With It,’ translation provided by native speaker Catherine Willmond. Dr. Pamela Munro, email 
to author, 18 October 2019.     
73 Frances Elizabeth Kemp Mead interview, Oklahoma Indian-Pioneer Papers, interview 162, 
1937. http://files.usgwarchives.net/ok/bryan/bios/k5100001.txt. Accessed 19 September 2019.  
74 Cobb, Listening, 45.  
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would be the last proficient speaker of Chikashshanompaꞌ in our family, until I picked it up in 

2000.75 

 
Figure 6: Frances Elizabeth Kemp Mead. Pen and Ink on paper. Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), 2017. 

 
She lived through the struggles of re-establishing our nation in the new lands, the losses 

of the Civil War, and the struggle to rebuild. Her daughter, Laura Belle Moberly Perkins (Figure 

7), would only know the pain of the war years through stories, but would experience first-hand 

the heartbreak of allotment, when our tribal government functions were severely restricted, 

and our tribal lands broken up into individual parcels.   

                                                
75 In addition to being a fluent speaker of Chikashshanompaꞌ, she was also an alikchiꞌ, ‘Indian 
doctor,’ who knew traditional medicine to a degree. I doubt she was an initiated doctor, 
selected from birth for training by Iyaaknaashaꞌ, ‘the Little People,’ who taught alikchiꞌ the 
fullness of Indian medicine, both good and bad. She did know extensive herbal remedies for 
maladies – remedies that were passed down to her granddaughter, my great-grandmother 
Charlie Perkins Cox.  
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Figure 7: Laura Belle Moberly Perkins. Pen and Ink on paper. Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), 2017. 

 
She was born in Indian Territory at the very southeastern-most portion of the Chickasaw 

Nation, the Panola District, into a period of rapid cultural decline.76 The clan system was 

breaking down. Some families, primarily ones with mixed racial heritage, were becoming 

monolingual speakers of naahollimanompaꞌ77. Chikashsha people also were converting to 

Christianity, giving up their native beliefs. Laura, too, was a graduate of the Bloomfield 

Academy, and had limited proficiency in Chikashshanompaꞌ. Her daughter, Charlie Perkins 

Cox (Figure 8), was born at Calera, Indian Territory, Chickasaw Nation, just five years before 

                                                
76 ‘A Resolution in Relation to Striking Boundary Lines’ was approved by Chickasaw Governor 
B.F. Overton on 17 October 1876. The resolution established the four voting districts: Pontotoc, 
Pickens, Tishomingo, and Panola. Originally called counties, they were maintained in the 1983 
Constitution and named districts. https://legislative.chickasaw.net/Districts.aspx, accessed 13 
October 2019.  
77 ‘English.’ 
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statehood, and would be among the last in her immediate family to be included in the final 

rolls of the Dawes Commission, and allotted land thereby. 

 
Figure 8: Charlie Perkins Cox. Pen and Ink on paper. Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), 2017. 

 
 Grandma Cox was the first of my Ancestors I knew growing up. She attended a later 

incarnation of the Bloomfield Academy, renamed Carter Seminary. Like her mother and her 

grandmother, she received education in domestic arts, Christian instruction, and Western 

fundamentals like literacy. She knew a smattering of Chikashsha words, retained some of our 

food traditions, kept some of her mother and grandmother’s herbal remedies including ones 

for insect stings and minor cuts, and was an incredibly proud citizen of Chikashshiyaakniꞌ. The 

civilizing work of the academy was too effective. After three successive generations of 

attendance, there was almost no remnant of Chikashshanompaꞌ in our family.   
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The metaphorical winter into which she, her mother and grandmother were born 

continued into the lean years of the early to mid-twentieth century. The Chikashsha people 

struggled to survive without a fully-functioning government. We had limited financial resources, 

and were progressively forced to leave our traditional communities to find work. Charlie’s 

daughter, Faye Elizabeth Cox Nichols (Figure 9), would be born a few short years before the 

stock market crash that plunged the nation into the Great Depression.  

  

 
Figure 9: Faye Elizabeth Cox Nichols. Pen and Ink on paper. Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), 2017. 

 
Faye, who I called ‘Meme,’ was the first female child in three generations not to attend 

a tribal boarding school. Instead she went to a neighborhood school with other Chikashsha 

children, mostly her relatives and a smattering of naahollo students. She was an excellent 

student, particularly in music, and would become a teacher. She was our family genealogist and 
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keeper of the Colbert-Kemp family lore, a role she bequeathed to me on her passing in 

December 2014. She was a product of her time and a victim of historical circumstance. She was, 

as are we all, a child of Removal who made her way through the world with little overt 

knowledge of the rich heritage that had been ripped from her. She knew her church, the 

foodways of her mother, and about life on the farm, but nothing of Chikashshanompaꞌ. Many of 

her generation would either never be taught to speak Chikashshanompaꞌ, or would actively 

stop speaking it upon entering school.  

Her daughter, my mother Charla Sue Nichols Hinson would be born after the end of 

World War II. A quintessential Baby Boomer child, my mother was raised far from her 

grandmother Charlie Perkins Cox’s farm near Achille, Oklahoma (Figure 10).  

 
Figure 10: Charla Sue Nichols Hinson. Pen and Ink on paper. Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), 2017. 
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She knew as much of her tribal heritage as her mother would pass to her but, like her 

mother, she was largely disconnected from the core, fluently speaking Chikashsha communities 

throughout rural areas of south-central Oklahoma. She would grow to maturity during the late 

1960s and early 1970s, when the Reverend Jesse and Vinnie May James Humes noted the 

paucity of young Chikashsha who could converse in Chikashshanompaꞌ. By the time of my birth 

(Figure 11), there were perhaps only a thousand or fewer speakers of Chikashshanompaꞌ left. 

Contemporaneous sources note almost no one of middle age or younger was then capable of 

holding sustained conversation therewith.78 The programs of assimilation had been remarkably 

effective. However, a great political and cultural resurgence was coming. 

  

 
Figure 11: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson). Pen and Ink on paper. Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), 2017. 

 
                                                
78 Dorothy Milligan, ed., The Indian Way: Chickasaws (Quanah, TX: Nortex Press, 1976), vi. 
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I was born eleven years before our metaphorical Spring, marked in our traditions by 

the return of toꞌliꞌ79 play, dances, and the first growth of atofalaaꞌ imilhlhaꞌ.80 That season 

represents our present Chikashsha cultural and political renaissance that began with the 

election of Governor Bill Anoatubby in 1987. I, like other Chikashsha people of my generation, 

was greatly blessed by grassroots efforts of individuals including Mr. and Mrs. Humes, Abijah 

Colbert, Robert Kingsbery, and others in pressing for the appointment of a young and dynamic 

Chikashsha man named Overton James, who would go on to be our first popularly elected 

governor since 1898. While not a speaker of the language, he valued it, and encouraged his 

mother, Vinnie May James Humes, to finish A Chickasaw Dictionary following the death of her 

husband, the Reverend Jess J. Humes. Governor James and his administration accomplished a 

great deal, including passage of our tribal constitution in 1983.  

The nadir of the language also was the beginning of a revitalization movement during 

James’s administration that was more fully realized under the leadership of Governor 

Anoatubby, who greatly values Chikashshanompaꞌ and what it means for our people. Never 

before have we had so few speakers of Chikashshanompaꞌ, but neither have we had more 

passion, commitment and energy to bring it back to its rightful place in our daily lives, in the 

hearts and on the tongues of our people.  

  

                                                
79 ‘stickball.’ 
80 ‘wild onions.’  
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Chikashshiyaakniꞌ (Chickasaw Nation): The importance of place 
 

 

Figure 12: Map of the Chickasaw Treaty Sessions & Removal Routes of Chickasaw Indians, 
Chickasaw Nation GeoSpatial Information, 22 February 2012.  

 

The importance of place cannot be underestimated, both the loss of our traditional place 

and our adaptation to new place. We were originally from the west of the Saktiꞌ Lhafaꞌ Okhinaꞌ, 

but came to reside in the Tombigbee River valley, centered on present-day Tupelo, Mississippi 

(Figure 12). Until Removal, beginning June 1837, we inhabited communities built first along 

ridge tops overlooking the rivers and creeks that are scattered throughout our homeland, and 

then later into more dispersed individual homesteads.81 Chikashshanompaꞌ was sitting on the 

                                                
81 The first removal party left the Chickasaw Nation in June, and crossed the Mississippi River at 
Memphis on 4 July 1837.  
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land - we knew our places intimately, naming them Chishaꞌ Tállaꞌaꞌ82, Chokkaꞌ Falaaꞌ83, 

Chokkilissaꞌ84, Shiiki Aabínniꞌliꞌ85, Nitaꞌ Bookoshiꞌ86, and Saktiꞌ Lhafaꞌ Okhinaꞌ87. Other places were 

known, named for the ancestor that died there, for some activity that animals performed there, 

or some unique quality to the natural environment.88 In that time Chikashshanompaꞌ was still 

present in the heavens, the astronomical knowledge of our hopayiꞌ still intact.89 The bodies of 

our Ancestors are buried throughout that land, even though we are no longer there (Figure 13 

and Figure 14). 

                                                
82 ‘Post Oak Grove.’ 
83 ‘Long Town.’ 
84 ‘Abandoned Town.’ 
85 ‘Buzzard’s Roost.’ 
86 ‘Bear Creek.’  
87 ‘Scored Bank River, ’ the Mississippi River. Dyson, ‘The Early Chickasaw Homeland,’ 178. 
88 See Keith H. Basso, Wisdom Sits in Places: Landscape and Language Among the Western 
Apache (Albuquerque, NM: University of New Mexico Press, 1996) for an excellent study of 
place and story among the Western Apache. 
89 ‘Prophets.’ Today, Chikashsha astronomical knowledge is almost wholly gone.  
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Figure 13: Map of the Chickasaw Treaty Sessions & Removal Routes of Chickasaw Indians, 
Chickasaw Nation GeoSpatial Information, 22 February 2012, detail.  
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Figure 14: Map of the Chickasaw Treaty Sessions & Removal Routes of Chickasaw Indians, 
Chickasaw Nation GeoSpatial Information, 22 February 2012, detail.  

Before Removal, we negotiated for the western portion of the Choctaw Nation.90 The 

Chahta were more than glad to convey it, because it meant we could pose a buffer between 

                                                
90 The negotiations are outlined in the 1837 Treaty of Doaksville.  
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them and fierce western tribes like the Plains Apaches, the Kiowa, the Comanches, none 

particularly taken with the fact that another tribe now inhabited their traditional hunting lands. 

We brought our places with us, naming Kaliꞌ Chokmaꞌ91, Kaliꞌ Awaalhaaliꞌ92, Pantiꞌ Oktaak93. We 

renamed Kaliꞌ Chokmaꞌ94 for our beloved leader Tishohminkoꞌ - Tishomingo. Again the language 

was over the land. We named it while we worked on it, and struggled to adapt to our new 

environment. (Figure 15). 

 

Figure 15: Map of the Chickasaw Treaty Sessions & Removal Routes of Chickasaw Indians, 
Chickasaw Nation GeoSpatial Information, 22 February 2012, detail.  

We have grown into our new home, though the old folks call us back now and then so we 

might protect them in the ground where they have lain for so long. Our communities follow a 

                                                
91 ‘Good Springs.’ 
92 ‘Boiling Springs.’ 
93 ‘Cattail Prairie.’  
94 ‘Good Springs.’ 
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meandering line from Allen, Happyland, and Kullihoma95 in the north, through Pontotoc and 

Connerville to Tishomingo and Fillmore in the south. Hardly any of our speakers live outside our 

boundaries—perhaps two at most. Chickasaw speakers are homebodies, and prefer to stay 

near other speakers. The wild onions are not any good in California, anyhow (Figure 16).  

 

Figure 16: Oklahoma Map of the Chickasaw Nation, Chickasaw Nation GeoSpatial Information, 
31 March 2011.  

Naming continues while we expand and grow, build and develop. We give names 

appropriate to places and to our sense of place. We think of the diaspora of Chikashsha people, 

including ones who have never lived here. Our language is over their lands, too. We give them 

                                                
95 Kali-hommaꞌ, ‘Red Springs.’  
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names for things in their daily lives, and help them speak from afar. We help them remember 

who they are, and where they came from, with traditional naming.  

Still, out of some 68,000 people, we have less than 50 native speakers of Chikashshanompaꞌ 

remaining. This dwindling came as a series of insidious, small, quiet steps, the ‘disjunctures’ 

Meek describes as ruptures in community due to colonizing influences.96 Small warp- and weft-

tearing intrusions, tiny in the fabric of our community, occurred at contact, including out-

marriage, war, and cultural degradation. We learned English as a way to survive. Over time we 

became skillful at navigating in the dominant society—maybe too skillful, some of the old folks 

say. Our language made it intact through Removal as a matter of daily communication, but we 

were poorer for having lost some things that do not exist in Oklahoma or at least in our service 

area, like swans, bald cypress trees, and medicine plants that only grew in the old country.  

The twentieth century opened with the withering blow of statehood. Our government was 

effectively terminated. Our communities were left with the labors of their hands, hopes of 

small payouts from the remnants of tribal assets and our meager allotments. Our children 

suffered the trauma of the federal boarding-school system that often tore their language right 

out of them—but sometimes it did not. We still had strong social communities, yet World War 

II would affect even that. Our men went off to fight, saw something of the world, relocated to 

take jobs in urban areas, and never came back. Often our people fell in love with others who 

did not speak Chikashshanompaꞌ. This generation was the one that really began to lose the 

                                                
96 Meek, We Are Our Language, x. 
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language. Less than fifty native speakers remain. From that we struggle to bring our nation 

back together through the power of Chikashshanompaꞌ. 

Chikashshaat ittokchali (The Chickasaws are waking themselves up): Chickasaw Renaissance  
 

We have made strides toward putting ourselves back together politically and culturally. 

With the advent of Indian gaming under the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act (Public Law 100-497-

Oct. 17, 1988 100th Congress Sec. 2701), the Chickasaw Nation has flourished. Gaming dollars 

reinvested into essential services have changed the quality of life for the Chickasaw people for 

the better. We have dramatically expanded programs and services, including health care 

through the Chickasaw Nation Medical Center in Ada, Oklahoma, and its satellite clinics in 

surrounding communities. We operate elder programs, housing and home ownership services, 

the tribally owned Bank 2, child-support enforcement, and extensive education services. 

Gaming dollars also have funded diversification efforts in our non-gaming business arm 

comprising Chickasaw Enterprises, Solara Health Care, Global Gaming Solutions LLC. We have 

grown our employment base from two in 1971 to more than 14,000 as of this writing. Other 

tribal enterprises include gaming centers, smoke shops, Bedré Chocolates, several local 

newspapers and radio stations, travel stops, and extensive business with the federal 

government including medical contracting for the United States Armed Forces.  

The Chickasaw Nation’s cultural revitalization has accelerated since the mid-1990s. 

Ceremonial and social dancing traditions were revitalized at the Kullihoma97 stomp grounds 

east of Ada. Simultaneously, community-based plans for a cultural center began, culminating in 

the opening of the Chickasaw Cultural Center in 2010. Chickasaw Press was founded in 2007, 

                                                
97 Kali-hommaꞌ, ‘Red Springs.’ 
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devoted to publishing books and book-length materials about Chikashsha topics, from 

language texts to history, and cookbooks to children’s literature. Chickasaw citizens are 

returning to their ancestral cultural roots, taking up bow-making, archery and traditional 

foodways, and participating in language-learning programs. Some even return ‘home’ from 

outside our service area, to live in the Chickasaw Nation. 

 And our tribal government under Governor Anoatubby has taken language loss 

seriously. Beginning with the founding of the Chickasaw Language Revitalization Program in 

2007, dedicated efforts are at the forefront of the Chickasaw Nation’s cultural initiatives. The 

program offers an array of enrichment and immersion activities for Chickasaw citizens and 

other interested persons. Its core is the Chikasha Academy Adult Immersion Program, modeled 

after the Salish Language Program / Paul Creek Language Program.98 Now in its fourth year, the 

Chikasha Academy is dedicated to the creation of competent second-language learners of 

Chikashshanompaꞌ via immersion at six hours a day, three days a week, for up to three years.  

 Our commitment to academic research, writing, and publication feeds back into the 

Chikasha Academy program. We have a long-standing relationship with UCLA linguistics 

professor Dr. Pamela Munro who, besides co-authoring our core documentation with native 

speaker Catherine Willmond, supports the program. In 2013 the Chickasaw Nation and the 

University of Texas at Arlington were awarded a Documenting Endangered Languages grant 

from the National Science Foundation (BCS-1263699 and BCS-1263698). That grant established 

the Chickasaw Verb, a project to document Chickasaw verbs in conversational and narrative 

                                                
98 http://www.interiorsalish.com/tpcla.html 
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contexts, and to examine the natural speech of our last native speakers. Dr. Colleen Fitzgerald 

is co-principal investigator with myself for the project, and Dr. Munro serves as a consultant.  

 Dr. Juliet Morgan and Dr. Kari Chew also are core academic partners. Dr. Morgan is our 

full-time staff linguist. She analyzes the speech of our Chikasha Academy students and creates 

structured immersion activities that focus on nonstandard variations in their oral production. 

Those activities repeat critical morphological features needed for accurate production. Dr. 

Chew has played in integral role in long-term projects like Rosetta Stone Chickasaw, as well as 

contributing to this current research, along with Dr. Morgan.    

 Besides our core immersion program, there are other, extensive enrichment efforts to 

offer Chikashsha people, no matter where they live, access to their heritage language. Within 

the service area we offer study groups in each of the major communities including Purcell, Ada, 

Tishomingo, Sulphur, and Ardmore. Chipota Chikashshanompoli (Children Speaking Chickasaw) 

and Himittaꞌ Alhihaat Hoochokoshkomo (The Youth Are Playing) focus on children’s language 

learning. At East Central University the program offers four semesters of Chikashshanompaꞌ 

taught by native speaker JoAnn Ellis and second-language learner Osiꞌ Tohbiꞌ (Brandon White 

Eagle). For employees of the Chickasaw Nation, we offer Individual Development Program 

classes about everyday matters like food, family, traditional hymn singing and introductions. 

We also offer a grammar-based program for the Chickasaw Nation executive department and 

other leaders. Extensive language programming is available on www.chickasaw.tv, including 

lessons, language staff profiles, speaker interviews, and children’s videos. 

Furthermore, our program has made available via the iTunes store a Chickasaw 

language learning application for Apple mobile devices, free to all interested persons. The app 
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features topically organized phrases, videos, and traditional hymns. And we undertook an 

extensive project with Rosetta Stone in 2015, culminating in Rosetta Stone Chickasaw Levels 1, 

2, and 3, with level 4 going live in the spring of 2020. 

At the core of all the program does is the Chickasaw Language Committee. Composed of 

25 native speakers, this advisory committee assists in directing all aspects of program 

development, including creation of anompa himittaꞌ99, Chickasaw language publications 

including a Chickasaw prayer book, public signage, and direction concerning language use.  

Pomanompaat nosaꞌchitaa? (Will our language go to sleep?): Language Loss and 
Revitalization in Oklahoma  
 

Any discussion of Chikashshanompaꞌ language ecology must include the broader, multi-

tribal context that is Oklahoma Indian Country, and must include our motivations for addressing 

language loss and for revitalization efforts. For the Chikashsha community, concerns about 

language loss began in the late 1960s, particularly among our conservative speakers. For them, 

language was so intimately tied to identity, even if they had made difficult choices not to pass 

theirs to their children, and some were resigned to the language’s inevitable slide into sleep. 

And yet others among them fought passionately against such surrender. To them, language loss 

meant severe consequences, including the end of our people, and even the end of the world. 

The tribal government took a tribe-wide language survey in 2007 and, given the political and 

cultural motivations discussed above, decided to do something. 

Oklahoma Indian Country is fertile ground for revitalization not only because of its 

status as a language hotspot, but also the intensity with which many tribes therein approach 

                                                
99 ‘New words.’ 
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their languages’ endangerment and revitalization. Their efforts have had significant influence 

on ours. This is not to say our inspiration was totally insular - we also looked outside our state 

boundaries to the Karok and the Alutiiq and, after working with individuals from those tribes 

and Dr. Leanne Hinton, we developed our Master-Apprentice program.  

The Sauk Language Program, under the direction of Jacob Manatowa-Bailey, had 

perhaps the strongest influence on the Chickasaw Language Revitalization Program (Chapter 8). 

Jacob was an exceptional leader who applied his insights to program development, planning, 

and sustainability. His team approach to Master-Apprentice was the most successful adult 

immersion program in the state of Oklahoma, in my opinion. The Sauk are continuing their 

language revitalization efforts under the direction of Chakîhkwê Katie Grant Johnson.100  

The Cherokees also run a large immersion school to educate Cherokee children, pre-

kindergarten through sixth grade, entirely in their language. Their school-based approach grew 

out of the Hawaiian experience, which Cherokees applied successfully after some bumps along 

the way. The Cherokee experience, given the great number of native speakers, is different from 

ours. However, we are inspired by their approach to new media integration. The work of Roy 

Boney (Cherokee Nation of Oklahoma) in bringing Cherokee to the masses via Apple and 

Microsoft products has shaped our thinking considerably on the intersection of language and 

culture with contemporary media, and in particular the youthful users of such media. The 

students of the Cherokee Language Master Apprentice Program under the direction of Ryan 

Mackey (Cherokee Nation of Oklahoma) and Howard Paden (Cherokee Nation of Oklahoma) are 

                                                
100 Jacob Manatowa-Bailey is now a doctoral student at the University of British Columbia, 
Victoria. 
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making incredible progress over a short period of time.101 The School of Choctaw Language 

under Teresa Billy (Choctaw Nation of Oklahoma) is reaching far across the United States and 

beyond, utilizing the power of the Internet to bring Chahta imanompaꞌ102 to wherever the 

Chahta people reside. The Seminole Nation Language Program under the direction of Joe Coon 

(Seminole) is using the power of video and social media to educate citizens via Facebook and 

Instagram. Delaney Pennock (Seminole Nation of Oklahoma) and Jeremy Fultz (Muscogee Creek 

Nation) are the creative team behind their current efforts. The Osage Nation has an active 

revitalization program, and a tribal immersion school administrated by Debra Atterberry. Ryan 

RedCorn (Osage) and Buffalo Nickel Creative produce language-centric media programs, 

including projects for the Chickasaw Nation (Chapter 5).  

We also draw inspiration from outside the state, including from jessie little doe baird 

from the Mashpee Wampanoag, who revived her language from a two-hundred-year sleep and 

whose community has created adult and children immersion programs including a tribal school. 

My Ojibwe friend Leslie Harper ran an immersion school deep in the woods of northern 

Minnesota, and I often think of what they accomplished in the face of incredible odds. These 

and others shape how we work in Chikashshiyaakniꞌ.  

Our relationships are codified in the Intertribal Council of the Five Civilized Tribes, an 

intertribal organization founded in 1949, including the Cherokee Nation of Oklahoma, the 

Choctaw Nation of Oklahoma, the Muscogee Nation, the Seminole Nation of Oklahoma, and the 

                                                
101 Chakîhkwê Katie Grant Johnson, personal communication with author, 23 September 2019.   
102 ‘Choctaw language.’ 
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Chickasaw Nation.103 This intertribal organization represents over 400,000 Indian people 

nationwide.104 The collective efforts of this political organization also extend to cultural 

resources. Our respective language programs meet quarterly and host a language symposium 

once a year, most recently on communicative language learning approaches. We work 

collaboratively to better each of our individual efforts. Each tribal nation has inherent strengths 

and brings those to bear, in a language context, in a variety of ways. 

Pomanompaꞌ apissali mihatok (They tried to straighten our language): Chickasaw Language 
Standardization and Materials Creation 
 

Like all the aforementioned Oklahoma tribal nations, we have seen a variety of tribal 

language education efforts since the 1970s. One of the first community-based efforts was 

publication of A Chickasaw Dictionary in 1973. The late Reverend and Mrs. Humes compiled a 

word list of Chikashshanompaꞌ to counter what they saw as a generation of young Chickasaws 

without substantial knowledge of their tribal language.105 A small community effort resulted in 

a series of tapes and lessons in the 1990s, with audio recorded by the late Yvonne Alberson, the 

late Jerry Imotichey, and Carlin Thompson.106 The late Pauline Walker also recorded a phrase 

tape, and the dance troupe created a CD of traditional stomp dance and social dance songs. In 

the schools we have had language and culture programs since the 1960s. Neither formal nor 

sustained, the programs generally were developed by individual tribal members. Native 

                                                
103 ‘Inter-Tribal Council of the Five Civilized Tribes, Chapter One’ 
http://www.fivecivilizedtribes.org/Chapter-One.html, accessed 13 October 2019. 
104 ‘The Inter-Tribal Council of the Five Civilized Tribes: Resolution No. 2001 – 08,’ 
http://aistm.org/2001.civilized.tribes.htm. 
105 Humes, A Chickasaw Dictionary, ix. 
106 I use the English adjectival phrase, ‘the late,’ to indicate our deceased native speakers in 
deference to ancestral patterns of name avoidance during the period of mourning, and to a 
regular pattern of marking their names after that period.   
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speakers also taught series of formal classes: The late Yvonne Alberson taught at Tishomingo, 

and the late Geraldine Greenwood taught at Mill Creek for some years. Their materials were 

never published, but continue to circulate within the community. 

Language revitalization programs often look to materials creation while conducting 

language planning. In the case of Chikashshanompaꞌ, creation of most didactic materials was 

largely accomplished before the nation had a dedicated language program. Introduction to 

Chickasaw, mentioned above, was published by Various Indian Peoples Publishing Company in 

the 1990s. The same company produced audio recordings and a CD-ROM of A Chickasaw 

Dictionary in the 1990s as well. Dr. Munro and Mrs. Willmond published their dictionary in 

1994, and developed a series of lessons for Chickasaw classes at UCLA that would grow into the 

teaching grammar published in 2008.  

Beginning in 2008, the department of Chickasaw language began to engage more 

seriously in discussions about meeting the needs of citizens at large through media and 

technology. A community council program grew into a vision for high-quality language 

education without taxing our limited speaker resources. Out of that vision we developed the 

Chickasaw language learning application for Apple devices. The program also is heavily invested 

in Rosetta Stone Chickasaw, a distance-learning program utilizing existing technologies and 

providing communicative and immersive environments for all citizens.  

Pomanompaꞌ ilanompolaꞌhi bíyyiꞌkaꞌchitaa? (Will we be able to speak our language?): 
Implications for Chikashshanompaꞌ  
 

I can think of few tribes in Oklahoma that lack any type of language initiative. Simply 

put, languages are integral to who we are as Indian people. That determination confronts the 

political and cultural environment at state and local levels here in Oklahoma, where for some 
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years English-only bills and ordinances have circulated, gained traction, and ultimately passed 

despite numerous court challenges. Though these bills often exempt native languages, a bias 

toward English is made clear.  

The discourses within our program are positive. We are still very much in a position to 

market our language to our people, many of whom have not heretofore had access to it. The 

tasks of meeting their increasing needs while preserving the immersion core of our program 

means we must dance a strange dance. We must emphasize the criticality of our language 

status, and what we have lost, but not to the degree that our people might conclude that 

revitalization is impossible. We can save our language, and bring it back to a level of 

prominence not seen in several decades.  

Speaker discourses are slowly changing, even while some negative ideologies persist 

(Chapter 7). Our speaker community realizes, on rising levels, the importance of the work they 

do for our program. As they have greater say in what is done and how, they take more 

ownership over their language initiatives, like creating a new words dictionary and a bilingual 

prayer book. Our speakers are taking pride in their language, and working with, in, and for it.  

Second-language learners are flocking to our programs. Whether via immersion or 

enrichment, we reach thousands of individuals a year. Tribal citizens among such learners speak 

of the losses that have come of not knowing their language. Many do not know who the last 

person was in their family who could speak Chikashshanompaꞌ, yet want to know the language 

for themselves and for their children.  

Our community members are supportive even if they do not participate. Some might 

criticize what or how we do things, but all support Chikashshanompaꞌ, and agree that we are 
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our language, and our language is us, even if all of us cannot speak it. That last phrase is 

pertinent among us. We have racialized and socialized the discourses surrounding identity, 

belonging and language.107 On the governmental level, we have a classless society of all 

Chikashsha people, blooded and less so, speaking and not: Chikashsha poya, ‘We are 

Chickasaw.’ On the community level, however, we have a number of traditionalists who 

disagree, holding that biology and phenotype are paramount to Chikashsha identity and 

increasingly, language also. Therefore, according to them, language and cultural involvement 

can overcome phenotype and place of origin. I have seen it, because I have lived it. Conversely, 

within our department, language is positioned not as a racial heritage, but as a gift from the 

Ancestors. It is passed to us by our old ones, for the benefit of all Chikashsha okla.108 Our job is 

to facilitate access to that gift. We consider it a mission, more than a job, and a calling more 

than a vocation.  

Of course, we suffer persistent damage. We cannot help that. We are a diverse family 

living as a minority people, in our own land and as a Chikashsha diaspora flung across the 

world.109 Conditions for return to a socially grounded and communicative language community 

are not ideal. The fact that we must artificially reconstruct the conditions for such a shift before 

we can even begin to tackle long-term language development proves we face significant if 

                                                
107 Chahta / Chikashsha author Dr. Phillip Carroll Morgan argues that ‘racialization of citizenship 
did not originate with Chickasaws,’ and in fact it is in complete opposition to ancestral patterns 
of ‘traced citizenship, property rights, parental rights, and lines of succession matrilineally.’ 
Phillip Carroll Morgan, Riding Out the Storm: 19th Century Chickasaw Governors, Their Lives and 
Intellectual Legacy (Ada, OK: Chickasaw Press, 2013), 37. 
108 ‘Chikashsha people.’ Some speakers prefer Chikashsha moma ‘all the Chikashsha.’  
109 Davis defines diaspora ‘broadly as ‘the displacement of subjects.’’ Jenny L. Davis, Talking 
Indian: Identity and Language Revitalization in the Chickasaw Renaissance (Tucson, AZ: 
University of Arizona Press, 2018), 7.  
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perhaps not insurmountable challenges. We face all distractions of the dominant culture—

television, media and technology—with choices either to re-engage them on the behalf of our 

language, strive to ignore them (unsuccessfully), or accept them without comment. 

Re-engagement is our solution. Such a shift toward growing our language into a 

modern, relevant one is perhaps the best approach we have taken. We cannot grow with a 

moribund lexicon any more than we can expect to keep intact language communities without 

babies. The language must be made relevant again for our people, particularly for our youth. 

They want taliꞌ lopiꞌ, holisso palhkiꞌ, and iskaaypiꞌ110, because they are what they know.  

Yammak illa (That’s it): Revitalization to Socialization 
 

The Chikashsha people have undergone about five hundred years of language shift, loss, 

and now, renewal since significant contact with Europeans. We survived the nadir of our 

population during the eighteenth century, the brutal challenges of political and cultural loss as 

consequences of Removal, the forced education and assimilation of our children in the 

nineteenth and twentieth centuries, and the imposed erosion of much of our language at the 

hands of others and of our own people—parents, grandparents, and great-grandparents who 

kept it from us, out of protective love. We arrived in the present a tattered but intact people, 

with much of our pieces in place, waiting to be reattached, re-sewn and made whole and new.  

We push forward not only in language but all areas of Chickasaw life, whether cultural, 

political, social or economic. We are constantly remaking ourselves, while looking back to 

ensure we keep in mind what our Ancestors valued. We do so in the broad context of cultural 

and political renewal across Indian Country, and in many ways we are a standard bearer of 

                                                
110 ‘Computer’; ‘email’; ‘Skype.’  
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possibilities therein. We are vibrant, and provide for our own. We compete in the modern 

non-Indian world, keeping close to our hearts the things that make us Chikashsha. We yet have 

much to put back together, but we are on our way.  
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Chapter Three: Katishchit Chikashshanompaꞌ ishtanompolilaꞌni? (How can I talk about 
Chikashshanompaꞌ?): Theoretical, Empirical, and Methodological Frameworks 

 
I am not very good at this part of dissertation writing. Why can’t I just earn the PhD for becoming 
a speaker of my language? That seems reasonable to me.  
 
Lokosh  
2 July 2019 
 
It really is a joy to craft critical frameworks based on our Ancestors’ knowledge and their many 
teachings. It is conversely difficult and painful. We should be living the fullness of their 
knowledge and teachings, not trying to recover it from the void and trying to make sense of this 
mess we are in. The consequences of removal are here, as in every part of our lives, ever-
present, even if we are not consciously aware of them.  
 
Lokosh  
16 July 2019 
 
Hin-oshiꞌ ma hassáwwaliꞌchikma nanna hachimaabachilaꞌcho (If yꞌall follow me down this 
path I will point some things out): Chapter Overview  
 
 In this chapter I will examine theoretical, empirical, and methodological foundations for 

this research. In the first section I examine a theoretical framework deriving from Chikashsha 

ways of being. This theory of survivance and perseverance is one that I have termed Chikashsha 

poya.111 Chikashsha poya is composed of four Chikashsha values that center on identity, 

survivance through mediation, perseverance through change, and the cultural imperative to 

remain an intact, dynamic, active tribal nation. In the second section I consider the reporting 

framework for this research, and situate this project as a form of tanap nannanoliꞌ – a 

traditional war narrative. I then explore the connections between the overarching theory of 

Chikashsha Poya, tanap nannanoliꞌ, and the phenomena of autoethnographic researches in the 

                                                
111 ‘We are Chikashsha.’ 
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social sciences, and principally the use of autoethnographic methodologies and reporting 

frames for other Indigenous scholars worldwide. 

 In the third section I describe Chikashsha asilhlha, a community-derived, culturally-

grounded research methodology, its application in both my master’s thesis and this research, as 

well as its connections to Shawn Wilson’s ideas about Indigenous research paradigms and the 

practice of research as ceremony. In the fourth section I examine the place of this research in 

greater Indigenous second language learning contexts across the United States and Canada, and 

detail a culturally-derived metaphorical framework for Chikashshanompaꞌ loss and revitalization 

that I have termed ittonchololiꞌ – new growth from a tree. I then examine Mediated Language 

Change as an outgrowth of ittonchololiꞌ and examine its function as a theoretically-informed 

method and set of processes in our revitalization context. Finally, I disperse commentary on 

significant theses and dissertations that have influenced this research throughout the text, and 

provide a chapter summary at the closing of this chapter.  

Lhakóffit ilachónnaꞌchi bílliꞌyaꞌshki (Having survived, we will persevere forever): A Chikashsha 
theory of survivance and perseverance 
 

1768, after many years of war the South Carolina census estimated the Chickasaw to be 
only 2500 this included 500 warriors, I would not be here if not the 500, thank you 500 
and all who gave their lives so I could hang my flag today.112 

 
Ishtiliimáa. ‘We persevere.’113 

 
Chikashsha poꞌyacha iláyyaꞌsha katihma. ‘We are Chikashsha and we are still here.’114 

                                                
112 Wayne Walker, Chikashsha veteran Facebook post, 27 May 2019, accessed 23 July 2019. 
https://www.facebook.com/search/top/?q=Wayne%20Walker%20500&epa=SEARCH_BOX 
113 JoAnn Ellis, fluent Chikashsha speaker, personal communication with author, August 2010.  
114 Sadie Elmore (Chikashsha) and Melissa Cranford (Chikashsha) Facebook post with author 
tagged, 6 October 2011, accessed 23 July 2019. 
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2449006622500&set=a.2261516455363&type=3&
theater 
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A Chikashsha theory of survivance and perseverance underpins and motivates the 

Mediated Language Change approach detailed below, and is a primary force behind the 

production of this research. The theory is predicated on several fundamental Chikashsha values 

taken from ancestral knowledge and ways of being, and help inform our understandings of our 

Ancestors’ historical contexts and our own. They underpin our strong tribal identity, our 

survivance over time, our perseverance through struggle, and our commitment to remaining an 

intact and thriving nation.   

Chikashsha poya - We are Chikashsha 
 
 Our unique identity as Chikashsha, as expressed through the language Abaꞌ Bínniꞌliꞌ gave 

us to speak, and that was embodied in our clan systems and brought to life in our ceremonies, 

songs, dances, and relationships, is the basis upon which we built our nation. We are aware of 

deep and ongoing relationships with our brothers the Chahta, the Mashkookiꞌ, the Shimanooliꞌ, 

Alabaamoꞌ, the Hommaꞌ, and other Muskogean-speaking nations. We were at one time people 

of one fire with the Koweta and the Koasati, and brothers to the Kasihta, the Albaamoꞌ, and the 

Abihkaꞌ.115 Our deepest relationship is with our brothers, the Chahta. We were one people with 

them until not very long ago. We traveled with them from the west as one people with Ofiꞌ 

Tohbiꞌ Ishtoꞌ,116 who was lost in the Saktiꞌ Lhafaꞌ Okhinaꞌ.117 We split from them on the eastern 

side of that great river, and walked toward the rising of the sun as a separate people.118 Though 

                                                
115 Hinson, ‘Toꞌliꞌ,’ 44-45.  
116 ‘Big White Dog,’ 
117 ‘Scored Bank River,’ the Mississippi River. Dyson, ‘The Early Chickasaw Homeland,’ 178. 
118 Humes, Ofiꞌ Tohbiꞌ Ishtoꞌ. I have no reason to doubt a relatively recent split with the Chahta. I 
can generally understand the gist of what Chahta people are talking about. It suggests to me 
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inextricably linked with the Chahta, we began a history with our unique and separate identity 

as Chikashsha, and remained so through much struggle. Even now, while the clan system is but 

a memory to many Chikashsha and several of us are spread across the world far from our treaty 

lands in south central Oklahoma, our shared cultural identity ties us together, across time and 

space. That identity is manifest in our political body—our nationhood. Chikashsha poya, ‘We 

are Chikashsha,’ is the foundation of our collective strategies for survivance and perseverance.  

Iilhakóffi - We survive  
 
 As written above by Chikashsha veteran Wayne Walker, all living Chikashsha descend 

from the five hundred warriors and 2,000 women and children who survived the terrors of 

intertribal warfare during the early 1700s.119 That survival was active, purposeful, and 

negotiated. Adaptation in service to survivance is a strong cultural imperative. Some of our 

oldest teachings concerning the division of day and night show a demonstration of that 

principle. For an example we have the story about the willingness of one (Chilisaꞌ120) to stretch, 

                                                
that we are rather recently separated, or alternatively, that Chikashsha people can understand 
Chahta because of our familiarity with the Chahta Bible and hymnal. There is also a case to be 
made for Chikashsha familiarity with Chahta imanompaꞌ as published according to traditions of 
western European literature. The constitution and laws of the Chickasaw Nation were in fact 
published in Chahta imanompaꞌ.  There are interesting examples from the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries of Chikashsha speakers who seem to code-switch to distinctly Chahta 
language in public prayers and written documents. Significant historical linguistic work remains 
to be done in this and other areas. Whether this author or another will undertake it remains to 
be seen. 
119 Brightman and Wallace. ‘Chickasaw,’ 491; Johnson, ‘The Chickasaws,’ 85-121; Hinson, ‘Toꞌliꞌ,’ 
32. Bernard Romans said there were even fewer in his day: ‘the greatest number that their 
gunmen can now be reckoned at, does not exceed [two] hundred and fifty; it is really amazing, 
to think, that such a handful keeps about ten thousand of the men of the other tribes from 
destroying them.’ Romans, A Concise Natural History of East and West Florida (Tuscaloosa, AL: 
University of Alabama Press, 1999), 69.  
120 ‘Ground squirrel.’ 
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expand and push past a present idea or fact (a world of inconsistently mixed day and night) 

into what is possible (the day and night cycle as we now know it), although he faced opposition, 

jealousy and rage (from Nitaꞌ,121 who clawed Chilisa’s back in his anger). This cultural tendency 

toward innovative responses to problems is woven throughout our Ancestors’ decision-making 

processes, and persists in today’s Chikashsha community. 

Many strategies enabled our Ancestors to survive as a small but culturally intact nation 

through European conquest, intertribal wars, the horrors of Removal, the devastating losses of 

the Civil War, the trauma of Oklahoma statehood, the challenges of the Great Depression and 

the Termination era of federal Indian policy. Our Ancestors survived while competing European 

powers jostled over American territory because they manipulated alliances with the English, 

French, and Spanish to our people’s material and political benefit. Trading alliances were 

strengthened with European powers that could provide guns and ammunition critical to 

defense against ancient enemy tribes also thus armed. Another strategy was the adoption of 

war captives and taking in of other tribal peoples, often to replace family members lost in battle 

or victims similarly kidnapped by enemy tribes. The practice was considered as a way to right a 

wrong, and to restore the kind of balance considered essential to harmonious relationships and 

right living. Balance was inherent between Creator and created, the spiritual and the physical, 

day and night, light and dark, men and women, war and peace, red and white, ceremony and 

taboo.122 Even within ittabánnaꞌli, our traditional justice practices termed ‘a tooth for a tooth’ 

by native speaker Catherine Willmond, a life was demanded for a life: Chikashshaakot nannaka 

                                                
121 ‘Bear.’ 
122 The gendered binary between Chikashsha men and women is well illustrated in the single-
pole toꞌliꞌ game. Hinson, ‘Toꞌliꞌ,’ 177-182.  
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ittabánnaꞌliminattook. ‘The Chickasaws used to punish things by ꞌan eye for an eyeꞌ’. Only by 

death could a death be balanced out.123 As an extension of traditional war adoption, many of 

the tribal peoples taken in by our Chikashsha Ancestors intermarried and adopted Chikashsha 

lifestyles. Among such were the Shakchihommaꞌ and Naachiꞌ peoples who fled intertribal 

warfare and assaults by the French and their Choctaw allies. They settled near our main villages 

on the Black Prairie, and we fought their enemies with them. The Faniꞌ Minkoꞌ (Squirrel King) 

adoption was an intertribal process by which one tribal community could become the protector 

of another, codified with a pipe ceremony. This practice of survivance is not unlike a member of 

one clan asking a member of another, unrelated clan, to stand up for him while he related his 

war honors.124 

 Iilhakóffi also is seen in our skillful management of forced removal at the hands of the 

freshly constituted government of the United States. Chikashsha representatives used 

traditional modes of rhetoric to push back against federal commissioners who pressed for land 

cession treaties that ultimately led to our removal. Our leaders negotiated certain protective 

provisions into the treaties, to keep our interests forefront. Only when forced removal was 

inevitable did our traditional leaders, assisted by their multilingual and multiliterate children, 

insist that our land be surveyed, assessed, allotted and sold acre for acre, as the naahollo125 did. 

                                                
123 Pamela Munro and Catherine Willmond, Chickasaw: An Analytical Dictionary (Norman, OK: 
University of Oklahoma Press, 1994), 177.  
124 For more on the war deeds process, see below. For more on the Faniꞌ Minkoꞌ institution, see 
Patricia K. Galloway, ‘Henri de Tonti du Village des Chacta, 1702: The Beginning of the French 
Alliance,’ in LaSalle and His Legacy, Frenchmen and Indians in the Lower Mississippi Valley, 
edited by Patricia K. Galloway (Jackson. MS: University Press of Mississippi, 1982), 322. 
125 ‘White people.’ The folk etymology of this word is ‘stingy people’—nannihollo ‘they are 
stingy / hoard things.’ I believe a more likely etymology is naahollo ‘something supernatural,’ 
given the appearance of armored, horse-mounted Spaniards with pale skin.  
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We financed our own removal in so doing, but this exercise of control did not prevent us to 

falling prey to dishonest and disreputable contractors and government officials.126 

Another exemplar of Iilhakóffi is our ancestor’s acceptance of western education for a 

select few mixed-ancestry Chikashsha boys. That later expanded to general vocational training 

for boys and girls, and eventually western-style academic training in tribally controlled boarding 

schools. Cobb-Greetham addresses these efforts spearheaded by our tribal government 

beginning in the 1850s, and argues the strategy was a purposeful adaptation in service to 

survivance. Thereby, she says, our Ancestors ‘elevate[d] [Chikashsha] children to an equal 

footing’ with naahollo children. Education was ‘not a practice of freedom but a practice of 

control—a way to create an acceptable place for themselves in a different world.’127 This 

education was not to ‘kill the Indian . . . and save the man’—far from it.128 It was education for 

survival in a rapidly changing world, and as a tool to mediate the onslaught of impending 

change. 

Contemporaneous with this purposeful shift toward western-style education for 

Chikashsha children, the hereditary leadership of our nation, in concert with western-educated 

tribal citizens, shifted away from traditional forms of governance to adopt a representative, 

republican model. This form of Iilhakóffi was a way to negotiate the realities that our clan-

                                                
126 Amanda L. Paige, Fuller L. Bumpers, and Daniel F. Littlefield, Chickasaw Removal (Ada, OK: 
Chickasaw Press, 2010), 201-231. 
127 Cobb, Listening, 37.  
128 Capt. Richard H. Pratt, ‘Kill the Indian, and Save the Man, Capt. Richard H. Pratt on the 
Education of Native Americans,’ in Official Report of the Nineteenth Annual Conference of 
Charities and Correction(1892), 46–59; reprinted in Richard H. Pratt, ‘The Advantages of 
Mingling Indians with Whites,’ in Americanizing the American Indians: Writings by the ‘Friends 
of the Indian’ 1880–1900 (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1973), 260–271.  
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based, hereditary system of governance was fading, and that a western-style model, if still 

closely aligned with ancestral governing practices, would best enable our people to navigate in 

a post-removal world. Ishtaahottopaꞌ, the last hereditary minkoꞌ, survived the removal and died 

in Indian Territory in 1847, as did his speaker and assistant Tishohminkoꞌ, who passed away in 

1838.129 The hereditary minkoꞌ mantle of leadership was assumed by a popularly elected 

governor, and that of Tishohminkoꞌ were passed to the lieutenant governor.130 The duties of 

hereditary clan leaders were in some ways assumed by legislators elected to represent four 

districts: Panola, Pickens, Tishomingo, and Pontotoc. The existing system of customary, clan-

based law was subsequently codified under this system. Such a mediated response to cultural 

change also was made to address the sovereign-to-sovereign, treaty-based relationship with 

the United States government. Perhaps our Ancestors felt a system of government familiar to 

the United States could prove beneficial to future intergovernmental relations.131 Regardless of 

motivation, that form of government would sustain us through the Civil War, the trauma of 

statehood (while overseen solely by an appointed tribal governor), through the termination era 

                                                
129 Brad R. Lieb, email communication with the author, 19 September 2019.  
130 The elected position of lieutenant governor was not added to the constitution until 1983, 
but legislators, unofficial advisors and personal confidants performed some of the roles of 
Tishohminkoꞌ despite the position’s formal absence for one hundred and thirty years.   
131 The Harvard Native Nations study concluded that the most stable, effective forms of tribal 
government were those that most closely reflect ancestral forms of governance. This seems to 
be the case for the Chikashsha people: Governor (Hereditary minkoꞌ), Lieutenant Governor 
(Tishohminkoꞌ), and Legislator (hereditary clan leaders representing the powers inherent in the 
matrilineal clan), as well as the lack of term limits as cognate to the lifetime service of our 
hereditary leaders. We have only had five governors since 1898: Douglas Johnston, Floyd 
Maytubby, Hugh Maytubby, Overton James and Bill Anoatubby. This was not the case from 
1856 to 1898, however, wherein occurred significant turnover in tribal leadership. Our 
twentieth-century political leadership more closely reflects the ancestral forms of leadership 
than did those of the nineteenth century.  
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and into the era of self-governance in which it flourished again, fully approved and 

implemented by the Chikashsha people after the ratification of the 1983 Constitution. Here, as 

so many times before, the Chikashsha people actively mediated changing circumstances to 

ensure our survival as a people and as a nation—Iilhakóffi.  

 Ilachónnaꞌchi - We persevere.   
 
 As mediation is a form of Iilhakóffi, so change is a form of perseverance, manifest in 

Ilachónnaꞌchi. Our cultural traditions, whether recovered or tenaciously preserved, coexist with 

aggressive business practices in the modern Chickasaw Nation. Therein tradition and change 

again are often one and the same. The Chickasaw Nation includes 68,000 tribal citizens and 

employs over 14,000 native and non-native employees and elected officials who strive to 

improve the Chikashsha people’s quality of life. As a nation of tribal people committed to 

perseverance, to Ilachónnaꞌchi, our Ancestors ‘chose to change, and in changing they 

maintained their identity, they preserved their identity. Their choice did not make them any 

less Chickasaw.’132 In that same manner we negotiate the terms of our persistent, active, living 

culture, and the tribal government that is a manifestation of that culture. 

 Unrelenting adaptation is part of Ilachónnaꞌchi, a tradition among our people that 

informs change in many aspects of Chikashsha culture, including Chikashsha Christianity, 

ceremonial ground practices, and verbal and material arts. The late Reverend and Mrs. Humes 

used the phrase yummomi chatok / yámmohmichatok for the entry ‘tradition’ in A Chickasaw 

                                                
132 Cobb, Listening, 120; Hinson, ‘Toꞌliꞌ,’ 204-205.  
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Dictionary.133 An approximate translation of this phrase is something like, ‘It has been done 

(in a particular way) in the past.’ Yammommi beka toka hopaki / yámmohmi bíyyiꞌkatoka 

hopaaki means, ‘It’s always been (done) that way for a long time,’ and is a Chikashsha phrase 

that approaches the average English speaker’s concept of ‘tradition.’134  

 Among the Chikashsha people, the concept of ‘tradition’ indeed comprehends things 

done in particular ways over many years and passed down to subsequent generations. Those 

teachings, first given when the earth was just firm enough to stand on, are the ‘original 

instructions from [Abaꞌ Bínniꞌliꞌ] for how to be a people in good relation to one another, the 

land, plants, animals, and spirits.’135 The material culture of longstanding traditions like 

kapochchaꞌ toꞌliꞌ136 are in some instances linked over time through continuity of their materials. 

Kapochchaꞌ,137 for example, have been made of osak138 for as long as the game has been 

played, and uses of osak falaaꞌ139 and ittiꞌ laknaꞌ140 for them appear to be post-Removal 

adaptations.141 More recently, kapochchaꞌ ittiꞌ makers including Kowishtoꞌ (Clovis Hamilton) and 

Ittiꞌ Okchamaliꞌ (Ric Greenwood) have used chisha142 and nassapiꞌ143 for ballsticks, and have 

                                                
133 Jesse Humes and Vinnie May (James) Humes, A Chickasaw Dictionary (Durant, OK: Creative 
Infomatics, 1973), 226. 
134 Hannah Pitman, personal communication, 23 August 2007; Hinson, ‘Toꞌliꞌ,’ 204. Tradition is 
such a slippery term that it has become almost meaningless in Indian Country, without some 
referent to connect to, or contrast with.  
135 Kari Chew, personal communication with author, 23 August 2019.  
136 ‘Stickball.’ 
137 ‘Stickball sticks.’ 
138 ‘Hickory.’  
139 ‘Pecan.’ 
140 ‘Bois dꞌarc.’ 
141 Hinson, ‘Toꞌliꞌ,’ 205.  
142 ‘Post oak.’  
143 ‘Red oak.’  
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innovated other materials like athletic tape for the wrapping around the throats of the 

kapochchaꞌ cups and their handles. Leather remains the most popular material of choice for 

lacing. Other adaptations include the use of power tools like bandsaws in construction of 

kapochchaꞌ, and specialized jigs to form the bent cups, all of which have supplanted the 

painstaking work of Ancestors who crafted each component and stick by hand. Such 

adaptations are in and of themselves evidence of ongoing Ilachónnaꞌchi and exemplars of the 

cultural value we assign to adaptation and change.  

Our Ancestors encountered foreign technologies, materials, and peoples, and 

assimilated them into their own cultural contexts. Emblematic of this is askoffa, our traditional 

yarn belts. Our Ancestors first made them from native fibers like buffalo yarns and Indian 

hemp. European yarns quickly replaced those materials once they became commercially 

available, and modern acrylic yarns replaced those beginning in the 1960s. So, the belts 

changed materially, but remained fundamentally Chikashsha. We still wear them in the same 

ceremonial contexts, in the same ways—tied leftward, toward the sacred fire. 

We have many other examples of such adaptation—Ilachónnaꞌchi—in service to 

Iilhakóffi. A most powerful one is our emergence as a people separate from our relatives the 

Chahta, and our claiming of the Chikashsha identity from which Chikashsha poya emerges. 

Another is the post-contact emergence of clan groups including the Oshpaaniꞌ Iksaꞌ (Spanish 

Clan), formed by warriors who defeated Hernando de Soto in the winter of 1541. The Faniꞌ 

Minkoꞌ adoption ceremony was in part established to accommodate adoptees who had no clan, 

and thus no sociopolitical or cultural standing among Chikashsha villages.144 These two 

                                                
144 Galloway, ‘Henri de Tonti,’ 322. 
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examples show how the cultural value of persistent change and adaptation was deeply 

rooted among our Ancestors. By the 1680s they took up modern arms before rival tribes did, 

using rifles and muskets to hold our tribal land base against thousands of enemies.145 When 

tribal population was at its lowest, Chikashsha women and children broke customary law to 

take up arms against the French led by Bienville and DꞌArtaguette and their Choctaw, Iroquois, 

Arkansas, Miami and Illinois allies at the Battle of Aahíkkiꞌyaꞌ, near present-day Tupelo, in what 

is now the Lee Acres subdivision on the south side of town. One motivation for the French 

attack was because the refugee Naachiꞌ146 had taken up residence among our Chikashsha 

Ancestors. The adoption of the Naachiꞌ, likely through the Faniꞌ Minkoꞌ ceremony, is another 

example of persistent adaptation under challenging circumstances 

In another case, a tribal customary law was modified to avoid conflict with the United 

States and surrounding tribes. In 1811 Ittiꞌ Aaombaꞌ Levi Colbert persuaded clan representatives 

present at the national council to amend the custom of ittabánnaꞌli so that only the actual killer, 

not a sibling or clan member, could be put to death as punishment for murder.147 In more 

recent times we adopted one-quarter blood quantum and residency requirements for the 

positions of governor and lieutenant governor. Those qualifications are in part a response to 

our Ancestorsꞌ choices move toward a Chikashsha form of representative republic. The drafters 

                                                
145 Romans, ‘A Concise Natural History,’ 69. In 1708, French trader Thomas Nairne noted 
‘success in the war against their Bow and Arrow Neighbours, for they chancing to procure a 
Trade with us, soon made themselves terrible to those who wanted that advantage, so they 
have now the reputation of the most military people of any about the great river.’ Nairne, 
Nairne’s Muskhogean Journals: The 1708 Expedition to the Mississippi River (Jackson, MS: 
University Press of Mississippi, 1988), 38.  
146 ‘Natchez Indians’ 
147 Brad Lieb, personal communication, 29 July 2019. 
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and voters who approved the 1983 Constitution felt they would encourage culturally engaged 

and community-present tribal citizens to run for our public offices.148 There are many more 

examples of mediated cultural change than can be enumerated here. Thereby we see the 

incredible depth and breadth of our Ancestors’ prescience and philosophies, and our people’s 

commitment to surviving and thriving through persistent, mediated cultural change.  

Iláyyaꞌsha katihma - We are still here.  
 
 This existential statement grows from the deep and abiding identity we have as 

Chikashsha people and as Chikashshiyaakniꞌ. It sprouts from Chikashsha poya, ‘We are 

Chikashsha.’ It also grows from Iilhakóffi, ‘We survive.’ Our ancestor’s commitment to survive 

as a culturally and politically intact tribal community is reflected in our present commitment. I 

use the term ‘survivance’ in a particular way, as first defined by Gerald Vizenor as ‘an active 

sense of presence, the continuance of native stories, not a mere reaction, or a survivable name. 

Native survivance stories are renunciations of dominance, tragedy and victimry.’149 

Ilachónnaꞌchi, ‘We persevere,’ is also a perspective from which Iláyyaꞌsha katihma. ‘We are still 

                                                
148 The blood quantum requirement for these positions and the Chickasaw Princess Pageant 
contestants is not without problems. Many of our people are well aware that the settler-
colonial blood-quantum system was designed to exterminate us as native people and nations. 
Internal demographic data shows that generally the higher the blood quantum, the more likely 
the citizen lives within the boundaries of the nation, and that residence in one of our traditional 
communities can make one more aware of the concerns and values of our core conservatively 
tradition-oriented people. This is perhaps the most important characteristic of a successful 
governor: a strong cultural identity and a concern for our people. There will be many 
discussions in the years to come, but as a Chickasaw citizen I have always appreciated our 
Governor Anoatubby’s perspective that a Chikashsha person is a Chikashsha person, regardless 
of blood quantum. This perspective has been institutionalized through our tribal government’s 
efforts to build a truly classless society.  
149 Vizenor, Manifest Manners, vii. 
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here,’ arises. Change is a form of perseverance, and our Ancestors’ ability to mediate 

monumental social, political and cultural change through conscious adaptation helped ensure 

that we still stand today.  

 Collectively these cultural values speak strongly to who we are as a nation. Their 

statements speak to our identity, our ongoing presence and the continuation of our stories as a 

people. And they speak, as Vizenor noted, against ‘oppressive themes of dominance, tragedy, 

and victimry.’150 They speak to our commitment to survivance, our willingness to change in 

order to survive, and our ongoing presence in the Homeland and in Indian Territory.  

  Chikashsha poya.  

  We are Chikashsha.  

  Iilhakóffi.  

  We survive.  

  Ilachónnaꞌchi.  

  We persevere.  

  Iláyyaꞌsha katihma.  

  We are still here.  

  Chikashsha poꞌyacha iláyya’sha katihmakat lhakóffit ilachónnaꞌchi   

  bílliꞌya’shki.  

  We are Chikashsha, we are still here and, having survived, we will    

  persevere forever.  

 

                                                
150 Ibid. 
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Tanap nannanoliꞌ: A Chikashsha war exploit narrative 
 

Tanap nannanoliꞌ151 is a culturally-derived reporting framework for understanding this 

dissertation. This research is fundamentally a form of tanap nannanoliꞌ - a war exploit address. 

In old ways, a Chikashsha tashka152 would go to a tashka of a different iksaꞌ153 and make himself 

a tashka of that family. He would tell an assembled body composed of hereditary minkoꞌ154 and 

iksaꞌ ishkiꞌ155 what he had accomplished in battle, and having told truthfully, could be awarded a 

new war name in a ceremony.156 It was a singular narrative, with only rebuttals spoken aloud by 

others. The status of tashka, like other war titles including Hopayiꞌ Minkoꞌ, ‘prophet leader,’ and 

civil titles including Tishohminkoꞌ, ‘assistant leader,’were earned within and conferred by 

community members as emblems of achieved status, and never self-determined.157 Eighteenth-

century Chickasaw men were given war titles based upon specific war deeds. A clan different 

from the warrior’s immediate clan conferred war titles, tattoos, and ceremonial items including 

small white-fletched arrows, denoting the status of tashka. Chikashsha tashka would never dare 

to wear false war honors or self-tattoo war exploits that were not earned. Such pretensions 

would be forcibly removed.158   

  The tanap nannanoliꞌ / Chikashsha war exploit narrative that frames my 

autoethnographic approach is in a sense the same: a process narrative of what occurred over 

                                                
151 ‘War story’; a war-exploit address. 
152 ‘Chickasaw warrior.’ 
153 ‘Clan.’ 
154 ‘Leaders.’ 
155 ‘Clan mothers.’  
156 Nairne, Journals, 43-44. 
157 Hinson, ‘Toꞌliꞌ,’ 208. 
158 Nairne, Journals, 43-44   
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the past two decades of language work, with my language community standing behind me in 

solidarity if I tell a truthful story, and in rebuke if I do not. It is autobiographical—my story and 

my lived experience, shared with my language teachers, my co-workers, and my family. It is up 

to the community (communities, actually) to determine if my story is true, right, and 

compelling. The process relates to my methodology Chikashshaat asilhlha, wherein research is a 

matter of questioning and retelling, as detailed below. This tanap nannanoliꞌ is two distinct yet 

interconnected narratives: one the experience of an adult second-language learner of 

Chikashshanompaꞌ; the second, of that learner directing and co-developing an integrated, 

holistic approach to language revitalization for a large and geographically dispersed tribal 

nation with few native speakers.   

 The form of this tanap nannanoliꞌ used here is autoethnographic (see below) and 

presented in what Johnson terms ‘a personal narrative style [that is] is often poetic, culturally-

grounded, relational, and personal.’159 Bill Cohen’s 2010 dissertation ‘School failed coyote so 

fox made a new school: Indigenous Okanagan knowledge transforms educational pedagogy’ is 

emblematic of this personal narrative style, and was an essential resource and model in the 

construction of this study written, much like Cohen’s, through ‘carefully and critically 

gather[ing] information, experiences of others, attitudes and artefacts, old and current 

knowledge and breath[ing] it into new knowledge and understanding to be ritualized into 

practice.’160 

 
                                                
159 Johnson, ‘nꞌłəqwcin (Clear speech),Indigenous’ 48.  
160 William Alexander Cohen. ‘School Failed Coyote So Fox Made a New School: Indigenous 
Okanagan Knowledge Transforms Educational Pedagogy’ (PhD diss., University of British 
Columbia, 2010). 
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Anokfillit holissochi (Thinking and writing): Autoethnography  
 

Nanna alhpíꞌsa iliianolaꞌchi. ꞌWe will tell something that is correct.161 
 
As an autoethnographer, I am both the author and the focus of the story, the one who 
tells and the one who experiences, the observer and the observed, the creator and the 
created. I am the person at the intersection of the personal and the cultural, thinking 
and observing as an ethnographer and writing and describing as a storyteller.162 
 

 Ellis and Bochner define autoethnography as ‘an autobiographical genre of writing and 

research that displays multiple layers of consciousness, connecting the personal to the 

cultural.’163 Chang defines autoethnography as a method that ‘combines cultural analysis and 

interpretation with narrative details. It follows the anthropological and social scientific inquiry 

approach rather than the descriptive or performative storytelling. That is, I expect the stories of 

autoethnographers to be reflected upon, analyzed, and interpreted within their broader 

sociocultural context.’164 Ellis and Bochner define the approach as ‘autobiographies that self-

consciously explore the interplay of the introspective, personally engaged self with cultural 

descriptions mediated through language, history, and ethnographic explanation.’165  

 Autoethnography is a powerful mode of inquiry for the indigenist scholar who refuses to 

bow to Western empiricism. It is unabashedly qualitative, open, diffuse, ephemeral, artistic, 

                                                
161 Hinson, ‘Toꞌliꞌ,’ 1.  
162 Carolyn Ellis, Revision: Autoethnographic Reflections on Life and Work (London: Routledge, 
2009),13; McIvor, ‘îkakwiy nîhiyawiyân,’ 68. My apologies to Dr. McIvor, who used this same 
quote in the introductory paragraph in the methods section of her dissertation. It is just too 
good not to reproduce here.   
163 Carolyn Ellis and Art Bochner, ‘Autoethnography, Personal Narrative, Reflexivity: Researcher 
as Subject,’ in The SAGE Handbook of Qualitative Research, 2nd ed., edited by Norman K. Denzin 
and Yvonne. S. Lincoln (Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage Publishing, 2000), 739.   
164 Heewon Chang, Autoethnography As Method (Abingdon, UK: Routledge, 2008), 46.  
165 Ellis and Bochner, ‘Autoethnography, Personal Narrative, Reflexivity,’ 733-742. 
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and human. It is an avenue to claim the power of subjectivity166 and speak in particular ways 

to the indigenist research paradigm as a lived community experience. Though non-Indigenous 

in origin, autoethnography can be adopted by Indigenous scholars as a means to work from an 

‘epistemology of insiderness’ in which Indigenous ways of knowing are both valid and 

prioritized, and to construct knowledge.167  

 My autoethnographic approach grows from specifically Chikashsha ways of 

storytelling—our deep oral traditions—and our specific modes of ceremonial speech. 

Structurally, it is deeply indebted to Onowa McIvor (Cree) and her masterfully crafted 2012 

dissertation. The fundamental difference between my study and McIvor’s is the intertwined, 

dual self-study narratives of my language-learning journey and of our language program, largely 

filtered through my own perceptions as director of the Chickasaw Language Revitalization 

Program. 

Chikashsha asilhlha (Ask Chikashsha): A Chickasaw Research Methodology  
 
 In 2007 I outlined a methodology to help guide my research into toꞌliꞌ Chikashsha 

inaafokhaꞌ (Chikashsha stickball regalia). Informed by international indigenist approaches and 

drawing from Smith’s Kaupapa Māori methodology, an approach that is ‘internally-focused 

[and] community-serving,’ and attempt[s] to ‘retrieve some space’ from Western research 

paradigms, I crafted a methodology taken from Chikashsha cultural values and nation 

                                                
166 Carolyn Ellis, Tony E. Adams, and Arthur P. Bochner, ‘Autoethnography: An Overview.’ 
Historical Social Research/Historische Sozialforschung 12 (2011): 273-290. 
167 Roxanne Bainbridge, ‘Autoethnography in Indigenous Research Contexts: The Value of Inner 
Knowing,’ Journal of Australian Indigenous Issues 10, no. 2 (2007): 54-64; Chew, Greendeer and 
Keliiaa, ‘Claiming Space Indigenous,’ 78.  
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standards.168 Based on asilhlha, a verb meaning ‘to ask,’ Chikashsha asilhlha is composed of 

six aspects that offer a respectful and grounded research path for the Chikashsha researcher: 

1. Respect the chokkaꞌ (house), iksaꞌ (clan), and okloshiꞌ (tribe).  
2. Be visible to the community. 
3. Listen and observe before questioning. 
4. Reciprocate gifts. 
5. Be careful with knowledge that is given.  
6. Be humble.  

 
Using the fundamentals of Chikashsha society as cultural metaphors (chokkaꞌ, iksaꞌ, and 

okloshiꞌ), Chikashsha asilhlha emphasizes respect for the immediate matrilocal family or house 

group—the chokka-chaffaꞌ—the extended family through the iksaꞌ, and okloshiꞌ as a whole.169 

From this grounding in community and its systems of relationship and accountability comes the 

Chikashsha researcher’s obligation to work respectfully.  

The methodology enabled me to navigate the challenges of doing community-derived 

research within the nation, as a member of that same nation. In my master’s thesis and this 

research, the first element kept me grounded in reciprocal relationships from the core of our 

nation to its outer edges. All Chikashsha people descend from as few as perhaps two thousand 

five hundred Ancestors who survived the intertribal wars of the early eighteenth century.  

                                                
168 Linda Tuhiwai Smith, Decolonizing Methodologies: Research and Indigenous Peoples (New 
York: Zed Books Ltd., 1999), 183; Hinson, ‘Toꞌliꞌ,’ 16.  
169 The matrilocal house group is the smallest unit of social organization, followed by the clan 
(relationships that extend beyond the boundary of tribe), and the tribe itself. I met a Florida 
Seminole man on a consultation trip, and once he found out he and I were the same clan 
(Kaccvlke ‘Tiger Clan,’ Kowishtoꞌ Iksaꞌ, ‘Panther Clan’) he treated me as if I were his own 
nephew. It was a powerful testimony to our ancient clan system that though diminished in our 
own tribe, is very much alive and functional in Florida.   
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The second element pushed me to stay present, active, and engaged. As anompa 

shaaliꞌ is it my obligation to be known in the nation and to carry my language respectfully.170 

We also are obligated to use our language for the benefit of others, as did Bakbak,171 who used 

her language to warn our people of approaching danger. Though a powerful flood overcame 

her, changing her feathers and the quality of her voice, she still calls to warn of danger. Like 

Bakbak, we use our language to protect and to communicate, as well as to lift others up and 

help them find their own identity in Chikashshanompaꞌ, and to sing for the dead and those left 

among the living. 

The third element is an ongoing process for me. Raised amid the dominant culture 

outside my nation and the tribal communities in Oklahoma, I still have struggles with seeing, 

listening, and questioning in slower, more deliberate, and more community-aware ways. An 

elder once taught me that, ‘The slower you go, the more Indian you become.’172  

The fourth element is a guiding principal, not only in terms of direct reciprocity with my 

language teachers, but also with my larger community. My elders have given me twenty years 

of their lives. How can I not give back, in every possible way? It is also a strong Chikashsha 

teaching, of giving what is given to others, ensuring that all in the nation are cared for. 

Language, like any other resource, is to be shared. 

                                                
170 Anompa shaaliꞌ, ‘language carrier,’ is used for second-language learners; anompíꞌshiꞌ, ‘has 
the language, native speaker,’ is used for fluent speakers. You can also express language carrier 
verbally, as in Anompa shaalili, ‘I carry the language,’ which is more fundamentally Chikashsha, 
to my mind.  
171 ‘Woodpecker.’  
172 Chickasaw elder and author Robert Perry, statement to author, circa 2005.  
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The fifth element is difficult. I try to be careful with Posipóngniꞌ,173 deferring to and 

treating them in ways that are right and correct. But with others I am more apt to be dogmatic 

and judgmental if their commitment to language is not up to my private standards. My 

obligation is to behave as our Ancestors did, using the power of speech to convince others of 

the significance of language, much as our minkoꞌ used their powerful speech to spur action 

among assembled warriors and clan leaders. No person can be forced to love their language 

any more than they could have been forced into battle with an enemy tribe. It was and remains 

a matter of choice. 

The sixth element is easier than one might expect. Though many non-speakers of 

Chikashshanompaꞌ will marvel at the apparently fluent expression uttered by myself and others 

who work in the adult immersion program, we know how truly pitiful our speech is compared 

to that of Posipóngniꞌ. That ever-present reality keeps healthy egos in check. Our teachings 

from Chakwihiliꞌ174 also warn against inflated ego, pride and vanity. In his vanity, Chakwihiliꞌ 

walked around showing off his luxurious tail to the other animals. They were filled with envy, 

and sent hayowaniꞌ175 to eat the hair off his tail. It is critical to remember that though we carry 

the language for others, in reality—nanna ikilithaꞌnohma tahaꞌna.176 Being in the community 

and doing research in these particular ways enables one to approach a research that is 

nannálhlhiꞌ—something real, true, correct and appropriate.177   

                                                
173 Posipóngniꞌ, ‘Our Elders / Ancestors,’ capitalized to denote respect, in the same manner in 
which I capitalize ‘Ancestor.’  
174 ‘Possum.’ 
175 ‘Worm.’  
176 ‘We do not really know anything, anyway.’ 
177 For fuller explication of this research methodology, see Hinson, ‘Toꞌliꞌ,’ and Chew, 
‘Chikashshanompaꞌ.’ Dr. Chew explained it much more eloquently than did I.  
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I have come to think of these six elements as nannatalhlhichiꞌ—blazes on a tree—

marking my way as a mnemonic device that helps me recall to whom I am indebted.178 They 

also stand for others who may want to follow a similar path as did Chikashsha scholar Dr. Kari 

Chew, who followed Chikashsha asilhlha methodology in her 2016 dissertation on Chickasaw 

language reclamation. She stated the method ‘creates space within my work to be flexible to 

community members’ input and, importantly, to allow my subjectivities as a Chickasaw person 

and language learner to saturate and enhance this study.’179 

Much of my thinking, and Chikashsha asilhlha itself, reflect what Wilson termed the 

‘Indigenist Research Paradigm’ that frames the ‘millennia of interaction and relationships with 

our environment [as] painstaking research . . . It is part of what makes us Indigenous peoples, 

and its philosophy is reflected in everything that we do, think, and are.’180 It is not merely an 

Indigenist paradigm by virtue of the ethnicity or race of the researcher, but because it grows 

from the lived experiences of and within our communities. It is then ‘the choice to follow this 

paradigm, philosophy, or world view that makes research Indigenist.’181  

                                                
178 Atalhlhichi, marking a tree by some means, is an ancient Chikashsha method of way marking, 
nannatalhichi—'marks on the tree.’ 
179 Chew, ‘Chikashshanompaꞌ,’ 61.  
180 Shawn Wilson, ‘Guest Editorial: What Is an Indigenist Research Paradigm?’ Canadian Journal 
of Native Education 30, no. 2 (2007): 194. 
181 Chikashsha asilhlha is in fact an Indigenist research paradigm in that it emerges from the 
Chikashsha community that comprises our language. I once argued that true Chikashsha 
asilhlha research can only be conducted in the nation, in concert with community members, by 
a community member, by a Chikashsha person. On the latter point I was wrong, and my 
argument was both racist and essentialist. My earlier claims stand in stark contrast to Wilson: 
‘Researchers do not have to be Indigenous to use an Indigenist paradigm, just as researchers do 
not have to be ‘white’ to use a Western paradigm.’ Ibid. Any scholar that commits to using 
Chikashsha asilhlha can do Chikashsha asilhlha research. Non-Chikashsha scholars including the 
late Dr. John Dyson, Dr. Joshua Gorman, Dr. Ivan Ozbolt, and Dr. Juliet Morgan have done co-
researches with our nation that I would consider Chikashsha asilhlha, as much as I consider the 
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Wilson’s principals resonate with me, and call to mind the fundamental guidelines of 

Chikashsha asilhlha, most particularly:  

The foundation of the research question must lie within the reality of the 
Indigenous experience. 
Any theories developed or proposed must be grounded in an Indigenous 
epistemology and supported by the Elders and the community that live out this 
particular epistemology.  
The researcher must assume a certain responsibility for the transformations and 
outcomes of the research project(s) which he or she brings into a community.  
It is recognized that the languages and cultures of Indigenous peoples are living 
processes and that research and the discovery of knowledge is an ongoing 
function for the thinkers and scholars of every Indigenous group.182  
 

 Chikashsha asilhlha connects with many other Indigenous research methodologies, but 

is fundamentally Chikashsha. It is a method that leads to ‘research by and for Indigenous 

peoples, using techniques and methods drawn from the traditions and knowledges of those 

peoples.’183 

Ittonchololiꞌ: A Chikashsha Framework for Language Loss and Revitalization 
 
  Chikashshanompaꞌ ultimately derives its life, power and purpose through our 

Chikashsha people as they were created by Abaꞌ Bínniꞌliꞌ, who blew life into our earthen forms 

and enabled us to speak in our language to one another. When I began to search for an 

appropriate metaphorical framework—a Chikashsha framework that could encompass our 

nation’s experience with language loss and revitalization—I immediately thought of the words 

uttered by my maternal ancestor, Ittiꞌ Aaombaꞌ Levi Colbert, on behalf of the Chikashsha 

                                                
work of Chikashsha scholars including Dr. Kari Chew, Dr. Amanda Cobb-Greetham, Dr. Phillip 
Carroll Morgan, and Stanley Nelson to be full participants in Chikashsha asilhlha.  
182 Ibid., 195.  
183 Norman K. Denzin, Yvonne Sessions Lincoln, and Linda Tuhiwai Smith, eds., Handbook of 
Critical and Indigenous Methodologies (Thousand Oaks, CA: SAGE Publishing, 2008), ix. 
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delegation in their refusal to cede lands during the failed treaty negotiations of 1826 at the 

Old Council House at Pantiꞌ Oktaak184 near present-day Black Zion, Mississippi.185 After being 

pushed, cajoled, appealed to, and ultimately threatened by the treaty commissioners, Colbert 

turned to metaphorical language to convey our leadership’s concerns should the Chikashsha 

people give up their land. On three different occasions during two weeks of negotiating, the 

Chikashsha leaders, led by Colbert, invoked metaphorical nature language to insist on the 

primacy of Chikashsha love for their land, and to express their misgivings at considering 

abandonment of it for a new home in the west. I present here a linear excerpt from the treaty 

negotiation, followed by analysis:     

Tuesday, October 24, 1826.         

We find it is the wish of our father to exchange lands with us, lying on the west 
side of the Mississippi river; which we are very sorry to hear, as we never had a 
thought of exchanging our land for any other, as we think that we would not find 
a country that would suit us as well as this we now occupy, it being the land of 
our forefathers, if we should exchange our lands for any other, fearing the 
consequences may be similar to transplanting an old tree, which would wither 
and die away, and we are fearful we would come to the same. We want you, our 
brethren, to take our talk. We have no lands to exchange for any other. 

      
Our father the President wishes that we should come under the laws of the 
United States; we are a people that are not enlightened, and we cannot consent 
to be under your Government. If we should consent, we should be likened unto 
young corn growing and met with a drought that would kill it all. 

         
LEVI COLBERT, EMMUBBIA, ASH-TA-MA-TUT-KA, J. McCLISH, M. COLBERT. 
     

                                                
184 ‘Cattail Prairie.’ 
185 The treaty negotiations were forestalled by Chikashsha leadership, who refused to schedule 
the talks until the nation’s corn crop was fully mature and gathered in. The Indian agent agreed 
because it would be too difficult to feed the gathered tribal citizens until ‘their crops of corn 
were matured for bread-stuffs.’ Refusal of the Chickasaws and Choctaws to Cede Their Lands in 
Mississippi : 1826,’ texts of correspondence, accessed 3 July 2019,  
https://avalon.law.yale.edu/19th_century/nt007.asp.  
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Wednesday, October 25, 1826 
 
You say that to remove would be similar to transplanting an old tree, which 
would wither and die. The trees of the forest, and particularly the most useless 
trees, are most difficult of transplanting; but fruit-trees, which are more 
particularly designated by the Great Spirit for the nourishment and comfort of 
man, require not only to be transplanted, but to be nourished, and cultivated, 
and even pruned, in order to bring forth good fruit. 
 
THOMAS HINDS, JOHN COFFEE. 
 
FRIDAY, October 27, 1826. 

     
You say, ‘Are you willing to sit down in delusive security, and see your nation 
dwindle away until the name of Chickasaw is forever lost?’ No, we are not; but if 
it be the will of the Great Spirit that we should lose our name and language, we 
must submit. 
 
. . . we consider ourselves as the tree of the forest, but not of the useless kind. 
We are a fruitful tree, and have provided means, by the assistance of our father 
the President, to cultivate and improve it, in order that we may bring forth good 
fruit. 
 
It is true we are poor for money, but we love our lands better. 
   
   
LEVI COLBERT, EMMUBBIA, ASH-TA-MA-TUT-KA, J. McCLISH, MARTIN 
COLBERT.186 
 

 The first metaphor is a response to the treaty commissioners’ initial injunction that the 

Chikashsha people give up their homelands for a new land west of the Mississippi River, 

thereby to avoid the entanglements of approaching white civilization. Ittiꞌ Aaombaꞌ Levi Colbert 

uses metaphorical language, wherein an old tree ‘would wither and die’ if transplanted.187 By 

                                                
186 ‘Refusal of the Chickasaws.’ 
187 C. J. Aducci explored contemporary Chikashsha tree metaphors in his 2013 dissertation. 
Christopher John Aducci, ‘Itti'at akka' wáyya'ahookya ikkobaffo (Trees bend, but don’t break): 
Chickasaw family stories of historical trauma and resilience across the generations.’ (PhD diss., 
Kansas State University, 2013). 
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extension he suggests his people, so deeply rooted for thousands of years to a particular 

place and way of life, would go the same way. How could we not cease to exist if uprooted from 

Chikashshiyaakniꞌ? 

 The second metaphor draws on the primacy of our Ancestors’ relationship to tanchiꞌ 

(corn), their most essential food source. Colbert crafted another metaphor wherein the 

Chikashsha people, if they consented to be under the laws of the United States, would be 

equivalent to a young tanchiꞌ crop destroyed by drought. The loss of an entire year’s tanchiꞌ 

would have been disastrous. In fact, certain alikchiꞌ (Indian doctors) specialized in a type of 

weather medicine that ensured sufficient rain during the summer corn-growing months.188 A 

complete crop failure would end in certain death for many Chikashsha people, and removal 

would lead to the same.     

 The third metaphor, again referencing a tree, is a retort to a statement by treaty 

commissioners Thomas Hinds and John Coffee, in reply to Colbert’s initial tree metaphor:  

You say that to remove would be similar to transplanting an old tree, which 
would wither and die. The trees of the forest, and particularly the most useless 
trees, are most difficult of transplanting; but fruit-trees, which are more 
particularly designated by the Great Spirit for the nourishment and comfort of 
man, require not only to be transplanted, but to be nourished, and cultivated, 
and even pruned, in order to bring forth good fruit.189  
 

Colbert turned that on its head, laying claim to his people’s identity as a ‘tree of the 

forest, but not of the useless kind.’190 Instead he appeals, in the formal language of Indian 

treaty-making, to the president’s generosity in providing assistance to the Chikashsha people, 

                                                
 
188 Adair, History, 136.  
189 ‘Refusal of the Chickasaws.’ 
190 Ibid. 
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who as ‘a fruitful tree,’ have ‘cultivate[d] and improve[d] . . . in order that we may bring forth 

good fruit.’191 A useful tree of the forest, if cared for, can be fully and wholly fruitful in its native 

place. 

The leadership of the nation was committed to their land and to survivance in that 

place: ‘It is true we are poor for money, but we love our lands better.’192 Even to the point of 

political, cultural and linguistic death, the Chikashsha leaders suggested they would choose 

holding to their lands over any other course:  

You say, ‘Are you willing to sit down in delusive security, and see your nation 
dwindle away until the name of Chickasaw is forever lost?’ No, we are not; but if 
it be the will of the Great Spirit that we should lose our name and language, we 
must submit.193 
 

The masterful rhetoric of this exchange is striking, even with the limitations of English 

translation.194 Ittiꞌ Aaombaꞌ Levi Colbert appeals and cajoles, using potent cultural metaphors to 

convey fundamentally Chikashsha ideas in a form understandable to a wholly insensitive federal 

bureaucracy committed to absolute termination of Indian title to lands east of the Mississippi. 

Though I could follow the metaphor of young tanchiꞌ further, the metaphorical language 

of Chikashshiyaakniꞌ as an ancient chisha195 or chishankoꞌ tobaꞌ196 is powerful and resonates 

with me deeply. I chose this symbol of continuity and strength as the primary metaphor on 

                                                
191 Ibid.  
192 Ibid.  
193 Ibid.  
194 Malcolm McGee, a white man who was raised from infancy with the Chikashsha people, was 
the translator of record for this treaty negotiation.  
195 ‘Post oak.’  
196 Chishanko tobaꞌ, ‘willow tree’; literally, ‘arbor—to take the form of.’  
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which to build a Chikashsha framework of language loss and revitalization that I term 

ittonchololiꞌ—new growth from a tree.  

Consider Chikashshiyaakniꞌ in its totality: our people, culture, history and place 

encompassed in Chikashshanompaꞌ. Chikashshanompaꞌ (again, carrying all that we are as a 

people), is metaphorically the ‘old tree,’ ‘the tree of the forest,’ and ‘the fruitful tree’ that Ittiꞌ 

Aaombaꞌ Levi Colbert referenced in his entreaties to a deaf government. 

This powerful ittiꞌ sipokniꞌ, ancient and rooted in place, would be uprooted from the rich 

black soil of the Blackland Prairie just over a decade after the failed treaty-making attempts of 

1826, and forcibly removed to the Chickasaw district of the Choctaw Nation. It survived largely 

intact, but by no means began the journey unscathed. Even before removal, the expansive 

branches and shoots of this magnificent ittiꞌ sipokniꞌ were damaged by extensive cultural 

change, leaving the powerful trunk and deeply inearthed roots with less than ideal sustenance. 

Chaꞌli bíyyiꞌka, by ‘chopping and chopping,’ it would be reduced to tibi kolofaꞌ—a ‘stump.’197   

This ittiꞌ sipokniꞌ would, despite Colbert’s dire prediction, find root again in Indian 

Territory, only to be diminished again by the violence of the Civil War and by new Christian 

boarding schools that forbade our language. It would hold on in the decades leading to 

statehood, while most Chikashsha people could at least understand the language. A thousand 

cuts would reduce it to a tibi kolofaꞌ after 1907, but the language could not be killed. It re-

                                                
197 ittibikolofa, tibokolofaꞌ, ittibiꞌ kolofa ‘stump’ ittiꞌ abi kolofa ‘tree kill be cut, cut off’; Munro 
and Willmond, Chickasaw, 188. I think a possible etymology is ittiꞌ apiꞌ kolofaꞌ ‘tree trunk cut 
off,’ with the ‘p’ shifting to ‘b’ over time, ittapikolofaꞌ -> ittibikolofa -> tibokolofaꞌ -> tibi kolofaꞌ. 
The late Mrs. Humes’s word was tebe kolofa / tibi kolofa. Jesse Humes and Vinnie May James 
Humes, A Concise Chickasaw Dictionary, edited by Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) (Ada, OK: 
Chickasaw Press, 2015), 310.  
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sprouted, again and again, just as chishanko tobaꞌ will re-sprout from the most meager 

rootstock. Federal boarding schools and laws against our ceremonies, and the language they 

carried, cut against the new growth struggling to emerge. Our own families contributed to the 

cuts by choosing to withhold the language from their children. Motivated by love, they would 

not speak it with them, hoping to insulate them against the pain they had suffered in school, in 

the workplace, and in their own country. Not all, but many Chikashsha went this way. Chaꞌli 

bíyyiꞌka. ‘Chopping and chopping.’ 

Those old ones who only spoke Chikashshanompaꞌ were as branches that withered and 

died. A new generation of speakers came forth from tibi kolofaꞌ, monolinguals becoming 

bilinguals while they entered neighborhood schools at Citri, Allen, and Kullihoma, and the 

boarding schools at Bloomfield, Goodland, or Tahlequah. They continued to speak to one 

another at church, at home, and secretly, in quiet corners on the school ground. But they grew 

up, and their children did not carry the language, and could not understand their elders all that 

well. The ittiꞌ sipokniꞌ that survived that long removal trail, the horrors of war and of being a 

minority in one’s own land, that persisted through allotment and the trauma of statehood, 

through the horrors of the War to End all Wars, through the closing of the ceremonial grounds 

and the loss of sons during World War II, was living, but had become tibi kolofaꞌ over time. It 

seemed to lose its life, slowly. Dead passages of trunk, remembrances of once magnificent, 

soaring branches, juxtaposed with those that still showed green. Small sprouts of the smallest, 

squirrel-ear-size leaves contrasted with the veins of silvery, grey, weathered wood, of life gone, 

choked out, dried to nothing. There still was a lifeforce there, and a powerful medicine to self-
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cure, as Loksiꞌ did when he used his ittish to call the shonkaniꞌ to sew his shell back 

together.198 Chaꞌli bíyyiꞌkahookya onchololit miya. ‘Chopping and chopping, but trying to put 

out new shoots.’ 

I position this metaphorical tibi kolofaꞌ in the early 1970s during what I consider to be 

the nadir of Chikashshanompaꞌ and the beginning of our efforts to restore it. Our tibi kolofaꞌ 

was at its lowest point, all but lifeless after a few decades, hookya toompallit ishtayaꞌchitok.199 

The late Mrs. Humes, co-author of the first published dictionary of Chikashshanompaꞌ, A 

Chickasaw Dictionary, saw the violence our ittiꞌ sipokniꞌ had been subjected to, and considered 

the tibi kolofaꞌ in 1973:  

. . . my late husband, the Reverend Jesse Humes, and I began to wonder about 
our heritage. Would it be forgotten? Would our culture be lost? What could we, 
as individuals, do to remind the young Chickasaws that they have a proud 
heritage? As we saw increasing numbers of young Chickasaws without a working 
knowledge of their native language, we began to fear that the language itself 
might be lost. And here was one place where we might be able to help. Thus, 
with the thought of preserving our language, we compiled a list of Chickasaw 
words in a very simple manner.200       
 

I do not suggest that Chikashshanompaꞌ was at its nadir in terms of speaker numbers 

(there were probably several thousand native speakers still living in the late 1960s and early 

1970s), nor do I consider the political and economic status of Chikashshanompaꞌ as an indicator 

                                                
198 ‘Turtle,’ ‘medicine,’ ‘gnats.’ There are many versions of this shikonnoꞌpaꞌ, and all roughly 
center on a pair of young boys who find Loksiꞌ eating strawberries, and smash his shell to bits. 
He uses his medicine to call to the gnats, who come to restore his shell with a medicine plant 
called loksimpolonnaꞌ, ‘turtle’s thread.’ For one version by native speaker Geraldine 
Greenwood, see Rosetta Stone Chickasaw Level Three, Lesson 97. For another see Hinson, 
‘Chickasaw Oral Literature,’ 115-116. Weldon Fulsom, a native speaker who currently lives in 
Ada, Oklahoma, gave a version involves a family of koni (skunks) rather than the two boys.  
199 ‘But spring was coming.’ 
200 Humes and Humes, A Concise Chickasaw Dictionary, ix.  
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that it was, although it had been a minority language of little political power even within the 

Chickasaw government, and its speakers were vastly outnumbered by non-Indians in 1890, with 

48,421 whites in contrast to only 3,941 Chickasaws enumerated in the Chickasaw Nation.201  

Instead I suggest the moment was a linguistic nadir of sorts, in that natural use of 

Chikashshanompaꞌ waned while speakers, many of whom chose to not bring up their children in 

their language, were aging, and while English began more fully to infiltrate the most 

fundamentally Chikashsha places, like our churches and homes. In large measure 

Chikashshanompaꞌ was not esteemed, aside from concerns of grassroots-activist Chikashsha 

people like the late Reverend and Mrs. Humes, and discussions about revitalization were not 

prevalent. Our tibi kolofaꞌ hung for existence on the edge of a steep embankment that seemed 

to erode rapidly toward a world where no Chikashshanompaꞌ would remain. 

Paradoxically, it is also the moment I consider to be the nascence of our revitalization 

movement, the beginnings of ittonchololiꞌ. The late Reverend and Mrs. Humes signaled an 

awakening critical consciousness of the fragile state of Chikashshanompaꞌ, recognizing that the 

ground surrounding our tibi kolofaꞌ would soon fall away. Some of our own people disagreed: 

‘The Chickasaw way is gone. Smile!.’202 ‘The most knowledgeable Chickasaws predict that in 

another fifty years no one will speak Chickasaw.’203 Yet voices calling for revitalization 

prevailed, beginning with the publication of A Chickasaw Dictionary in 1973, followed by a flood 

of community efforts detailed in the preceding chapter. A small, seemingly unimportant 

                                                
201 ‘Census of 1890 in Indian Territory, Department of the Interior,’ in Report on Indians Taxed 
and Indians not Taxed in the United States, Except Alaska at the Eleventh Census: 1890 
(Washington DC: Government Printing Office, 1894).  
202 A quote from Mrs. Mose Burris in Milligan, The Indian Way: Chickasaw, v.  
203 Milligan, The Indian Way: Chickasaw, vi.  
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moment in time, a thought turning into action, a modest volume of a language absolutely 

critical to our continuity as people, burst into a vibrant spring, tibi kolofaꞌ flush with new shoots 

radiantly reaching out toward the sun, the air, the rain—toward life—ittonchololit ishtayattook. 

‘The new growth from that tree had begun.’   

Here is where the cultural framework of Chikashshanompaꞌ / Chikashsha oklaꞌ as a 

metaphorical tibi kolofaꞌ bursting with new growth (i.e., forms of life for the language) comes 

fully alive as ittonchololiꞌ. It is not to say our magnificent, ancient, rooted tree is recovered; far 

from it. We will never regain what was lost—in this life, anyway. What we have is the 

knowledge of our Ancestors, the speech of our Elders, and their associated ways of thinking and 

being and knowing and expressing that form the rootstock wherefrom our revitalization efforts 

spring. From tibi kolofaꞌ comes ittonchololiꞌ, new growth from that tree. We are the self-same, 

from the root stock of Posipóngniꞌ, ‘our Ancestors.’ We put out new shoots, growing again, 

sprouting. Ishtilaaonchololi, ‘We sprout from them.’ Ishtaaonchololiꞌ poya, ‘We are their 

descendants.’ This recalls Meek’s discussion of language personified: we are our language; our 

language is us. We are our revitalization efforts, and our revitalization efforts are us. We are our 

Ancestors, and our Ancestors are us. Ishtilaaoncholoꞌlicha pomanompaꞌ ilanompohóli 

bílliꞌyaꞌshki. Yammako iliyimmi. Yammak illa.204  

  
 
 
 
 
 
   
                                                
204 ‘We descend from them and we will be speaking and speaking our language forever. We 
believe in this. That is it.’  
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Other Theoretical and Critical Frameworks: 

Indigenous second language learning (ISLL)   
 

Indigenous second-language learning (ISLL) is an approach to studying second-language 

acquisition that emerged and emerges from Indigenous communities. The expansion of ISLL 

into the academy was largely a function of allied, non-Indigenous language workers; however, it 

has in recent years seen increasing contributions from Indigenous community members and 

academics.205 As noted by McIvor 2012, ISLL is composed of grassroots language revitalization 

work done in community and the results of research and other scholarly inquiries done in the 

field. However, unlike community-based action research, ISLL scholarship emerges from 

communities rather than simply being community-aligned scholarship.206 ISLL is an emerging 

                                                
205 Candace K. Galla, ‘Indigenous Language Revitalization and Technology: From Traditional to 
Contemporary Domains.’ Language and Literacy 20, no. 3, (2018): 100-120; Stephen 
Greymorning, ‘Going beyond Words: The Arapaho Immersion Program,’ in Teaching Indigenous 
Languages, edited by Jon Reyhner (Flagstaff, AZ: Northern Arizona University, 1997), 22-30; 
Greymorning, ‘Running the Gauntlet of an Indigenous Language Program,’ in Revitalizing 
Indigenous Languages, edited by Jon Reyhner, et al. (Flagstaff, AZ: Northern Arizona University, 
1999), 6-16; Greymorning, ‘Reflections on the Arapaho Language Project, or When Bambi Spoke 
Arapaho and Other Tales of Arapaho Language Revitalization Efforts,’ in The Green Book of 
Language Revitalization in Practice, edited by Leanne Hinton and Kenneth Hale (San Diego, CA: 
Academic Press, 2001), 287-298; Greymorning, ed., A Will to Survive: Indigenous Essays on the 
Politics Of Culture, Language, and Identity (New York: McGraw-Hill Humanities Social, 2004); 
Verna J. Kirkness, ‘The Preservation and Use of Our Languages: Respecting the Natural Order of 
the Creator’ (paper presented for Barrie Area Native Advisory Circle Language Conference 
Mnjikaning First Nation (RAMA), Barrie, ON, 23 February 2001); Richard Littlebear, ‘Some Rare 
and Radical Ideas for Keeping Indigenous Languages Alive,’ in Revitalizing Indigenous 
languages, 1-5; Chew, Greendeer, and Keliiaa, ‘Claiming space,’ 73-91; Chew, ‘Family at the 
Heart of Chickasaw Language Reclamation.’ American Indian Quarterly 39, no. 2 (Spring 2015): 
154-179; Chew, ‘Chikashshanompaꞌ Ilanompohóli Bíyyiꞌkaꞌchi [We will always speak the 
Chickasaw language]: Considering the vitality and efficacy of Chickasaw language reclamation’ 
(PhD diss., University of Arizona, 2016); Chew, ‘Weaving Words: Conceptualizing Language 
Reclamation through a Culturally-Significant Metaphor.’ Canadian Journal of Native Education, 
41(1), (Spring-Summer 2019); McIvor, ‘îkakwiy nîhiyawiyân,’ 39. 
206Ibid. 39-40.  
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academic field that grows from community, action-based research protocols, second-

language acquisition, linguistics, education, political science, sociology, psychology, and 

decolonization studies.207 Because of its interdisciplinary nature, I suggest that community-

originated, language-focused research (beyond the limited scope of ‘language learning’) can 

find a comfortable place within ISLL studies.   

There are relatively few ‘first-hand stories of adult ISLL’ in the literature, although 

descriptive third-person studies of adult second-language learners of Indigenous languages can 

be instructive, and have contributed to this study.208 Nihiyawin (Cree) scholar Dr. Onowa 

McIvor (2012) describes her experience as an adult second-language learner in a masterfully 

crafted and inspiring dissertation. Drawing from journal writing and other records of her 

language learning, her autoethnography examines the ‘motivations, processes, effects, and 

outcomes of the author’s journey into urban nǐhiyawǐwin learning.’209  Perhaps more than any 

other, her dissertation was a kind of road map for this study, showing me what was possible in 

that space.  

Hinton provides accounts of American and international Indigenous language learners. 

jessie little doe baird and Daryl Baldwin are exemplars, with portions of their texts dedicated to 

discussion of their language journeys. In Bringing Our Languages Home: Language 

Revitalization for Families, published in 2013, baird and Baldwin each contributed chapters—

Baldwin sharing authorship with family members of the account of Myaamia revitalization in 

                                                
207Ibid. 41 
208Ibid. 59.  
209 Ibid. ii.  
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their home.210 Other contributors include Hana OꞌReagan (Māori) and Margaret Noori 

(Anishnaabe).  

Chikashsha scholar Dr. Kari Chew’s 2011 master’s thesis, ‘Pomanompaꞌ Kilanompolika 

Chokma (It is Good that We Speak Our Language): Motivations to Revitalize Chikashshanompaꞌ 

(Chickasaw Language) Across Generations,’ examined the motivations for a variety of 

Chikashsha people to learn their heritage language. Her 2016 dissertation, ‘Chikashshanompaꞌ 

Kilanompohóli Bíyyiꞌkaꞌchi [We Will Always Speak the Chickasaw Language]: Considering the 

Vitality and Efficacy of Chickasaw Language Reclamation,’ is a phenomenological study of 

Chikashshanompaꞌ language learners’ efforts. Dr. Chew examines Chickasaw language workers 

of the Chickasaw Language Revitalization Program, Chickasaw at-large citizens and their efforts 

to acquire Chikashshanompaꞌ, and young second-language learners of Chikashshanompaꞌ given 

opportunity to learn in public school settings. While not a qualitative study of adult ISLL, her 

work provides a significant contribution to this project. I was a participant in the research, and 

appreciate how Dr. Chew’s thinking about our revitalization efforts have influenced mine. In 

particular, her positioning of the revitalization effort as a fundamentally Chikashsha practice 

and her valorization of second-language learners and their efforts to acquire Chikashshanompaꞌ 

have helped me modify how I think about myself as an anompa shaaliꞌ and about our collective 

efforts to carry the language forward.   

                                                
210 Leanne Hinton, Matt Vera, and Nancy Steele, How to Keep Your Language Alive: A 
Commonsense Approach to One-On-One Language Learning (Berkeley, CA: Heyday Books, 
2002); Hinton, ed., Bringing our languages home: Language revitalization for families (Berkeley, 
CA: Heyday Books, 2013). 
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Dr. Juliet Morgan’s 2017 dissertation, ‘The Learner Varieties of the Chikasha Academy: 

Chickasaw Adult Language Acquisition, Change, and Revitalization,’ is another significant study 

that fits within the rubric of ISLL. Dr. Morgan had worked with CLRP since 2012, and was 

committed to community-responsive, community-originated research to assist our efforts to 

revitalize Chikashshanompaꞌ. Her methodological approach, in particular a deep dive into our 

anompa shaaliꞌ’s emerging grammar, is a pillar of our Mediated Language Change approach as 

detailed below. Her dissertation also greatly expands our understanding of adult second-

language acquisition and language change in the greater contexts of Indigenous language 

revitalization, and offers a compelling insight into what is possible through collaboration 

between community-responsive linguistic partners and Indigenous language communities.  

Jennifer Davis’ 2013 dissertation, ‘Learning to ‘talk Indian’: Ethnolinguistic identity and 

language revitalization in the Chickasaw Renaissance,’ was also produced as a community-

responsive and community-originated project. Davis, a Chickasaw citizen, did collaborative 

fieldwork in the Chickasaw Nation as a Chickasaw person and a fellow anompa shaaliꞌ. Her 

examination of shifting ‘linguistic norms and social realities’ in our revitalization context was 

instructive for consideration of the broader consequences of revitalization work.211  

Sʔímlaʔxʷ Michelle Johnson’s 2013 dissertation, ‘nꞌłəqwcin (Clear speech): 1,000 hours 

to mid-intermediate N’syilxcn proficiency,’ is an excellent example of a rigorous, 

interdisciplinary approach to ISLL research. Johnson critically examines her and her learning 

                                                
211 Jennifer Lynn Davis, ‘Learning to ꞌTalk Indianꞌ: Ethnolinguistic Identity and Language 
Revitalization in the Chickasaw Renaissance,’ in Linguistics Graduate Theses & Dissertations 
(Boulder, CO: University of Colorado, 2013), 31. https://scholar.colorado.edu/ling_gradetds/31; 
Davis, Talking Indian. 
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cohort’s efforts to become mid-intermediate speakers of their language. She frames her 

discussion in deeply embedded Sylix cultural frameworks, situates the work of the cohort in the 

greater Salish language revitalization movement in Canada and the United States, and provides 

detailed analysis of her cohort’s learning process and the three films that documented it. 

Johnson also shares the pedagogical and methodological underpinnings of their work, and 

offers recommendations for other second-language learners about how to reach intermediate 

proficiency in their language.     

Mediated Language Change 
 

Mediated Language Change (MLC) is a theoretically informed method and set of 

processes by which we control, to varying degrees, language change that comes with any 

revitalization environment. MLC is simultaneously a theory (Languages change, and we can 

control the changes that occur in the language revitalization process), a method (a mixed-

methods approach that attempts to balance the need to equip language learners with 

linguistically accurate, culturally appropriate language forms through immersion education with 

the natural need of a language to grow and change through lexical innovation), and a set of 

processes (including language documentation, analysis, interventional activities, and 

instruction). MLC is rooted in our obligation to carry the language forward in a way that 

respects the knowledge of Posipóngniꞌ212 and encourages expansion and growth of 

Chikashshanompaꞌ. I first began to formulate my Mediated Language Change theory and 

                                                
212 ‘Our Ancestors.’  
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method early in my career as a language worker, and began to more fully articulate it in 

2013.213  

Each generation only does what comes naturally, by which I mean they participate in 

the natural growth inherent in language change, modifying their languages in conscious and 

unconscious ways to arrive at something novel and yet culturally grounded. Chikashshanompaꞌ 

has been changed by its speakers over the centuries, if arguably to a lesser degree than more 

robust, populous languages like Choctaw and Mvskoke Creek-Seminole. The changes occurred 

among monolingual speakers in contact with other languages, second-language learners of 

Chikashshanompaꞌ learning in the community, fully bilingual persons growing up in dual-

language households, monolinguals learning English while they entered school or finally, as 

second-language learners in revitalization contexts.  These changes are many—lexical, 

phonological and morphological.214  

 In contrast to natural language change, mediated language change is wholly artificial, 

although at points it connects in synchronistic ways with natural language change, much as a 

rigorously constructed order of acquisition might, and perhaps should, connect with natural 

orders of acquisition for a given language.  

                                                
213 Ozbolt includes several references to MLC that grew out of our discussions during his 
dissertation research. Ivan C. Ozbolt, ‘Community Perspectives, Language Ideologies, and 
Learner Motivation in Chickasaw Language Programs’ (PhD diss., unpublished, University of 
Oklahoma, 2014), 148-149. I presented on MLC in the context of the Chikasha Academy at the 
International Conference of Language Documentation & Conservation (ICLDC) in Hawaii in 
2017: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), ‘Nannanoliꞌ ilimaaithana (Weꞌre Learning from Stories): 
Transforming Narrative Documentation into Adult Immersion Curriculum’ (paper presented at 
ICLDC 5, 2 March 2017). Morgan briefly examines MLC in the context of the Chikasha Academy 
in ‘The Learner Varieties,’ 172-174.    
214 See Morgan, ‘The Learner Varieties.’ 
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 MLC grows directly from the Chikashsha people and their ways of being. It is 

motivated by and grows from Chikashsha theories of survivance and perseverance—Iilhakóffi, 

‘we survive,’ and Ilachónnaꞌchi, ‘we persevere.’ Mediated Language Change, as a set of 

approaches and processes, is a fundamentally Chikashsha approach. While we mediate these 

changes and grow in our language, we live out Chikashsha poya and Iláyyaꞌsha katihma in their 

fullness. We are an intact, culturally vibrant and dynamic tribal community and government 

committed to bringing our ways, new and old, with us into the future.  

MLC, a powerful tool in our determination to ensure that our language persists for 

generations, connects to other theories and methodologies born of Indigenist and 

Indigenization approaches, and is firmly rooted in the ideologies of first-wave self-

determination and sovereignty movements of the 1960s. In our context, it is born from the 

heart of the Chikashsha people and our responsibility to carry Chikashshanompaꞌ forward in a 

good way. Because languages change, and our language will do so rapidly within revitalization 

contexts, we use MLC as a ‘practice of freedom and of control,’ and a way to nurture 

Chikashshanompaꞌ from tibi kolofaꞌ back to the thriving ittiꞌ it once was.215 The form of 

Chikashshanompaꞌ that emerges from our efforts is and will be new in some senses (particularly 

in new domains and neologisms), but will remain fundamentally Chikashsha while it is 

assimilated into our current context, and while strategies that inform our lexical expansions 

derive from the ways our Ancestors did the same.  

 

 

                                                
215 Cobb, Listening, 37. 
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Underlying beliefs 
 
 Certain values and beliefs undergird the MLC method and our choice to develop and use 

it. We believe language change is a given in all contexts. We believe we can mediate such 

change in the ways our Ancestors did while they faced enormous reorderings in their times and 

places. We believe that through Mediated Language Change we can arrive at learner varieties 

of Chikashshanompaꞌ that reflect our current teachers’ speech varieties and those of our 

Ancestors. We believe our learner varieties of Chikashshanompaꞌ are as valid as those of native 

speakers, even if different. We believe that by accepting responsibilities as anompa shaaliꞌ we 

can ensure our nation continues with a strong cultural identity in service to ancestral ideals of 

survivance and perseverance.  

Inherent Tensions in this process 
 
 There are tensions that come of developing a revitalization method predicated on an 

idea that one can control, to any degree, language change occurring in natural and artificial 

environments. Languages, like the people who carry, speak, and use them, are wild, free and 

fecund, always giving birth to new forms. That reality stands in contrast to ideologies that often 

surround endangered languages, particularly among varieties with more than one living 

speaker. Our anompíꞌshiꞌ speak individual, unique language varieties that carry private changes 

they collected or developed over years. The endangerment of our language, even if a separate 

matter, makes the slightest of differences seem glaringly obvious among such speaker 

populations. Often as a result, many anompíꞌshiꞌ generally hold to the idea that their variety is 

best, and that others are inferior to theirs and not to be encouraged. How can you mediate 
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change that might occur in a context like ours, with about fifty native speakers and no more 

than a handful of highly committed second-language learners?  

 Tension exists between anompíꞌshiꞌ and anompa shaaliꞌ, even if anompíꞌshiꞌ are generally 

generous, loving, encouraging, and kind in sharing their native language with us. The more 

sensitive anompíꞌshiꞌ are consciously aware of the difficulty of what we anompa shaaliꞌ are 

trying to achieve, and provide sensitive guidance to us. They willingly listen to us talk like 

children, year after year. Still, if and when asked, they often say things like, ‘My language will 

end with me. I never thought it would be like this when I was a child.’ Sometimes they express 

that thought in Chikashshanompaꞌ to a proficient second-language learner. It is a strange 

sensation to learn your own teachers do not truly believe what you are trying to accomplish is 

possible. One reason is that to some speakers the death of our language will be a portent of the 

end of the world. One family’s prophecy foretells that when the last speaker of 

Chikashshanompaꞌ dies, the world will cease to exist.216 

 Tensions also are present in the application of the method itself. For instance, linguistic 

analysis is a powerful tool of Mediated Language Change, but bears tension in and of itself. In 

our case, the revitalization environment we constructed is a supportive one, in which we 

valorize the efforts of second-language learners. We want our language to be used, prolifically, 

in every context relevant to our daily lives. We push multi-competence for our learners, 

insisting they be fully competent in both of their main languages. Because of challenges 

inherent in acquiring any language as an adult learner, our varieties of Chikashshanompaꞌ will 

be different from those of our teachers. We use the tools of linguistic analysis to examine our 

                                                
216 Catherine Willmond, interview with author, summer 2012.  
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specific learner varieties, contrast them against known speaker data, and design mediating 

activities to encourage acquisition of more standard, native-like speech. This tension between 

varieties of Chikashshanompaꞌ described as ‘correct’ and our ‘imperfect’ varieties of learner 

Chikashshanompaꞌ are palpable. We seek linguistic and cultural perfection in our use of 

Chikashshanompaꞌ, and attempt to speak and use it in a manner as close to native-like as 

possible. It is difficult to valorize our learner efforts while also analyzing them for variation and 

designing activities to shift them toward more native-like speech patterns. These efforts may 

ultimately prove unfruitful. Perhaps the varieties that emerge will prove resistant to mediation.  

MLC as a process has proven to be simultaneously innovative and regressive. We have 

innovated and created things only to come back and correct them, or take different paths. A 

good example is the shift from numerical month names innovated in 2009 back to more 

community-normative naahollimanompaꞌ borrowings, e.g. Hashiꞌ Atalhlháꞌpiꞌ, ‘Fifth Month’ vs. 

Mih, ‘May’ as a programmatic example of a regressive or corrective MLC.  An individual 

example is my reanalysis of -akookya, *Pepsiꞌ ishkoliakookya [I drink Pepsi too.] versus a later 

correction, as a consequence of language analysis work with Dr. Morgan, Pepsiꞌakookya ishkoli. 

[I drink Pepsi too].217     

 MLC in context  
 
 MLC is a product of the global language revitalization movement, manifested in our 

tribal context. After building on efforts of early community revitalizationists including the late 

                                                
217 ‘-akookya’ is a nominal suffix meaning something like ‘too, as well’ for native speakers, one 
that was reanalyzed by anompa shaaliꞌ as a verbal suffix, then corrected back to the nominal 
suffix through the process of Mediated Language Change. Dr. Juliet Morgan, comment to 
author on an early draft of this chapter, 13 September 2019.  
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Humes, the late Geraldine Greenwood, and the late Yvonne Alberson, we began moving 

toward an MLC approach before 2007 with a community-wide language vitality survey. The 

survey identified fewer than 120 native speakers of Chikashshanompaꞌ. We were well aware 

the language hung precariously at Fishman’s Reversing Language Shift stage 7—all speakers are 

past childbearing age; children are not being raised with their language; small numbers of 

second-language learners; the language is present ceremonially at cultural events; and there is 

a culturally active, elderly population of speakers.218 We worked immediately toward raising 

the visibility of the language within the community through physical products like bumper 

stickers and flash cards, by encouraging bilingual signage in public spaces, and through the 

creation of a Chickasaw Language Revitalization Program logo (see Chapter 5). 

We also sought to raise the prestige both of native speakers and the language in the 

community by actively pulling the speakers into the revitalization program, creating short films 

and television spots that featured them, and by monetizing linguistic knowledge through 

compensating native speakers and second-language learners. A significant aspect of MLC is the 

ability to pay the bills with your language—to support a family with Chikashshanompaꞌ. These 

ideas focused on the hearts and minds of our community and were essential to building a 

groundswell of support for more challenging initiatives. Those and other strategies described in 

other chapters position MLC comfortably among larger international language revitalization 

movements.  

                                                
218 Joshua A. Fishman, ed., Reversing Language Shift: Theoretical and Empirical Foundations of 
Assistance to Threatened Languages, vol. 76. (Clevedon, UK: Multilingual Matters, 1991), 89. 
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 For some communities, linguistics and linguists specifically are considered as 

complicated topics. Too often Indigenous knowledge is extracted or removed from its 

community for the ‘greater good’ of Western science and empirical knowledges, for the sake of 

constructing some great ‘archive’ of human knowledge. This is problematic among Indigenous 

communities because we value our languages and all they hold in quite different ways. We do 

not worship abstracted, disembodied knowledge like the West does. We consider knowledge as 

powerful only in its specific application, and not in its mere accumulation.  

 There are many instances however, in which persons created language records for 

religious, scientific, cultural or other purposes that proved useful for Indigenous communities, 

particularly with sleeping languages. I am thinking particularly of my friends jessie little doe 

baird (Mashpee Wampanoag) and Daryl Baldwin (Miami Tribe of Oklahoma) who were able to 

reacquire their sleeping languages through specific graduate courses of study that enabled 

them to reveal what was held in linguistic documentation, religious records, Bible translations, 

and other records.  

 In our situation, records of Chikashshanompaꞌ from the eighteenth and nineteenth 

centuries are relatively scant. Some travelers’ journals, a Jeffersonian word list, a text by British 

trader James Adair, a smattering of letters, prayers, church records, and a two-volume 

notebook of Chikashshanompaꞌ produced by linguist Albert Gatschet along with native speaker 

and Chickasaw Nation representative to the United States J. D. Collins are the whole of 

Chikashshanompaꞌ known documentation before the publication of A Chickasaw Dictionary in 

1973.  
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Since then, Pulte 1975 first described Chahta imanompaꞌ and Chikashshanompaꞌ as 

separate languages. Dr. Pamela Munro of UCLA, more than any other linguist, has had the 

greatest effect on our current language revitalization efforts. Besides her numerous articles 

about Chikashshanompaꞌ, Dr. Munro and native speaker Catherine Willmond compiled 

Chickasaw: An Analytical Dictionary, published in 1994, and Chikashshanompaꞌ Kilanompoliꞌ: 

Let’s Speak Chickasaw, published in 2008. The described variety, primarily documented with 

Mrs. Willmond and examples from more than forty other speakers, formed the greatest part of 

the Chikashshanompaꞌ corpus until we began to publish in Chikashshanompaꞌ in earnest after 

the founding of Chickasaw Press (see Chapter 5).219  

 Given the foundation of the Munro-Willmond materials, our present documentation 

efforts focus largely on second-language-learner varieties of Chikashshanompaꞌ,220 a substantial 

Chikashshanompaꞌ oral narratives and conversation analysis project,221 speech analysis of 

second-language learners of Chikashshanompaꞌ employed in the Chikasha Academy under the 

MLC approach,222 and learner materials creation for the Chikasha Academy program.223 We also 

are currently developing a teaching grammar based on our remaining fully bilingual native 

speaker population in the Chickasaw Nation. The grammar will also include examples of the 

                                                
219 ‘Described variety’ is here used to mean the variety of Chikashshanompaꞌ that forms the 
basis of our Chickasaw corpus. The speech of Mrs. Catherine Willmond comprises most of this 
described variety.  
220 Morgan, ‘Learner Varieties.’ 
221 Colleen Fitzgerald and Joshua D. Hinson, ‘Approaches to Collecting Texts: The Chickasaw 
Narrative Bootcamp.’ Language Documentation and Conservation 10 (December 2016): 522-
547; Hinson, ‘Nannanoliꞌ.’ 
222 Morgan, ‘Learner Varieties.’ 
223 Juliet Morgan and Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), ‘Mediating Language Change in 
Chikashshanompaꞌ: An Example with Dative ‘Have’ Constructions’ (article forthcoming). 
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emergent learner varieties from academy participants as we further our attempts to valorize 

their efforts.  

Underlying beliefs 
 
 We care very little for generative linguistics, e.g. universal grammar, the nature of 

language, and its emergence in human history. Our ancestral knowledge, including 

Chikashshanompaꞌ, came to us, according to our Ancestors, ‘As soon as ever the ground was 

sound, and fit to stand upon, it came to us, and has been with us ever since.’224 Our elders tell 

us Chikashshanompaꞌ was given to us by Abaꞌ Bínniꞌliꞌ so we could communicate with one 

another. Their teaching is satisfactory to us. We believe in applied linguistics and Indigenist 

linguistic research projects that grow from our nation’s needs. We believe that documentation 

of areas under-represented in the described literature, including oral narratives and 

conversation, are critical to creating a language archive of Chikashshanompaꞌ for current and 

future generations. We want to tell stories and model our conversations to be like our 

teachers’.  

MLC is a toolbox  
 
 MLC is a set of tools specifically designed and strategically employed to address the 

ongoing language change innate in ISLL practice in our nation. Those tools and strategies are 

manifest in both corporate (programmatic) and individual (personal language use) contexts. 

The tools of MLC are many and varied. The primary tool is the speech of anompíꞌshiꞌ and 

anompa shaaliꞌ including elicitations, traditional shikonnoꞌpaꞌ (animal stories), as well narratives 

                                                
224 Poole, ‘Conference.’  
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related to family history and life experience. I would include written documentation including 

learner-created materials as a tool, besides ongoing language documentation designed to 

expand the described variety of Chikashshanompaꞌ. MLC assists us in looking into the future 

where what we learn and create becomes, for better or worse, the standard for all our second-

language learners. Documented standards of appropriate speech from native speakers active in 

our program, aligned with the described variety where possible, would form this future 

standard. The varied forms of documentation are programmatic in approach through 

immersion-motivated story collection under our current Documenting Endangered Languages / 

National Science Foundation grant (BCS-1263699 and BCS-1263698). They also are individual in 

approach through sessions with discrete speakers, and through speaker notes, journal entries, 

and other learner materials.  

 Another critical tool of MLC arsenal is immersion curriculum derived from anompíꞌshiꞌ 

speech and created in response to learner needs. This curricular approach as used in the 

Chikasha Academy was heavily influenced by the Sauk Language Program and further adapted 

from the curriculum of the Salish peoples, including the Paul Creek Language Association 

curriculum as modified and used in a highly structured group-immersion approach on the 

Flathead Indian Reservation in Montana. The scope and sequence of our approach is modified 

from our highly successful Rosetta Stone Chickasaw online language-learning program (see 

Chapter 5) used to teach vocabulary and familiarize learners with content before involving 

them in immersion. Non-immersive curricular approaches have also been successfully used in 

immersion environments. Curriculum development is solidly programmatic in approach and 
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function, while the products of development are powerful for individual language 

development.  

 Neologisms are also powerful tools in MLC. They are used to expand the domains of our 

language, particularly ones that address technology. Our new words are created by the 

Chickasaw Language Committee in an official capacity as language advisory to the CLRP, and by 

individual speakers, language teachers, and anompa shaaliꞌ. Such Mediated Language Change is 

critical to expanding the language to accommodate current technologies along with other 

rapidly changing trends of the majority culture (See Chapter 7). The MLC-driven process of 

neologism creation by the Chickasaw Language Committee is programmatic in nature, while 

individual approaches also help to build our new-words corpus.  

 Assessments are also a powerful tool of MLC. We have employed a variety of 

approaches in efforts to move toward a comprehensive, culturally informed and effective 

assessment method. Adopted from earlier, one-on-one Master-Apprentice approaches, the 

American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages (ACTFL) oral proficiency assessment 

still plays a key role in our assessment practice. We have to date been less interested in the 

other areas of assessment like writing, reading, and listening. We focus our learners on efforts 

to become fluent speakers of the language, and know that reading and writing will come later, 

naturally. Listening happens in the early, silent phase which in our context is rather short. 

ACTFL’s assessment is administered by an advanced learner or a native speaker, and 

follows a general script with open questions at the end, designed to push the learner past a 

predicted level of proficiency. We also use self-assessment tools including ACTFL Can-Do 

statements and the powerful, culturally motivated, and theoretically informed NETOLNEW 
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Language Learning Assessment Tool.225 Our varied and multi-pronged approach to language 

assessment gives learners and program leadership a good way to measure where students are 

and, in concert with speech analysis from daily immersion sessions, helps create immersion 

aids, study guides, activity sheets and other materials learners can use to conform their speech 

to native-speaker-like patterns.  

 A final tool of MLC is work devoted to expanding the domains of Chikashshanompaꞌ so 

new learners can communicate fully about modern life, daily concerns, technological 

innovations, and anything else one might talk about. I consider such expansion as new growth 

from the rootstock of our ancestor’s speech, adapting as our Ancestors did when they 

encountered new people, places, and things. As they were, so are we committed to a 

Chikashshanompaꞌ that embraces multivitality. We are interested in the oral narratives of 

speakers and learners, including those recorded as literature. We want natural speech 

communities to arise from the artificial, professionalized one we created within the program. 

We also are interested in using technology to create language communities online and 

through social media. Our efforts to make the language accessible to Chikashsha people 

regardless of where they live naturally led to online language classes, study groups, Facebook 

groups, emailing, texting and the Rosetta Stone Chickasaw computer-aided language-learning 

program. This is a new form of life for the language. 

Our archive also is a new form of life for Chikashshanompaꞌ, wherein written, audio, and 

visual documentation is available to learners. The archive is kept at the Chickasaw Cultural 

Center and the Sam Noble Museum of Natural History Native Language Archive, and is 

                                                
225 https://www.uvic.ca/research/partner/home/projects/language-assessment-tool/index.php 
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disseminated via virtual platforms like YouTube and www.chickasaw.tv. We continue to 

curate historical documents, linguistic papers and historical realia like letters and postcards 

even while we create new ones (See Chapters 5 and 6), and all are dynamic and relevant forms 

of life for Chikashshanompaꞌ. Though new, they are equally valid and fundamentally 

Chikashsha.   

How MLC tools are used  
 
 The tools and strategies MLC are employed in multiple environments, depending on 

emerging needs in any given situation. We actively collect shikonnoꞌpaꞌ and personal narratives 

from anompíꞌshiꞌ, and create environments to collect natural Chikashshanompaꞌ conversation, 

focusing particularly on turn-taking and the regular narrative devices anompíꞌshiꞌ use. These 

environments might be artificial, like in a studio setting with a native speaker leading the 

discussion, or taken from natural contexts like meetings of the Chickasaw Language Committee.  

We also practice elicitation in situations where we need to clarify native speaker 

understandings of particular language features. We regularly co-transcribe and translate with 

native speakers and passive bilinguals in large-group, small-group, and solo sessions. These 

transcripts are used to create stories for the Chikasha Academy Adult Immersion Program. We 

also collect anompa shaaliꞌ speech from daily Chikasha Academy immersion sessions. These 

conversations and narratives are transcribed and analyzed for expanding the described variety 

of Chikashshanompaꞌ and creating learner products for academy sessions.  

 As we create anompa himittaꞌ with the Chickasaw Language Committee, we actively 

disseminate them in various forms online and in other ways, like flash cards. We plan to create 

and maintain an online anompa himittaꞌ dictionary for use by anompa shaaliꞌ. We also use 
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anompa himittaꞌ, particularly newly created slang and textisms, in our small language 

community of CLRP employees and anompa shaaliꞌ with whom we interact online or elsewhere.  

 We actively assess acquisition of stories and other language forms. Thereby we can 

create activities to address gaps and patterns of non-standard use, both linguistic and cultural, 

working with those, and re-assessing the results. That aspect of our program is structured 

around what we have termed the Chickasaw Model—a feedback loop between documentation 

and revitalization.226 Documentation leads to analysis, analysis motivates revitalization practice, 

and ongoing training enhances all aspects of the approach. In our most pressing context (the 

Chikasha Academy Adult Immersion Program), documentation led to a story about cooking frog 

legs from native speaker Virginia Bolen. It was fully transcribed and three leveled versions were 

created and used in immersion sessions followed by analysis of learner acquisition and creation 

of further training materials based on results of those analyses (See Chapter 8).  

 The matter of which features of anompa shaaliꞌ language we need to focus on in 

standardization exercises can be complicated. The output of both anompa shaaliꞌ and 

anompíꞌshiꞌ are examined carefully, while they are in dialog with one another. Multiple varieties 

emerge, with preference given to anompíꞌshiꞌ speech. There are many moments where the 

speech of anompíꞌshiꞌ is quite different from the described variety. In a programmatic sense we 

align our learner products and push learner speech to standardize with the speech of our 

teachers in the Chikasha Academy rather than the described variety. We anompa shaaliꞌ 

                                                
226 Colleen M. Fitzgerald and Joshua D. Hinson, ‘ꞌilittibaatoksaliꞌ ‘We Are Working Together’: 
Perspectives on Our Chickasaw Tribal-Academic Collaboration,’ in Proceedings of the 17th 
Foundation for Endangered Languages Conference, edited by Mary Jane Norris, et al. 
(Hungerford, UK: Foundation for Endangered Languages, 2013), 53–60;  Fitzgerald and Hinson, 
‘Approaches to Collecting Texts,’ 522-547. 
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regularly modify our speech to conform to whomever we speak to. However, we may 

generally assimilate speech features from anompíꞌshiꞌ even while they are not actively teaching 

in immersion (See Chapter 6). 

In activities designed to shift anompa shaaliꞌ varieties toward those of anompíꞌshiꞌ, we 

focus on affixes. Phonological variation and English accent are of little immediate concern. With 

sufficient time and exposure to recordings and native speaker conversation, we can address 

English accent, while processes like rhythmic lengthening often require significant self-study 

and overt grammatical instruction. Accuracy in rhythmic lengthening and native-like accent are 

features of higher oral proficiency speakers (Intermediate high—Advanced low ACTFL oral 

proficiency standard).  

Goals of Mediated Language Change 
 
 Our sole motivation for the Chikasha Academy is the creation of highly competent 

anompa shaaliꞌ, communicative speakers of Chikashshanompaꞌ who are also culturally 

competent users of Chikashshanompaꞌ. We also desire for anompa shaaliꞌ to write 

Chikashshanompaꞌ proficiently in the modern orthography, create learner products, and help 

others learn in a variety of contexts. They will speak like their teachers as well as innovate in 

the language as the community deems appropriate, as well as recover varieties that may have 

fallen to the wayside because of speaker death. These anompa shaaliꞌ fit in an artificial but 

functional speech community that equips them to become language carriers for the next 

generation. The final piece of this community is anompa shaaliꞌ who choose to raise their 

children in Chikashshanompaꞌ—which we have not yet seen. 
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Chapter Summary  
 
 In this chapter I set forth the theoretical, empirical, and methodological foundations and 

frameworks for this project. In the first section I examined Chikashsha Poya, a theoretical 

framework deriving from Chikashsha ways of being. Chikashsha poya is composed of four 

Chikashsha values of Chikashsha Poya, Iilhakóffi, Ilachónnaꞌchi, and Ilaa-áyyaꞌsha katihma. In the 

second section I discussed the reporting framework for this research, and presented this 

research as a form of tanap nannanoliꞌ – a traditional war narrative. I then explored the 

connections between the overarching theory of Chikashsha Poya, tanap nannanoliꞌ, and 

autoethnography. In the third section I described Chikashsha asilhlha, a community-derived, 

culturally-grounded research methodology, its use, and its relationship to Wilson’s theory of 

research as ceremony. In the fourth section I examined the place of this research in greater 

Indigenous second-language learning contexts in North America, detailed Ittonchololiꞌ, a 

culturally-derived metaphorical framework for Chikashshanompaꞌ loss and revitalization. I then 

examined Mediated Language Change as an outgrowth of ittonchololiꞌ and examined its 

application as a theoretically informed method and set of processes in our revitalization 

context. Finally, I dispersed commentary on significant theses and dissertations that have 

influenced this research throughout the text, noting those scholars, Chikashsha and otherwise, 

that have inspired me in this research.  
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Chapter Four: Lokosh sahochifo (They call me Gourd): Twenty years as a language learner 
 

Holisso chokmaꞌ micha Nashoba Tohbiꞌ (A significant book and a White Wolf): 1978 - 1999 
 
 I am called Lokosh (Gourd) in Chikashshanompaꞌ. I am Chickasaw, Choctaw, and Euro-

American on my mother’s side, and Mvskoke (Creek), Cherokee, and Euro-American on my 

father’s side. I descend from nine documented generations of Chickasaw women, and I carry 

my clan and house through my mother. I am Kowishtoꞌ Iksaꞌ (Panther Clan) and Imatapo 

Chokka-chaffaꞌ (Their Lean-to People House). I am in many ways a typical mixed-blood urban 

Indian person, raised outside my tribal service area, with minimal knowledge of my Chikashsha 

culture while I was a child.  

 I was born in Memphis, Tennessee, in 1978. Memphis, built along the Saktiꞌ Lhafaꞌ 

Okhinaꞌ, which was actually the westernmost holding of our Chikashsha people prior to 

Removal. My maternal Ancestors crossed the river there in the summer of 1838, never to 

return to our Homeland. My brother, Micah P. Hinson, who is called Intaloowaꞌ227 in 

Chikashshanompaꞌ, was born in Memphis in 1981. We moved to West Virginia for a time, and 

later relocated to Abilene, Texas, where we lived until I moved away to graduate school.  

 This chapter offers a broad narrative about my development as second-language learner 

of Chikashshanompaꞌ, including references to significant persons and program initiatives. 

During my early years I had no exposure to the language. I was not able to hear it until I was an 

adult. My situation is eerily familiar to many Chickasaw citizens at large who, having grown up 

far outside the Chickasaw Nation’s geopolitical boundaries, had little access to cultural aspects 

of our society, the most integral of which is Chikashshanompaꞌ. An Indian person without 

                                                
227 ‘He Sings for Them.’ 
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grounding, a citizen without reference, a Chikashsha descendant who has never heard a 

Chikashshanompaꞌ word spoken by an anompíꞌshiꞌ- that was me, and by extension, us.  

 It was not my mother’s fault. Charla Sue Nichols Hinson was born in Gainesville, Texas, 

not terribly far from the Chickasaw Nation’s territory. While she spent much time in the 

Chickasaw Nation as a child to visit her grandparents—my great-grandparents—no one in her 

extended family spoke Chikashshanompaꞌ.  

 It was not my grandmother’s fault. Faye Elizabeth Cox Nichols was born during a time 

when speaking Chickasaw was actively discouraged. She went to a neighborhood school with 

other Chickasaw children who, if they knew the language, were punished for speaking it. My 

grandmother passed away in 2016. I taught her some words in her twilight years, but I am not 

sure whether she remembered them.  

 Nor was it my great-grandmother’s fault. Charlie Perkins Cox was born at Kale, 

Chickasaw Nation, Indian Territory, in 1902. She, too, was sent off to boarding school at 

Bloomfield, where the language was forbidden. They taught her to be a good white girl—a good 

American girl—and to excel at home crafts like tatting, quilting and household management, to 

read Shakespeare and Homer, and to avoid all vestiges of tribal-ness. She understood the 

language to a limited degree, and certainly avoided teaching any of it to her daughter.  

 It was not really her mother’s fault, either. Laura Moberly Perkins was born in the 

Chickasaw Nation, Indian Territory, within a decade after the Civil War. While she was a native 

speaker of Chikashshanompaꞌ, she also was forced to attend Bloomfield Academy for Chickasaw 

Females, and taught to avoid the trappings of tribal life like her daughter would be.  
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 Laura’s mother, Frances Elizabeth Kemp Mead, should not have blame laid upon her, 

either. She was a fully proficient speaker of both Chikashshanompaꞌ and English, 

Chikashshanompaꞌ  being her first language. She was knowledgeable about tribal medicines, 

native herbal remedies, and their applications for various illnesses. She was the daughter and 

granddaughter of prominent tribal leaders, and descended from a powerful matrilineal clan. 

But she, too, was sent to the Bloomfield Academy for Chickasaw Females by her father, to 

ensure a better life for her. A member of the inaugural class of 1852, she, like all the Chickasaw 

girls that would follow her, was prevented from speaking her language and expressing her 

innermost self as a Chikashsha person.   

 The blame is too big to be pinned on any one person, time, place, thing, or institution. 

The government of the United States addressed its ‘Indian Problem’ through forced education 

and assimilation, while the tribal schools created and administered by the Chickasaw Nation 

followed suit for purposes of our survival. Some of our leaders believed that in order to remain 

Chikashsha in an increasingly wider and white-dominated world, our children needed to put 

aside aspects of their identity as Chikashsha and acquire knowledge of the naahollo world. 

Within a generation, in many cases, Chikashshanompaꞌ left families never to return. It certainly 

appeared that might be the case for my family.  

 My grandmother Faye Elizabeth Cox Nichols, whom I called Meme, was the keeper of 

family lore while I was a child. She took it upon herself to ensure that I, my brother and our 

cousins knew we were Chikashsha, and that we descended from a long line of tribal leaders. We 

were taught to be proud of our heritage. Given our lack of proximity to the nation as a whole, 

our lived experience was more of descendants than citizens, more periphery than core. I was, 
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for all intents and purposes, a white American child who possessed Chikashsha ancestry, 

rather than a Chikashsha child who happened to be of mixed ancestry. That is not unusual in a 

way for many citizens at large, often called ‘genealogy Indians’ because they have well 

documented their tribal ancestry, know their Ancestors generations upon generations back, but 

have no real lived experience on tribal lands, contact with tribal people or cultural experiences 

that might draw them closer to their identities as Chikashsha. That was the life I was living: a 

white descendant of Chikashsha people, a member of a proud family of Chikashsha heritage 

living abroad in central and west Texas. 

One Christmas I had my first encounter with the language that marked itself on my 

mind. Meme decided to, on behalf of her mother Charlie Perkins Cox, give decidedly tribal gifts 

to her family—examples of Chikashsha lacework created by her mother for the aunts and 

female cousins, and framed arrowheads with the Chickasaw seal and a hardback copy of A 

Chickasaw Dictionary for the uncles and male cousins.  

 I ripped the package open quickly (I was a young bibliophile, and knew a book when I 

felt one). The dictionary was modestly sized, with a smooth white dust jacket imprinted with 

the Chickasaw seal, written by the late Reverend Jess J. Humes and Vinnie May James Humes. 

The hard cover under the jacket was a lovely rust-red / maroon color with identical printing. I 

recall opening the book and thumbing through it, looking for entries that seemed interesting. 

The dictionary was alphabetized in English order, with a headword column, the entry in English, 

a part-of-speech designation (verb, noun, adjective, etc.), the word in Chikashshanompa 

Chikashshanompaꞌ, and a pronunciation column to the right.  
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Figure 17: The author with the dictionary gifted to him by his grandmother. Photograph by Ryan 
RedCorn (Osage). 

 I cherished this small volume, and connected to it in some ineffable way. I learned 

words and attempted to create sentences. My best friend, Ben Langford, and I decided to form 

what we called ‘Indian Club,’ and gave ourselves names. I am afraid I do not recall Ben’s, but I 

wanted to be called ꞌWhite Wolf.’ Although that is properly Nashoba Tohbiꞌ in 

Chikashshanompaꞌ, I did not know any better, so I called myself Tohbiꞌ Nashoba. I recall Indian 

Club was essentially about making pictures of Indian things and giving ourselves names. I had a 

fascination with all things Comanche as a child. I thought Chickasaws were actually rather 

boring. Who wanted to be a civilized corn eater when you could be a Lord of the Plains? 

Quanah Parker and Ten Bears were my idols. After all, I was living in their ancestral territory. 

When my family and I went to a gourd dance in Comanche Nation one summer, I 

thought I had died and gone to heaven. In spite of my ‘nʉmʉnʉʉ fever,’ I did not take an 
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interest in their language, but I did in Chikashshanompaꞌ. I am glad to report I eventually 

realized my ancestral tribes were far better than the Comanche (with apologies to my 

nʉmʉnʉʉ friends).228  

 Eventually I became the family historian, and the one most keenly interested in our 

native heritage. Meme took great pains to answer all my questions, showing me our genealogy, 

and talking about who each of my Ancestors were and what they did for our people. She kept a 

wall of photographs of my Chickasaw family dating back to the 1860s, many of whom were 

born before the Removal of 1837.229 She was the link to our tribal roots after my great-

grandmother was taken by Alzheimer’s. I regret being too young and naive to have known the 

rich legacy my Grandma Cox possessed, especially in her stories about growing up Chickasaw in 

the years following statehood, and in her experiences as a mixed-blood Indian during her 

boarding school years and following. Meme had much of this knowledge, and passed it to me. I 

was proud to have native heritage, and shared extensively about it during my school years. 

What I did not have was the language. All I had were often indecipherable words on a page. 

However, they were meaningful to me, in some way.  

                                                
228 Yakkookay to Kathryn Pewenofkit Briner, Comanche Nation Language Department, for the 
proper spelling of nʉmʉnʉʉ, and for all the horse-stealing jokes. nʉmʉnʉʉ and the Chikashsha 
have a long history of conflict following our forced removal from our homelands. I met 
nʉmʉnʉʉ native speaker Geneva Woomavoyah Navarro some years ago, at a conference. I 
apologized for the US Government having put us down in the middle of the nʉmʉnʉʉ hunting 
territories and she said, ‘It’s okay, honey. I’m sorry we had to kill you’—nʉmʉnʉʉ humor at its 
finest.   
229 My family removed in June 1838. The process of Chickasaw removal was actually quite 
extended, not complete until the 1890s in some cases. Of course, some Chickasaws, mostly 
women married to non-Indians, remained behind, but they were a minority. Their descendants 
still live in Mississippi and Alabama, but they have not maintained a separate and unique tribal 
identity like those held by other remnant communities like the Mississippi Choctaw, the Jena 
Band of Choctaw Indians, the Louisiana Koushatta, and the Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians.  
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Diné imissobinaachiꞌ micha Chokfiꞌ (Navajo saddle blankets and a Rabbit): 2000 - 2001  
 
 Through junior high and high school the greatest engagement I had with native culture 

other than my immediate family was in New Mexico. We had close friends in Taos and spent 

time with them, often at Taos Pueblo. We connected with a Southern Cheyenne art dealer who 

introduced us to Navajo weaving. My parents and I developed a small collection of Navajo 

textiles, and I ended up working for that dealer in the summer of 1999. While there I developed 

an exhibit of Navajo textiles that toured institutions like Southern Methodist University and the 

Grace Museum in Abilene, Texas.  

I was not at all a serious student of Chikashshanompaꞌ. Instead, I was developing a deep 

knowledge and appreciation of Navajo culture. I intended to pursue graduate studies at the 

University of New Mexico Department of Art History, and to work on a thesis about Navajo 

saddle blankets.  

 In summer 1999 my wife and I moved to Ranchos de Taos to work. One afternoon a 

Navajo jeweler named Howard Ration came into the gallery, where he and I talked for a good 

while. I mentioned my Chikashsha ancestry, and told Mr. Ration about my plans to write a 

thesis about historic Navajo saddle blankets. He asked, ‘Why don’t you study your own tribe? 

Then maybe you can come and study us.’230 I was young and naïve, and did not realize the 

                                                
230 I actually gave Mr. Ration twenty dollars’ worth of gas later that day to help him get back 
home. He had been unsuccessful at selling a large squash-blossom necklace. Years later I saw 
him in Albuquerque, and we recognized one another. He made me two silver bracelets with 
file-worked designs based on two 1860s Navajo examples. I wear at least one of them every 
day. During that conversation we talked about family, and I told him my wife was pregnant. He 
told me to make sure she didn’t eat any rabbit or squirrel because the baby would have big 
eyes and be flighty. I would learn some years later that our Chikashsha elders hold the same 
beliefs. She did not eat either, and our first son has large, though perfectly normal eyes, like his 
mother’s.  
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implications of his question until years later. It was prescient, in a way. I would quit working 

in historic American Indian art, produce a thesis at the University of New Mexico about 

Chikashsha stickball regalia, and return to my tribal homelands with my family to start a new 

life. But I am getting ahead of myself.  

 My wife and I found out we were expecting that summer. I felt strongly that the child 

should have a name that reflected both his tribal ancestry and our strong Christian heritage and 

personal faith. We named him Levi, after Ittiꞌ Aaombaꞌ Levi Colbert and the third son of Jacob, 

the patriarch of the Israelites. Levi Colbert, whose honorific Chickasaw name means ‘In the 

Woods Where It Was Raining,’231 was the son of a Chikashsha woman of the Inkoni Hommaꞌ 

(Red Skunk) Clan and James Logan Colbert, a Carolinian raised from his youth among the 

Chikashsha. Levi and his brothers played an integral part in late eighteenth- and early 

nineteenth-century politics. He fought against removal and secured preferential treaty terms 

that saved a great many Chikashsha lives.232 A year or so following his birth I did give my son a 

Chickasaw name: Chokfiꞌ, meaning ‘rabbit.’ As a baby he seemed always intensely aware of his 

surroundings, in the same way rabbits carefully observe their surroundings when they feel any 

sense of danger.  

                                                
231 Historically noted as Ittawamba, his name was translated by Chickasaw interpreter Malcolm 
McGee as ‘Bench Chief.’ Dr. John Dyson, noting the rainy conditions under which Levi Colbert, 
while a youth, turned back a Mvskoke Creek war party with only a handful of youth and aged 
warriors, suggested his name is more properly Ittiꞌ Aaombaꞌ, ‘In the Woods Where It Was 
Raining.’ John P. Dyson, ‘Chickasaw War Names and Four Homeland Colberts,’ Ishtunowa: The 
Journal of Chickasaw History and Culture 17, no. 2 (Fall 2015): 17-19. I have argued elsewhere 
that his name was possibly Ittiꞌ Aaombínniꞌliꞌ Minkoꞌ ‘Sits on the Bench Leader,’ but as of this 
writing, I find Dr. Dyson’s etymology more compelling.  
232 See Paige, Bumpers, and Littlefield, Chickasaw Removal. 
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 At the time I was not a serious student of the language, nor was I meaningfully 

connected to the Chickasaw Nation beyond my extended family and knowledge of my ancestry. 

I was still a ‘genealogy Indian.’ I discussed my Chikashsha heritage with fellow students at the 

Art Department of Abilene Christian University—in particular, the reasons for naming our son 

Levi—but shied away from accessing this part of my heritage in my artwork. My subject matter 

in undergraduate studies was largely a re-imagining of traditional studio subjects including still 

life, portraiture, landscape, and wildlife art. Tribal visual language seemed inauthentic to me, as 

if I was a poser taking something that did not belong to me. I was asked at the opening of a 

Navajo saddle blanket exhibit about my interest in native art, so I shared a bit of my original-

enrollee great-grandmother’s life story and my Chikashsha ancestry as something of a 

motivation—but that was the extent of that. There was something about Levi being born that 

moved me toward more fully embracing my Chikashsha ancestry. However, it would not 

manifest until we moved to New Mexico.  

Holissaapisaꞌ chaahaꞌ ayalihmat hattak apiꞌmaꞌ tobalittook (A College Onset Indian): 2001 - 
2003 
 
 I moved my young family to Albuquerque in the summer of 2001, soon after I graduated 

from Abilene Christian University with a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree in painting. I had been 

accepted into the Department of Art and Art History at the University of New Mexico, where I 

would work toward a Master of Arts degree in Native American art history. I had visited there 

the spring before, and flown out for a job interview with a well-known dealer of historic 

American Indian art in the city’s Old Town district. I gained a position as an acquisitions 

consultant for over a year, wherein I did research and wrote object descriptions for the dealer’s 

website, and handled sales. I left in 2002 as a result of the market downturn post-9/11 and my 
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need for a job that offered health insurance. I ended up working for a major bank as a credit 

card debt collector.233 

 Still, while at the gallery I encountered a book that marked a significant turn toward my 

Chikashsha identity. Because I also was in charge of acquiring books for the gallery’s reference 

library, I regularly searched academic publishersꞌ book catalogs for relevant titles. I came across 

a book from titled, Listening to Our Grandmothersꞌ Stories: The Bloomfield Academy for 

Chickasaw Females, 1852-1949. Written by Dr. Amanda J. Cobb, a fellow Chikashsha, it was 

published by University of Oklahoma Press in 2000. I recalled my Meme’s stories about a school 

called Bloomfield. I ordered a copy for myself.  

 I recall clearly the day the book arrived in the post. I sat on a wooden bench next to the 

gallery’s front desk and scanned its text and numerous images, trying to get a sense of its 

scope. I noticed the names of several of my maternal Ancestors and became excited, and in 

turn struck by those feelings. My grandmother’s family stories were here; my Ancestors’ names 

were present, written on a page, by a fellow Chikashsha. That somehow provided verification 

that our family’s oral history was legitimate, that we were Chikashsha, connected to a larger 

body of Chikashsha living and dead over time and space. I pointed out my Ancestor’s names to 

a non-Indian co-worker, who joked, ‘Well, shoot, looks like we got us a real Indian on staff.’ 

Even that derisive remark rang like an affirmation of my quickly emerging Chikashsha identity, 

even if it seemed at the time an oddly amorphous, liminal one that comes of being a mixed-

blood, non-phenotypical, outlander White Indian. We of that type can choose, moment to 

                                                
233 My pseudonym was ‘Mr. Abiꞌ.’ Abiꞌ means ‘killer’ in Chikashshanompaꞌ. I was a very good 
credit card debt collector.  
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moment, whether we are Indians are not, with a kind of agency not afforded to brown 

people, to ‘real’ Indians. 

 Dr. Cobb happened to be a professor in the American Studies department at the 

University of New Mexico’s main Albuquerque campus. I reached out to her and introduced 

myself as a fellow Chikashsha.234 We met in her office one afternoon and talked about 

Chickasaw-ness, southern Oklahoma, and other things I cannot recall. We later met again over 

lunch with her husband, Steven Greetham, who, though a Yankee, is an important attorney 

who now handles water rights and gaming matters for the Chickasaw Nation. Amanda was one 

of the first non-family-member Chikashsha with whom I developed a meaningful friendship. 

She helped me greatly in Albuquerque, guiding my thesis research on a Chikashsha topic and 

helping make it more meaningfully Chikashsha. She would later join the tribe in Ada as the 

administrator over the Nation’s Division of History, Research, and Scholarship, and later the 

Division of History and Culture. During her tenure she founded Chickasaw Press, helped open 

the Chickasaw Cultural Center in Sulphur, Oklahoma, and was the best professional mentor I 

will ever have.  

 Besides being where I gained meaningful relationships with non-family Chikashsha for 

the first time, Albuquerque also was where I made lasting friendships with people of diverse 

tribal nations and pueblos—Navajo, Taos, Zuni, Apache, Picuris, Jemez, Cherokee, San Juan, and 

San Ildefonso among them. As I learned a greater appreciation for my tribal roots, I also 

became aware of the rich and vibrant cultures of other tribal peoples and in turn, my 

                                                
234 She later modified her last name to Cobb-Greetham, and I named her Foshhommak many 
years ago, based on her fondness for cardinals.  
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connections to them as a tribal person. I suppose that made me ‘a college-onset Indian.’ I 

participated in Indian community events like gourd dances, local powwows, pueblo feast days 

and of course, the annual Gathering of Nations powwow.  

 I also developed a different sense of responsibility toward my son Chokfiꞌ (Levi Michael 

Hinson). I wanted him to have something more than I had—more than names and dates on a 

page, more than family history, more than a white card with a buffalo printed on it and some 

fraction to say how much Chickasaw he was, or was not.235 I wanted him to know the same rich 

history and living, vibrant culture that was unfolding for me. The first step was legal, but 

expected in our community: enrollment to become tribal citizens. I reconnected with relatives 

living in Oklahoma, and devoured every piece of Chickasaw literature I could get my hands on, 

as well as the Nation’s monthly Chickasaw Times newsletter. I considered it a duty to 

participate in the political process, and registered to vote in Panola District, where my family 

first settled in the 1840s. I applied every effort to be informed about candidates. And I began to 

take seriously my language acquisition efforts.  

Language Acquisition Strategies  
 

I was at best Novice Low on The American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages 

(ACTFL) oral proficiency scale.236 I knew essentially nothing about the language beyond the 

                                                
235 The CDIB, or Certificate of Degree of Indian Blood card, issued by the Bureau of Indian Affairs 
for all federally recognized Indian people and descendants.  
236 ACTFL characterizes Novice Low as: ‘Speakers at the Novice Low sublevel have no real 
functional ability and, because of their pronunciation, may be unintelligible. Given adequate 
time and familiar cues, they may be able to exchange greetings, give their identity, and name a 
number of familiar objects from their immediate environment. They are unable to perform 
functions or handle topics pertaining to the Intermediate level, and cannot therefore 
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material in A Chickasaw Dictionary, which I regularly referenced and slowly began to acquire 

a basic vocabulary. Also I had not settled on learning language as a life goal, let alone leading 

instruction of it.237 

Ishtoꞌlaꞌchi, issobombiniiliꞌ? (‘You gonnaꞌ play ball, cowboy?’): Visiting Indian Territory: 2003-
2004 
 
 Thus spurred, I hit upon a Chikashsha-centric master’s thesis topic about 2002. It was 

challenging, in part because I was particularly interested in post-contact material culture of the 

eighteen and nineteenth centuries, of which there is relatively little in existence. I decided to 

focus on contemporary stickball regalia, including kapochchaꞌ (stickball sticks), and made plans 

to visit the Chickasaw Nation for the first time since childhood.  

 The art and art history program at the University of New Mexico had no protocol for 

human subjects research at the time.238 Nevertheless, I sought permission from the Chickasaw 

tribal government to conduct my research. I sent my letter to Governor Bill Anoatubby, 

Lieutenant Governor Jefferson Keel, and to the thirteen sitting Chickasaw Nation legislators. I 

received their grants of permission and was informed that my research contact would be Kirk 

Perry, then administrator of the Chickasaw Nation’s Division of Heritage Preservation.239  

 I took my wife and son to Ada, Oklahoma, in June 2003 to begin my work at the 

Chikasha Ittafama, the Chickasaw Reunion held annually at Kullihoma, a tribal trust property 

                                                
participate in a true conversational exchange.’ https://www.actfl.org/publications/guidelines-
and-manuals/actfl-proficiency-guidelines-2012/english/speaking, accessed 17 October 2019.  
237 Journal entries associated with each of these time periods are detailed in Chapter 6.  
238 I asked a professor in the department why they did not work with living descendants of a 
particular tribal artist, because perhaps they might have something to add to their analysis. The 
reply: ‘I work on art, not on people. ’  
239 Hinson, ‘Toꞌliꞌ,’ 14,15. 
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about ten miles east of Ada. Formerly a Chickasaw community founded shortly after 

Removal, Kullihoma now hosts a senior site, a ceremonial ground, a single-pole stickball field, 

an east-west stickball field, softball fields, and extensive tribal land holdings for hunting and 

fishing for tribal citizens. 

 First, however, we drove south to visit the Chickasaw Nation Capitol Building and the 

Chickasaw Council House Museum at Tishomingo, Oklahoma. There I purchased my first pair of 

stickball sticks, made by Seminole artisan the late Kelly Bell, and a copy of Chickasaw: An 

Analytical Dictionary by Dr. Pamela Munro and Catherine Willmond. That book would prove 

invaluable for years to come.  

 We returned to Kullihoma for Chikasha Ittafama, which ran from Friday through Sunday. 

Friday began with a social dance at dusk, which ended about 10 p.m. The following day began 

with a traditional meal followed by a mid-day stickball game between the Chickasaw and the 

Choctaw. The game was significant, in that it marked the one-hundredth anniversary of an ill-

fated contest between our tribes that was broken up after a fight erupted, and never 

finished.240 That year’s game was not a traditional east-west game—it did not involve 

traditional gambling, nor was it run by alikchiꞌ (Indian doctors). It was nonetheless aggressively 

played. Several players suffered injuries.241   

 I took part, first donning a T-shirt of the traditional red war color, screen-printed with an 

image of two crossed Chickasaw-Choctaw stickball sticks with pendant eagle feathers, with the 

                                                
240 The ceremonial east-west games played near Kullihoma would cease following the 1903 
game, until the completion of the 1903 game in 2003. Stanley Nelson, Toli: Chickasaw Stickball 
Then and Now (Ada, OK: Chickasaw Press, 2016), 15-16.  
241 Hinson, ‘Toꞌliꞌ,’ 88.  
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words ‘CHI KA SHA STICKBALL 2003’ above and below them. I wore cowboy boots and jeans—

not standard athletic wear—but got out there and roughed up some Choctaws. We were a 

small team, fifteen at most, some experienced and some not. Many would become good 

friends, including Wayne Walker, Matt Morgan, Bill Kirtley, Chiefy Greenwood, and Jason 

Carpenter. Our team captain was Tim Harjo (Chickasaw-Seminole). My close cousin Lanny North 

also played. Lanny’s family had moved to California during the Dust Bowl, and returned to 

Chickasaw Nation not long before that day. We lost to the Choctaws, although all regarded the 

game a good one. We closed by dancing a Hilhaꞌ Falaaꞌ (Long Dance) in the middle of the ball 

field.242   

 On this first trip back to the Chickasaw Nation I met JoAnn Brown Ellis, a native speaker 

who I would work closely with in years to come. She worked with the Nation’s cultural 

resources department at the time under director Eddie Postoak, grandson of native speaker 

and cultural treasure, the late Pauline Walker. JoAnn is in some ways a typical conservative 

native speaker, always quiet and reserved in the company of those she does not know. We 

were introduced by someone—I cannot recall who—but I immediately began to pepper her 

with questions about the language. She has been patiently answering me for more than fifteen 

years as of this writing.  

 I also attended my first all-night stomp dance and was coached (or cajoled) into leading 

the Ishkoboꞌ Tokloꞌ ‘Double Header’ social song by Tim Harjo, also employed by cultural 

resources at the time. Tim and I would spend a great deal of time together in the coming years. 

                                                
242 Ibid.  
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He taught me many songs, and how to make a horsehair roach for a stomp dance hat. He is 

an exceptionally skilled storyteller, and can tell stories for days.  

 When I returned for the following year’s Chikasha Ittafama stickball game, I walked out 

on the field again wearing boots, Wranglers, and that year’s team jersey. A member of the 

opposing team, a large, imposing young Indian man, sized me up and asked, ‘You gonna play 

ball, cowboy?’ I replied I indeed was going to play ball, and made a mental note to rough him 

up a little. He returned that favor by splitting my scalp with his ballsticks. Robbie and I became 

fine friends.243 We beat the Choctaws that year.  

 These experiences and others like them defined my research trips during 2003-2004. I 

instinctively knew if I participated, observed, and sat quietly, what I looked for would reveal 

itself. My research was principally about Chikashsha stickball, the ceremonial practices 

surrounding it, its history in our community, and ultimately, the material culture in and around 

it. What emerged in my research were experiences with native speakers who would become 

my teachers. They included JoAnn Ellis, the late Martin Stick Jr., Carlin Thompson, the late Emily 

Dickerson, Pauline Brown, and Stan Smith, all of whom contributed a great deal to the research, 

and put up with my constant language-oriented questions. I took those experiences back to 

Albuquerque, carrying new words in my mind, and began to actively teach myself to speak 

Chikashshanompaꞌ, though far from the Chickasaw Nation.  

 

 

                                                
243 Robbie Boston is Chickasaw-Choctaw and a longstanding member of Young Buffalo Horse, a 
southern drum group. He is an intimidating fellow, but really a softie when it comes down to it.  
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Language Acquisition Strategies  
 
 I was at best novice-mid on The American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages 

(ACTFL) oral proficiency scale.244 I had few materials to work with beyond two dictionaries, and 

at best only annual contact with native speakers. I learned what I could, when I could, 

increasingly focusing on communicative phrases more so than vocabulary development.  

Chikashsha anompolilaꞌchi! (I am going to speak Chikashsha!): Distance learning and a 
significant move 
 
 Never the less, many native speakers played significant parts in my early acquisition of 

Chikashshanompaꞌ, if not quite in the ways one might expect. Given that I was hundreds of 

miles from the Chickasaw Nation where most of them lived, the speaker interactions I had were 

through their voices captured on audio recordings. I also had many of their words in print. My 

primary reference was Chickasaw: An Analytical Dictionary. I leafed through it during breaks on 

my job as a debt collector, gleaning phrases I thought significant. I added them to the first of 

many language notebooks and copied them to Post-It notes I stuck to the walls of my call-

center cubicle. I compulsively shared what I learned with whoever sat in the cubicle closest to 

mine. I kept one note for the longest time, but now it is long lost. Written on it was 

                                                
244 ACTFL characterizes Novice Mid as: ‘Speakers at the Novice Mid sublevel communicate 
minimally by using a number of isolated words and memorized phrases limited by the particular 
context in which the language has been learned. When responding to direct questions, they 
may say only two or three words at a time or give an occasional stock answer. They pause 
frequently as they search for simple vocabulary or attempt to recycle their own and their 
interlocutor’s words. Novice Mid speakers may be understood with difficulty even by 
sympathetic interlocutors accustomed to dealing with non-natives. When called on to handle 
topics and perform functions associated with the Intermediate level, they frequently resort to 
repetition, words from their native language, or silence.’ 
https://www.actfl.org/publications/guidelines-and-manuals/actfl-proficiency-guidelines-
2012/english/speaking, accessed 17 October 2019.  
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‘Chihoowaat satobachittook.’245 I worked with a number of other native people, including a 

Jemez woman, an elderly Navajo woman who adopted me while we lived in Albuquerque, and a 

young Wyandotte woman. I impulsively shared new words and phrases with them, a habit that 

surely must have struck them as odd. The analytical dictionary was difficult to use for a new 

learner not familiar with the jargon of linguistics, but proved invaluable. Once I figured out the 

ins and outs of its structure and its systematic approach to orthography, it became second 

nature. To this day I find it difficult to write a Chickasaw word in any other manner than a 

Munro-Willmond spelling.246  

 A second significant resource was Introduction to Chickasaw, co-developed with Various 

Indian Peoples Publishing Company and the Chickasaw Nation. Introduction to Chickasaw was 

published in 1994, authored by Greg Howard with native speakers the late Yvonne Alberson, 

the late Jerry Imotichey, and Carlin Thompson. Published originally as a three-ring bound 

notebook with two cassette tapes later updated to a compact disc, Introduction to Chickasaw is 

a basic introductory language text, organized thematically with concise vocabulary and a 

selection of exercises for each chapter.   

 For me the beauty of that text was not its organization, its approach to writing 

Chikashshanompaꞌ or its use of speakers from northern and southern parts of the nation, but its 

inclusion of audio recordings. Before my visit to the nation in summer 2003, I had never before 

                                                
245 ‘God made me.’ 
246 There are some cases wherein community preference is to use the Humes system in public 
places, including the Chickasaw Cultural Center and the Koi Ishto (‘Big Cat,’ or ‘Tiger’) Stadium 
located on the campus of East Central University. Almost all speakers use a personalized version 
of the Humes system, which is more intuitive than rule-bound and prescriptive. It is not without 
its problems, and neither is the Munro-Willmond system.  
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heard Chikashshanompaꞌ spoken by a native speaker. I am sure my great-grandmother knew 

some basic vocabulary—food and kitchen words, greetings and so forth, terms many 

Chikashsha people know. However, I never heard her speak them, and she was not a native 

speaker. It was a remarkable and revelatory experience to hear the late Yvonne Alberson say, 

Chikashshanompaꞌ ithana sabanna, ‘I want to learn Chickasaw.’ Her brother the late Jerry 

Imotichey said, Chokma, ‘hello’; Salaꞌhaꞌsi anompoli, ‘Speak slowly’; and Aachi anowaꞌ, ‘Say it 

again.’ Carlin Thompson spoke eloquently, and seemingly directly to me, ‘You’re missing 

something when you can’t even speak your own language.’ I did not know any of these 

speakers then, but several would become my first teachers.  

 The late Yvonne Alberson passed away before I began to return regularly to the 

Chickasaw Nation. She was instrumental in crafting early language curriculum, taught the 

language at Tishomingo and later contributed to Introduction to Chickasaw.  

I first met her brother, the late Jerry Imotichey, in November 2007. He was an excellent 

speaker but had decided at some point not to participate in language revitalization activities. 

He believed that if you had not learned Chikashshanompaꞌ in the home, then perhaps you 

should not, at all. However, after some persuasion, he came to a fluent speaker appreciation 

day. The first thing he asked me was, ‘Naaloshiꞌ—nanta chiholhchifoat?’ ‘White kid—what is 

your name?’ I responded in Chickasaw, to his surprise. (He asked another white-presenting 

Chikashsha man there the same thing; he did not pass the test). We chatted a bit about the 

possibility of him working with us, although he remained reluctant. Sometime after he called 

me, and we agreed on what work he might do, and his rate of pay. From then we worked 

closely, and he became one of my dearest and most treasured language teachers. He cared 
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deeply about the language, and came to believe we could bring it back to health. He passed 

on 14 October 2016. Governor Bill Anoatubby, linguist Dr. John Dyson and I were the honorary 

pallbearers at his funeral. We buried him by hand the old way, and sent him on with Choctaw 

hymns. I still find myself crying when I think too hard about Shawiꞌ. He was a good man.  

I met Carlin Thompson in 2004, after my family moved to Ada. He was good friends with 

my then-director Kelley Lunsford, who is a keen shell shaker and traditional weaver. I was 

seeking out speakers, and she suggested Carlin. He is one of the fastest Indians around, and 

grew up traditionally at Kullihoma. Carlin is one of the younger speakers of the language, using 

a Chickasaw idiolect particular to the communities near Happyland, Steedman, and Kullihoma. 

His grandmother, who raised him, was an alikchiꞌ247 and Carlin recalls much of her traditional 

knowledge. He has a keen sense of humor, and works at Kullihoma as a Chickasaw Ranger, 

looking after the land and life there.  

Our move to Ada in August 2004 came after Lunsford and I worked together on a 

calendar of Chickasaw art, including mine (see Chapter 6). She subsequently offered me a 

position as a photographic archives manager, working in an office in the basement of the Miko 

Building.  

Once in Ada, I dove into the culture, head first. I joined the Chickasaw Dance Troupe, 

and learned how to sing. I sought out speakers as often as possible, continued self-directed 

learning, and took formal classes for the first time with JoAnn Ellis at the Cultural Resources 

Department offices. It was then I met Carlin, who sat with me for some time, answered 

questions while I took notes, and recorded a story about the origins of our people and our 

                                                
247 ‘Indian doctor.’  
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relationships to other related tribes.248 Carlin was and remains keenly aware of the slight 

dialectical / ideolectical differences between speakers. And like most speakers, he considers his 

speech to be good, proper Chikashshanompaꞌ. Carlin, as a traditionally raised Chikashsha man, 

spoke often about the changes he had seen take place in his life in the tribe, and the need to 

keep our traditional ways alive, including the language in that category.  

In one instance I was working on learning the Naniꞌ Kalloꞌ Hilhaꞌ,249 the only remaining 

purely Chikashsha dance. I struggled to adapt some Mashkookiꞌ garfish dance lyrics as a tag on 

my own version of the song. Tribal librarian Suzanne Russell, herself the daughter of a 

monolingual speaker and later a participant in the Master-Apprentice program, suggested I 

speak with Vera Tims, a native speaker who teaches language to tribal youth in the education 

department. She came down to the tribal library to help me complete my translation of the 

Mashkookiꞌ lyrics. Vera is wryly funny, quiet and soft-spoken. She would go on to be a master 

speaker in the first round of our Chickasaw Master-Apprentice program, working with Valorie 

Walters and Michelle Wilson. 

In 2004 I was promoted to curator and manager of the Chickasaw Council House 

Museum in Tishomingo, Oklahoma. The new position was owed to my background in gallery 

management and my Master of Arts degree in Native American art history. The focus of my 

initial work there was updating the various displays and incorporating language anywhere 

possible. I also managed employees there, which was a new experience for me. 

                                                
248 Hinson, ‘Toꞌliꞌ,’ 29-30.  
249 ‘Hard Fish (Garfish) Dance.’ 
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During this period of time I met Hannah Pitman, who grew up in Fillmore near the late 

Jerry Imotichey , moved to California in the 1960s, and had only recently returned to 

Tishomingo. We struck up a conversation at my desk in the tribal library, and I learned she was 

a native speaker. I asked if she might consider working at the museum in Tishomingo as a 

language specialist. Hannah has suffered crippling arthritis since she was young, and had not 

been able to work outside her home. Thus she began a career in her mid-sixties, with her 

language. She still works for the Chickasaw Nation as a language instructor teaching community 

classes in Tishomingo and Sulphur, and until recently, as an instructor in the Chikasha Academy 

Adult Immersion Program in Ada.  

I was again promoted through appointment by Governor Anoatubby to be director over 

Museums and Historic Sites within the Division of History and Culture. I continued to oversee 

the Chickasaw Council House Museum with the Chickasaw National Capitol Museum and the 

Chickasaw White House as added responsibilities. The design and construction of the Chickasaw 

Cultural Center (CCC) also was under way, and the Chickasaw Language Revitalization Program 

(CLRP) was organized under the CCC. Its several employees included Chickasaw educator Vicki 

Penner and native speakers Stanley Smith and JoAnn Ellis.  

Early CLRP offerings included teacher training with linguist William Pulte and 

Chikashshanompaꞌ community classes taught by native speakers, aided by non-native speaker 

facilitators. I attended a popular community class taught by native speaker Pauline Brown with 

the help of a facilitator from East Central University whose name I cannot recall. The class was 

organized around themes like animals, colors, numbers, introductions, and so forth. I later co-

taught a community class with Mrs. Brown in a smaller group setting. 
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Pauline Brown is a native speaker from Hardin City, Oklahoma. She was a licensed 

practical nurse in the Indian Health Service and later the Chickasaw Nation for years, and used 

her language therein to help interpret for Chickasaw and Choctaw monolingual speakers who 

sought medical care. She is now semi-retired and works closely with the language program as a 

member of the Chickasaw Language Committee and the Rosetta Stone Chickasaw 

subcommittee. She has a keen sense of humor, a bit of a temper, and is a trove of traditional 

stories called shikonnoꞌpaꞌ, ‘possum stories.’ She is also a fine seamstress, and crafts traditional 

regalia and dolls for many of our people.    

Language Acquisition Strategies  
 

I would consider myself a Novice Mid-level speaker during this period of time, but 

rapidly progressing to Novice High, leaning on memorized material and pattern substitution to 

make myself understood.250 My acquisition focused on need-to-know phrases elicited from 

native speakers, as well as devouring whatever materials I could find. 

                                                
250 ACTFL characterizes Novice High as: ‘Speakers at the Novice High sublevel are able to handle 
a variety of tasks pertaining to the Intermediate level, but are unable to sustain performance at 
that level. They are able to manage successfully a number of uncomplicated communicative 
tasks in straightforward social situations. Conversation is restricted to a few of the predict able 
topics necessary for survival in the target language culture, such as basic personal information, 
basic objects, and a limited number of activities, preferences, and immediate needs. Novice 
High speakers respond to simple, direct questions or requests for information. They are also 
able to ask a few formulaic questions. Novice High speakers are able to express personal 
meaning by relying heavily on learned phrases or recombinations of these and what they hear 
from their interlocutor. Their language consists primarily of short and some times incomplete 
sentences in the present, and may be hesitant or inaccurate. On the other hand, since their 
language often consists of expansions of learned material and stock phrases, they may 
sometimes sound surprisingly fluent and accurate. Pronunciation, vocabulary, and syntax may 
be strongly influenced by the first language. Frequent misunderstandings may arise but, with 
repetition or rephrasing, Novice High speakers can generally be understood by sympathetic 
interlocutors used to non-natives. When called on to handle a variety of topics and perform 
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Baꞌ nanta katihmilaꞌchi? (What am I going to do?): Master-Apprentice, program 
development, and a high school class   
 
 I learned at the time that we would have a Chickasaw language Master-Apprentice 

program and of course, I was immediately interested. Who does not want to spend ten hours a 

week with a native speaker and be compensated, to boot? I attended a native speaker 

appreciation event and met Stan Smith, who I found again later at a Master-Apprentice 

information event. I thereupon asked in Chikashshanompaꞌ if he would teach me, and he 

agreed. At that time I was still the director of Museums and Historic Sites, until just before the 

first day of Master-Apprentice training, when I was notified that some internal reorganizing had 

taken place. I was promoted, and would direct not only the Chickasaw Language Revitalization 

Program, but also the Chickasaw Cultural Center. The story of the cultural center’s 

development is fascinating, but beyond the scope of this dissertation.251 

 The internal changes did not significantly affect the planned Chickasaw Master-

Apprentice program. We had learned Total Physical Response from Bo Taylor of the Eastern 

Band of Cherokee Indians. Dr. Leann Hinton of the University of California at Berkeley also came 

to the Chickasaw Nation to conduct a two-day training. And I began intense work with Stan 

Smith in the mornings and over the noon hours. Because I was his newly appointed director and 

working daily with him, I was able to progress at a better rate than other learners. I also had 

                                                
functions pertaining to the Intermediate level, a Novice High speaker can sometimes respond in 
intelligible sentences, but will not be able to sustain sentence-level discourse.’ 
https://www.actfl.org/publications/guidelines-and-manuals/actfl-proficiency-guidelines-
2012/english/speaking, accessed 17 October 2019.  
251 See Joshua M. Gorman, Building a Nation: Chickasaw Museums and the Construction of 
History and Heritage (Tuscaloosa, AL: The University of Alabama Press, 2011). 
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entered the program with significant experience with the language after seven years of self-

learning.252 

 My master Stan Smith, called Imoshiꞌ253 in the immersion environment, was born and 

raised near Allen, Oklahoma, north and east of Ada. He is eldest of a large family, raised by his 

grandparents just up the hill from his parent’s house. Unlike his brothers and sisters, he 

maintained his language. He entered school knowing no English at all, but became fully 

proficient without losing Chikashshanompaꞌ. He is a fine singer of Choctaw hymns and a lay 

minister who preaches at Boiling Springs United Methodist Church, near Lula, Oklahoma. He 

loves old country music and nipiꞌ hapayyimaꞌ,254and is a talented speaker and a generous, 

usually patient teacher.  

 We got well into Master-Apprentice during this time, and graduated our first class in 

2009, all speaking at least better than when they began. The program continued in a traditional 

one-on-one model throughout this time.255 Stan and I had spent hours together, so naturally I 

adopted his speaking patterns, and incorporated them into my mental bank of how different 

speakers speak. Such mental cataloguing is a real phenomenon among learners. One figures out 

how different speakers speak and accommodates his or her speech to theirs. Jerry said, 

chokoshmo,256 so I say that, too. Virginia says milla and miꞌ,257 and I say the same. Hannah 

                                                
252 See Chapter 8 for a full discussion of the Chickasaw Master-Apprentice Program and the 
Chikasha Academy Adult Immersion Program.  
253 ‘Uncle.’  
254 ‘Salt meat.’ 
255 See Chapter 8. 
256 ‘Play.’ 
257 ‘That’s it,’ affirmative / ‘yes.’ 
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prefers hallito to chokma,258 and almost everyone prefers yakkookay / yakkooki to 

chokmaꞌshki259—except Vera, JoAnn, and Carlin.  

 In 2007-2008 we did some work with Thornton Media Incorporated on handy devices 

called Phraselators, adapted from a military technology. They could be programmed to any 

language. By the time we got the content recorded and ready to go on the devices, iPhones, 

iPods and iPads took the world by storm. We mothballed the Phraselators and developed an 

iPhone app called ‘ANOMPA Chickasaw Basic.’ Recorded with native speakers including Rose 

Shields Jefferson, Pauline Walker, Jerry Imotichey, and JoAnn Ellis, it is available on the iTunes 

store and actively used by quite a few learners. Its content is also housed online at 

http://chickasaw.net/anompa.  

 We also hired Cedric Sunray, a citizen of the Mowa Band of Choctaw Indians. Formerly 

of the Sauk Language Program, Cedric brought a great deal of energy to our program. He 

developed training for our community class teachers, and assisted in the creations of Himittaꞌ 

Alhihaat Hoochokoshkomo: The Youth Are Playing Sports Language Camp, and Chokka-chaffaꞌat 

Albinachi: Family Language Camp. Cedric also helped create our college courses at East Central 

University, and co-taught the first two semesters with native speaker JoAnn Ellis. He also began 

the process that led to a pilot Chikashshanompaꞌ class at Byng High School, north of Ada.260 

                                                
258 ‘Hello.’ 
259 ‘Thank you.’ 
260 See Chapter 1. The Byng High School Chikashshanompaꞌ classes ran for seven years, 
graduating over 90 students and fulfiling their world language credit requirements. I taught 
during the 2009—2010 and 2010—2011 school years, and Merry Monroe taught from 2011 
through her retirement in 2017. The classes were challenging and fulfilling, and while I do not 
treat them in any great detail in this dissertation, somebody should look into what we did there 
and how we did it.  
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Cedric is a long-time advocate for native language and for non-federally recognized tribal 

communities throughout the United States.261  

 Throughout the above developments, we attempted to document our native speakers 

as often as possible. Whether we did that by straight elicitation, Master-Apprentice recordings, 

or biographical interviews conducted in the language, we knew instinctively that the creation of 

a language archive of audio and video recordings would prove invaluable. Much of my personal 

documentary materials were journals and iPhone recordings.262 Such focused documentation 

work—not as a linguist, but as a learner—was instrumental in developing the deep 

relationships with speakers that prove critical to effective language work.  

 In 2008 a significant text was produced by Dr. Pam Munro and Catherine Willmond. 

Let’s Speak Chickasaw: Chikashshanompaꞌ Kilanompoliꞌ, was published by University of 

Oklahoma Press in conjunction with the Chickasaw Nation. Chikashshanompaꞌ Kilanompoliꞌ was 

built on Chickasaw: An Analytical Dictionary. It offers structured lessons on key grammatical 

components of the language, exercises, traditional narratives and passages on Chickasaw 

history and culture, as well as insights into related languages including Choctaw.  

 I had seen portions of developmental chapters, but having its entire text available was 

amazing. I had spent years developing skills as a user of Chikashshanompaꞌ, but commanded 

little ability to understand or explain its overt grammar, especially to others. Chikashshanompaꞌ 

                                                
261 As of this writing, Cedric is again working for the Sac and Fox language department. If you 
are at all involved in language work in Oklahoma, you cannot help but know Cedric. We worked 
together most recently in crafting the language wherein the State Department of Education 
defers to tribal nations concerning teaching proficiency and certification for purposes of world 
language accredited programs in Oklahoma public schools.  
262 See Chapter 6. 
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Kilanompoliꞌ allowed me to more effectively understand the structures of the language, and 

to qualify my learning and resultant speech with not only the ‘what,’ but also the ‘why.’ Such 

overt grammatical knowledge is not necessary for speech. However, it helped me to expand 

mine in substantial ways, and helped me to more effectively show other learners a path toward 

fluency and grammatical proficiency. The book would become our main text for East Central 

University classes, and I used it while co-teaching leadership language classes for appointed 

employees of the Chickasaw Nation with the late Dr. John Dyson. We still use it for these 

weekly language classes.263 Those classes focus on the language’s overt grammatical structure, 

with historical and cultural information thrown in for variety.  

 Dr. Munro and Mrs. Willmond had not yet worked with the nation or the program in any 

formal capacity, so we decided to offer a series of public lectures and classes, and to conduct a 

book signing in conjunction with the release of Chikashshanompaꞌ Kilanompoliꞌ. Their visit in the 

summer of 2009 led to more events including a series of lectures titled, ‘Chickasaw: The 

World’s Best Language.’ Dr. Munro and Mrs. Willmond have become treasured collaborators, 

contributing to several Chickasaw Press texts including a Chickasaw prayer book and A Concise 

Chickasaw Dictionary.264  

 Other initiatives then included classes focused on language for employees, as well as a 

smattering of outreach classes for at-large citizens through the nation’s community connection 

program. We also began www.chickasaw.tv, a major online initiative, with help from Oklahoma 

                                                
263 The late Dr. Dyson retired and returned to Indiana, where he continued to write for 
Chickasaw Press and Ishtunowa: The Journal of Chickasaw History and Culture, largely on topics 
related to historical linguistics and Chikashshanompaꞌ. He passed on 23 February 2019. He was 
a great friend of the Chickasaws and is sorely missed.    
264 See Chapter 5.  
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City advertising agency Ackerman McQueen. An internet portal to all things Chikashsha, it 

offers high-quality video and engaging content. Its language page at 

https://www.chickasaw.tv/language offers video, interactive features, the Chickasaw language 

app content, and information about Rosetta Stone Chickasaw. The bulk of our work currently 

with Ackerman McQueen is the video component of Rosetta Stone Chickasaw (see Chapter 5). 

 We also worked closely with Chickasaw Press in its efforts to share Chickasaw history 

and culture with the world. At first I contributed translations and some creative direction on 

projects including the Press’s first book, Chickasaw: Unconquered and Unconquerable, and the 

2010 title Chickasaw Renaissance, as well as covers and illustrations for a series of books titled 

Chickasaw Lives, written by historian Richard Green. The late Jerry Imotichey, JoAnn Ellis, the 

late Dr. John Dyson and I contributed the Chickasaw translations for Glenda Galvan’s Chikasha 

Stories series based on traditional possum tales published in 2011, 2012, and 2013. In 2012, in 

response to citizen requests, the Chickasaw Language Committee, with Dr. Dyson, Dr. Munro, 

and myself as co-editors, authored Anompilbashshaꞌ Asilhlhaꞌ Holisso: A Chickasaw Prayer Book. 

In 2014, I authored Chikasha: The Chickasaw Collection at the National Museum of the 

American Indian. 

In 2015 I edited a volume titled A Concise Chickasaw Dictionary, which is essentially a 

second edition of A Chickasaw Dictionary by the Reverend and Mrs. Humes. Since then, our 

program has assisted in publication of bilingual children’s books which produced by Chickasaw 

Press’s Holisso Ikbi children’s book camp. We also helped with a series of Chickasaw Basic 

Language workbooks written by Press senior staff writer Michelle Cooke, who worked with the 

Chickasaw Language Committee (See Chapter 5).  
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Language Acquisition Strategies  
 
 At that time, I was roughly an Intermediate Mid-High speaker.265 I was capable of 

sustained conversation with native speakers, but had to resort to code switching for 

clarification when things got difficult. During my Master-Apprentice time with Stan Smith, I 

followed the program protocol and did very little notetaking. However, I had kept copious 

journal notes and illustrations about the language, developing a journaling technique I discuss 

in detail in Chapter 6. Most efforts were practical. New-words acquisition was spurred largely 

                                                

265 ACTFL characterizes these levels as follows: ‘Speakers at the Intermediate Mid sublevel are 
able to handle successfully a variety of uncomplicated communicative tasks in straightforward 
social situations. Conversation is generally limited to those predictable and concrete exchanges 
necessary for survival in the target culture. These include personal information related to self, 
family, home, daily activities, interests and personal preferences, as well as physical and social 
needs, such as food, shopping, travel, and lodging. Intermediate Mid speakers are able to 
express personal meaning by creating with the language, in part by combining and recombining 
known elements and conversational input to produce responses typically consisting of 
sentences and strings of sentences. Their speech may contain pauses, reformulations, and self-
corrections as they search for adequate vocabulary and appropriate language forms to express 
themselves. In spite of the limitations in their vocabulary and/or pronunciation and/or 
grammar and/or syntax, Intermediate Mid speakers are generally understood by sympathetic 
interlocutors accustomed to dealing with non-natives. Intermediate High speakers can handle a 
substantial number of tasks associated with the Advanced level, but they are unable to sustain 
performance of all of these tasks all of the time. Intermediate High speakers can narrate and 
describe in all major time frames using connected discourse of paragraph length, but not all the 
time. Typically, when Intermediate High speakers attempt to perform Advanced-level tasks, 
their speech exhibits one or more features of breakdown, such as the failure to carry out fully 
the narration or description in the appropriate major time frame, an inability to maintain 
paragraph-length discourse, or a reduction in breadth and appropriateness of vocabulary. 
Intermediate High speakers can generally be understood by native speakers unaccustomed to 
dealing with non-natives, although interference from another language may be evident (e.g., 
use of code-switching, false cognates, literal translations), and a pattern of gaps in 
communication may occur.’ https://www.actfl.org/publications/guidelines-and-manuals/actfl-
proficiency-guidelines-2012/english/speaking, accessed 17 October 2019.  
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by needs arising from program design, writing projects, general translations, and so forth. The 

grammar book and sessions with anompíꞌshiꞌ played a significant part in my ongoing acquisition. 

Chikashsha ilanompoliꞌ! (Let’s Speak Chickasaw!): Rosetta Stone and the Chikasha Academy   
 

Over the past four years we have devoted ourselves to two initiatives detailed in other 

chapters: Rosetta Stone Chickasaw and the Chikasha Academy. The Chikasha Academy grew 

out of challenges posed by the traditional, one-on-one Master-Apprentice model. We looked 

closely at what the Sac and Fox and the Cherokee were doing, and figured we could do better 

than produce only Novice Mid/High speakers in two years. We needed to produce Advanced 

Low-conversational speakers who would remain with the program as teachers. So we moved on 

the reorganization of the program from traditional Master-Apprentice to the Chikasha Academy 

Adult Immersion Program. As of this writing we have three current students and are looking to 

hire one more (see Chapter 8).  

Rosetta Stone Chickasaw is, in brief, a technological solution to a very human problem. 

We have too few speakers, and too many citizens to reach effectively without using technology, 

particularly outside our service area of thirteen counties in south central Oklahoma. As of 

summer 2019 we were completing Level 3, and had mostly finished with video production on 

Level 4, which will add forty lessons to the existing one hundred and twenty. We now have over 

6,100 users, primarily Chickasaw citizens. The project has demanded a great deal of money, 

time, and energy. While not a panacea, it has proven useful.  
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Language Acquisition Strategies 
 
 During this four-year period I have functioned at an Advanced Mid oral proficiency 

level.266 I am fully communicative, but still make mistakes, as do all learners. My focused 

personal acquisition time usually focuses on acquisitions of new words and applying them in 

conversation, and journaling. My efforts are limited, however.  

My acquisition has been plateaued for some time. I am not certain I have an attrition, 

given the environment in which I work, but I have not made any gains. I attribute that plateau 

to a variety of factors. I have been dedicated to intensive writing projects since 2014. The 

addition of Rosetta Stone Chickasaw to my workload essentially removed me from the 

                                                
266 ACTFL characterizes Advanced-Mid: ‘Speakers at the Advanced Mid sublevel are able to 
handle with ease and confidence a large number of communicative tasks. They participate 
actively in most informal and some formal exchanges on a variety of concrete topics relating to 
work, school, home, and leisure activities, as well as topics relating to events of current, public, 
and personal interest or individual relevance. Advanced Mid speakers demonstrate the ability 
to narrate and describe in the major time frames of past, present, and future by providing a full 
account, with good control of aspect. Narration and description tend to be combined and 
interwoven to relate relevant and supporting facts in connected, paragraph-length discourse. 
Advanced Mid speakers can handle successfully and with relative ease the linguistic challenges 
presented by a complication or unexpected turn of events that occurs within the context of a 
routine situation or communicative task with which they are otherwise familiar. Communicative 
strategies such as circumlocution or rephrasing are often employed for this purpose. The 
speech of Advanced Mid speakers performing Advanced-level tasks is marked by substantial 
flow. Their vocabulary is fairly extensive although primarily generic in nature, except in the case 
of a particular area of specialization or interest. Their discourse may still reflect the oral 
paragraph structure of their own language rather than that of the target language. 
Advanced Mid speakers contribute to conversations on a variety of familiar topics, dealt with 
concretely, with much accuracy, clarity and precision, and they convey their intended message 
without misrepresentation or confusion. They are readily understood by native speakers 
unaccustomed to dealing with non-natives. When called on to perform functions or handle 
topics associated with the Superior level, the quality and/or quantity of their speech will 
generally decline.’ https://www.actfl.org/publications/guidelines-and-manuals/actfl-
proficiency-guidelines-2012/english/speaking, accessed 17 October 2019.  
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immersion environment. More than eighty percent of my productive time is dedicated to 

project development and ongoing maintenance. I have also spent a great deal of time reading 

for, thinking about, and writing this dissertation. One of the greatest reasons for my lack of 

progress was the loss of my friend and mentor, the late Jerry Imotichey. It is almost obscenely 

ironic that the loss of a man so invested in our success—so full of belief that we could 

accomplish our goals of revitalization—could affect me so. Grief and loss is so much a part of 

collaborative language work, particularly for those of us working in our own tribal communities, 

that I should not have been surprised at the degree to which Jerry’s death affected me. Yammat 

yahmi.267   

When Jerry died, I participated in his wake and funeral in the ways expected among our 

community, as did all who work in the program. But afterward, the loss took the wind out of my 

sails. The lack of desire to speak, to push myself, to do anything related to the language proved 

difficult. I did my time dutifully in the office, to the best of my ability, but my heart was far from 

it. I threw myself into hobbies—hunting, artwork, or zoning out on Netflix—anything but trying 

to become a better speaker. I still struggle with Jerry’s absence. But I know he would not 

approve of me slacking, nor would he want me to mourn him excessively. He was an amazing 

man, and cared deeply for me, my co-workers, the work of the language program, and the 

Chickasaw people. So, I write these pages, and reflect on what we have done, and think about 

what we ought to be doing.  

                                                
267 ‘That’s how it is.’ Racquel-María Sapién and Tim Thornes. ‘Losing a Vital Voice: Grief and 
Language Work.’ (Language Documentation & Conservation, 11, 2017): 256-274. 
http://hdl.handle.net/10125/24735  
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Chapter Five - Tibi kolofaꞌ onchololi (New growth is emerging from the stump): New Forms 
of Life for Chikashshanompaꞌ 

 
As I outlined in Chapter 3, a significant operative theory of Mediated Language Change 

concerns mediation in pursuit of survivance. What follows this mediated survivance is mediated 

change as a form of perseverance. In mediating and changing we remain Chikashsha, and 

ensure our descendants also could say the same—Chikashsha poꞌyacha iláyyaꞌsha katihma.268 

Our nation has been working through Mediated Language Change since the nadir of 

Chikashshanompaꞌ in the late 1960s and early 1970s. As noted in Chapter 2, I position this nadir 

and the beginning of our modern revitalization movement during the ascendancy of Governor 

Overton James in 1971, the first popularly elected governor since statehood, and the 

publication of A Chickasaw Dictionary in 1973. 

Since 2007 our efforts in revitalization have followed in the spirit of Chikashsha poya in 

terms of philosophy, and have utilized MLC in terms of strategy. The choices we have made 

concerning which offshoots of tibi kolofaꞌ we would ‘cultivate and improve . . . in order [to] 

bring forth good fruit,’269 have been purposeful in some instances. In others, the offshoots have 

been wild and untended, growing into promising matters with little mediation.270 That is the 

nature of tibi kolofaꞌ, particularly from a species like chishankoꞌ tobaꞌ271 which will, when cut 

back sharply, resprout in an explosion of new growth, often from connected rootstock far from 

the trunk. Some work of ittonchololiꞌ has been citizen-led rather than tribal government-led. In 

                                                
268 ‘We are Chickasaw and we are still here.’  
269 ‘Refusal of the Chickasaws.’   
270 I am thinking specifically of Chikashshanompaꞌ presence on Facebook and the online 
language courses started by Faniꞌ Iskannoꞌsiꞌ (Sherrie Begay), as well as community discussion 
groups held by elders including Osto (Luther John).  
271 ‘Willow.’ 
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fact, most work within the department is motivated by citizen requests, either directly to us 

or to Governor Anoatubby. Regarding the work of ittonchololiꞌ tended by the program, we 

balance the needs of the majority with the pressing needs of a few, with thought toward each 

form of life Chikashshanompaꞌ has taken on.   

Its most tenuous form of life is as a daily, spoken mode of communication between 

people, which was the very reason Abaꞌ Bínniꞌliꞌ gave us the language at creation. The effort to 

keep that form of life active is also the most difficult and perhaps most important form of 

ittonchololiꞌ. We have tried to balance the pressing needs of a few to be fully communicative in 

Chikashshanompaꞌ with the needs of countless more who simply desire access to their heritage 

language.   

In this chapter I will not address the Chikasha Academy approach that forms our core 

immersion efforts (See Chapter 8). I will focus rather on selected programs and products we 

have developed since 2007. I want to position the products of the past twelve years of language 

work in two related, complementary, and often co-occurring categories: enrichment products 

and learning-focused products. Enrichment products are designed to create positive 

experiences around Chikashshanompaꞌ. While they may have applications in learning 

environments, they are principally designed for the learner who may have no interest in 

becoming communicative in Chikashshanompaꞌ, yet who seeks to engage with the language as 

a matter of identity and cultural pride. Learning products are more focused to help our people 

acquire their heritage language to communicate with other citizens of our nation. They also 

offer significant positive effects for Chikashsha identity and cultural pride.   
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In earlier chapters I discussed early work devoted to enrichment activities designed to 

return the language to our people’s attention. None of those efforts began because average 

Chickasaws loved the language. Neither did they hate it. In truth, they had ‘nothinged’ it. They 

thought, and often knew, nothing of it. That was another consequence of removal and the 

decisions our Ancestors were forced to make in service to Iilhakóffi. In many cases Chickasaw 

citizens had had no speakers in their families for generations. The overwhelming majority did 

not know Chikashshanompaꞌ, had no contact with native speakers, and often were not 

consciously aware we still had a living language.  

I will address both enrichment and language-learning ittonchololiꞌ efforts not 

chronologically, but as types. First I will discuss enrichment efforts beginning with marketing 

and branding materials, including our department logo and program t-shirt designs, and going 

on to products including flashcards and finally, the language channel housed at 

www.chickasaw.tv/language. I will then address products designed to assist in learning 

Chikashshanompaꞌ, beginning with the ANOMPA Chickasaw Basic Apple application and its 

web-based counterpoint housed at www.chickasaw.net/anompa. I will also discuss the 

development of Chikashsha literature including learner-focused language texts, and Rosetta 

Stone Chickasaw, the computer-assisted language learning product designed principally for 

Chickasaw citizens who do not have access to native speakers. While not exhaustive, this survey 

of enrichment and language education efforts since 2007 offers insight into the processes of 

Mediated Language Change at work in our ittonchololiꞌ. 
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Branding and marketing tools   
 
 Some of our earliest enrichment efforts were designed to raise community awareness of 

Chikashshanompaꞌ and the Chickasaw Language Revitalization Program. In 2010 we worked 

with Ryan RedCorn, an Osage graphic designer based out of the Osage Nation in Pawhuska, 

Oklahoma, to develop a department logo (Figure 18):  

          
Figure 18: ANOMPA logo by Ryan RedCorn (Osage), Buffalo Nickel Creative, 2010. 

Designed to be used horizontally or vertically, the logo incorporates the 

Chikashshanompaꞌ word for ‘word, language,’ ANOMPA, and a spiral adapted from ancestral 

Chikashsha pottery patterns. The color palette also was drawn from ancestral Chikashsha 

sources. For our eighteenth-century Ancestors, homma272 was a color associated with men, 

war, and medicine, while tohbi273 was associated with women and peace. Losa274 was 

associated with war and death.275 This palette was repeated in many of our early branding 

efforts.  

                                                
272 ‘Red.’ 
273 ‘White.’  
274 ‘Black.’  
275 Hinson, ‘Toꞌliꞌ,’ 190-192. 
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After the logo was approved, we first used it on bumper stickers (Figure 19), cloisonné 

pins (Figure 20), and on a fitted ball cap given only to language workers, native speakers, and 

active language program volunteers (Figure 21). The original cap used the same color palette as 

the logo itself, and featured the phrase Chikashshanompolili, ‘I speak Chickasaw’ on the back. A 

recent version of this fitted ballcap was produced in black, white, and gray. Figure 22 is my 

oldest biological son, Chokfiꞌ, wearing one of our hats and a family language camp T-shirt.   

 
Figure 19: ANOMPA logo bumper sticker. Ryan RedCorn (Osage), Buffalo Nickel Creative, 2010. 

 
Figure 20: ANOMPA logo pin. Ryan RedCorn (Osage), Buffalo Nickel Creative, 2010. 
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Figure 21: ANOMPA logo hat. Ryan RedCorn (Osage), Buffalo Nickel Creative, 2010. 

 

                  
Figure 22: ANOMPA logo hat and family camp t-shirt. Ryan RedCorn (Osage), Buffalo Nickel 

Creative, 2010. 

We also produced a language-themed t-shirt for participants in camps, clubs, and a 

Chickasaw language class pilot program at Byng High School (Figure 23). The front of the shirt 

features ANOMPA prominently at the top. A male figure appears to the wearer’s right, wearing 

a western, broad-brimmed hat of the type commonly worn by Southeastern Indian men at 
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ceremonial grounds. A single line across his chest lends the impression of a ribbon vest. A 

female figure stands opposite, wearing a traditional comb at the crown of her head. Two 

horizontal lines signifying a typical one-piece naafokhaꞌ, worn by women on ceremonial 

occasions including dances. In the background is an abstracted building representing Byng 

Schools, with woodlands designs above and below, and a single spiral in the middle. The color 

palette is again homma, tohbi, and losa. On the back of the shirt is a cross pattern formed by 

four homma-and-losa spiral elements, referencing the sacred number oshta, the four 

directions, and the four arbors of our ceremonial ground. The text reads, BYNG 

CHIKASHSHANOMPAꞌ HOLISSAAPISAꞌ, ‘Byng Chickasaw Language School.’  

       
Figure 23: Byng Chikashshanompaꞌ Holissaapisaꞌ ‘Byng Chickasaw Language School,’ Ryan 

RedCorn (Osage), Buffalo Nickel Creative, 2010. 

We later modified that design for a shirt for our Chikashsha Poya language immersion 

clinic for teenagers (Figure 24):  
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Figure 24: Chikasha Poya ‘We are Chikasha,’ Ryan RedCorn (Osage), Buffalo Nickel Creative, 

2019.  

Another shirt inspired by the ANOMPA logo was designed for our summer family 

immersion camp (Figure 25). Its front includes the logo in the center of a white turtle design 

that recalls Southeastern effigy pottery, many examples of which resemble turtles. Its rear 

design looks the same as the Byng High School shirt, with a cross pattern formed by four 

homma-and-losa spiral elements. The interior text reads CHOKKA-CHAFFAꞌ 

CHIKASHSHANOMPOLI ALBINACHI, ‘Families speaking Chickasaw camp.’ Shown is a later 

version in black, white, and green. The original was in the traditional Chikashsha color triad.  
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Figure 25: CHOKKA-CHAFFAꞌ CHIKASHSHANOMPOLI ALBINACHI, ‘Families speaking Chickasaw 

camp,’ Ryan RedCorn (Osage), Buffalo Nickel Creative, 2011. 

 The next shirt design was created for our youth sports language camp, Himitta Alhiha 

Hoochokoshkomo, ‘The Youth Are Playing’ (Figure 26). The title actually is a noun phrase, ‘All 

the Playing Youth.’ In this design, the ANOMPA logo is again pulled apart to create four cardinal 

points with its black-and-red spiral portion. The ANOMPA wording itself is pulled apart from the 

logo and repositioned below the basketball hoop and netting, positioned between two 

horizontal white and red bars. Multiple sports are represented, including our traditional ball 

game of toꞌliꞌ, basketball, soccer, and volleyball. The camp taught language through sports 

activities. It has since become a toꞌliꞌ and lacrosse camp where tribal youth can participate in 

both sports, enabling them to transfer their skills in toꞌliꞌ to lacrosse, which offers opportunities 

for college play in Division One schools.  
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Figure 26: Himitta Alhiha Hoochokoshkomo: ‘The Youth are Playing’ Language Sports Camp t-

shirt design. Ryan RedCorn (Osage), Buffalo Nickel Creative, 2012. 

 
 Another T-shirt design (Figure 27) created by Ryan RedCorn was for the Chickasaw 

Challenge Bowl held each fall at the Chickasaw Cultural Center. The competition is sponsored 

by the CLRP and uses language and cultural content from materials created by Department of 

Culture and Humanities employees. The design follows the traditional Chikashsha color triad 

and incorporates significant persons, place names, and Chikashshanompaꞌ words and phrases 

swirling in a spiral pattern around an abstracted male figure wearing a flat brim cowboy hat 

with a yaatala.276 The interior of the figure is defined with a tessellated field of elements 

                                                
276  A feathered hair or hat ornament. 
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spiraling counterclockwise, the direction in which we perform all our social and ceremonial 

dances. The lower text is a phrase that can be translated, ‘Speak Chikashsha’ or ‘S/he/it/they 

are speaking Chikashsha.’ 

 
Figure 27: Chickasaw Challenge Bowl t-shirt design. Ryan RedCorn (Osage), Buffalo Nickel 

Creative, 2014 

 Another t-shirt the CLRP used was for a color run hosted by the Division of History and 

Culture and the Chickasaw Native Explorers Foundation. Again designed by Ryan RedCorn of 

Buffalo Nickel Creative, it features a silhouette of a Lhofaꞌ (Bigfoot) wearing a flat-brimmed 

stomp dance hat with yaatala (Figure 28). The bold blue foreground Lhofaꞌ is placed within a 

circle formed by Southeastern native designs over a background of tessellated Lhofaꞌ figures in 

lighter blue. The color comprises the ‘modern-traditional’ colors okchamali, lakna, and 
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homma.277 The Chikashshanompaꞌ text below ‘BIGFOOT COLOR RUN’ reads LHOFAꞌ 

LHIYOHLI!.278 

 

Figure 28: Bigfoot Color Run t-shirt design, Ryan RedCorn (Osage), Buffalo Nickel Creative, 2015. 

 Chikashsha scholar Jenny Davis (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign) discusses 

these Chikashshanompaꞌ T-shirts, and by extension the ANOMPA logo, and describes three 

significant effects: 1. advertise and promote CLRP activities, 2. exposure to Chikashshanompaꞌ 

and its features, and 3. allow what Davis terms ‘language affiliates’ to ‘demonstrate their 

position as ethnolinguistically core members of the Chickasaw community.’279 She further 

                                                
277 ‘Blue, yellow, and red.’ The palette emerged as the preferred regalia colors in our 
community some time in the 1990s. This is not to say people feel constrained or compelled to 
use these colors. Our regalia is as diverse as our people are. I personally have two ribbon vests 
in this color palette and another in homma / tohbi / losa, and two askoffa (yarn belts), one in 
each color palette. My hatband is beaded with homma, lakna, and okchamali beads, like the 
matching feather base beading.  
278 ‘Chase the Bigfoot!’ Some families have a taboo against saying Lhofa’s name aloud, lest he 
hear, and come to take you away. There are two types of wild men in our tradition: lhofaꞌ, ‘the 
skinned one [or] the one that removes the skin,’ and tiboꞌliꞌ (ittiꞌ boꞌliꞌ) ‘the one that beats 
trees.’ Pauline Brown, personal communication, July 2019; Swanton, ‘Social and Religious 
Beliefs,’ 77-78. Another word for Bigfoot was ishkin hommaꞌ ‘the one with red eyes,’ Allen Beck, 
Facebook post on ‘We Speak Chickasaw’ group page, 16 August 2019.     
279 Davis, Talking Indian, 97.  
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positions these ittonchololiꞌ products as enhancers of language affiliation and as tools of 

language that spread directly and daily within the community.280  

 We chose to mediate the negative effects of language loss by planting and tending to 

this new form of life for Chikashshanompaꞌ that, if new in medium, was not new in theory. For 

our Ancestors, dressing conveyed significant messages, whether to Chikashsha or people of 

other nations, native or European. One example is dress for toꞌliꞌ, the traditional stickball game. 

The red-and-black regalia chosen by our Ancestors conveyed the tanap281 intentions of the 

players, signifying they were tashka,282 fully prepared to fight. Similarly, our ANOMPA approach 

conveys messages of the importance of Chikashshanompaꞌ, and its prestige, necessity, and 

eternal value in our community. The compelling, mobile visual messages convey the spirit of 

Chikashsha poya in its fullness. We are tashka.  

   
Flash Cards  
 
 Flash cards have been an excellent tool for our enrichment efforts. They are principally 

learning tools, but also work for marketing, thus expanding our citizens’ awareness of 

Chikashshanompaꞌ and the language program.  The program has produced a new set at least 

every other year since 2008. Families and individuals use them for reference while they seek to 

incorporate simple words and phrases into their daily lives. We were, and remain, well aware of 

the power of language realia in the workplace and in our Chikashsha homes worldwide.  

                                                
280 Ibid. 97-8.  
281 ‘War.’ 
282 ‘Warriors.’ 
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The first set, produced by the Chickasaw Nation Department of Cultural Resources 

around 2003, featured colors, numbers, and animals. Their artwork was taken from 

commercially available sources, they were printed in large quantities and have been widely 

distributed.  

The second set, produced in 2005-2006, was drawn and colored by local artist and 

Chickasaw Nation employee James Blackburn. They feature Indian characters in Blackburn’s 

distinctive illustration style, which is heavily influenced by comic books. The set’s language 

content is broadly cultural, and includes food, drumming, emotions, and other scenarios and 

ideas (Figure 29). 

                     

Figure 29: Chickasaw Language Flash Cards, James Blackburn, Chickasaw Nation Multimedia, 
2005-2006. 

The third set was produced in 2009, again illustrated by Blackburn with bold, gestural 

coloring by RedCorn. They feature black borders with language content centered around family 
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terms and careers. This was the first set of flash cards wherein we incorporated both Humes 

and Munro-Willmond spellings (Figure 30 and 31). 

    

        

Figure 30: Chickasaw Language Flash Cards, James Blackburn, Chickasaw Nation Multimedia, 
color by Ryan RedCorn (Osage), Buffalo Nickel Creative, 2010. 
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Figure 31: Chickasaw Language Flash Cards, James Blackburn, Chickasaw Nation Multimedia, 
color by Ryan RedCorn (Osage), Buffalo Nickel Creative, 2010. 

It was the first we developed in conjunction with the Chickasaw Language Committee. 

They were an outgrowth of the committee’s work in lexical innovation, so they included newly 

translated terms for sports including football, soccer, and volleyball. The visual aesthetic is bold, 
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with strong color and an art deco feel. The set came with a companion CD of vocabulary 

recordings (Figure 32). 

                     

Figure 32: Sports Terms Flash Cards, Ryan RedCorn (Osage), Buffalo Nickel Creative, 2011. 

 In 2012 we produced a new words set, again designed by RedCorn. We culled the 

vocabulary for this new set from the master Anompa Himittaꞌ document, which consists of all 

terms interpreted by the Chickasaw Language Committee since 2008. The majority of anompa 

himittaꞌ are nouns, including translations for naniꞌ imponnaꞌ, ‘dolphin’; and hattak shawiꞌ ishtoꞌ, 

‘gorilla.’ The designs are bold and decorative, with elements incorporated from Southeastern 

native art sources (Figure 33). 
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Figure 33: Anompa Himittaꞌ Flash Cards, Ryan RedCorn (Osage), Buffalo Nickel Creative, 2012. 

 For 2013 we decided to take the flash cards in a different direction. We had been asked 

by citizens to reissue the 2003 colors-numbers-animals set, but could not find the original files. 

Also, we frankly wanted to take a more creative spin with the topic.283 We worked again with 

RedCorn and Buffalo Nickel Press to develop a standard deck of playing cards as a language-

learning product. We reproduced a shikonnoꞌpaꞌ on a card insert and substituted animals 

                                                
283 Colors, numbers, and animals are often lowest-common-denominator topics in Indigenous 
language revitalization across the United States and Canada. We call them ‘CNA’ (colors, 
numbers, and animals) in the program. Coincidentally, CNA is also the acronym for the 
Cheyenne and Arapaho Tribes of Oklahoma. We can do better—stop teaching colors, numbers, 
and animals, and teach whole language, in communicative settings.  
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significant to our Chikashsha Ancestors for the king, queen, jack, and ace cards, as well as 

using southeastern ceremonial imagery in place of standard spade, club, hearts, and diamonds 

for the suits. The color palette was homma, losa, and tohbi. We quickly gave away all 5,000 

decks we produced (Figure 34): 

  
Figure 34: Chikashshanompaꞌ playing cards, Ryan RedCorn (Osage), Buffalo Nickel Creative, 

2012.  

 Our most recent cards were co-produced by Mahli (Sheina Wind),284 an employee of the 

Chickasaw Language Revitalization Program, and I. Our citizens were again asking for a colors, 

numbers, and animals set, but Mahli wanted something more out of it than basic vocabulary. 

She and I developed a set that presented what citizens wanted, but included several basic verbs 

and a subject marker card, along with instructions on how to create sentences using the cards. 

It has been used in multiple contexts including our high school language class that Mahli 

teaches, as well as the Ardmore Chipota Chikashshanompoli: Children Speaking Chickasaw 

Language Club taught by Iknokchiꞌtoꞌ (Kendra Farve).285  

 

                                                
284 ‘Wind.’  
285 ‘She does not behave.’  
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www.chickasawlanguage.com / www.chickasaw.tv/language 
 

The chickasaw.tv video network was established by Governor Anoatubby in 2011. The 

Governor was motivated by a desire to share Chickasaw history, language, and culture with 

Chikashsha people who live abroad, our Oklahoma neighbors and the broader, non-Indian 

world. He asked advertising agency Ackerman McQueen to spearhead the effort, and many of 

the first spots filmed were language-specific. Since 2011 we have produced, in concert with 

Ackerman McQueen, about 240 videos directly related to language.286 Chickasaw.tv has proven 

to be perhaps our most utilized language enrichment resource. Since October 2018, nearly 

3,900 unique users have visited online language resources at www.chickasaw.tv/language/ and 

www.chickasawlanguage.com.  

An individual who navigates to the language channel on chickasaw.tv encounters a 

landing page branded ‘LANGUAGE-ANOMPA’ over an image of the original Humes dictionary. 

Below are selected videos from the four drop-down categories under ‘LANGUAGE’ on the 

navigation bar: ‘Rosetta Stone Chickasaw,’ ‘Preservation,’ ‘Fluent Speakers’ and ‘Resources’ 

(Figure 35). Navigating to any of these opens a subpage with multiple video options and links to 

various resources.  

The Rosetta Stone Chickasaw subpage serves as a clearinghouse for all persons 

interested in that teaching facility. As of this writing, three levels are live with 120 video-based 

lessons, and level four slated for release in spring 2020. The landing page offers a behind-the-

scenes video shot from Level 1, a link to apply for the product, a FAQ page, a portal for 

                                                
286 Barbara Johnston, Ackerman-McQueen, email communication, 19 August 2019.  
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registered users to access the product, and links to all the product videos with English 

subtitles (Figure 36).     

 
Figure 35: chickasaw.tv/language landing page. www.chickasawlanguage.com / 

www.chickasaw.tv/language, chickasaw.tv/language landing page. 

                      
Figure 36: Chickasaw.tv/language Rosetta Stone landing page, episode 24.  

https://www.chickasaw.tv/episodes/rosetta-stone-chickasaw-season-1-episode-24-texting 
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 The ‘Preservation’ subpage is devoted to profiles of native speaker-teachers, language 

activists and our linguist partners, all of whom collaborate to ensure Chikashshanompaꞌ 

continues as a language of daily communication. Some spots are culturally motivated, two 

pieces on foodways in particular. One is about making pishofa287 and the other concerns 

harvesting atofalaaꞌ imilhlhaꞌ.288 Other pieces focus on our language revitalization process, 

neologisms (See Chapter 7), the significance of language in the daily life of our people, and the 

Chickasaw Language Committee (Figure 37).   

   
Figure 37: Chickasaw.tv/language Preservation landing page. 

https://www.chickasaw.tv/lists/preservation 

                                                
287 Corn and pork stew, the national dish of Chikashshiyaakni. 
288 ‘Wild onion.’ 
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 The ‘Fluent Speaker’ subpage is devoted to profiles of native speakers who actively 

worked or are working with the CLRP, including the late Jerry Imotichey, Stanley Smith, JoAnn 

Ellis, Rose Shields Jefferson, Pauline Brown, Catherine Willmond, Virginia Boland, Hannah 

Pitman, Emma McLeod, and Ellen Chapman. The spots are primarily conducted in English, and 

feature speakers commenting on the nature of our work and their contributions to it (Figure 

38).   

 
Figure 38: Chickasaw.tv/language Fluent Speakers landing page. 

https://www.chickasaw.tv/lists/fluent-speakers 

 The last subpage on the language channel, ‘Resources,’ features three subpages: ‘Listen 

and Learn,’ ‘Programs’ and ‘Language App.’ The ‘Language App’ link takes you to 

www.chickasaw.net/anompa, which hosts the web version of the ANOMPA Chickasaw Basic 
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language learning application (see below).  ‘Listen and Learn’ features twenty-three videos 

designed to make Chikashshanompaꞌ accessible in short, manageable chunks of whole 

language. Their subjects include body parts, greetings and introductions, colors, and a seven-

video series about animals speaking Chikashshanompaꞌ (Figure 39):   

        
Figure 39: Chickasaw.tv/language Ofiꞌ Toklo ‘Thirsty’ video.  

https://www.chickasaw.tv/videos/lesson-1-thirsty 

iOS ANOMPA CHICKASAW BASIC application  
 

 The iPhone was released in the United States in 2007, and quickly thereafter citizens 

expressed desire for a mobile application for it to help them learn Chikashshanompaꞌ. 

Chickasaw Language Revitalization Program employee Cedric Sunray (Mowa Band of Choctaw 

Indians) brought Thornton Media Inc. (TMI) to our attention. TMI (www.ndndlanguage.com) is 

owned by Kara and Don Thornton (Cherokee Nation of Oklahoma). Since 1995 they have 
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worked with more than two hundred tribal communities to bring their languages to life on 

Apple and Android devices.289  

 The ANOMPA Chickasaw Basic application, available on the iTunes store and as a web 

version at www.chickasaw.net/anompa, is organized thematically, with useful daily phrases, 

basic vocabulary, a selection of Choctaw hymns (which we labeled Chickasaw hymns because 

we were feeling salty), and two videos recorded with our Chipota Chikashshanompoli Children 

Speaking Chickasaw Language Club (Figure 40).  We had worked with Don and Kara Thornton 

before to develop content for the Phraselator device made obsolete after the release of the 

iPhone. We added content for the iOS app, all modified for our purposes from a template the 

Thorntons developed. Native speakers JoAnn Ellis, the late Jerry Imotichey, Rose Shields 

Jefferson and I recorded the content, with the native speakers recording the language content, 

and myself handling the introductory material.  

                                                
289 http://www.ndnlanguage.com/, accessed 5 August 2019. 
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Figure 40: ANOMPA Chickasaw Basic application, www.chickasaw.net/anompa, Chickasaw Basic 
application 

 The ANOMPA app, free on the iTunes store since its launch in 2009, has been 

downloaded more than 6,000 times. It has proven popular with our tribal citizens and other 

people with interest in Chikashshanompaꞌ. We have expanded its original purpose as a self-

study tool to include it in Chickasaw employee’s annual cultural education, a portion of their 

Individual Development Plan that when completed qualifies employees for bonuses awarded 

each year. The study guide and test are found in the web app footer at 

www.chickasaw.net/anompa, as is a PDF version of the self-study content. Currently the app is 

being used in a more formal capacity by employees of our Homeland Affairs Program, who 

extensively incorporate Chikashshanompaꞌ in their homelands programs in and near Tupelo, 

Mississippi. 
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Nannanoliꞌ Chikashsha and cultivating an emerging Chikashsha literature 
 
 As a Chikashsha person active in cultivating the ittonchololiꞌ of the spoken and written 

word in Chikashshanompaꞌ, I have struggled with confining the vastness of our traditional 

oratory within English terms like ‘verbal arts’ and ‘oral literature.’ Though I have used the term 

‘Chickasaw Oral Literature’ in previous work, I think a more culturally grounded and relevant 

approach would be to use terms taken from the language itself.290 So, I use the term Chikashsha 

anompoli291 as an overarching chishankoꞌ292 under which all forms we might otherwise call 

verbal arts or oral literature might rest. Under the chishankoꞌ of Chikashsha anompoli would be 

public ceremonial speech, medicine language, the many varieties of nannanoliꞌ Chikashsha293 

and other forms of Chikashshanompaꞌ like prophecy and teachings. I could make an argument 

that a separate category should exist for written texts—Chikashsha holissochi.294 However, all 

Chikashshanompaꞌ language texts emerge from the oral tradition, so perhaps they should be 

seen as simply a new form of life under Chikashsha anompoli rather than an as independent 

manifestation of ittonchololiꞌ. I will argue that it is a new form of life under ittonchololiꞌ, but I 

will not treat it as a something wholly separate from its forebears.  I will begin with further 

exploring the many genres of Chikashsha anompoli, an examination of the emerging Chikashsha 

                                                
290 Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson). ‘Chickasaw Oral Literature.’ In A Listening Wind: Native Literature 
from the Southeast, edited by Marcia Haag, 115-118. Lincoln, NE: University of Nebraska Press, 
2016. 
291 ‘Chikashsha speech.’ 
292 ‘Arbor.’  
293 ‘Chickasaw stories.’  
294 ‘Chickasaw writing.’  
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literature since the early twentieth century, and will conclude by examining specific 

ittonchololiꞌ of spoken and written language in our MLC context.295  

 We have a long tradition of tribal oratory, as do other Muskogean tribes in the 

Southeast. One genre of oral literature was public ceremonial speech, in which minkoꞌ296 and 

clan leaders ruled not by force, but by artfully crafted public speeches designed to influence the 

decisions of fellow tribal citizens. Those were critical to our ancestral society, where no person 

was beholden to another, and all were free to choose for themselves. The tishohminkoꞌ,297 in a 

manner similar to later Chikashsha preachers, gave ceremonial speeches on right living, 

avoidance of bad behavior or breaking of taboo. In the past, tribal religious leaders called 

hopayiꞌ298 also taught in a ceremonial genre called ‘the beloved speech.’299  

 Alikchiꞌ, ‘Indian doctors,’ also practiced ritual speech. Their medicinal formulas were 

spoken over alba ittish, ‘medicine plants,’ while gathering them, in the preparation of healing 

ittish, and in its application on persons who were physically and spiritually ill. This ritual speech 

was also manifest in songs as medicinal formulas and speeches were sung over and for the ill. A 

genre of pishofa songs were performed for a seriously ill person in conjunction with a ritual 

meal of the ‘corn and pork stew,’ along with a series of dances. These medicinal speeches and 

songs were lost when the last Chikashsha alikchiꞌ passed away in the 1970s.300  

                                                
295 The following material on Chickasaw oral literature first appeared in Lokosh (Joshua D. 
Hinson). ‘Chickasaw Oral Literature.’ In A Listening Wind: Native Literature from the Southeast, 
edited by Marcia Haag, (Lincoln, NE: University of Nebraska Press, 2016), 105-114. 
296 ‘Chief, leader.’ 
297 ‘Assistant to the chief, leader.’  
298 ‘Prophet.’ 
299 Hinson, ‘Chickasaw Oral Literature,’ 109.  
300 Ibid.  
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  Another genre of tribal oratory was traditional storytelling. Its stories were often told 

during winter by elders or parents to children, or among adults in settings like large communal 

houses. They cover a broad range of topics and motivations, from moral instruction to simple 

humor. The stories are pervasive throughout the Muskogean nations, as well as the Cherokee 

and other tribes.301 Traditional storytelling continues in earnest in the present day, in English 

and Chikashshanompaꞌ.302   

Chikashsha naaikbiꞌ anoliꞌ ‘Creation-origin Stories’  
 
 In Chikashsha naaikbiꞌ anoliꞌ, Chikashsha storytellers relate their understanding of the 

creation of the Earth and the origins of the Chikashsha people and of related tribes. Included in 

this genre are our sacred tribal migration stories, and a world flood story. Most stories are 

marked by the straightforward matter-of-factness that accompanies true stories, even if some 

speakers do not consider them to be true in the way they consider the creation accounts of the 

Bible to be infallibly álhlhi.303 Unlike other story genres, many of which are understood as 

fanciful at their core, creation stories, in particular the tribal migration stories, are true. They 

                                                
301  See James Mooney, History, Myths, and Sacred Formulas of the Cherokees: Containing the 
Full Texts of Myths of the Cherokee (1900), and the Sacred Formulas of the Cherokees (1891) As 
Published by the Bureau of American Ethnology (Asheville, NC: Historical Images, 1992);  
Speck 1907; John R. Swanton, ‘Early History of the Creek Indians and Their Neighbors,’in Bureau 
of American Ethnology Bulletin, No. 73. (Washington DC: Government Printing Office, 1922), 
639-670; Swanton, ‘Social and Religious Beliefs’; Swanton, ‘Social Organization and the Social 
Usages of the Indians of the Creek Confederacy,’ in Forty-Second Annual Report of the Bureau 
of American Ethnology for the Years 1924–1925 (Washington, DC: Government Printing Office), 
279–325;  Swanton, ‘Myths & Tales of the Southeastern Indians,’ in Bureau of American 
Ethnology Bulletin, No. 88, Smithsonian Institution (Washington, DC: Government Printing 
Office, 1929); Tuggle 1973; Jack B. Martin, Margaret McKane Mauldin and Juanita McGirt, eds, 
Totkv Mocvse / New Fire: Creek Folktales (Norman, OK: University of Oklahoma  Press, 2004). 
302 Hinson, ‘Chickasaw Oral Literature,’ 110. 
303 ‘True.’ 
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are told without the hearsay evidential markers and third-person attributions of other story 

genres. The world creation story recounted in Chapter 1 was told by the late Juanita Byars, who 

was born and raised near Tishomingo, Oklahoma. It describes the creation of the world from a 

primordial flood, when Shakchi304 brought up earth from the deep to be shaped into mountains 

and valleys by Fala Ishtoꞌ.305 From this earth humans were made, to stoke the town fires that 

represent Abaꞌ Bínniꞌliꞌ among us.306     

Shikonnoꞌpaꞌ ‘Possum Stories’  
 
 Shikonnoꞌpaꞌ are animal tales from long ago, when nannimilhlhaꞌ307 and hattak308 could 

talk together. They feature often mischievous, vain or conceited animals like Chokfiꞌ309, 

Chakwihiliꞌ310, or Loksiꞌ311, who get into a lot of trouble. Although not overly didactic, the stories 

impart a certain moral instruction.312 Some possum stories offer explanations for natural 

phenomena, like why Chakwihiliꞌ grins, why Loksiꞌ has a cracked shell, or how Hachoꞌchabaꞌ313 

came to have rough skin. Still others describe how essential elements like lowak314, ittish315, or 

                                                
304 ‘Crayfish.’  
305 ‘Raven.’ 
306 Hinson, ‘Chickasaw Oral Literature,’ 110. 
307 ‘Animals.’ 
308 ‘People.’ 
309 ‘Rabbit.’ 
310 ‘Possum.’ 
311 ‘Turtle.’  
312 Some contemporary anompíꞌshiꞌ will include an overt moral teaching at the end of a 
retelling, but that seems to be a contemporary adaptation.  
313 ‘Alligator.’ 
314 ‘Fire.’ 
315 ‘Medicine.’  
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tanchiꞌ316, came to the people. Some speakers consider them creation stories of a sort, rather 

than merely shikonnoꞌpaꞌ.317 

Iksaꞌ Nannanoliꞌ ‘Clan Stories’  
 
 Clan stories deal with general knowledge and characteristics of particular clans and 

house groups, and include true stories of things that happened to their members.318 A number 

were collected for anthropologist John Swanton by Chickasaw citizen Zeno McCurtain in the 

1910s, and translated and published in Swanton (1928). One story involves a member of the 

Kowimilhlhaꞌ Iksaꞌ319 who encountered a Lhofaꞌ320 while on a hunting trip (Figure 41).321 

                                                
316 ‘Corn.’  
317 Hinson, ‘Chickasaw Oral Literature,’ 110-111.  
318 A house group is a sub-group of the Chickasaw clan system. The author’s clan is Kowishtoꞌ 
Iksaꞌ (Panther Clan) and house group is Imatapo / Imalhtipoꞌ (‘Their Lean-to / Tent People’). See 
Swanton, ‘Social and Religious Beliefs.’ 
319 ‘Wildcat Clan.’ 
320 ‘Bigfoot.’ 
321 Hinson, ‘Chickasaw Oral Literature,’ 111. 
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Figure 41: Kowimilhlhaꞌ hattakat Lhofaꞌ ittafama ‘Wildcat man meets Bigfoot.’ Mixed Media on 

canvas, Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), 2017. 

Chokoshpaꞌ Nannanoliꞌ ‘Humor Stories’  
 
 Humor stories are a vital sub-genre of traditional storytelling. Such stories are retold 

over and over because they are truly funny and entertaining, with elements of truth intermixed 

with outright lies, created for the amusement of the teller and audience. A story retold by the 

late Jerry Imotichey was first told by the late John Puller, a Chickasaw veteran and well-known 

storyteller from Madill, Oklahoma. It was based on a group of shiiki322 and a fala323 that John 

saw on the road, and many of its details were clearly exaggerated. Almost any traditionalist 

from the southern part of the nation will know a John Puller story.324 

                                                
322 ‘Buzzard.’ 
323 ‘Crow.’ 
324 Hinson, ‘Chickasaw Oral Literature,’ 111. 
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 Stories are an essential and vital part of tribal identity, so much that even amid 

language loss and attrition of cultural practices, they remain a vital part of cultural life. 

Contemporary storytellers, including Glenda Galvan, Stephanie Scott and Lorie Robins 

Carmichael, share creation, origin, tribal history and shikonnoꞌpaꞌ stories with contemporary 

audiences in English. Our native speakers continue to talk with each other the way they always 

have, relating humorous stories of days gone by, and sharing the happenings of the present. 

Even now, second-language learners are learning and retelling the old stories, while creating 

new ones of their own.325  

The Chickasaw Verb  
 
 The Chickasaw Verb, a federally funded Documenting Endangered Languages grant from 

the National Science Foundation (BCS-1263699 and BCS-1263698), grew from our commitment 

to document as many forms of Chikashsha anompoli as possible from the last generations of 

anompíꞌshiꞌ. Co-principal investigators Dr. Colleen Fitzgerald and I wrote the grant, which was 

awarded in 2013 to the Chickasaw Nation and the University of Texas at Arlington. The multi-

year project, to be completed in September 2020, attempts to examine verbal structures of 

Chikashshanompaꞌ through the medium of oral narratives and conversation documented from 

our living native speakers. The Chickasaw Verb is, like other forms of life sprouting from tibi 

kolofaꞌ, an extension of MLC practices and an ittonchololiꞌ effort, and its products are new 

forms of life for Chikashshanompaꞌ under the arbor of Chikashsha anompoli.      

                                                
325 Hinson, ‘Chickasaw Oral Literature,’ 111-112. The narrative-based Chikasha Academy Adult 
Immersion Program approach is detailed in Chapter 8.  
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This form of ittonchololiꞌ sprouts from the ancestral oratory described in the previous 

section. The grant projects and products were initiated in response to the collapse of the 

intergenerational transmission of Chikashshanompaꞌ, which as affected all forms of Chikashsha 

anompoli. The linguistic literature through 2013 held relatively few examples of shikonnoꞌpaꞌ, 

nannanoliꞌ álhlhiꞌ, conversations, or other significant Chikashsha anompoli narratives, save 

examples from Munro and Willmond and a single dissertation on Chickasaw conversation.326 In 

response to that scarcity we pursued and were awarded the grant, and through a narrative-

collection boot-camp model we have amassed over 250 stories and four conversation sessions 

since 2013.  

We described what we termed the Chickasaw Narrative Bootcamp in 2016, outlining the 

general structure of these workshops and our three primary goals: 

1. collection of native speaker texts, 

2. process texts through segmentation, transcription, and translation, and 

3. train (generally non-native) linguistic students and the staff of the CLRP (currently all 

but one of which are Chickasaw citizens) in the collection of texts and the process of 

language research in service to revitalization efforts in an Indigenous language 

community.327  

The structure generally paired an anompíꞌshiꞌ with a student or second-language learner 

who worked to collect narratives on site, and collaboratively transcribed and translated the 

                                                
326 Pamela Munro and Catherine Willmond, Let’s Speak Chickasaw: Chikashshanompaˈ 
Kilanompoliˈ (Norman, OK: University of Oklahoma Press, 2008); Cynthia Ann Walker, 
‘Chickasaw conversation’ (PhD diss., University of California, Los Angeles, 2000). 
327 Fitzgerald and Hinson, ‘Approaches to Collecting Texts,’ 531.  
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narratives with an anompíꞌshiꞌ. The program pilot was conducted as a workshop over two 

days in August 2013 at the Chickasaw Cultural Center in Sulphur, Oklahoma. Five native 

speakers were paired with four linguistics students and two second-language learners including 

the author, along with Dr. Pamela Munro (University of California, Los Angeles) and Dr. Colleen 

Fitzgerald (Texas A&M University - Corpus Christi; formerly of the University of Texas at 

Arlington). The workshop began with a general discussion of narrative collection, followed by 

two examples Dr. Fitzgerald and the author had collected from native speakers Weldon Fulsom 

and the late Jerry Imotichey (displayed on a screen in the ELAN software environment, with 

transcriptions and translations displayed side by side), followed by narrative collection, 

transcription and translation.328  

Later bootcamps followed roughly the same model, although some sessions focused 

more on capturing new narratives and others on working with native speakers to transcribe and 

translate existing narratives. On other occasions we created environments consisting of 

multiple native speakers in single, studio-located recording sessions to capture conversation, 

interactive storytelling, turn-taking, repair, and other conversational features.329 The sessions 

were moderated by a native speaker who was provided a sheet of conversational prompts. 

Several sessions were mixed-gender, although at least one was divided into male and female, 

with Luther John and Rose Shields Jefferson leading their respective breakouts. These 

conversational sessions promise to be a rich resource for our second-language learners and for 

                                                
328 Ibid. 532.  
329 See Walker, ‘Chickasaw Conversation.’   
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future revitalizationists. Chikashsha conversation remains the most under-documented 

aspect of Chikashsha anompoli.  

To allow the amazing products gleaned through this process to rest unused and 

unexplored on computer hard drives and filing cabinets would be unconscionable. We are 

actively using these grant products for learner enrichment; the creation of leveled, targeted 

narratives for the Chikasha Academy (see Chapter 8); and the creation of bilingual language 

texts for publication through Chickasaw Press. We tend this form of ittonchololiꞌ so it will be 

fully fruitful for our descendants seven generations removed. 

Poshnaakoot Chikashsha ishtiiholissochi (We are the ones that are writing about the 
Chikashsha): Chickasaw Press  
 

Chickasaw Press was established in 2006 by Governor Bill Anoatubby out of his desire 

for intellectual sovereignty, in this case for Chickasaws to tell our stories in culturally grounded 

and academically rigorous ways. Its goals statement speaks to that idea: 

The goal of Chickasaw Press is to preserve, perpetuate, and provide an 
awareness of Chickasaw history and culture by: generating and publishing 
research and scholarship about Chickasaw history and culture; making such 
scholarship accessible to Chickasaw people; exercising ‘cultural and intellectual 
sovereignty’ by adhering to ethical and culturally appropriate research and 
publication practices; providing an outlet for Chickasaw authors and scholars.330  
 

Founded under Foshhommak (Dr. Amanda Cobb-Greetham), its first director was 

Chikashsha author and artist Jeannie Barbour. The second and current director of Chickasaw 

Press is Chikashsha author and book publishing expert Wiley Barnes.  

Since the inaugural title of 2007, Chickasaw: Unconquered and Unconquerable, the CLRP 

has been involved in almost every Chickasaw Press project in some way, from research, writing, 

                                                
330 https://chickasawpress.com/About/Chickasaw-Press.aspx 
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and publication to editorial review. The Press’s language-specific titles are the form of 

ittonchololiꞌ I wish to trace here. 

Chikashsha holissochi, ‘Chikashsha writing,’ is a powerful expression of Chikashsha poya 

under the arbor of Chikashsha anompoli. The active work of mediating language change—in 

this case, the transition of an exclusively oral tradition to a written one—is in service to 

Iilhakóffi, ‘we survive.’ Embracing such change in service to ilachónnaꞌchi, ‘we persevere,’ is 

emblematic of our deeply held cultural tenacity as seen in our willingness to adapt to change to 

ensure we remain Chikashsha—Chikashsha poya. The process is not without tension and 

challenge while we translate Chikashshanompaꞌ’s rich tradition of all its forms of speech under 

Chikashsha anompoli. Some surface conditions like orthography, which seems a matter of 

choice, are in fact loaded with explicit and implicit tensions. We are committed to many forms 

of life for our language through the processes of MLC operating within and through 

ittonchololiꞌ, and the printed word is but one. But it is a new and strange one for 

Chikashshanompaꞌ.  

 The first known manifestations of Chikashshanompaꞌ in written form were language lists 

compiled by early traders to the Chikashsha people including Thomas Nairne and James Adair, 

then Jeffersonian word lists, and a variety of travelers’ journals.331 Linguist Albert Gatschet 

collaborated with Chickasaw delegate to the United States and native speaker J.D. Collins in 

                                                
331 Nairne, Journals; Adair, History; Benjamin Hawkins, ’A comparative vocabulary of the 
Muskoges, or Creek, Chickasaw, Chocktaw, and Cherokee languages’ (handwritten 
manuscript dated 1800) Viewable at 
https://diglib.amphilsoc.org/islandora/object/islandora:7034#page/1/mode/1up1800. 
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1889 and 1890 at Stonewall, Chickasaw Nation, Indian Territory.332 A decade and a half later, 

Zeno McCurtain would capture Chikashsha clan and house group stories for John Swanton, who 

worked with several other Chikashsha consultants including Atchison Anoatubby and George 

Wilson.333  

 The Chickasaw Nation’s Constitution and laws were first published in Choctaw and later 

in English. Preceding those were liturgical materials including the Bible and the hymnody 

created by, with, and for the Choctaw people and later used for Chikashsha naayimmiꞌ334 

converts. Chikashsha churches embraced Choctaw religious materials because they were 

relatively intelligible, and Chikashsha pastors could switch freely between the two languages. 

The scriptures, and in particular the Choctaw hymn tradition, became deeply ingrained in 

Chikashsha naayimmiꞌ traditions and remain so.335  

 Scant language material exists that predates the mid-twentieth century. They include a 

smattering of letters, a prayer written by Nelson Wolfe for the dedication of a monument as 

tribute to the late Chickasaw Nation Governor Douglas Johnston, and church records like those 

of Okchamali Baptist Church,336 in Choctaw and Chickasaw. Recently the front matter of a 1930 

                                                
332 Albert S. Gatschet, Words, Phrases and Grammatic Elements of the Chicasa Language 
Obtained from Judson Dwight Collins, Delegate of the Tribe to the U. S. Government 
(Fayetteville, AR: Various Indian Peoples Publishing Co., 1994). The title is a transcription of 
Gatschet’s previously unpublished manuscript, ‘Chicasa: Lexical and Syntactical Collection 
Obtained from J. D. Collins, Postoffice Stonewall, Chickasaw Nation, February 1889,’ Archives of 
the Bureau of American Ethnology, Smithsonian Institution, no. 588-a.  
333 Swanton, ‘Social and Religious Beliefs,’ 16. McCurtain’s work deserves significant analysis 
beyond the scope of this dissertation. I hope a graduate student interested in emergent 
literacies in Muskogean languages will examine his work in the future.   
334 Chikashsha Christians 
335 Choctaw hymns are an integral aspect of the Chikasha Academy program. CLRP staff 
regularly serve at Chikashsha funerals by singing for the dead and the survivors.  
336 ‘Blue’ Baptist Church.  
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Chickasaw dictionary produced by native Chickasaw speaker Alice James Keel and native 

Choctaw speaker Peter J. Hudson under the direction of Chahta anthropologist Muriel H.  

Wright was discovered by Chikashsha author Michelle Cooke in the archives of the Oklahoma 

Historical Society.337 Those scattered examples amount to far less than even the limited body of 

liturgical literature, journals, political writings, advertisements and other realia of the Choctaw 

Nation of Oklahoma; the extensive literary tradition of the Mvskoke Creek people; and certainly 

nothing to approach the literary achievements of the Cherokee Nation of Oklahoma.  

 I position A Chickasaw Dictionary of 1973 as the first example of an emerging 

Chikashsha holissochi, created by Chikashsha people and motivated by the Humes’ clear 

recognition of language shift and loss among our people. Though orthographically influenced by 

Choctaw writing, the late Reverend and Mrs. Humes developed an approach to our language, 

and created a powerful document that serves not only as the birth of our ittonchololiꞌ efforts, 

but also the beginning of a Chikashsha holissochi movement that would come to fruition four 

decades later with the founding of Chickasaw Press. 

Some Chikashshanompaꞌ materials were developed between these two points in time. 

While I regard them as new forms of life for Chikashshanompaꞌ, they were largely produced, as 

was Gatschet’s, by linguists in association with native speaker consultants. These forms of 

Chikashshanompaꞌ rest firmly under the arbor of Chikashsha anompoli, and have become vital 

elements of our ittonchololiꞌ. Their extensive documentary materials compose a secure archive 

                                                
337 Alice James Keel, Peter J. Hudson, and Muriel H. Wright, A Dictionary of the Chickasaw 
Dialect.. 1986.105. Minor Collections—1986. Chickasaw Dialect, 1930. Efforts continue to locate 
the body text of this dictionary as well as an associated comparative Chickasaw-Choctaw-
English wordlist.  
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for our descendants should they wish to look deeply into the structure and worldview of 

Chikashshanompaꞌ. They include William Pulte’s article on the position of Chickasaw in Western 

Muskogean;338 Dr. Munro’s extensive work on Chikashshanompaꞌ from 1982 forward, most 

particularly her and Catherine Willmond’s 1994 dictionary;339 and the aforementioned 

Introduction to Chickasaw, a mid-ꞌ90s title by Various Indian Peoples Publishing with 

contributions by native speakers Carlin Thompson, the late Jerry Imotichey and his sister, the 

late Yvonne Alberson.340  

 The Chikashsha holissochi manifestations of Chikashsha anompoli are diverse, from 

isolated pieces of Chikashshanompaꞌ scattered amid primarily English text, to language-heavy 

titles in both fiction and nonfiction including children’s titles, to language-specific publications 

of Chikashsha holissochi. A survey of titles published by Chickasaw Press that include language 

to some degree would be too lengthy.  I will focus on the Press’s forms of Chikashsha holissochi 

that are both enrichment- and language-learning-focused. 

C is for Chickasaw, 2014 
 
 C is for Chickasaw, written by Wiley Barnes (Chickasaw) and illustrated by Aaron Long 

(Choctaw Nation of Oklahoma), is a children’s alphabet book that combines rhyming verse with 

elements of Chickasaw history and culture. Each entry includes the Chickasaw word. For 

example: ‘Arrow, Oskiꞌ Nakiꞌ, Flying silently and swiftly through the air, warriors hunt for food, 

                                                
338 William Pulte, ‘The Position of Chickasaw in Western Muskogean,’ in Studies in Southeastern 
Indian Languages, edited by James M. Crawford (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1975), 
251-256.  
339 Munro and Willmond, Chickasaw. 
340 Yvonne Alberson, Carlin Thompson, and Jerry Imotichey with Greg Howard, Introduction to 
Chickasaw (Dallas, TX: Various Indian Peoples Publishing, 1994).  
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fish, deer, and even bear.’ 341 Below each verse is text to further illuminate the topic. The 

author’s intent was to combine images with rhymed verse to capture the younger audience, 

while the accompanying text is aimed at older students.  The hardback and softcover editions 

are identical in content, and include a Chickasaw glossary. The mobile app version of C is for 

Chickasaw includes audio for all language entries. The title falls clearly into the category of 

enrichment language texts, wherein the reader is given positive experiences with the language 

in a non-threatening environment. The app engages young learners with new media wherein 

they not only can hear the language spoken, but also engage all the content. I translated this 

work and recorded the audio for the app (Figure 42). 

 

Figure 42: C is for Chickasaw. Wiley Barnes and Aaron Long. (Ada, OK: White Dog Press, 2014). 
 

A Chickasaw Dictionary, 2015  
 

                                                
341 Wiley Barnes and Aaron Long, C is for Chickasaw (Ada, OK: White Dog Press, 2014), 8.  
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This edition of A Chickasaw Dictionary by the late Reverend Jess and Vinnie May 

James Humes was published by Chickasaw Press in response to citizen requests for an updated 

hardback edition. The first edition was published in 1973 by Creative Infomatics of Durant, 

Oklahoma, and issued in hardback with a white dust jacket on a brick-red hardback binding, and 

has been much loved and well used by citizens worldwide. While a paperback edition had been 

available first from the University of Oklahoma Press and then later from the Chickasaw Press, 

Chickasaw leadership felt that a special edition hardback would meet citizens’ desires (Figure 

43). 

                                      
Figure 43: A Chickasaw Dictionary. Jesse Humes and Vinnie May (James) Humes (Ada, OK: 

Chickasaw Press, 2015).  

CHIKASHA: The Chickasaw Collection at the National Museum of the American Indian, 2014 
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 I completed the manuscript and published this text in 2014. Chikasha: The Chickasaw 

Collection at the National Museum of the American Indian presents the rich Chickasaw 

collection held by the National Museum of the American Indian in Suitland, Maryland, near 

Washington, D.C. Chikasha is not primarily a language text, but it makes efforts to properly 

describe and name Chickasaw objects in specifically Chickasaw ways. Using archival research, 

oral histories and consultation with native speakers, I attempted to connect the past with the 

present, and position each object time in its time and place, called by its correct name. Each 

chapter is titled in Chikashshanompaꞌ, developed in consultation with native speaker Catherine 

Willmond. Objects were arranged according to type, with each entry including its 

Chikashshanompaꞌ name, English translation, materials, and NMAI catalog number. This title 

marked the first time I insisted on the use of my Chikashsha name on the cover—Lokosh 

(Joshua D. Hinson) (Figure 44).342    

                                                
342 My friend Ryan RedCorn (Osage) suggested that I start to use my Indian name, or lose it. I 
admit I had some hesitation at using my Indian name professionally, or anywhere in print. It felt 
like I was trying too hard to show the world I was really Chikashsha. That was probably just 
White Indian anxiety. RedCorn convinced me to put all that aside and use the name that 
speakers gave me.  
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Figure 44: Chikasha: The Chickasaw Collection at the National Museum of the American Indian. 

Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) (Ada, OK: Chickasaw Press, 2014). 

Chikasha Stories Volume One: Shared Spirit, 2011; Volume Two: Shared Voices, 2012; Volume 
Three: Shared Wisdom, 2013 
 

Authored by Chikashsha storyteller Glenda Galvan (Chola Iksaꞌ),343 the Chikasha Stories 

series marked the first fully bilingual publication for Chickasaw Press. Illustrated by Chickasaw 

artist Jeannie Barbour, with Chickasaw interpretations by JoAnn Ellis and Jerry Imotichey with 

Dr. John Dyson and Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), each volume includes shikonnoꞌpaꞌ344 and tribal 

stories from throughout the southeast, adapted by Galvan for her audience.  

An app version of the text, compatible with Apple and Android devices, was also 

produced. Based on Volume One: Shared Spirit, the app ‘features highlighted narration that 

allows children of all ages to read along with our traditional stories in English or Chickasaw. 

                                                
343 ‘Fox Clan.’ 
344 ‘Possum stories.’ 
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Interactive images let users touch characters and objects on the screen to hear the name 

spoken in Chickasaw. Presented as children’s stories, each tale teaches important life lessons, 

and readers can choose to listen along with the narration, or to read each story for themselves. 

Narratives feature Glenda Galvan, Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), the late Jerry Imotichey, and 

Joann Ellis. Illustrations by award-winning Chickasaw artist Jeannie Barbour’ (Figure 45).345 

The three texts are excellent examples of the restorative mode of MLC. In this case, we 

were not cultivating a new form of ittonchololiꞌ but using the tools of MLC to work backward 

from a shikonnoꞌpaꞌ conveyed in Chikashshanompaꞌ from one generation to a second, then 

shared as English versions with a third generation of the Ayakatubby family.346 We worked 

closely with JoAnn Ellis and the late Jerry Imotichey to develop Chikashshanompaꞌ versions of 

the English stories, using the narrative devices native to Chikashshanompaꞌ while moving away 

from English narrative approaches. The products of this restorative effort were successful in 

that they emerged as a new form of life for shikonnoꞌpaꞌ, as neither traditional 

Chikashshanompaꞌ narratives nor embellished English versions. The process of creating them 

was meaningful and powerful, and working with our native speakers was immensely satisfying. I 

cherish the process, though I remain somewhat conflicted about the resultant narratives.347 

                                                
345 https://chickasawpress.com/Books/Chikasha-Stories-Volume-One-Shared-Spirit.aspx#credits 
Accessed 25 June 2018. For an in-depth analysis of the retranslation process behind all three 
Chikasha Stories titles see Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson,) ‘Interpretation is a Tricky Business,’ in A 
Listening Wind: Native Literature from the Southeast, edited by Marcia Haag (Lincoln, NE: 
University of Nebraska Press, 2016), 123-135. 
346 Glenda Galvan’s grandmother, Minnie Ayakatubby, shared these stories with her son, 
Glenda’s father, in Chikashshanompaꞌ, who then shared these same stories in English with 
Glenda Galvan. Mrs. Galvan has shared English versions of these ancient stories with audiences 
for over forty years. Ibid.  
347 When pressed I have admitted feeling that these new Chikashshanompaꞌ narratives were 
too indebted to the English text, and that we could have pushed harder to develop a taut, 
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Figure 45: Chikasha Stories Volumes One, Two, and Three, 2011, 2012, 2013 (Sulphur and Ada, 
OK: Chickasaw Press). 

Anompilbashshaꞌ Asilhhaꞌ Holisso: Chickasaw Prayer Book, 2012 
 

The prayer book grew from a desire that Chickasaw citizens expressed for a collection of 

prayers and hymns in their own language and emerging from our Chikashsha speakers’ 

Christian faiths, worldviews and language. Such focused, topical, and immediately useful 

ceremonial language is part of the CLRP’s two-pronged approach to language revitalization: 

functional language enrichment activities for all citizens, and communicative immersion 

approaches intended to raise up a new generation of speakers—a new sprouting of ittonchololiꞌ 

to be tended in MLC. Anompilbashshaꞌ Asilhhaꞌ Holisso: Chickasaw Prayer Book includes topical 

prayers, readings, and passages from the Holy Bible (King James Version) presented in a 

bilingual Chikashshanompaꞌ and English format. The Chickasaw Language Committee, along 

with the author and Doctors John P. Dyson and Pamela Munro, recorded topical prayers in the 

language and translated scriptures thematically related to the separate prayers (Figure 46, 47, 

and 48): 

                                                
concise narrative that more closely paralleled truly native texts. I reserve the right to change my 
mind. Still, when re-reading many of these narratives, they strike me as slightly off in particular 
ways.  
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Figure 46: ‘The Lord’s Prayer, Matthew 6:9-13.’ Translations by Pauline Brown and Marie Beck, 

and Catherine Willmond with Eloise Pickens and Pamela Munro. From Anompilbashshaꞌ Asilhhaꞌ 
Holisso: Chickasaw Prayer Book. 
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Figure 47: ‘Prayer for Widows and Orphans.’ Prayer by Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), James 1:27 
and John 14:18, translation by Jerry Imotichey with John Dyson. From Anompilbashshaꞌ Asilhhaꞌ 

Holisso: Chickasaw Prayer Book. 
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Figure 48: Prayer for Illness and Suffering. Prayer by Jerry Imotichey, Jeremiah 33:6, translation 
by Jerry Imotichey with John Dyson. From Anompilbashshaꞌ Asilhhaꞌ Holisso: Chickasaw Prayer 

Book. 

 
The Chikashsha people have always been a spiritual people. Chikashsha Ancestors 

worshipped one god, called Abaꞌ Bínniꞌliꞌ. Chihoowa inannalhpisaꞌ yimmiꞌ348 developed largely 

after removal in Indian Territory, earlier, pre-removal missionary efforts having been much less 

successful.349 Chihoowa inannalhpisaꞌ yimmiꞌ developed into its manifestation within the larger 

Christendom, as have many other Indigenous forms of Christianity. Still, while missionaries 

introduced Christianity, many Ancestors discerned similarities between their traditional ways 

                                                
348 ‘Chickasaw Christianity.’ 
349 Paige, Bumpers and Littlefield, Chickasaw Removal, 14-15.  
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and the new way of worship. After a time, Christianity came to be an important part of 

Chikashsha life, and continues as such. 

  Chikashsha regularly meet in churches of various denominations, worshiping Chihoowa 

/ Abaꞌ Bínniꞌliꞌ as they have always done. Aaittanaaꞌ350 have functioned not only as spaces for 

religious functions but also as community centers, spaces for political foment, and as chokkaꞌ 

aa-anompoli,ꞌ351 in a setting wherein Chikashsha people lived in camp houses encircling the 

aaittanaaꞌ at the community center.352 The vast majority of anompíꞌshiꞌ are churchgoing people, 

and they hold the scriptures very close to their hearts.353 Anompilbashshaꞌ Asilhhaꞌ Holisso: A 

Chickasaw Prayer Book honors Christian traditions and offers, for the first time, prayers, hymns, 

and scriptures in their language. All prayers were written by speakers who expressed 

themselves to Chihoowa / Abaꞌ Bínniꞌliꞌ in their own way, using their own variety of 

Chikashshanompaꞌ. 

                                                
350 ‘Churches.’ 
351 ‘Houses for speaking.’ 
352 The arrangement of the aaittanaaꞌ at the center of the community with houses encircling it 
is cognate to the big houses in our mother towns in Mississippi. There is also a strong 
association with the center and the lowak holittoꞌpaꞌ, ‘sacred fire,’ surrounded by chishankoꞌ, 
‘arbors.’  
353 I would say every native speaker I ever worked with was at least nominally Christian. The 
core group that comprises the Chickasaw Language Committee are all Christians. Interestingly, 
some Chikashsha naayimmiꞌ have had no experiences with traditional religious practices, and 
some will vocally challenge others who have. Those practices include ceremonial ground 
religion and associated ball play. Nonetheless, all Chikashsha naayimmiꞌ who are native 
speakers have stories about traditional medicine and visiting alikchiꞌ dating earlier than the 
1980s. These same believers are consciously unaware of the connections between ceremonial 
ground practices and Chikashsha Christianity including architecture, ritual space, going to 
water, cognate leadership roles, and other significant aspects that characterize Chihoowa 
inannalhpisaꞌ yimmiꞌ. I hope that a future Chikashsha scholar will examine the historical 
development of Chihoowa inannalhpisaꞌ yimmiꞌ, and I hope that our people will maintain this 
tradition into the future.   
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 The text offers a powerful example of one of the wilder forms of ittonchololiꞌ, 

motivated by concerns outside the CLRP, but nurtured into fruitfulness by our anompíꞌshiꞌ and 

anompa shaaliꞌ. In response, Chikashsha people have embraced this text and use it productively 

in many ways.  

A Concise Chickasaw Dictionary, 2015 
 
 At the direction of Chickasaw Nation Department of Culture and Humanities Secretary 

Lisa John and Governor Anoatubby, I edited the manuscript for what would become A Concise 

Chickasaw Dictionary, published in 2014.354 Following the publication of Chickasaw: An 

Analytical Dictionary in 1994 and the program’s consistent use of the spelling system from that 

title, citizens increasingly perceived a tension. Humes (or something like it, based on speaker 

preference) was preferred by native speakers. The Munro-Willmond spelling system was 

preferred by younger anompa shaaliꞌ and people who studied the language and used both the 

dictionary and the 2008 grammar book, including employees of the Chickasaw Language 

Revitalization Program.355 

Despite our efforts to use each spelling system in public language displays including 

building signage, confusion seemed to grow. Our people seemed to think the two spelling 

systems reflected different ways of speaking Chikashshanompaꞌ, which was far from the truth. 

We had since 2007 conveyed a consistent message that Chikashshanompaꞌ was a single 

language with individual variations among and within families, and that any variety of 

                                                
354 The following material was originally published as Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), ‘A Personal 
Reflection of the Development of A Concise Chickasaw Dictionary,’ Ishtunowa: The Journal of 
Chickasaw History and Culture 18, no. 1 (Spring 2016):18-25.  
355 Ibid., 21. 
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Chikashshanompaꞌ could be represented visually in either spelling system, or an alternative 

system.356  

I attempted to speak to this in the foreword of the dictionary:  

Rather than two very different orthographies, the desire of the Department of 
Chickasaw Language is that the two systems appear as complementary, side-by-
side, co-equal and as a matter of choice rather than some obligation. 
Orthographies are, after all, simply attempts to represent oral languages in 
written form. . . . Chickasaw can be represented in a variety of ways: Humes, 
Munro-Willmond, the two systems together, or in any way that feels right to a 
speaker or learner of the language. We should feel free to use what seems best 
for us. 

 
Let us remember that regardless of the spelling we choose, each is speaking the 
same language, simply representing the same word in different ways. These 
minor differences in spelling would be meaningless to our Chickasaw Ancestors, 
who communicated in their language without any writing system whatsoever. 
Like them, let us not be overly concerned with differences in spelling but rather 
focus on speaking and communicating with one another in the language of our 
Ancestors. 357 
 

 The project also used extra material Mrs. Humes had wanted to include in the original 

text. However, we avoided calling this text a second edition, and appreciated it rather as a 

companion volume. Our native speakers who knew and had friendships with the late Reverend 

and Mrs. Humes treasure A Chickasaw Dictionary and we wanted to avoid offending 

Posipóngniꞌ358 in any way.  

Still, it was clear that the late Mrs. Humes took pains to meticulously record entries 

from the original dictionary, edits and additions, at first on reel-to-reel tapes and later on 

                                                
356 This is in fact how most native speakers would write when they choose to do so—using the 
Roman alphabet, pulling some morphemes away from the root verb akin to Choctaw, and 
varying their spelling in whatever way seems correct to them. Ibid., 21-22.   
357 Humes and Humes, A Concise Chickasaw Dictionary, xiii.  
358 ‘Our elders.’ 
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audiocassettes. It was from these recordings, now digitized, that I began the laborious 

process of editing.  

 The original manuscript was converted to a Word document using optical character 

recognition software, and proofed by graduate students from the University of Texas at 

Arlington under direction of Dr. Colleen Fitzgerald. From the audio files I transcribed her words. 

I added spellings from the Munro and Willmond system below her original entries, which in 

some cases were the same. Where any entry was new to the text, I found similar words and 

reconstructed its spelling using strategies she used. The only modifications I made to the 

original spellings were where she employed a pure nasal vowel in the recording, but did not 

mark the word as such in the manuscript.359 

I had some misgivings and felt much trepidation at the prospect of offending tribal 

citizens with a project of this kind. I only desired for learners to use the resource to acquire 

Chikashshanompaꞌ and to then ‘create in their language in whatever way feels good to them. 

Speak it. Write poetry. Make a phone call. Send a text. Update your Facebook. This is a living 

language. The real travesty would not be whether we spell the word meaning ‘good’ as chukma 

or chokma, but that it ceases to be spoken at all.’360 Despite my fears, A Concise Chickasaw 

Dictionary was well received, remains a best-seller for Chickasaw Press, and citizens use it as I 

had hoped (Figure 49). 

                                                
359 Humes and Humes, A Concise Chickasaw Dictionary, xv, xvi.  
360 Hinson, ‘A Personal Reflection,’ 25.  
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Figure 49: Jesse Humes and Vinnie May (James) Humes,  A Concise Chickasaw Dictionary, edited 
by Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) (Ada, OK: Chickasaw Press, 2015). 

The Early Chickasaw Homeland, 2014  
 
 The late Dr. John Dyson, a longtime friend of the CLRP, wrote this book with language 

assistance from the late Jerry Imotichey. The Early Chickasaw Homeland: Origins, Boundaries & 

Society draws on John’s extensive background in the language and his great research skills to 

illuminate topics of our ancient history including clans, place names, and the origin of the word 

‘Chikashsha.’ The book is not a language text per se; rather, it is more ethnohistorical in scope. 

The Early Chickasaw Homeland is an example of what can be accomplished when scholars 
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partner with Indigenous communities—that is, research with them, rather than about them, 

an approach that is the essence of Chikashsha asilhlha (Figure 50): 

  
Figure 50: John P. Dyson, The Early Chickasaw Homeland: Origins, Boundaries & Society (Ada, 

OK: Chickasaw Press, 2014). 

Ilimpaꞌchiꞌ: Weꞌre Gonna Eat! A Chickasaw Cookbook, 2011 

Ilittibaaimpaꞌ:! Let’s Eat Together! A Chickasaw Cookbook, 2015  
 

Both titles were co-authored by native speaker JoAnn Ellis and former Chickasaw 

Language Revitalization Program employee Vicki Penner. They created two lovingly curated 

cookbooks of treasured family recipes from multiple community members. While not a 

language text, JoAnn included language throughout.  Some of their recipes are completely in 

Chikashshanompaꞌ (Figure 51): 
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Figure 51: Vicki Penner and JoAnn Ellis, Ilimpaꞌchiꞌ: A Chickasaw Cookbook and ilittibaaimpaꞌ! 

Let’s Eat Together (Sulphur and Ada, OK: Chickasaw Press, 2011 and 2015).  

Let’s Speak Chickasaw: Chikashshanompaꞌ Kilanompoliꞌ, 2008 
 
 Let’s Speak Chickasaw: Chikashshanompaꞌ Kilanompoliꞌ was published by University of 

Oklahoma Press with assistance by Chickasaw Press in 2008. While not a product of the 

Chickasaw Language Revitalization Program, it has been instrumental in our program 

development and I would be remiss not to detail it here. The text is a kind of hybrid—not a full, 

descriptive grammar, nor a simple teaching grammar. A significant number of pages are 

devoted to challenging topics including rhythmic lengthening and the verb grade system. The 

text is arranged topically, with prose describing linguistic features with language exercises 

alternating, as well as relevant cultural material. It includes a compact disc with selected 

passages read by Mrs. Willmond. It is the main text used at East Central University for 

Chickasaw I-IV classes, and was highly instructive in my own learning. I was conversational 

when I first encountered it, so it helped me qualify what I heard from speakers, and enhanced 

my speech. Let’s Speak Chickasaw has proven a powerful tool in our ittonchololiꞌ process, and 
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has informed other significant efforts including Rosetta Stone Chickasaw (see below) and 

Chikasha Academy (see Chapter 8). Although Chickasaw Press does not publish the book, it has 

included it in every annual catalog, and sells copies of it in its bookstore and online. 

(Figure 52):  

 
Figure 52: Pamela Munro and Catherine Willmond, Let’s Speak Chickasaw: Chikashshanompaꞌ 

Kilanompoliꞌ (Norman, OK: University of Oklahoma Press, 2008).  

Chickasaw Basic Language Workbook I and II, 2016 and 2018 
 
 The Chickasaw Language Committee and Chikashsha scholar Michelle Cooke authored 

these texts in 2016 and 2018. They offer examples of Chikashshanompaꞌ and activities for 

beginner-level learners either in area community classes or self-study contexts. They also 

present both orthographies side by side in a manner similar to A Concise Chickasaw Dictionary. 

Because language community members aided in creating them, they also stand as examples of 

resistance against the tyranny of orthographic purism we have struggled with since the mid-
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1990s. We always say citizens should be free to spell and speak Chikashshanompaꞌ in ways 

that are right and relevant for themselves (Figure 53):   

 
Figure 53: Michelle Cooke with the Chickasaw Language Committee, Chickasaw Basic Language 

Workbook I and II (Ada, OK: Chickasaw Press, 2016 and 2018). 

Rosetta Stone Chickasaw  
 
Thursday, September 2, 2010 at 4:12pm UTC-10 
 
Rosetta Stone’s newest endangered language product. Guess what? They haven’t done a 
Muskogean language. Guess what else? Chickasaw is the MOST critically endangered 
Muskogean language, with less than 75 native speakers, all over the age of 55. If you are 
Chickasaw, married to a Chickasaw, friends with a Chickasaw or just care about Chickasaw and 
other endangered languages, contact Rosetta Stone and express your desire to have Chickasaw 
accepted as a project in the Endangered Language Program. Here’s the contact info: Marion 
Bittinger Manager, Endangered Language Program  
T: (540) 236-5331 F: (540) 432-0953 mbittinger@rosettastone.com RosettaStone.com361 
______________________________________________________________________________   
 
Chokma -   
 
Thank you for taking time to explain the Endangered Language Program process in detail. We 
look forward to applying to the program as soon as a new project is opening becomes available. 
We believe that Chickasaw is an ideal language for Rosetta Stone’s Endangered Language 
Program for several reasons: 1) Chickasaw is a critically endangered language. We currently 
have less than 75 native speakers, all over the age of 55, among an ethnic population of 44,500. 
2) Chickasaw will be an excellent, complementary language in the Rosetta Stone Endangered 
                                                
361 Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Facebook status update, 2 September 2010. 
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Language Program portfolio. It is a Muskogean language, currently spoken in the Chickasaw 
Nation, located in south-central Oklahoma. Rosetta Stone, while having made significant 
strides in offering a broad range of Native American languages, has yet to offer a language of 
the Muskogean family nor a language currently spoken in Oklahoma, a state internationally 
recognized for both its linguistic diversity and its status as a hot spot of language loss. 3) The 
Chickasaw Nation is an ideal partner for Rosetta Stone. Nationally and internationally 
recognized as a leader in Indian Country, both economically and culturally, the Chickasaw 
Nation and the Department of Chickasaw Language will put its full support behind the project. 
The Department of Chickasaw Language brings a full-time staff of six to the project, as well as a 
language committee composed of 26 native speakers of Chickasaw. We are confident that we 
can collaborate with Rosetta Stone’s Endangered Language Program staff to efficiently and 
quickly create a product that will stand proudly amongst the many world languages currently 
offered by Rosetta Stone. Thank you for your consideration, and I will be in touch in early spring 
of 2011.   
 
 
Chokma’shki -   
Joshua D Hinson  
the Chickasaw Nation  
Director  
Department of Chickasaw Language  
Chickasaw Language Revitalization Program  
Division of History and Culture   
580-436-2603 x 62342 (office) 580-272-7216 (mobile)   
POMANOMPAAT BÍLLIꞌYA - Our Language is Forever.362  
______________________________________________________________________________ 
  
Thursday, August 18, 2016 at 10:18am UTC-10 
Joshua D. Hinson and Marion Bittinger are now friends.363 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Friday, September 2, 2016 at 5:24pm UTC-10 
Joshua D. Hinson shared a memory. 
And six years later, weꞌre actually doing Rosetta Stone Chickasaw. Marion Bittinger - were you 
inundated with calls?364 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

                                                
362 Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), email message to Marion Bittinger, 26 September 2010.  
363 Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Facebook status update, 18 August 2016. 
364 Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Facebook status update, 2 September 2016. 
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From the moment I was appointed to lead the language program in 2007, I was often asked 
when we were going to do a Rosetta Stone program. These requests, whether deriving 
ultimately from someone’s actual experience with Rosetta Stone products, or merely the efficacy 
of Rosetta Stone’s marketing strategy, were regular, and insistent. From 2007 to 2010 the 
program was largely preoccupied with existing initiatives including the Phraselator program (that 
ultimately led to the Apple mobile application and website) and the Chickasaw Master-
Apprentice Program, so Rosetta Stone Chickasaw requests were simply duly noted, with ‘maybe 
someday’ responses. If the stars aligned, resources were allocated, and Governor Anoatubby felt 
that the project would ultimately benefit our people, then we would do Rosetta Stone 
Chickasaw.  
 
Lokosh  
12 March 2019 
 
 During the early 1980s, the Rosetta Stone company grew from founder Allen Stoltzfusꞌ 

frustration with traditional language learning methods. Unlike his acquisition of German that 

grew out of real-world immersion experiences in Germany, his experience with Russian was 

difficult and decidedly unnatural. Stoltzfus imagined a computer-aided program wherein 

students acquired their target languages through sight and sound, in an immersive 

environment, without direct translation. After exploring the idea with his brother-in-law, Dr. 

John Fairfield, who had completed a doctorate in computer science, Stoltzfus determined the 

technology of the day could not realize such a vision. In 1992 the company that would become 

Rosetta Stone Inc. was formed in Harrisonburg, Virginia. Stoltzfus, Fairfield, and Stoltzfus’ 

brother Eugene named their product after the famed Egyptian artifact that first enabled 

scholars to decipher Egyptian hieroglyphics. Rosetta Stone quickly engaged the consumer 

language-learning market with its ubiquitous yellow packaging and distinctive blue Rosetta 

Stone logo. Rosetta Stone Inc. now provides language instruction for more than thirty world 
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languages, and has recently expanded its education technology efforts worldwide with offices 

in other countries, including Brazil.365  

 Our motivation to pursue Rosetta Stone was not based on the company’s reputation, 

the efficacy of ‘Computer Aided Language Learning’ (CALL) approaches, or any other factors 

beyond one: Rosetta Stone had established the Endangered Languages program.366 As of fall 

2010, it had released five projects with Indigenous language groups across the United States. 

Communities sponsoring endangered language projects with Rosetta Stone included the NANA 

Regional Corporation and Aqqaluk Trust (Iñupiaq (Coastal) and Iñupiaq (Kobuk/Selawik), 2007 

and 2010, the Torngâsok Cultural Center (Inuttitut, 2007 and 2011), the Kanienꞌkehaka 

Onkwawén:na Raotitiohkwa Language and Cultural Center (Mohawk, 2009), and the Chitimacha 

Tribe of Louisiana (Sitimaxa, 2010).367 We believed if other Indigenous communities could work 

successfully with Rosetta Stone, perhaps we could, too.   

 After I became aware of Rosetta Stone’s Endangered Language program in 2008, I 

emailed program manager Amy M. Echo-Hawk (Pawnee-Yakama). She expressed an interest in 

a Rosetta Stone Chickasaw project, and sent out a packet of introductory material. The project 

as proposed would deliver online content and 1,000 physical CD-ROM products.368 Following 

this communication, I reached out to my division administrator Foshhommak (Dr. Amanda 

                                                
365 ‘History,’ Rosetta Stone. Accessed 13 March 2017, http://www.rosettastone.com/history. 
366 Larry Abramson, ‘Software Company Helps Revive ꞌSleepingꞌ Language,’ All Things 
Considered, NPR (2 February 2010). 
367 ‘Endangered Languages,’ Rosetta Stone. Accessed 15 March 2017, http:// 
http://www.rosettastone.com/endangered/projects.  
368 Amy M. Echo-Hawk, email message to author, 7 August 2008. 
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Cobb-Greetham). We discussed the project, the relative merits of a similar approach for our 

own tribe, and considered next steps. At that time we determined to hold off until a later date. 

 Two years later, at Dr. Cobb-Greetham’s direction, I contacted Rosetta Stone 

Endangered Language program manager Marion Bittinger via email. The program had several 

projects already under way, including one in Navajo produced in conjunction with Navajo 

Language Renaissance. Bittinger requested that we contact them again in six months.369 I 

agreed, but went on to make the case for our program’s acceptance as an Endangered 

Language project based on several factors, including: 

1) Chickasaw was, and remains, a critically endangered language. In 2010 there were 

less than seventy-five native speakers, all older than 55, out of a tribal population of 44,500.370 

2) Chickasaw, as both the most critically endangered Muskogean language and a 

language of the state of Oklahoma, an internationally known language-loss hotspot, would be 

an ideal project for Rosetta Stone. 

3) The Chickasaw Nation, due to its exceptional commitment to language revitalization, 

its economic power as the second-largest employer in the state of Oklahoma, and the 

professional and linguistic resources available to devote to the language, would be an ideal 

partner.371  

 Upon agreed-upon follow-up in the spring of 2011, we were informed Rosetta Stone 

had suspended its Endangered Language program. Turning instead to other department 

                                                
369 Marion Bittinger, email message to author, 2 September 2010. 
370 As of this writing there are fewer than fifty first language speakers out of a tribal population 
of over 68,000 tribal citizens.  
371 Author, email message to Marion Bittinger, 2 September 2010.  
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initiatives including Chickasaw Press language publications and chickasaw.tv language 

education initiatives, we tabled CALL efforts, including Rosetta Stone, for future discussion.  

 In 2014 - 2015 we returned to the issue of language education for citizens at large, and 

the roles that CALL products could play in such efforts. At the time, tribal citizenship was 

roughly 60,000.372 Of that number, 20,000 lived in the tribal service area, another 20,000 

outside the service area but in the state of Oklahoma, and the remaining 20,000 in other locales 

like Houston, Texas; Portland, Oregon; Los Angeles, California; and Denver, Colorado. Of the 

60,000 tribal citizens, roughly sixty-five were native speakers of Chickasaw and perhaps another 

ten, at most, were serious students of the language and capable of sustained conversation.  

 By necessity, we had focused much of our efforts since 2007 on the small core group of 

language learners involved in the Chickasaw Master-Apprentice Program. We had produced 

many enrichment products for tribal citizens, with positive responses. But we not created an in-

depth, linguistically and culturally sound computer-aided language-learning product that could 

help most of our tribal citizens to reclaim Chikashshanompaꞌ. How could we balance the need 

for focused, structured immersion with the few while providing language-learning experiences 

for the majority? We needed a technological solution for the very human problem of language 

loss. 

 A language survey conducted in 2014 by Ivan Ozbolt in conjunction with the CLRP as 

part of his dissertation research showed that Chickasaw citizens desired programs that were 

focused on grammar-translation, with cultural components including guided activities and 

                                                
372 Chickasaw citizenship was 58,580 in 2014 and 61,290 in 2015. Palmer Mosely, email to 
author, 10 December 2019.   
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regular assessments, as well as potential for engagement with other learners. The survey and 

Ozbolt’s resultant dissertation shaped in significant ways our thinking toward a CALL 

approach.373 

 We explored computer-aided language-learning websites that provided access free of 

charge, especially platforms like DuoLingo and WeSpeak. The strength of these programs is that 

they are large and crowd-sourced, with native speakers and serious students of a given 

language producing content that becomes core lessons for the casual, non-native learner.374 

The department made some early attempts to contact Duolingo with limited success, in 2014 

and 2015, including emailing founders Luis von Ahn and Severin Hacker.  The department 

applied to Duolingo’s Incubator program for new languages in June 2015, and received a 

rejection email on 15 June 2015. Duolingo stated it did not have the resources to add a 

Chickasaw Duolingo course, and that even if it did, the limited size of our ‘crowd’ would 

severely limit our progress. A successful Duolingo project has hundreds and often thousands of 

users/editors.375   

 In fall 2014 we revisited the idea of a Rosetta Stone Chickasaw project. Our chickasaw.tv 

partner, advertising agency and media company Ackerman McQueen, made inroads with 

Rosetta Stone’s corporate offices. Although the company’s Endangered Language program was 

still technically mothballed, a meeting was arranged between Rosetta Stone executives and 

                                                
373 Ozbolt, ‘Community Perspectives.’  
374 Parmy Olson, ‘Crowdsourcing Capitalists: How Duolingo's Founders Offered Free Education 
To Millions,’ Forbes, 10 February 2014. 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/parmyolson/2014/01/22/crowdsourcing-capitalists-how-
duolingos-founders-offered-free-education-to-millions/#1c54777a7251 
375 Duolingo Support, email to author, 15 June 2015.  
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myself in early 2015 to gather information, make an initial effort for the Chickasaw Language 

Revitalization Program to express its desires for the Rosetta Stone Chickasaw project, and for 

Rosetta Stone to find answers to questions they had about the technological infrastructure of 

the Chickasaw Nation, including media and linguistic resources, human resources, and internal 

audio-visual production capacities.  

 The meeting took place 6 March 2015. Rosetta Stone followed up with a detailed 

proposal on 27 April of that year. A revised proposal was delivered 30 April, and another 

revision on 23 June 2015. That third revision was reviewed by Culture and Humanities secretary 

Lisa John and Governor Bill Anoatubby. On 16 July 2015, I received word from my direct 

supervisor, Executive Officer Lori Hamilton, that Governor Anoatubby had given the green light 

on Rosetta Stone Chickasaw (RSC) Levels 1 and 2, with a contract option to produce Levels 3 

and 4.376 

 Following a lengthy contract approval process, the Rosetta Stone Chickasaw 

development team met in Ada, Oklahoma, at the headquarters building of the Chickasaw 

                                                
376 I have on occasion suggested that garnering political capital and support for language 
revitalization efforts from both the Chikashsha community and tribal government was not ‘a 
hard sell,’ but that statement simplifies what is actually a great deal of complicated language 
advocacy work - advocacy conducted at all levels of tribal government and throughout our 
communities. The work of language advocacy enables us to do our revitalization work, and 
acknowledgement of the gift that is language advocacy is warranted – individuals including 
Governor Anoatubby, Dr. Amanda J. Cobb-Greetham, Lisa John, Lori Hamilton, my co-workers, 
and the members of the Chickasaw Language Committee have provided the institutional and 
cultural support needed to sustain an effective revitalization program.  
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Nation.377 In attendance from the Chickasaw Nation were myself and Dr. Juliet Morgan.378 

From Rosetta Stone were Curriculum Lead Marion Bittinger, Product Management Director 

Stephanie Allen, Custom Services Senior Manager LeeAnn Stone, and Account Executive Suzette 

Patterson. The purpose of our two-day meeting was to identify key players in the partnership, 

define and assign responsibilities, detail project components and workflow, and to sketch a 

preliminary scope and sequence for the forty lessons of Rosetta Stone Chickasaw Level 1.  

 The part was devoted to the usual business of beginning a long-term partnership around 

a fairly complicated product: introductions, role assignments, and general orientation 

concerning the product development process. The Rosetta Stone team led the orientation, and 

described to us the various roles needed to complete the Rosetta Stone Chickasaw Level 1 

product:  

• Project Lead, the primary point of contact between Rosetta Stone and the Chickasaw 

Nation; 

• Project Manager, responsible for schedules, budget, and project management with the 

Rosetta Stone project manager; 

• Lesson Authors, responsible for initial drafts of lessons, vocabulary definitions, example 

sentences, and certain categories of product content; 

• Script Authors, who author video scripts; 

                                                
377 This development narrative addresses only the process and does not touch on financial 
aspects of the project. Representatives of Rosetta Stone and the Chickasaw Nation, including 
myself, signed non-disclosure agreements at the beginning of the proposal process.  
378 At the time of this first meeting Dr. Morgan was a graduate student at the University of 
Oklahoma. She has since completed her dissertation on the Chikasha Academy Adult Immersion 
Program and has joined CLRP as a full-time staff linguist.  
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• Test Authors, who create practicing and testing content; 

• Editors, responsible for all lesson content and ensuring it follows lesson objectives; 

• Reviewers, given the tasks to proofread, check images, and check audio; 

• Voice and Video actors, whose performances create the core audiovisual product; and 

• the Video Production Team, responsible for the final video products.  

______________________________________________________________________________ 

At this point I wasn’t quite sure what we had gotten ourselves into. I quickly realized the custom 
solution we had signed on for was far different from the Rosetta Stone Foundations and 
Endangered Language products I was familiar with. Even the physical product was absent. The 
yellow box with the blue Rosetta Stone logo, encapsulating CD-ROM disks for installation in your 
personal computer didn’t even exist, anymore. The entire program was to live in the cloud and 
moreover, it was centered on a video at the core of each lesson. And the videos were not simple 
black-box affairs with minimal acting. They were full-blown productions.  I had no idea how we 
were going to accomplish the enormous task ahead. The Chickasaw side of the Rosetta Stone —
Chickasaw Nation partnership alone—was composed of potentially over twenty persons. We 
were a small program of ten full-time employees, half devoted to full-time language learning in 
the Chikasha Academy Adult Immersion Program. I was to be a lead facilitator in the Chikasha 
Academy initiative. It became quickly evident that I would need to lean on another learner to 
accomplish the goals of the Chikasha Academy so I could give the amount of effort and intensity 
required to pull off Rosetta Stone Chickasaw. Even then, I had serious misgivings about our 
ability to fully staff the Chickasaw side of the Rosetta Stone Chickasaw partnership.  
 
Lokosh  
19 March 2019 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

Rosetta Stone Chickasaw ilikbiꞌ (Let’s create Rosetta Stone Chickasaw!): Development Process  
 

During the months following, the three project leads, Marion Bittinger of Rosetta Stone, 

myself, and Dr. Juliet Morgan, developed the scope and sequence document for Rosetta Stone 

Chickasaw Level 1. We began by studying reference scope and sequence documents from other 

Rosetta Stone projects, navigating through them while making changes, rejecting irrelevant 
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suggestions and expanding where necessary to ensure content was culturally appropriate, 

rich, grammatically appropriate and compelling for the user population. The scope and 

sequence follow a familiar pattern repeated throughout the product (Figure 54): 

 

 
Figure 54: Scope and Sequence, Lesson One: ‘Chikasha Poya,’ Rosetta Stone Chickasaw, 2016. 

  From the scope and sequence document emerged lesson templates that would be 

fleshed out in scripts for video production and audio content for various applications. The final 

scope and sequence document for RSC Level 1 was submitted in January 2016, reviewed by my 

line of authority, and approved for production.  

The full 160-lesson scope and sequence followed a particular grammatical architecture 

underpinning the entire product. We built upon the work of Munro and Willmond 2008 to 

define the underlying grammar, but always deferred to the RSC sub-committee (see below) 

when their usages varied from the described variety. We also felt free to move away from the 

specific grammatical scope of sequence in Munro and Willmond 2008 when the grammar 

required of a particular video demanded it. Regardless, the grammar was heavily sheltered in 

the first two levels.  

Producing video scripts was a long, involved process. We turned immediately to a 

subcommittee of the CLC in Level 1, consisting of the late Jerry Imotichey, Stanley Smith, Rose 
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Shields Jefferson, and Pauline Brown to draft each lesson script for linguistic and cultural 

accuracy. Each script was reviewed by the committee, and upon approval by leadership, was 

moved into production. The video production process was also intricate, with the production 

team from Ackerman McQueen in the production lead, myself as on-set language consultant379, 

and a cast of five Chickasaw citizens to portray the core family group: Rose Shields Jefferson as 

the grandmother Liliꞌ; Kara Berst as her daughter, Lisa Hikatubby; Jason Eyachabbe as Lisa’s 

husband, Ben Hikatubby; Kara’s daughter, Neveah Smith portraying Lisa and Ben’s daughter 

Taloowaꞌ380 and Jason’s son, Jariah Eyachabbe, portraying Nashoba.381 In later seasons we 

added Luther John portraying Ben’s father, Charlie Hikatubby. Mr. John also replaced the late 

Jerry Imotichey on the Rosetta Stone Chickasaw subcommittee after Jerry’s passing. We also 

used more than fifty Chickasaw citizens and employees in the production of the full 160-lesson 

Rosetta Stone Chickasaw story arc.  

The Rosetta Stone Chickasaw subcommittee reviewed each video following production, 

offered editorial comments, and reviewed subsequent edited videos until agreeing they were 

satisfactory. The subcommittee was well aware of the challenges of the process for non-native 

speakers and second-language learners tasked with acting while confidently and accurately 

delivering lines in Chikashshanompaꞌ. What emerged is a full 160 lessons averaging two and a 

half minutes each, portraying communicative Chikashshanompaꞌ in a variety of social and 

                                                
379 Most of my Rosetta Stone Chickasaw responsibilities were organized around video script 
production and video production, with on-set language coaching for each video. I was not 
present at perhaps two or three shooting days at most, when Osiꞌ Tohbiꞌ (Brandon White Eagle) 
substituted for me.  
380 ‘Song, singer.’ 
381 ‘Wolf.’ 
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cultural settings. They are, of course, fictional, natural transmission of Chikashshanompaꞌ 

having ceased in the 1940s, but they are also aspirational. Chikashsha families can now see 

what it looks like to communicate in a dynamic family setting. That is considered a powerful 

aspect of the Rosetta Stone Chickasaw process.  

Following the production, editing, and approval of the videos, we turned to lesson and 

assessment authoring. The process of interpreting the content in each lesson into discrete 

lesson content areas was also a long one. Doctors Morgan and Kari Chew (who joined the 

development team for Levels 1, 3, and 4) authored lesson and assessment content while I 

functioned as a master editor and creator of cultural content in consultation with the 

subcommittee and LaDonna Brown, Director of Research and Cultural Interpretation, Division 

of Heritage Preservation, Department of Culture and Humanities. Once the entire forty-lesson-

per-level content was created and reviewed by the production team and support staff from 

CLRP, we would submit for release date, generally in the spring of each year: spring 2017, 2018, 

2019, with a final release scheduled for late spring or early summer 2020. 

Rosetta Stone Chickasaw Lesson Structure 
 

A thorough survey of the Rosetta Stone Chickasaw product is beyond the scope of this 

chapter, but I hope a brief overview of a typical lesson’s content will be instructive. Rosetta 

Stone Chickasaw Level 1, Lesson 1, is titled, Chikasha Poya, ‘We are Chickasaw,’ and follows the 

standard lesson sequence for all levels: 

• Introduction 

• Vocabulary 
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• Usage Intro 

• Usage 

• Usage practice 

• Reading aloud 

• Writing Practice 

• Test. 

 
Figure 55: Rosetta Stone Chickasaw Level One, Lesson One, lesson overview screen. 

The overview screen for each lesson describes what a learner will be able to do after 

completion, while the sidebar tracks progress across each section. The introduction section is 

the video component for each lesson. In this case, Chikasha Poya begins with an introduction 

and welcome to the Rosetta Stone Chickasaw product from Governor Bill Anoatubby, followed 

by the Chikasha Poya lesson that introduces us to the Hikatubby family (Figure 56):  
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Figure 56: Rosetta Stone Chickasaw Level One, Lesson One, Introduction screenshot. 

 
The next content area is ‘Vocabulary,’ which introduces the core lesson vocabulary with 

an audio file recorded by a native speaker of Chikashshanompaꞌ, an associated image, a ‘Listen’ 

tab for replaying the audio file, and a ‘Speak’ tab to record the vocabulary spoken by the user, 

which is in turn analyzed against native and non-native speaker speech to give the user a 

general sense of his or her accuracy. Upon flipping the card, the user is presented with the 

English translation of the vocabulary item and two example sentences in Chikashshanompaꞌ 

(Figures 57 and 58). The user has the ability to choose ‘Not Yet’ to recycle a vocabulary item or 

‘I Understand,’ to continue. This section, like all others, can be repeated as often as the user 

chooses.  
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Figure 57: Rosetta Stone Chickasaw Level One, Lesson One, Vocabulary screenshot. 

 

                          
Figure 58: Rosetta Stone Chickasaw Level One, Lesson One, Vocabulary screenshot. 

 

The next section, ‘Usage Intro’ (Figure 59), is dedicated to a video presentation that 

expands on a given lesson’s content. In the case of Chikasha Poya, the ‘Usage Intro’ video titled 

‘Getting Started’ walks the user through the interface for each lesson, explains what the user 

will encounter, details the features of each of the seven sections and the test, and offers 

technical assistance in activating the microphone and the virtual keyboard for writing practice. 
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Subsequent ‘Usage Intro’ video content will include vocabulary review in a whole-language 

context as portrayed in the videos, significant cultural content such as native speaker Sam 

Johnson preparing pishofa at Seeley Chapel, and other strategies to offer critical repetition of 

core vocabulary and language structures.   

 
Figure 59: Rosetta Stone Chickasaw Level One, Lesson One, Usage Intro screenshot. 

 
 The ‘Usage’ section allows users to hear and see in-depth grammatical information, 

alternative spellings, and relevant cultural content (Figure 60).  
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Figure 60: Rosetta Stone Chickasaw Level One, Lesson One, Usage Intro screenshot. 

 
 ‘Usage practice’ allows users immediately to practice the content they have gleaned 

from the introductory video and seen represented and reinforced in the ‘Vocabulary,’ ‘Usage 

Intro’ and ‘Usage’ sections. Instructions at the top of the window guide users through the 

choices they need to make to move to the next item (Figures 61 and 62):  

 

 
Figure 61: Rosetta Stone Chickasaw Level One, Lesson One, Usage Practice screenshot.  
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Figure 62: Rosetta Stone Chickasaw Level One, Lesson One, Usage Practice screenshot.  

 
‘Reading aloud’ (Figure 63) allows users to listen to a recording of Chikashshanompaꞌ 

text from a native speaker or advanced language learner (generally me), and to record a clip of 

themselves reading the same text. The software analyzes every user’s recording against a 

database of native and non-native speaker recordings and provides a rating. The user can go 

back and forth between listening and recording their audio until they are satisfied with their 

score. 

 
Figure 63: Rosetta Stone Chickasaw Level One, Lesson One, Reading Aloud screenshot. 
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 ‘Writing practice’ provides a series of audio files and prompts for the user to 

transcribe what they hear, using the Munro Willmond orthography (Figure 64). Users are given 

a virtual keyboard that helps them use the orthography’s special characters. This section has an 

explicit message for learners who do not care to focus on writing in Chikashshanompaꞌ, and the 

lesson test does not assess writing proficiency. 

 
Figure 64: Rosetta Stone Chickasaw Level One, Lesson One, Writing practice screenshot. 

 

 
Figure 65: Rosetta Stone Chickasaw Level One, Lesson One, Writing practice screenshot. 
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 The test at the end of each lesson assesses user comprehension through different 

strategies largely focused on listening, reading, pattern recognition, and vocabulary acquisition 

(Figure 66). It requires a score of 80 percent or better to move on to the next lesson. Speaking 

and writing are not assessed. I was resistant to this sort of testing, but our citizens consistently 

communicated how they wanted a rigorous CALL product that would assess their acquisition of 

Chikashshanompaꞌ. So, we gave it to them.   

 
Figure 66: Rosetta Stone Chickasaw Level One, Lesson One, Test screenshot. 

Content themes across levels 
 

The communicative goals of RSC drove the video content. We wanted citizens to be able 

to acquire the essential vocabulary and grammatical knowledge to confidently communicate 

with others in Chikashshanompaꞌ, in whatever way, location, time, or domain that felt right to 

them. We also hoped they would be enriched by the cultural information, and shifted 

increasingly to fundamentally culture-driven lessons in later levels. These later lessons did not 
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forgo communicating the underlying grammatical information, but the focus on overt 

grammatical instruction diminished in many cases.   

The topics of RSC Level 1 include identity, speaking, family members, age, domestic 

animals, colors, preparing traditional foods like pishofa, telling time, days of the week, morning 

activities, clothing and colors, breakfast foods, asking questions, grammatical tenses (including 

future tense), weather, narrating in first and third persons, language learning, daily schedule, 

seasonal activities, home-based activities, texting, bedtime routines, household contents, 

money, shopping, birthdays, church activities, talking about where someone comes from, body 

parts, basic health and states of being, toꞌliꞌ382, our Chickasaw Nation governmental structure, 

agriculture, extended family, and Christmas traditions among our people.  

Level 2 topics include introducing yourself and others, making kapochchaꞌ toꞌliꞌ383,  

playing games, prayer, recreational activities in the Chickasaw Nation and Oklahoma City, the 

Chickasaw Princess Pageant, traditional gifting of feathers, an interview series focusing on 

Chikashsha professionals and careers, a series on the Chickasaw Cultural Center and Chickasaw 

Nation landmarks, and traditional naming practices.  

Level 3 topics include introduction of self and family to others, leisure activities in the 

Chickasaw community, a crawfish boil, misunderstandings, turkey hunting at Kullihoma, 

community language classes, cooking pishofa, gathering and preparing atofalaaꞌ imilhlhaꞌ384, 

sharing information with others using increasingly complex switch-reference features, talking 

about your day, asking and giving directions, talking about obligations, talking about chores, 

                                                
382 ‘Stickball.’  
383 ‘Stickball sticks.’  
384 ‘Wild onions.’  
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talking about the game of horseshoes, comparisons, gardening and, most significantly for this 

level, understanding the telling of traditional Chikashsha stories and retelling them in one’s own 

words.  

Level 4 topics include introducing yourself and others, answering and asking personal 

questions, understanding the switch reference ‘if / when,’ learning Chikashshanompaꞌ and 

learner strategies, cooking of traditional foods, teaching others Chikashshanompaꞌ through 

strategies like do-it-yourself video segments made with mobile phones, relatives and significant 

persons in Chickasaw history, relating habitual actions for self and others, playing games, 

scheduling, a family meal, sibling conflict, Chickasaw veterans, citizens at large, the history of 

boarding schools and the Indian Relocation Program, the Chikasha Academy, playing games and 

spending time with elders, stories of growing up Chickasaw in the 1950s and 1960s, 

understanding the telling of traditional Chikashsha stories and retelling them in your own 

words, the obligation to teach others as you learn, and the historical realties for 

Chikashshanompaꞌ in the past as compared with our current ittonchololiꞌ movement. 

Nannanoliꞌ Chikashsha in RSC Levels 3 and 4 
  

As seen earlier in this chapter, we have a rich tradition of Chikashsha anompoli385, 

including shikonnoꞌpaꞌ and other forms of oral narrative. In our progression from whole 

language in natural, communicative settings toward richer cultural material, we looked to this 

archive of Chikashsha anompoli, in particular the corpus of narratives captured under the 

                                                
385 ‘Chikashsha speech.’ 
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auspices of the Chickasaw Verb grant. We gleaned significant shikonnoꞌpaꞌ from that archive 

for use in RSC Levels 3 and 4.386 

The first narrative was featured in Lesson 84: Hopaakikaash Shakchiat yaakniꞌ ikbittook, 

‘Long ago Crayfish made the land,’ as told by the late Juanita Byars (see Chapter 1). It is the 

creation story for not only the Chikashsha, but also other related nations. As related earlier, this 

story is judged by some anompí’shiꞌ to be shikonnoꞌpaꞌ, and by others as nannanoliꞌ álhlhiꞌ387. 

Regardless, it is one of our most significant and foundational stories, perhaps second only to 

the migration story.  

As with other grammatically complex examples of Chikashsha anompoli used in the 

Chikasha Academy approach (Chapter 8), we created simplified versions of the original 

narratives to assist users in acquiring them for themselves and for their retelling to others. The 

original text is fully transcribed in Chapter 1, so here I will only represent the modified narrative 

created from Mrs. Nail’s original for RSC (Figure 67): 

 

 
Figure 67: Chikashsha Creation Story, Rosetta Stone Chickasaw Lesson 84. 

 This version is highly simplified and features none of the complex switch-reference 

features or narrative devices of a typical anompíꞌshiꞌ nannanoliꞌ / shikonnoꞌpaꞌ. The core of the 

                                                
386 This shift in approach was negotiated among our working group, but is largely the product of 
input by Dr. Kari Chew.  
387 ‘True story.’  
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narrative is maintained however, in a way that helps inexperienced anompa shaaliꞌ access the 

material. The visual content for the lesson was created by Chikashsha author and artist Jeannie 

Barbour for Glenda Galvan’s storybook series (discussed above) (Figure 68):  

 

 
Figure 68: Rosetta Stone Chickasaw Level Three, Lesson Eighty-four, Introduction screenshot. 

 
 The bulk of the narratives in Level 3 are shikonnoꞌpaꞌ. One is a nannanoliꞌ chokoshpa388 

told by John Puller and retold by the late Jerry Imotichey. Two are fictional stories I wrote. The 

first is based on the childhood experiences of Rose Shields Jefferson, who attended Haskell 

Indian Nations University when it was still a high school. The other is drawn from the 

experiences of Stanley Smith as portrayed through the character of Charlie Hikatubby, 

recounting a childhood story of bullying and a trick played with a grass snake. The resultant 

                                                
388 ‘Joke story.’  
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narratives, being based partly in fact, were carefully developed with the anompíꞌshiꞌ who 

inspired them.  

We followed the same model in RSC Level 4, with primarily shikonnoꞌpaꞌ and a 

fictionalized narrative based loosely on a story from Kosiꞌ Sam Johnson, who recounted a 

childhood raccoon-hunting trip with a white classmate who, having been brought up among the 

Chikashsha people, could speak Chikashshanompaꞌ fluently. In our version the white child, 

called Sholop, ‘Ghost,’ has a crush on a Chikashsha girl named Adeline, and his Chikashsha 

friends play jokes on him using the language. Sholop and Adeline ultimately fell in love and 

were married—in Rosetta Stone Chickasaw land, anyway.389 The illustrations for the narratives 

in Levels 3 and 4 were created by Jeannie Barbour, Chickasaw / Seneca student Lauren John, 

Chickasaw citizen and Chickasaw Press employee Brigette McGregor, and myself.  

Learner Response  
 
 We designed this product hoping ten percent of our tribal citizenship would take 

advantage of it. About 6,800 persons are the target, and as of this writing we are currently at 

6,300 users of RSC. Of the ten percent target we hope 680 (1 percent of our current citizen 

population) will become committed, involved users active in the product on a weekly basis. Of 

this 1 percent we further hope that future anompa shaaliꞌ will emerge to join our efforts to 

maintain a speech community within the physical boundaries of the Chickasaw Nation.  

                                                
389 RSC is not without humor. It offers sight gags, punchline work, ‘Easter egg’ content that 
recalls 1980s films (in particular, ‘Ferris Bueller’s Day Off’), and some exceptional 1990s 
flashback scenes in Level 4 that proved quite entertaining to create and view.  
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 Citizens have regularly contacted myself or other CLRP employees to express their 

gratitude for the creation of RSC (Figure 69)390: 

  
Figure 69: User response, David Wolfe, Chickasaw citizen.  

 We took a survey following the release of RSC Level 2, and focused it on user experience 

so we could tailor Levels 3 and 4 more specifically to their needs. The survey targeted the 

heaviest users of the product, and received 29 responses. Of these ‘super users,’ 34.5 percent 

reported having worked all through Level 1; while 13.8 percent of respondents had worked 

through the forty lessons of Level 2. 75.9 percent of respondents said the content was neither 

too hard or too easy. They reported viewing the introductory video more than three times (48.3 

percent) and felt their comprehension increased with subsequent viewings (48.3 percent rated 

their subsequent comprehension as a 4 out of 5 scale, while 44.8 percent reported 5 out of 5 

scale). Only 3.4 percent wanted writing practice to be longer or more challenging. Of all 

respondents 65.5 percent reported being satisfied with the ‘Reading aloud’ activities. 

Comments about the Usage intro video content were interesting, and confirmed much of what 

                                                
390 Quote from Customer Success Story: Chickasaw Nation. 
https://resources.rosettastone.com/CDN/us/pdfs/Chickasaw-Customer-Success.pdf 
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Ozbolt found, that citizens wanted a product focused on overt grammatical instruction (55.2 

percent), vocabulary (69 percent), pronunciation (69 percent), and cultural content (62.1 

percent).391 51.7 percent of the super user respondents said the length of the grammar 

explanations were appropriate, with only 3.4 percent suggesting that they were too frequent 

and repetitive. The survey also solicited comments and suggestions.  

Selected responses received from users are reproduced below, unedited in bold, 

followed by my thoughts on some:  

More on daily talk between two people 

Interpersonal communication was perhaps our foremost concern in creating this 

project. In subsequent levels we gave them more ‘daily talk.’  

I'm using the Rosetta Stone Chickasaw in conjunction with the Chickasaw 

online classes with Sherrie. In general, I would say they work well using both 

learning methods together, rather than just one or the other. Chokma’shki, 

Joshua. 

Faniꞌ Iskannoꞌsiꞌ (Sherrie Begay), the lead teacher behind our online 

Chikashshanompaꞌ efforts, has since shifted away from the Munro-Willmond 

teaching grammar and is leaning more heavily on the RSC product.  

Please standardize the Rosetta Stone lessons with the ‘officially taught’ 

language classes. It would make learning easier if they were both the same. 

                                                
391 This question asked, ‘Which kind of ‘Usage Intro’ videos did you enjoy the most? (check all 
that apply),’ hence the cumulative percentages would exceed 100 percent.  
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We rejected this comment on its face. In-person, communicative classes are 

quite different from self-study CALL approaches. They are both relevant and 

appropriate forms of life for the language, even if they are not the same.  

I greatly appreciate that this is an option for me to learn. Thank you for making 

this possible! 

Most emails I have received have been similar expressions of gratitude. I often 

received them at moments when I needed them spiritually, mentally, and 

physically. And I am grateful.  

Maybe the grammar sections explained in video instead of just written. With 

Visual examples too. 

We incorporated guided grammatical explanations in the ‘Usage intro’ sections 

based on this comment.  

I absolutely love it! Rosetta Stone _I_holloli! 

Our people use Rosetta Stone Chickasaw in their homes and workplaces, on the go via 

mobile applications, and online as core curriculum for community study groups. We are 

developing a social media campaign to follow the release of RSC Level 4, to encourage users to 

nanna Chikashshanompaꞌ aachi, ‘Say something in Chickasaw.’ We are also developing an 

expansion curriculum that will allow RSC Levels 1-4 to be integrated into Oklahoma public 

schools, the goal of that initiative to achieve accreditation so students could thereby earn world 

language credits for graduation.   

Rosetta Stone Chickasaw in the context of Ittonchololiꞌ / Mediated Language Change 
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Rosetta Stone Chickasaw is the newest form of ittonchololiꞌ to grow from our tibi 

kolofaꞌ. As such, RSC is carefully cultivated to remain fundamentally Chikashsha in its content, 

motivations, purpose, and outcomes. The language it teaches is a valid variety of 

Chikashshanompaꞌ, emerging from the varieties of the late Jerry Imotichey, Rose Shields 

Jefferson, Luther John, Pauline Brown, and Stanley Smith, and is presented within the speech of 

dozens of anompa shaaliꞌ actors.  

RSC’s content and themes are fundamentally Chikashsha approaches to portraying daily 

communication among our idealized Chikashsha family living in the Chickasaw Nation. The 

balance between deep cultural forms like storytelling, gathering and preparing foods and 

hunting, and more contemporary modes of living like shopping, church-going, visiting the 

Chickasaw Cultural Center and other scenarios is achieved through the Chikashsha pragmatism 

that pervades our culture. We are contemporary traditionalists, after all. We mediate the 

linguistic and cultural landscape of a wholly artificial CALL product in pursuit of our survivance 

as people—Iilhakóffi, ‘We survive’—and of our language into the future. The carefully mediated 

products of change, a new form of life for Chikashshanompaꞌ, are a form of perseverance—

Ilachónnaꞌchi, ‘We persevere.’ We ensure that Chikashshanompaꞌ is accessible to any Chickasaw 

citizen with an internet connection, worldwide. Engagement with the product mediates a type 

of change within our users. They come to it perhaps as Chikashsha, but without any knowledge 

of the language. They emerge as anompa shaaliꞌ, able to engage with Chikashshanompaꞌ as they 

wish. RSC is a microcosm of Chikashshiyaakniꞌ—contemporary and traditional, modern and 
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ancient, respectful of the past and radically engaging the present and the future with our 

efforts to remain Chikashsha. —Chikashsha poya.392  

Chapter Summary 
 
 In this chapter I have situated the variety of new forms of life for Chikashshanompaꞌ in 

our ittonchololiꞌ context. Each that emerges from our tibi kolofaꞌ, whether purposefully 

propagated or wildly emergent, is tended in its native place by its relatives. We also are forms 

of ittonchololiꞌ, after all. We emerge from the same ancestral root stock. Poshnaakookya 

yammako ishtilaaonchololi.393   

I addressed enrichment and language-learning ittonchololiꞌ efforts emerging from the 

larger ittonchololiꞌ context. I then discussed the motivations for the creation and use of 

branding and marketing tools including the ANOMPA logo and associated merchandise and a 

selection of ANOMPA T-shirts produced since 2009. I then discussed our flash-card offerings 

and their power as portable symbols of identity in our ittonchololiꞌ efforts inside and outside 

the physical boundaries of Chikashshiyaakniꞌ.  

I then discussed chickasaw.tv and our efforts to create compelling and meaningful 

language content for Chikashsha people worldwide since 2011—another strange, new form of 

                                                
392 ‘We are Chikashsha.’ 
393 ‘We, too, sprout from there.’ This phrase can also be translated ‘We, too, descend from 
those / that [people, person, location}.’ Ishtaaonchololiꞌ is translated as ‘descendant (of 
someone now dead); bunch, family, clan’ (Munro and Willmond, Chickasaw, 170). Speakers 
Catherine Willmond, Stanley Smith, and Pauline Brown recently confirmed a verbal expression 
Ishtaaonchololili ‘I descend from those / that [person, place, location]’ (Email from Dr. Pamela 
Munro to the author, 7 October 2019, Smith and Brown, personal communication with author, 
27 September 2019). This usage is an active sense of the verb that ultimately derives from 
onchololi ‘to put out new shoots (of a tree), to grow back (of the leaves of a tree or a lizard’s 
tail), to sprout.’ Munro and Willmond, Chickasaw, 280.  
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life for Chikashshanompaꞌ. I then described the motivations behind the creation of the iOS 

ANOMPA Basic app and its accompanying website chickasaw.net/anompa and their use by our 

people worldwide.  

I then began a deep examination of Chikashsha anompoli, ‘Chikashsha speech,’ leading 

to Chikashsha holissochi, ‘Chikashsha writing’ in emerging Chikashsha literature. I positioned 

these new forms of life against the ancient, ancestral forms from which they emerged. The 

Chickasaw Verb narrative bootcamp approach has enabled us to capture more of these oral 

narratives than we thought possible.  

Chickasaw Press and Rosetta Stone Chickasaw are positioned as fundamentally new 

forms of ittonchololiꞌ from the ancestral rootstock, but having sprouted from that tibi kolofaꞌ, 

they are also fundamentally Chikashsha. The media of paper and video, of literacy and 

technology, are new forms to our culture, and can only exist in our context inasmuch as they 

carry our Chikashshanompaꞌ forward.  
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Chapter Six: Nanna ihíngbili bíyyiꞌka: I am always creating things: Chikashshanompaꞌ in 
Creative Production  

 
Chokma. Saholhchifoat Lokosh. Chikashsha saya. Kowishtoꞌ Iksaꞌ, Imatapoꞌ inchokka-chaffaꞌ 
ishtaaonchololili. Chikashshiyaakniꞌ intoksalilikat Chikashshanompolilikat naaholbaꞌ ikbili.394 
 
Introduction  
 

As I explored in Chapter 3, Mediated Language Change is mediation in pursuit of 

survivance as a people, and the survival of everything that makes us Chikashsha. What follows 

this purposefully mediated survivance is mediated change as a form of perseverance. In 

mediating and changing we remain Chikashsha, just as our Ancestors did — Chikashsha 

poꞌyacha iláyyaꞌsha katihma.395 The new forms of life explicated in that chapter are 

fundamentally new forms of ittonchololiꞌ that sprouted from our tibi kolofaꞌ.  

This chapter explores new forms of life that grew not from a corporate, tribally-situated 

revitalization program but rather my intensely personal, individual efforts to incorporate 

Chikashshanompaꞌ into my own visual creative practice. The resultant body of work, at least at 

the time of its creation, was arguably a unique manifestation of ittonchololiꞌ, as new forms of 

life for Chikashshanompaꞌ that have no historic antecedents.396   

                                                
394 ‘Hello. My name is Gourd. Iꞌm Chikashsha. I descend from the Panther Clan and Their-Lean-
To People house group. I work for the Chickasaw Nation, I speak Chickasaw and I make 
pictures.’ 
395 ‘We are Chickasaw and we are still here.’  
396 Ancestral Chikashsha material culture has one extant example of a representational image, 
that of a man leading a horse on a path from the Chickasaw Nation to a distant town, rendered 
on a Chickasaw map dating to 1737. I would argue that while I draw on ancestral imagery from 
pre-Chikashsha Mississippian peoples, my incorporation of Chikashshanompaꞌ text into a 
southeastern pictorial frame is a unique development in the history of Chikashsha image 
making, and is another example of mediated change as a form of perseverance – Ilachónnaꞌchi, 
ꞌWe persevere.’ Other artists also have since begun to incorporate Chikashshanompaꞌ text into 
their works, as well as titling them in Chikashshanompaꞌ. I am intensely proud of my 
contribution to these particular forms of ittonchololiꞌ. Furthermore, I would argue that the body 
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In this chapter I will address the various ways that I have incorporated my expanding 

knowledge of Chikashshanompaꞌ into my creative visual production since the early 2000s. This 

body of work falls into two distinct categories, with significant crosspollination between the 

two: the first is Chikashsha naaholbaꞌ 397 and the second is Chikashsha holissochi.398 I first 

explore Chikashsha naaholbaꞌ including shikonnoꞌpaꞌ paintings399, nannimilhlhaꞌ paintings400, 

and naaholbaꞌ inspired by nannanoliꞌ álhlhiꞌ401. I then explore Chikashsha holissochi in multiple 

contexts including social media and my journaling practice. 

I have been engaged in creative visual production since I was a small boy of three or 

four years old. It is only natural that my interest in creative visual production would play a 

significant part in my growth as both an anompa shaaliꞌ and as an activist / advocate for and 

teacher of Chikashshanompaꞌ. A survey of this creative production, including visual arts, 

Chikashshanompaꞌ journaling, and social media engagement functions as an archive of this 

growth from the early 2000s to the present. These matters should be seen through the lens of 

our revitalization movement, as ittonchololiꞌ emerging from our Mediated Language Change 

approach.  

 

 
                                                
of Chikashshanompaꞌ journals are a unique development in the history of Chikashsha holissochi 
(Chickasaw writing). I can think of no other examples of native speakers or second-language 
learners actively documenting their lives through Chikashshanompaꞌ and the written medium of 
handwritten journals. I hope that future anompa shaaliꞌ will join me in expanding Chikashsha 
holissochi.    
397 ‘Chikashsha pictures.’  
398 ‘Chikashsha writing.’ 
399 ‘Possum story pictures.’ 
400 ‘Animal pictures.’  
401 ‘True stories.’ 
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Chikashsha naaholbaꞌ: Chikashsha Pictures  
 
 My first attempts at Southeastern Indian creative work were inspired by the shell 

engravings of Wichita and Caddo peoples who inhabited the mound complex at Spiro, 

Oklahoma. I had begun working on my thesis and was returning to the Chickasaw Nation during 

the summer for Chikasha Ittafama, where I would play toꞌliꞌ and dance on the ceremonial 

ground. Kelley Lunsford (Chickasaw/Cherokee), then director of the Department of Museums 

and Historic Sites, learned I was an artist, and asked that my work be included in an upcoming 

Chickasaw artists’ calendar published by the Chickasaw Historical Society. 

 The moment marked a turning point in my artistic production. I had long struggled to 

find subject matter that was authentic, and that resonated with me. I had tackled the 

stereotypical genres of the western pictorial tradition including landscape, still life, portraiture, 

and animal paintings, all expressed in a contemporary style. I had done native-themed work as 

a child—energetic Comanche and Lakota warriors wearing war bonnets astride horses, and 

eagles and wolves and all the things of a child’s imagination. However, I never felt essentially 

‘Chickasaw enough’ to tackle my tribe’s subject matter. I would not have known where to 

begin. Yet here was a person of my nation asking me, as a fellow citizen, to produce work for 

our nation. And like that, a switch was flipped. I had agency, meaning, and purpose, and it was 

right, true, and resonant.  

 The early works were pen and ink on paper, based on shell engravings worn as personal 

adornment well into the nineteenth century in the Southeast, e.g. the lightning whelk and 

horse conch shells once traded into native communities from the coast into the interior, 

including the Spiro Mounds. I recalled a wonderful ‘Tree of Life’ motif with birds, likely 
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woodpeckers, perched on its limbs. I thought of an old Chickasaw story about how 

Chakwihiliꞌ402 lost the hair on his tail after a hayowaniꞌ403 was sent by jealous animals to eat it all 

off. I illustrated the story by inserting the characters into the ‘Tree of Life’ with a caption in 

Chickasaw. It would be the first of many works where the image and the underlying 

shikonnoꞌpaꞌ are united. 

Lokoshat Chakwahiliꞌ Ittafama (Gourd encounters a Possum): Art from Indian Territory  
 
 In 2007 I had an encounter with Chakwihiliꞌ outside my home on East 16th St. in Ada, 

Oklahoma. The humorous encounter led to me record a traditional oral narrative in text and 

audio, and led to a series of drawings. The textual source for the images is titled Lokoshat 

Chakwihiliꞌ Afama, ‘Gourd Encounters a Possum,’ and was published in 2016 as a part of the 

Oklahoma Working Papers in Indigenous Languages.404 The article in which the narrative is 

presented is not unlike this dissertation as a story intertwining a growing identity, a journey 

towards proficiency, markers of community acceptance and cultural competence, and other 

noteworthy Indian matters (Figures 70 and 71):  

                                                
402 ‘Possum.’ 
403 ‘Worm.’ 
404 http://stagedaypublish.ou.edu/content/dam/cas/anthropology/docs/OWPIL/OWPIL-Vol.2-
Hinson.2016-Gourd_Encounters_a_Possum.pdf 
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Figure 70: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson). Shokhata chawihili ut ahnchokka uh atuklumma 

hayochitok. Nanna bannaka Chikashsha anompolit imasilhlhali hashaatok. Yammat Seminole 
shokhata chakwihili uttok nannah ‘Possum found trouble at my house. When I asked him what 
he wanted in Chikashshanompaꞌ he got mad. He must have been a Seminole possum,’ pen and 

ink, Art from Indian Territory 2007: The State of Being American Indian, 2007. 

   
Figure 71: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson). Shikonnoꞌpaꞌ ‘Possum stories,’ pen and ink, Art from 

Indian Territory 2007: The State of Being American Indian, 2007. 
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Abikaꞌ aa-áyyaꞌshaꞌ iholbaꞌ: Hospital paintings  
 

In 2009-2010 I created a series of animal paintings for the Chickasaw Nation Medical 

Center, located in Ada, Oklahoma. 

 

Figure 72: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson). Nannimilhlhaꞌ naaholbaꞌ ‘Animal paintings’, mixed media 
on canvas, 2009-2010. 

In keeping with other language-oriented work each individual animal has its name painted 

directly underneath: Naniꞌ405, Chakwihiliꞌ (Figure 73), Faniꞌ406, Loksiꞌ407, Shawiꞌ408, and Chokfiꞌ409. 

                                                
405 ‘Fish.’  
406 ‘Squirrel.’ 
407 ‘Turtle.’  
408 ‘Raccoon.’  
409 ‘Rabbit.’ 
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Figure 73: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson). Chakwihiliꞌ ‘Possum’, mixed media on canvas, 2009-2010.  

Each is painted in simple, linear fashion in keeping with the simplified shell-engraving 

aesthetic, over a variegated, abstract background. To the casual observer they may be great 

hospital art—attractive, simple and accessible. However, my intent in creating them was not 

simply to beautify the space, but moreover to recall to memory the shikonnoꞌpaꞌ behind each. 

More than pictures, they are mnemonic devices, particularly for us who know the old stories, 

and for anyone who connects an image to a story in their own experience.  

There is a deeper history of image making here, but the difference between mine and 

that of our Ancestors is that in mine the word is made visible, whereas in their case it was only 

heard, language triggered by the image incised on a tree, painted on a deerskin hide, a 

sculpture of wood, a tattoo on the skin of self or other, even the appearance of another person. 

Chakwihiliꞌ recalls to mind both shikonnoꞌpaꞌ and personal lived experiences, all of which are 
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filtered through my worldview, my variety of Chikashshanompaꞌ, and bring me some 

satisfaction at both the creation and the resultant image. These animal paintings, like all my 

creative visual production, are ittonchololiꞌ, growing from both ancestral forms of image making 

and language.     

Hopaakikaashookano Chikashsha alhihaat hilha bíyyiꞌkahminattook : Chikashsha Stomp 
Dance Triptych  
 

I produced the Chikashsha Stomp Dance Triptych in November 2012 on commission for 

the Chickasaw Council House Museum in Tishomingo, Oklahoma. The triptych is made of three 

canvases, each four feet square and painted in acrylic. The work shows eleven figures moving 

right to left across a field of black. The overall image suggests a gathering of Chickasaws 

dancing, man-woman-man-woman, around a ceremonial fire, as our Ancestors did for 

millennia. (Figure 74).  

 

Figure 74: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson). Hopaakikaashookano Chikashsha alhihaat hilha 
bíyyiꞌkahminattook. Chikashsha alhihaat Hattak Apiꞌmaꞌ Iyaakniꞌ alat tahakat hihílhakat 

íꞌmahminattook. Himmakaꞌ nittaka Chikashsha poyakat iihihílhna Nittak Ishtayyoꞌpikat alaꞌchi. 
‘Long ago the Chickasaws used to dance all the time. The Chickasaws arrived in Indian Territory 
and were still dancing and dancing all the time. Today we Chickasaws will dance and dance until 

the Final Days arrive.’ Acrylic on canvas, 2012.   
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A closer examination may reveal that at the far right the first three figures are wearing 

contemporary regalia: ribbon skirts, vests, yarn belts, and yaatala410 attached to cowboy hat 

and baseball cap. The fourth figure, a young man, moves across the canvas boundary, his 

clothing changing from that of the twenty-first century to the nineteenth. The following figures 

are dressed in typical nineteenth-century clothing, with minimal ceremonial regalia. As the 

female figure at the far left moves across the canvas boundary, her regalia changes from 

nineteenth- to early seventeenth-century. 

She wears a hide dress with trade silver pins, a yarn belt, and turtle shell dance shackles 

called simply loksiꞌ411 in Chikashshanompaꞌ. She holds in her hand a bundle of foshiyyiꞌ412 while 

she dances in the Green Corn ceremony conducted each summer, marking the Chikashsha New 

Year. The following three figures also wear regalia of the eighteenth century as they dance 

leftward toward the (undepicted) lowak413. All figures are portrayed with a peregrine-falcon 

forked-eye symbol used by our ancient Ancestors at Moundville, Alabama. The visual trope is 

one I use regularly as a marker of mound builder identity, a connection to Ancestors who 

created the amazing earthworks of the Southeast.  

Below is inscribed the message:  

Hopaakikaashookano Chikashshsa alhihaat hilha bíyyiꞌkahminattook. Chikashsha 
alhihaat Hattak Apiꞌmaꞌ Iyaakniꞌ alat tahakat hihílhakat íꞌmahminattook. 
Himmakaꞌ nittaka Chikashsha poyakat iihihílhna Nittak Ishtayyoꞌpikat alaꞌchi.  
 
[‘Long ago the Chickasaws used to dance all the time. The Chickasaws arrived in 
Indian Territory and were still dancing and dancing all the time. Today we 
Chickasaws will dance and dance until the Final Days arrive.’]  

                                                
410 ‘Feathered head ornaments.’ 
411 ‘Turtle.’  
412 Yaupon holly, ilex vomitoria. This significant plant was used as medicine and in ceremony.   
413 ‘Fire.’ 
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This image and its message, like so much of my work, is intensely concerned with 

connecting the past with the present, and showing the continuity of our culture over time. It 

shows the generations of Chickasaws involved in carrying the culture, much as I did when I 

worked with Mrs. Catherine Willmond to perfect the message to inscribe along its lower 

margin. It also shows the physical signifiers of Chickasaw identity—not just the bodies of the 

dancers marked by the forked eye, but also the ceremonial regalia that, though changing in 

form over time, retains its essential purpose.  

The theme of bodies ordered across space and time, balanced male-female, in colors 

reflecting both peace (tohbi) and war (homma), recurs throughout my body of work. I do not 

wish to suggest a linear historical progression and some imagined march of progress. Instead I 

want to show the circular nature of Chikashsha history, the threads that point backward and 

forward, and the knowledge that we carry with us that the patterns our Ancestors experienced 

are also waiting for us.  
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Chikashsha Nannikbiꞌ Anoliꞌ - A Chickasaw Creation Story  
 

 
Figure 75: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson). Shakchi Fala Ishtoꞌ Táwwaꞌa ‘Crawdad and the Raven,’ 

mixed media on canvas, 2015. 

 
Figure 76: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson). Shakchi Fala Ishtoꞌ Táwwaꞌa ‘Crawdad and the Raven,’ 

mixed media on canvas, 2015. 
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Figure 77: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson). Shakchi Fala Ishtoꞌ Táwwaꞌa ‘Crawdad and the Raven,’ 

mixed media on canvas, 2015. 
 

 In January 2015 I produced a painting on commission for a tribal attorney that would be 

the most language-intensive of any of my body of work. Titled Shakchi Fala Ishtoꞌ Táwwaꞌa, 

‘Crawdad and the Raven,’ the work is mixed media on canvas, four by six feet, and based on the 

Chickasaw Creation Story as told by the late Juanita Byars (see Chapter 1). The embedded text 

is a complete narrative that includes Mrs. Nail’s story and discusses my encounter with it, and 

the creation of the painting itself. On top of the text I created an image of Shakchi414 and a 

single feather to represent Fala Ishtoꞌ415 (some versions involve Shiiki416), with water, land, and 

sky represented in the background. Significant text including Chikashsha, Abaꞌ Bínniꞌliꞌ, Juanita 

                                                
414 ‘Crayfish.’ 
415 ‘Raven.’ 
416 ‘Buzzard.’ 
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Byars, Shakchi, and Lokosh (including subject marking and contrastive affixes) are bolded to 

bring them out of the underlying text visually.  

 This image is akin to the hospital images in that it is a mnemonic device to recall to mind 

the creation story of our Ancestors, but in this case it draws those in who may not know the 

story verbatim, or in any detail. Even so it remains an inside image, made in the community for 

community members, with the text holding uninformed viewers at a distance and forcing them 

to ask more of the image. Without the text and knowledge of the text the image holds visual 

power but it is relatively enigmatic without the requisite knowledge of our oral history.  

Journaling  
 

My journaling practice began with simple notebooks into which I recorded interesting 

phrases or individual words and over the years morphed into a fully-formed journaling practice 

in which I recorded my daily activities, thoughts, feelings, and other things of interest, entirely 

in Chikashshanompaꞌ. Beyond their status as a unique archive of second language learner 

variety of Chikashshanompaꞌ in written form, these journals were also a significant aspect of my 

early autodidact approach to Chikashshanompaꞌ acquisition and record my order of acquisition 

of Chikashshanompaꞌ since 2003. This section will examine multiple journals dating from 2003 

to 2019, create a typology of entries, and critically examine motivations behind, and purpose of 

this type of language acquisition and use documentation. 
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Mead spiral bound journal - 2003  
 

The earliest language journal in my archive dates to 10 January 2003. It is a small, ring 

bound Mead memo book, originally 80 sheets of lined paper with a red cover.417 In 2003 my 

family and I lived in Albuquerque, New Mexico, and I was learning Chikashashanompaꞌ only 

from the 1973 and 1994 dictionaries. I made my first return trip to the Chickasaw Nation that 

year to participate in the Chikasha Ittafama where I met native speakers for the first time. Its 

first page holds a mixture of useful and novel phrases of some interest to me, basic verbs, and 

surprisingly, only three nouns (Figure 78).418 

             

Figure 78: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Mead memo book, unarchived, vocabulary list, 2003. 

                                                
417 Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Mead memo book, unarchived, vocabulary list, 2003.  
418 In my experience, new second-language learners focus on vocabulary acquisition through 
noun lists, even while the language (like Chikashshanompaꞌ) may be fundamentally verbal.  
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Asoshiꞌ [saoshiꞌ], ‘my son’ (written following Mrs. Willmond’s phonological rule with 

an initial ‘a,’ rather than saoshiꞌ, which is how I say the word today); nafka lombo [naafka 

lómboꞌ], ‘shirt’; and iyyiꞌ, ‘leg,’ are the three nouns recorded on the first page. The lack of any 

obvious relationship between the three reflects the intuitive and often illogical approach new 

second-language learners take, particularly those who attempt to teach themselves without 

formal instructional materials. 

In contrast, the verb-words and one of the longer two phrases are high-frequency and 

more emblematic of the survival phrases a new second-language learner should focus on, most 

notably three ways to greet someone and a common word for expressing thanks: baꞌ ishlata 

[baꞌ ishlataa?], ‘So you’ve arrived?’; chinchokma, ‘Are you well’; chokmataa, ‘Are (you) well’; 

and Yakkookay [Yakkookay / yakkooki / yakoke], ‘Thank you.’  

A second phrase is drawn directly from the 1994 dictionary, and reflects Mrs. 

Willmond’s Christianity and her experience growing up in the Chickasaw church. The phrase’s 

inclusion also reflects my Protestant upbringing and a growing sense of Chikashsha Christianity 

as a unique Indigenous practice in both Oklahoma Indian communities and within the larger 

body of Protestantism: 

Alhpilaꞌ chibannahookma Chihoowaat achipilaꞌhi bíyyiꞌka. ‘If you need help God will 

always help you.’419 

                                                
419 Munro and Willmond, Chickasaw, 66. Chihoowa, ‘God,’ is a Chickasaw way of expressing 
‘Jehovah,’ from the Hebrew ְהָוהֹי , one of the seven names of God in Judaism.  
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One the second page of the journal is another religious phrase from the 1994 

dictionary, an example sentence for the term tobachi ‘to create / make’: Chihoowaat 

satobachittook. ꞌGod made me’ (Figure 79).   

 

Figure 79: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Mead memo book language journal, vocabulary list, 2003. 

The remainder of the journal is devoted to word lists intended for transfer to flash 

cards, as well as number verbs, content typical of an early second-language learner of any 

language. The short list of words is arbitrary, of whatever I found interesting or noteworthy or 

necessary (Figures 80 and 81): 
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Figure 80: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Mead memo book language journal, vocabulary list, 2003. 

       

Figure 81: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Mead memo book language journal, vocabulary list, 2003. 
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Cambridge Executive journal, 13 May 2007 to 24 January 2011 
 

This journal is a medium-size hardback journal with a black cover and lined pages, and is 

largely devoted to documentation of the matters of a museum professional for the Chickasaw 

Nation. It later transitions to professional language revitalization work, with notes related to my 

time as an apprentice with native speaker Stanley Smith in the Chickasaw Nation’s Master-

Apprentice Program, along with various personal entries.   

Marginalia 
 
 I developed a habit of doodling, principally as a way to manage my attention. I found 

that if I occupied my hands, the part of my brain that naturally wants to drift pays more 

attention, particularly when information is being presented orally. Whether on Post-It notes, in 

the margins of a notebook or textbook, or on random paper scraps, my doodles, language 

notes, and illustrations are present in all my journals. In examining these language journals, I 

use the word ‘marginalia’ to indicate entries secondary to the text of a given page, regardless of 

nature or place.420   

The first marginalia example from the Cambridge Executive journal are found written on 

a yellow Post-It note, stuck to the front interior cover (Figure 82). The notes on the Post-it are 

primarily work related, with three language entries in the middle:  

hinlakini  

[hinlakaayni] 

                                                
420 The Oxford Dictionary defines marginalia as a plural noun: Notes written in the margins of a 
text; ‘the book was covered with marginalia’, or figuratively, ‘you will be relegated to the 
marginalia of political life.’ 
https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/marginalia, accessed 30 April 2019. 
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‘maybe [from Choctaw]’ 

impalachan  

[impalaꞌchaꞌni] 

‘might eat [I might eat]’  

ombachan  

[ombachaꞌn] 

‘might rain [it might rain]’421 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
421 Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) Collection, JHI-008 (5-13-2007 to 1-24-
2011), 2, Sam Noble Native American Languages Collection, Norman, OK. 
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Figure 82: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Cambridge Executive journal, Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) 
Collection, JHI-008 (5-13-2007 to 1-24-2011), 2, Sam Noble Native American Languages 

Collection, Norman, OK. 
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 The second occurrence of marginalia therein occurs on the inner facing page, an 

inscription directly on its inner facing page and two unlined, yellow Post-It notes directly below 

that (Figure 83). The inscription reads:  

Joshua Hinson the Chickasaw Nation 5-2007 

Saiksat koishto, anchoka holhchifoat imatampa,  

[Amiksaꞌat Kowishtoꞌ, anchokkaꞌ holhchifoꞌat Imatapo,] 

‘My clan is Panther, my house name is Their-Lean-To (People).’ 

yappat moma holissochili  

[yappa moma holissochili]  

‘I am writing all this.’ 

Below, the first yellow Post-It note has notes on six language items:  

sabafonka  

[sabaafonkha]  

‘be with me’ 

sabaiya  

[sabaa-aya] 

‘go with me’  

SOMATA!  

[SAMATA!]  

‘shut up!’ 

chibaaiyimpalibeka  

[chibaaimpalaꞌ bíyyiꞌka] 
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‘always eat with you, will do it [I can eat with you]’ 

henihi  

[hinihiꞌ / inihiꞌ] 

‘nuts [testicles]’ 

sabashko  

[sabaaishko] 

‘drink with me’422 

 The second Post-It has seven language items, including three with illustrations (Figure 

83):  

  tali  

[tahli] 

‘to finish, gone’  

lokchina  

[ilokchina] 

‘healthy [be healthy, frisky]’  

hika  

[‘stand up, illustration of one person seated, one standing up with an arrow 

indicating direction of action’]   

hollo  

[holo]  

                                                
422  Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) Collection, JHI-008 (5-13-2007 to 1-24-
2011), 92, Sam Noble Native American Languages Collection, Norman, OK. 
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[‘put on (shoes or other footwear),’ with illustration of foot entering a shoe, 

with arrow indicating direction of action]  

hoosa  

[hosa] 

‘shoot [to shoot at (someone); to fire (a gun), to shoot (marbles)]’ 

tani  

[taani]  

‘to get up, get out of bed; to rise from the bed’ [with illustration of person laying 

on a bed, one in a standing position, with arrows indicating direction of action] 

aiyaka  

[hayakaꞌ] 

‘way off somewhere, out in the boondocks’423  
 

                                                
423 Ibid.  
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Figure 83: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Cambridge Executive journal, Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) 
Collection, JHI-008 (5-13-2007 to 1-24-2011), 92, Sam Noble Native American Languages 

Collection, Norman, OK. 

Word and phrase lists 
 

The page from 9 March 2009 (Figure 84), is typical of random entries in this notebook. 

Rather than systemic and regular like my later journals, this notebook is disorganized and 

erratic. The first entry is a phrase ishaachtakant [ishaachaꞌntokaꞌn], ‘you ought say [you ought 

to have said],’ a practical phrase for daily conversation I acquired from native speaker JoAnn 
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Ellis.424 The second phrase, acquired from native speaker Stanley Smith, is Chikasha intaloa 

himmona ma likbaꞌni [Chikashsha intaloowaꞌ himonaꞌ ma ilikbaꞌni] ‘We can/might make a new 

Chickasaw song, [or] We should make a new Chickasaw song.’425 The remainder is a word list of 

seemingly unrelated items:  

 himmona  

[ámmoꞌna, himóna]  

  ‘first time, wait [to be the first time; to wait]’ 

  shokha tanchi  

[shokhaꞌ tanchiꞌ]  

‘hog corn [rough white feed corn, used for making pishofa, a Chickasaw dish 

composed of corn and pork]’ 

abitanta  

[abitánta] 

‘over there still killingꞌ [He was there and killed, likely a war name]’ 

tanchi pishofa  

[tanchiꞌ pishofaꞌ, tashpishofaꞌ]  

‘pishofa ceremony [scraped corn]’    

chinchokma?  

                                                
424 Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) Collection, JHI-008 (5-13-2007 to 1-24-
2011), 30, Sam Noble Native American Languages Collection, Norman, OK. 
425 Ibid. The affix +aꞌni is complicated, but in this instance, it can mean potential, e.g., ‘can,’ 
‘might’ or ‘should.’ Its usage varies across speakers. We did create a new Chickasaw hymn some 
years later, based on the text of Isaiah 40:31, which is regularly performed by Chipota 
Chikashshanompoli: Children Speaking Chickasaw Language Club.   
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‘[are you well?, a greeting]’ 

hopayi  

[hopayiꞌ]  

‘prophet [fortune-teller, gypsy, prophet]’  

Chata, Chikashsha  

[Chahta, Chikashsha]  

[‘Choctaw, Chickasaw’]   

kitiini 

‘Chickasaw, see in Oklahoma [horned owl, great horned owl]’426  

stigini  

‘Mvskoke, Seminole [the Mvskoke word for kitiini]’427  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
426 Kitiini are messengers for the Chickasaw people. Though they are most often associated with 
bad news, they are not inherently evil, and occasionally can bring good news.  
427 Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) Collection, JHI-008 (5-13-2007 to 1-24-
2011), 30, Sam Noble Native American Languages Collection, Norman, OK. 
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Figure 84: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Cambridge Executive journal, Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) 
Collection, JHI-008 (5-13-2007 to 1-24-2011), 30, Sam Noble Native American Languages 

Collection, Norman, OK. 
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Vocabulary entries with illustration 
 

  

Figure 85: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Cambridge Executive journal, Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) 
Collection, JHI-008 (5-13-2007 to 1-24-2011), 15, Sam Noble Native American Languages 

Collection, Norman, OK. 

 By 2009 I had come to understand that overt English definitions were not essential to 

acquiring new Chikashshanompaꞌ vocabulary. I used doodles as visual cues to help fix a word’s 

meaning in my mind in a manner independent of English translation. On this page (Figure 85) I 
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included seven illustrations with associated vocabulary, as well as three vocabulary entries 

with English translations / remarks:428  

  taasocha  

[taꞌoshokchaꞌ / taꞌossoishokchaꞌ]  

[‘purse, wallet’] with illustration of a handbag with a dollar sign written on it 

shokcha  

[‘sack, bag’] with illustration of paper bag with the top rolled down halfway 

(appearance)  (size)  

ittaholba / ittilawi  

[ittihoba / ittilawwi]  

‘same [to be the same, to look like each other / to be even with, to equal, to be 

as much as]’ 

loksi  

[loksiꞌ]  

  [‘turtle’] with illustration of a box turtle 

  [‘lockset’] with illustration of a two-part lockset  

  [‘trunk of a car’] with illustration of four-door car with open trunk lid 

  alapisa / anchaha  

[aailapisaꞌ / aainchahaꞌ]  

  [‘mirror’] with image of stick figure looking into a mirror429  
 
                                                
428 Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) Collection, JHI-008 (5-13-2007 to 1-24-
2011), 15, Sam Noble Native American Languages Collection, Norman, OK. 
429 Ibid.  
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 In some instances where I tried to acquire a specific affix that proved too difficult to 

express by visual image, I returned to writing English definitions, often on the same page with 

lexical items and accompanying illustrations (Figure 86):  

  pila 

‘precisely, with a noun [just, exactly, precisely (always follows a noun specifying 

location or relationship]’  

pílla  

‘just, only’  

Pílla issolitok. 

‘I hit him, that’s all. [I just hit him (that’s all)]’  

shki  

[aꞌshki]  

[‘positive hortative affix, meaning something like ‘should’ or ‘must’; evidential 

affix indicating a speaker’s first-hand knowledge of some particular happening or 

state of affairs.’]430 

Holissochishki  

                                                
430 The secondary evidential function of this affix is not attested in the literature, but this is not 
the sole instance of this use in my notes. I recall native speaker Catherine Willmond discussing 
something to this effect: imagining that her daughter Onita was sitting on the porch when she 
arrived at her house, and she was reporting this to me, she offered: Bínniꞌlaꞌshki ‘she was 
seated (relatively recently, I know, having seen it with my own eyes).’ She also confirmed that 
Bínniꞌlimanko carried the same meaning, when I offered it as an alternative. Catherine 
Willmond to author, near Madill, OK, circa 2012. Mrs. Willmond did not affirm her 2012 
interpretation in a recent conversation with Dr. Pamela Munro, instead stating that Bínniꞌlaꞌshki 
means something like ‘she should sit down / be sitting.’  Munro to author, email dated 10 May 
2019. Additional research is needed to clarify the meaning of this affix with other native 
speakers.          
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[Holissochaꞌshki]  

‘They are writing it (now, I know).’  

Ikishkoshki  

[Ikishkokaꞌshki]  

‘He’s not drinking (now, I know) [He shall not drink]’ 

-manko  

[‘evidential affix, indicating speaker’s firsthand knowledge’] 

Ayaꞌchimanko.   

‘He was going to go (I know).’  

tanchiꞌ aaboꞌliꞌ 

tanchiꞌ ishboꞌliꞌ [also kittiꞌ]  

[‘corn pounder mortar’] with illustration of wooden corn pounder base 

tanchiꞌ bokaaꞌ [also ishthosiꞌ / tanchishhollosiꞌ] 

[‘corn pounder pestle’] with illustration of wooden corn pounder pestle  

iyyi aa-aasha  

[iyyaa-aashaꞌ] 

[‘large kettle on little feet - used as a wash pot or for cooking pishofa’] with 

illustration of a typical cast iron pishofa pot  

ishtiwa  

[ishtiwaꞌ / ishtiwaꞌchiꞌ / alhpash]  
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[‘big wooden spoon used in the old days for stirring pishofa’] with illustration 

of paddle laying on beside the iyyaa-aashaꞌ431 

Anakot hoachant albakat  

[Anaꞌakoot hooaachaꞌn albakat] 

‘They should have said me!’432  

yalhkihonochi  

[yalhkiꞌ honoꞌchiꞌ, yalhkiꞌ tonoꞌchiꞌ]  

‘tumble bug [tumble bug, June bug, doodlebug]’433   

   

                                                
431 Ishtiwaꞌ is commonly used for ‘key,’ but in this instance is a shortening of ishtiwaꞌchiꞌ 
‘something used for stirring with.’ Alhpash is recognized by speakers as ‘pishofa paddle,’ but it 
is an older word falling into disuse.   
432 Some speakers have a clear ‘t’ at the end of phrases ending in aꞌni, which is often described 
as an affix indicating potential or ability, but used in this sense means ‘should have.’ The final 
word albakat is underlyingly ahooba ‘to look like, resemble, seem like.’ This phrase could be 
translated ‘seems as if they should have said that I was the one.’  
433 Yalhkiꞌ is ‘feces, excrement’ and tonoꞌchi is ‘to roll, roll out, make roll (pl. objects).’ Glottal 
stop is a nominalizer. Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) Collection, JHI-008 
(5-13-2007 to 1-24-2011), 20, Sam Noble Native American Languages Collection, Norman, OK. 
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Figure 86: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Cambridge Executive journal, Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) 
Collection, JHI-008 (5-13-2007 to 1-24-2011), 20, Sam Noble Native American Languages 

Collection, Norman, OK. 
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Native speaker notes 
 

  

Figure 87: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Cambridge Executive journal, Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) 
Collection, JHI-008 (5-13-2007 to 1-24-2011), 31, Sam Noble Native American Languages 

Collection, Norman, OK. 

This page (Figure 87) shows two instances of multiple-phrase anompa examples I 

recorded directly from speakers during one-on-one sessions. This is a regular feature in my 
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note-making, wherein I record language specific or unique to a particular speaker. I was two 

years into professional language work at the time, and had become aware of the ideolectical 

and familiolectical varieties in our language as currently spoken, and how those differences 

could have observable social effects. Within the program we made efforts to publicly validate 

each speaker’s idiom, and to insist that all varieties were equally valid and important. Such 

entries, with attribution, were an outgrowth of our efforts. This sort of respect and valorization 

had real effects on me. To this day I can recall a particular speaker’s way of talking and ‘code-

switch’ in order to produce language like they do, or did.434  

This particular page includes entries from native speakers Hannah Pitman (Tishomingo, 

Oklahoma) and Stanley Smith (Ada, Oklahoma): 

Hannah  

4-22-09 

. . . . kiꞌyam  

[kiꞌyam] 

used for ‘don’t ever do’ I or they 

Ponfaliꞌ kiꞌyam  

[Pofaliꞌ kiꞌyaꞌm].  

[‘I don’t ever smoke’]  

Hilhaliꞌ kiꞌyam.  

                                                
434 The late Jerry Imotichey, one of my dearest friends and collaborators, had unique words for 
many things that I use today, including herchi [hayoochi] ‘to find, encounter]’ and chokoshmo 
[chokoshkomo] ‘to play.’ I enjoy switching my speech to talk like him. It makes me feel like he is 
still with us.  
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[Hilhaliꞌ kiꞌyaꞌm].  

[‘I don’t ever dance.’]  

Okaꞌ homiꞌ ishkoliꞌ kiꞌyam.  

[Okaꞌ homiꞌ ishkoliꞌ kiꞌyaꞌm].  

[‘I don’t ever drink alcohol.’] 

Yamma yamiliꞌ kiꞌyam.  

[Yamma yahmiliꞌ kiꞌyaꞌm]. 

[‘I don’t ever do this.’]   

Ishnowaliꞌ kiꞌyam.  

[Ishnowaliꞌ kiꞌyaꞌm].  

[‘I don’t ever drive.’]   

Honkopaliꞌ kiꞌyam.  

[‘I don’t ever steal (something).’]  

Stan 5-13-09 

Exclamations!  

Wow! h+ repeated final vowel [nasal vowel]  

Abikaat illihi!  

[‘Wow, the sick person died / is dying!’] 

Paliꞌ lipisaha!  

[Paliꞌ liipisaha!]  

[‘Wow, we see a flying squirrel!’]  

Chichokmaꞌsihi!  
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[‘Wow, you are pretty!’] 

Hattak yammat lhinkoho / nehaha!  

[‘Wow, that man / person is fat!’]  

Chomak howasa! 

[Chomak howasaha!] 

[‘Wow, s/he it they are chewing tobacco!’]  

Chimamboohaat hashtahlihi!  

[‘Wow, your house is bright!’]  

Chipotaat kaniyaha!  

[‘Wow, the child / children is/are lost!’] 

Hilhalihi!  

[‘Wow, I’m dancing!’]  

Impali!  

[Impali! / Impalihi!]  

[‘Wow, I’m eating!’] 435 

The first series I collected from Hannah Pitman are of a relatively rare but well attested 

affix kiꞌyaꞌm / kiꞌyaꞌmi, used to indicate an action one never does. The series grew from a 

conversation wherein Mrs. Pitman indicated she was never one for smoking or drinking. I 

elicited further examples for my own learning, wherein I would confirm examples of proper use 

and write patterns in my notebooks, while also looking for opportunities to use the new forms 

                                                
435 Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) Collection, JHI-008 (5-13-2007 to 1-24-
2011), 31, Sam Noble Native American Languages Collection, Norman, OK. 
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with other speakers. This was a regular strategy to acquire a new feature and have it 

embedded in my internal lexicon.  

In the case of Mr. Smith’s examples, I encountered a feature indicating excitement, 

surprise, or amazement in the literature—the described variety of Chickasaw largely from 

Catherine Willmond’s speech—composed of an inserted ‘h’ plus a nasalized copy of the final 

vowel. Having encountered examples of Mrs. Willmond’s speech that were not replicable with 

other speakers, I checked several examples with Mr. Smith, who concurred with her. He will 

regularly omit the h-insertion and simply nasalize the final vowel, as in the final example, 

Impali! ‘Wow, I’m eating!.’  

Journal Entries  
 
 Also included are examples of productive language use wherein I used acquired skills to 

actively create in the language, beyond merely noting language features for later practice and 

acquisition. I have included one journal entry from 2009 (Figure 88): 
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Figure 88: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Cambridge Executive journal, Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) 
Collection, JHI-008 (5-13-2007 to 1-24-2011), 51, Sam Noble Native American Languages 
Collection, Norman, OK. 
 
 At the time I was enrolled in a Native American art history doctoral program at the 

University of Oklahoma, having not yet switched to the interdisciplinary PhD program in Native 

Language Revitalization.436 My struggle to balance the pressures of language work and graduate 

school is clearly discussed in this entry: 

Holissaapisahat kanihka ikchokmo. Sanosilhlha ookya makoꞌno nosilabiyyika 

kiꞌyo. Pila hánglolimakila. Holissopisachit anompolina saháyyanglolaꞌshki. 

                                                
436 My friend Foshshommak (Amanda Cobb-Greetham), who at the time was my tribal 
administrator in the Chickasaw Nation’s Division of History and Culture, convinced me to go 
back to school to complete my terminal degree. Language activist Jacob Manatowa-Bailey (Sac 
and Fox) convinced me to quit the Native American art history PhD program at the University of 
Oklahoma and commit myself to a program that actually fit with my work, and one that would 
best benefit my tribal nation. I blame / thank them both for my present situation. Yakkookay 
hachimanhili.  
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Degreeakot iksabannookya yappatakoot yammolaꞌmakilachi, sayimmika. 

Nittaki moma toksalilicha oklhili moma holissaapisa ayali. Yappat kallo. Pilla 

Chikashshanompaꞌ anompoli sabannookya yammat yammi. Hattak alhihaat 

hootoksalaꞌshki. Himaka nittaka Byng holissaapisa aa-imaabachilitok. Yappat 

kallo akookya. Holisso pisa pokkolli toklo awa hanali amantana hooimishkobo 

momat kallo. Ahiikma holisso pisachikat anompoli katihma!  

 

[Holissaapisaꞌat kaníhka ikchokmo. Sanosilhlhahookya makoꞌno nosilaꞌ bíyyiꞌka 

kiꞌyo. Pílla hángloli makilla. Holissopisachiꞌat anoꞌpolina háyyaklolaꞌshki. 

Degree-ako iksabannookya yappako yámmohmilaꞌ makillaꞌchi sayimmikat. 

Nittaki mómaꞌ toksalilit oklhili mómaꞌ holissaapisaꞌ ayali. Yappat kallo. Pila 

Chikashshanompaꞌ anompoli sabannookya yammat yahmi. Hattak alhihaat 

hootoksalaꞌshki. Himmakaꞌ nittaka Byng holissaapisaꞌ aaimaabachilitok. 

Yappakookya kallo. Holisso pisaꞌat pokoli toklo awa hánnaꞌli amáyyaꞌshna 

ishkoboꞌ mómaꞌat kallo. Aahikalikma holisso pisaꞌat anompoli katihma!]  

 

[‘This class is really bad. I am tired but I cannot sleep now. I just need to listen. 

The teacher is speaking and I need to really listen. I do not want this degree but I 

believe I am going to have to be able to do this. I work every day and go to 

school every night. This thing is difficult. I just want to speak Chickasaw but that 

is how it is. All people should / have to work / are working (now). Today I taught 
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at Byng. This too is difficult. I have twenty-six students and they are all hard-

headed. When I stand up there, the students keep talking!’]437    

 
 This short passage is an early example of truly communicative speech that would be 

completely comprehensible to a sympathetic native speaker. It is intelligible in that its 

grammatical errors are minimal, the phrase structure and manner in which ideas are presented 

are native-like, and the content is relatively high-frequency, without significant neologisms or 

phrase structures overly influenced by English. The handling of complex clauses is rudimentary, 

but the switch reference structures are handled with some proficiency. 

Nannanoliꞌ / shikonnoꞌpaꞌ / nannanoliꞌ álhlhiꞌ: Stories  
 
 In this journal also are two more examples of productive language use. While attending 

a day-long meeting before heading to Washington, D.C., for another two-day meeting on 

language acquisition in Head Start educational environments, I wrote two medium-length 

passages during a lull in proceedings. The first is a nannanoliꞌ álhlhiꞌ about one of my maternal 

Ancestors, Ittiꞌ Aaombaꞌ Levi Colbert, who assisted in fighting off a Mashkookiꞌ Creek war party. 

The second is a shikonnoꞌpaꞌ / nannanoliꞌ álhlhiꞌ 438 concerning the creation of the world by Abaꞌ 

Bínniꞌliꞌ through the agency of Shakchi and Shiiki. Both of these stories were told of the top of 

my head, an act of creative production from memory. I only knew the story of my ancestor’s 

                                                
437 Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) Collection, JHI-008 (5-13-2007 to 1-24-
2011), 51, Sam Noble Native American Languages Collection, Norman, OK. 
438 ‘Possum tale / true story.’ Speakers differ on what type of narrative the creation story is. 
Some consider it fanciful, others consider it true. See Hinson, ‘Chickasaw Oral Literature.’ 
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fight against the Mashkookiꞌ Creeks in English, but I had encountered the creation story as 

told by the late Juanita Byars in Chikashshanompaꞌ.439   

 

 

Figure 89: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Cambridge Executive journal, Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) 
Collection, JHI-008 (5-13-2007 to 1-24-2011), 86, Sam Noble Native American Languages 

Collection, Norman, OK. 

                                                
439 See Chapter 1.  
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Figure 90: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Cambridge Executive journal, Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) 
Collection, JHI-008 (5-13-2007 to 1-24-2011), 87, Sam Noble Native American Languages 

Collection, Norman, OK. 

 The Ittiꞌ Aaombaꞌ narrative begins halfway down the page (Figure 89) and continues 

onto the first half of the next page (Figure 90):  

Chikki pílla ayyaꞌshakaash Chikashsha alhihaꞌ Misipiꞌ aa-ayyaꞌshanatook miya. 

Nittak fokhakaash hattak tashka alhihaꞌ chokkaꞌ falaaꞌ ayyashat hoochoꞌmaat 
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owattaat ayatok miya. Tashka iksho, Chokkaꞌ Falaaꞌko. Haatako tashka 

Mashkookiat Chokka Falaaꞌ alacha ittibitok miya. Naalhchommit tashkaꞌ 

Chikashshaꞌ ikshokmat chipota nakniꞌ Chikashshaat hooittibimakillatok miya. 

Haatokot tanampoꞌ, tanampo alhlhiꞌ nakiꞌ taaꞌwaꞌ ishcha Mashkookia 

kochchacha ittibi. Amafoꞌsiꞌ ishtoꞌ antatok miya. Levi Colbert naaholloat 

hochifotok miya. Leviat chipota nakniꞌ Chikashsha áyyaꞌsha pa impilishtok 

miya. Impilishcha Mashkookia imambitok miya. Yammikma Chikashshipilichiat 

Levi ‘Ittiombinniꞌliꞌ’ hochifotok miya. Anaꞌkot Ittiombinniꞌliꞌ ishtaonchololi 

saya. Asayoppa finhahootokot Chikashsha saya.  

 

[Chiiki pílla áyyaꞌshakaash Chikashsha alhihaꞌat Missippiꞌ aa-áyyaꞌshanattook 

miya. Nittak fokhakaash hattak tashka alhihaꞌat Chokkaꞌ Falaaꞌ aa-áyyaꞌshat 

hoochoꞌmaat owwattat ayattook miya. Tashkaat iksho, Chokkaꞌ Falaaꞌko. 

Haatoko tashka Mashkookiꞌat Chokka Falaaꞌ oꞌnacha ittibittook miya. 

Naalhchohma tashkaꞌ Chikashshaꞌat ikshokma chipota nakniꞌ Chikashshaat 

hooittibi makillattook miya. Haatokoot tanampoꞌ, tanampo álhlhiꞌ nakiꞌ 

táwwaꞌa íꞌshcha Mashkookia kochchicha ittibi. Amafoꞌsiꞌ ishtoꞌat ántattook 

miya. ‘Levi Colbert’ naahollo-at hochifottook miya. Levi-at chipota nakniꞌ 

Chikashsha áyyaꞌsha pa pihlíꞌchittook miya. Pihlíꞌshcha Mashkookia 

imambittook miya. Yahmihma Chikashsha pihliꞌchiꞌat Levi ‘Ittiꞌ Aaombaꞌ’ 

hochifottook miya. Anaꞌkoot Ittiꞌ Aaombaꞌ ishtaaonchololiꞌ saya. Asayoppa 

fínha Chikashsha sayahootokoot].  
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[‘Long ago all the Chickasaws lived in Mississippi, they say. One day all those 

warriors living at Long Town went hunting. There were not any warriors at Long 

Town. So Mvskoke Creek warriors arrived at Long Town and fought, they say. So 

when the Chickasaw warriors were gone the Chickasaw boys had to fight. So 

they took up the guns and bows and arrows and forcing the Mvskoke Creeks out, 

they fought them. My great-grandfather was there, they say. The white people 

called him ‘Levi Colbert.’ Levi led these Chickasaw boys that were there. Leading 

them, they beat the Mvskoke Creeks. So the Chickasaw leaders named him 

‘Where It Rained in the Woods,’ they say.440 I am a descendant of Where It 

Rained in the Woods. I am very happy because I am Chikashsha.’]441     

 
 The passage following this nannanoli álhlhiꞌ is known as the Chikashsha nannikbi anoliꞌ 

(Chikashsha creation story), and is an early attempt to retell the version passed to the late 

Juanita Byars by her kin. This is a deep and pervasive story, told in similar detail by a great many 

native peoples in the southeast:   

Chiikipíllakaash yaakniat hattak ikshokitok. Okaꞌ ilat onayyaꞌshanatok miya. 

Okaꞌ bíyyiꞌka. Nittak fokhakaash Shakchiat nota pityopicha lokfiꞌ ishcha aba 

                                                
440 The evidential / hearsay marker miya is used to convey statements of fact that the reporter 
did not in fact see themselves. It is a common feature in storytelling, particularly older stories 
and shikonnoꞌpaꞌ. I have omitted the regular repetition of the device in the English gloss 
because it interrupts the flow of the narrative. In Chickasaw it is fine. This word is also 
homophonous with miya, ‘to say about oneself; to try; to mean.’ An allophonic variant of this 
word is miha.  
441 Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) Collection, JHI-008 (5-13-2007 to 1-24-
2011), 86-7, Sam Noble Native American Languages Collection, Norman, OK. 
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ishtalatok miya. Lokfiꞌ bíyyiꞌka yaakniꞌ paknama. Haatako Shiikiat aba 

wakaacha ifanishchi kannalit onchaba valleys taaꞌwa ikbitok miya. Onchaba, 

valleys, okataꞌ, okishtoꞌ choꞌmaa tahlikma Abaꞌ Binniꞌliꞌ pihisacha imanokfillikat 

‘Yappat chokmahookya nanna iksho. Okla tobaꞌchilaꞌ makilla amholba’ 

anokfillitok. Yammikmat lokfi uuzikmat okla tobaꞌchitok miya. Yaakniꞌ móma 

taaꞌwa katishchi tobaꞌshtok miya. Yammak illa.442  

 

[Chiiki píllakaash yaakniꞌa hattakat aaikshokittook. Okaꞌ illaꞌat 

onáyyaꞌshanattook miya. Okaꞌ bíyyiꞌka. Nittak fokhakaash Shakchiat notaꞌ 

pityoꞌpicha lokfiꞌ íꞌshcha aba ishtalattook miya. Lokfiꞌ bíyyiꞌka yaakniꞌ paknaꞌ 

ma. Haatoko Shiikiat abaꞌ wakaꞌcha fanalhchiꞌ faapoꞌwat onchaba 

kochchaafokkaꞌ táwaaꞌa ikbittook miya. Onchaba, kochchaafokkaꞌ, okhataꞌ, 

okishtoꞌ choꞌma ikbit tahlihma Abaꞌ Bínniꞌliꞌat pihíscha aachikat ‘Yappat 

chokmahookya nannahaat iksho. Okla tobashlaꞌ makilla amahooba’ aachittook. 

Yahmihmat okla lokfiꞌ ishtobachittook miya. Kanishchi yaakniꞌ móma 

tobachittook miya. Yammak illa].  

 

[‘Long ago there were no humans on the land. There was only water there. 

Water was everywhere. So one day Crayfish swam down under and, taking some 

dirt, brought it up.  There was dirt all over the surface of the land. So Buzzard, 

                                                
442 Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) Collection, JHI-008 (5-13-2007 to 1-24-
2011), 87, Sam Noble Native American Languages Collection, Norman, OK. In this version of the 
creation story Shiiki ‘Buzzard’ is the creator of the mountains and valleys.  
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flying up, flapped his wings and created mountains and valleys, they say. When 

he finished making the mountains, valleys, the ocean, and big waters He Who 

Sits on High stared at it, saying ‘This is good but something is not here. It seems 

to me that I have to be able to make some people.’ So he made people out of 

earth. This is the manner in which the world was created. That is it.’] 

 

Figure 91: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Cambridge Executive journal, Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) 
Collection, JHI-008 (5-13-2007 to 1-24-2011), 88, Sam Noble Native American Languages 

Collection, Norman, OK. 
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 The final entry from this journal that I will include here is an early attempt at a 

biographical sketch in the language, written in October 2010 (Figure 91):  

 

Saholhchifoat Lokosh. Saholhchifo naaholloat Joshua. Memphis, 

Tennesseeaꞌkot aa-alalitok. Afammi pokkoꞌliꞌ tochchiꞌnaꞌ awa toklo aa-alalitok. 

Sashkiat Chikashsha Chahta taꞌwaaꞌ. Ankiat Mashkookiꞌ Chalakki taꞌwaꞌa. 

Anaꞌkot Chikashsha aatikaachili. Chiikipillakaash anchokka-chaffa alhihaat 

Chikashshanompaꞌ anompolinatok miya, anchokka-chaffaꞌ Chikashsha. Angaani 

ishtoat Chikashshanompaꞌ anompolinatok miya hookya 1938aꞌko loshomatok 

miya. 1938onakash Chikashshanompaꞌ ithánaꞌ ikshokitok anchokka-chaffaꞌkot. 

Naalhchommit sahimitta katihkash Chikashsha sayaka ithánali ookya 

Chikashshanompaꞌ anompolaꞌhi bíyyiꞌka kiꞌyokitok. Anompaꞌ kanihmosi 

ithánalika, nanna naamilhlhaꞌ, impaꞌ, chokka-chaffa ithanalitok. Haatakoot 

anchipota nakniꞌ Chokfiꞌ alakma Chikashshanompaꞌ ithánachi ishtayalitok. 

Chokfiat Chikashshanompaꞌ ithanachihookmano anhilitok. Yammikma 

Chikashshanompaꞌ ithánali finhatok. Nittak móma Chikashshanompaꞌ 

pihísalicha anokfililicha anompohólilitok. Kallotok. Pomanompaat kanikaka 

ithánachi. Afammi pokkoꞌli onakma Chikashshanompaꞌ anompolaꞌhi 

biyyiꞌkacha kanihka sayoppa makoꞌno. Chikashsha sayacha pomanompaat 

okcháyya bílliꞌya hookmano anhili. Yappakoot sayimmi.  
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[ Saholhchifoat Lokosh. Saholhchifo naahollaat Joshua. Memphis, 

Tennesseeaꞌko aa-alalittook. Afammi pokoli tochchíꞌna awa toklo aa-alalittook. 

Sashkiꞌat Chikashsha Chahta táwwaꞌa. Ankiꞌat Mashkookiꞌ Chalakki táwwaꞌa. 

Anaꞌkoot Chikashsha aatakaashlittook. Chiiki píllakaash anchokka-chaffaꞌ 

alhihaat Chikashshanompaꞌ anompolinattook miya, anchokka-chaffaꞌ 

Chikashsha. Angaaniꞌ ishtoꞌat Chikashshanompaꞌ anompolinattook miya 

hookya 1938aꞌko loshomattook miya. 1938 onakaash Chikashshanompaꞌ 

ithánaꞌat ikimshokittook anchokka-chaffaꞌkoot. Naalhchohmiꞌ sahimitta 

katihkaash Chikashsha sayaka ithánali ookya Chikashshanompaꞌ anompolilaꞌhi 

bíyyiꞌka kiꞌyokittook. Anompa kanihmoꞌsi ithánalittook - nanna naamilhlhaꞌ, 

impaꞌ, chokka-chaffaꞌ ithánalittook. Haatoko anchipota nakniꞌ Chokfiꞌat alahma 

Chikashshanompaꞌ ithanat ishtayyalittook. Chokfiꞌat Chikashshanompaꞌ 

ithanaꞌchihookmano anhilittook. Yahmihma Chikashshanompaꞌ ithanali 

fínhattook. Nittak móma Chikashshanompaꞌ pihíslit ishtanokfillilit 

anompohólilittook. Kallottook. Pomanompaꞌ kanihka ithanalittook. Afammi 

pókkoꞌli onnahma Chikashshanompaꞌ anompolilaꞌhi bíyyiꞌkacha kanihka 

sayoppa makoꞌno. Chikashsha saꞌyacha pomanompaꞌat okcháa 

bílliꞌyaꞌchihookmano anhili. Yappaꞌko sayimmi].  

 

[‘My name is Gourd. My white person name is Joshua. I was born at Memphis, 

Tennessee. I was born 32 years ago. My mother is Chickasaw and Choctaw. My 

father is Mvskoke Creek and Cherokee. I signed my name at the Chickasaw 
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Nation.443 Long ago my Chikashsha family used to speak Chikashshanompaꞌ all 

the time. They say my great-grandmother spoke Chikashshanompaꞌ but she died 

in 1938. My family had no more Chikashshanompaꞌ speakers in 1938. So when I 

was still young I knew that I was Chikashsha but I could not speak 

Chikashshanompaꞌ. I knew a little language - animals, food, family words. So 

when my son Chokfiꞌ was born I began to learn Chikashshanompaꞌ. I wanted 

Chokfiꞌ to learn Chikashshanompaꞌ. So I really learned Chikashshanompaꞌ. Every 

day I looked at, thought about, and spoke Chikashshanompaꞌ. Ten years later I 

can speak Chikashshanompaꞌ and now I am really happy. I am a Chickasaw and I 

want our language to live forever. That is what I believe.’]444   

Sugarcane notebook, 6 July 2010 to 17 May 2011  
 
 The notebook is a medium-size brown pressboard journal with brown kraft paper cover, 

made from sugarcane waste. Its lined pages are devoted to language entries. The dominant 

theme therein is verb grades, and its entry types include marginalia, illustrated vocabulary, and 

several speaker notes. The journal is titled on the cover, Lokosh imanompaꞌ holisso, ‘Lokosh’s 

language book 6 July 2010.’ 

 

 

 

                                                
443 ‘Signed my name at the Chickasaw Nation’ = enrolled as a tribal citizen of the Chickasaw 
Nation.  
444 Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) Collection, JHI-008 (5-13-2007 to 1-24-
2011), 88, Sam Noble Native American Languages Collection, Norman, OK.  
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Marginalia 
 

Noteworthy marginalia include notes on multiclause constructions that require switch-

reference affixes, a regular process in Chikashshanompaꞌ that nevertheless can be challenging 

for anompa shaaliꞌ.445 I was ten years into my learning journey, but only three into the 

professional language work that enabled me to have regular daily contact with native speakers. 

Even in this professionalized revitalization environment, I struggled to acquire the full switch-

reference system. 

 In Figure 92 there are four multiclause sentences with switch-reference elements and 

four sentences that do not incorporate switch reference: 

   Liyammaꞌhi bíyyiꞌka kiꞌyohma ishpopilakiꞌyokitok.  

  [Liiyahmaꞌhi bíyyiꞌka kiꞌyohma ishpopilaꞌ kiꞌyokitok].  

[‘When we could not do it you never helped us.’]  

Liyammit kiꞌyo ishnakoht kiꞌyokitokma.  

[Liiyahmiꞌ kiꞌyo ishnaakoot [yahmaꞌhi] kiꞌyokitokma].  

[‘We did not do it, you were the one that could not do it.’]  

Ittachaffaꞌ libinohtok.  

[Ittachaffat liibinohtok.]  

[‘Being in agreement we (more than two) sat down.’]  

Hootilhlhaaꞌchi.  

                                                
445 See Pamela Munro, ‘Chickasaw Switch-Reference Revisited’ in Switch Reference 2.0. vol. 114, 
edited by Rik van Gijn and Jeremy Hammond), 377-424 (Amsterdam: John Benjamins Publishing 
Company, 2016). 
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[Hootilhaaꞌchi.]  

[‘They (more than two) will fly.’]  

Hootilhlhaachi.  

[Hootilhaachi.] 

[‘They are making them (more than two) fly.’] 

Liyaꞌni chiklokma.  

[Liyyaꞌni chiklokma / Iliyyaꞌni chiklokma.]  

[‘We might / can go if you do not get here.’]446  

  

Figure 92: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Sugarcane notebook, Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) 
Collection, JHI-013 (7-6-2010 to 5-17-2011), 9, Sam Noble Native American Languages 

Collection, Norman, OK. 

 The following page (Figure 93) has six pieces of marginalia, comprised of Post-It notes 

stuck onto the page, and also four phrases elicited from native speaker Carlin Thompson: 

Alikchiꞌ sayahookmano anhili.  

                                                
446 Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) Collection, JHI-013 (7-6-2010 to 5-17-
2011), 9, Sam Noble Native American Languages Collection, Norman, OK.  
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[‘I want to be a doctor.’]  

Sasipoknit tahakmat lowak moshoochi sayahookmano anhili.  

[Sasipoknit tahakmat lowak moshoochiꞌ sayahookmano anhili.]  

[‘When I am grown up (completely old) I want to be fireman.’] 

Catherine 9-20-10447  

Chokma ishimanoolaꞌshki.  

[ꞌChokmaꞌ ishimanoolaꞌshki / ishimanolaꞌshki.]  

[‘You should say ꞌHelloꞌ to him/her/it/them.’]  

nannaaithanaꞌ chaahahoꞌ 

‘college’  

holissaapisaꞌ  

‘school’  

 sapisaꞌ chaahahoꞌ 

[saapisaꞌ chaahahoꞌ]  

[‘high school / college’] 

abaani = verb  

[‘to barbeque’]  

nipiꞌ abaaniꞌ  

[nipiꞌ aa-abaaniꞌ]  

‘grill [barbeque grill, barbecue pit]’448   

                                                
447 This was elicited from Mrs. Catherine Willmond when she was in visiting Oklahoma. 
448 Ibid.  
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Liyammaꞌhi bíyyiꞌkama ishpopila kiꞌyokitok.  

[Liiyahmaꞌhi bíyyiꞌkahma ishpopilaꞌ kiꞌyokitok.]  

[‘When we could do it you never helped us.’]  

Liyammaꞌhi bíyyiꞌka kiꞌyokma ishpopilaꞌ kiꞌyokitok. 

[Liiyahmaꞌhi bíyyiꞌka kiꞌyokma ishpopilaꞌ kiꞌyokitok.]  

[‘When we could not do it you never helped us.’]  

John iichoꞌmaat aachompaꞌ iliyatok. loayatok.  

[John iichomat aachompaꞌ iliyyatok / loo-ayatok.]  

[‘John and us [more than two] went to town.’]  

John lichoꞌmi aachompaꞌ liyatok.  

[John liichoꞌmit aachompaꞌ iliyyatok.]  

[‘John and us (a couple of people) went to town.’] 

John litaat aachompaꞌ liyatok.  

[John liitáꞌat aachompaꞌ iliyyatok.]  

[‘John and I went to town.’]   

Carlin 9-7-10 

Littinfatpoli.  

[Littifatpoli / Ilittifatpoli.]  

[‘We are talking to one another.’]  

Liifatpoli.  
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[‘We are talking.’]449 

 

Figure 93: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Sugarcane notebook, Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) 
Collection, JHI-013 (7-6-2010 to 5-17-2011), 10, Sam Noble Native American Languages 

Collection, Norman, OK. 

Illustrated vocabulary 
 

I will note a single illustrated vocabulary page in this journal for several reasons. First, it 

is a rich page, with multiple illustrations. Second, it shows the progression of my interests from 

the earliest notebooks in the sense of active engagement with challenging grammatical aspects 

                                                
449 Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) Collection, JHI-013 (7-6-2010 to 5-17-
2011), 10, Sam Noble Native American Languages Collection, Norman, OK.  
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of the language, including verb grades and positional verbs. Both are integral to effectively 

communicating in Chikashshanompaꞌ, but due to their complexity they are at risk of being lost 

in the transmission of the language from this last generation of anompíꞌshiꞌ to anompa shaaliꞌ 

(Figure 94). 

 6 July 2010 

 aachi - with illustration of one person talking to another  

[‘to talk’]  

(hngr. ahánchi) - with illustration of person talking with ‘2X’ written out 

[‘talking and talking’]  

(ngr. ánchi) - with illustration of a wounded rabbit saying ‘Yaaaaaaaaali’ [‘I am 

crying.’] and a sentence Chokfiat yaat ánchi [Chokfiꞌat yaat ánchi]. [‘Rabbit is 

crying and saying (it).’] 

[‘to say (with co-occurring action)’]  

impa - with illustration of man eating a chicken leg  

[‘to eat, have a meal, dine’]  

(ggr. íꞌpa)  

‘finally [to finally eat, have a meal, dine]’  

(hngr. ihímpa) - with illustration of man eating a chicken leg, steak, and an ear 

of corn.  

[‘to be eating and eating’]  

(ngr. ímpa) - with illustration of man eating and sentence Ímpaat bínniꞌli [Ímpat 

bínniꞌli] [‘He is eating while seated’]  
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[‘to eat (with co-occurring action)’] 

malili - with illustration of man running  

(ggr. málliꞌli) ‘finally’  

(hngr. malihíli) - with illustration of man running a long distance with sweat 

coming out of his body, 26M, and a finish line banner, with sentence ‘Hoyanoot 

malíli [Hoyahnot malíli]’ [‘s/he it is sweating and running.’] 

(ngr. malíli) - with an image of a human running and a sentence ‘Ookya kaa 

ishtaya’ [‘But [it can also mean] to run, start (of a car)’] and an illustration of a 

key in an ignition with an arrow indicating turning.  

(tilhaa) - with illustration of three people running  

anompoli 

‘to speak’  

(ggr. anompóꞌli) ‘finally, very, kind of’?  

[‘to finally speak’] 

(hngr. anompohóli) - with illustration of a man saying blah blah blah blah 

(Labaachi [‘talks all the time’]. 

[‘to be speaking and speaking’]   

(ngr. anompóli) – ‘to be speaking’ with illustration of bearded white man 

saying ‘play ball blah blah’ 

[‘to speak (with co-occurring action)’]  

biniili - with illustration of stick person sitting down  

[‘to sit down (punctual)’]  
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chiꞌya - with illustration of two seated stick people 

[‘to be seated (dl. subj.)’]  

binohli - with illustration of three seated stick people 

[‘to sit down (punctual) (mainly tpl. subj., also dl.)’]  

(ggr. bínniꞌli)  

[‘to sit, be sitting (sg. subj.)’]  

(ngr. biníli)  

[‘to sit, be sitting (sg. subj.) [with co-occurring action]’]  

(rmgr. binniníli)  

[‘to sit around (sg. subj.’]450   

  

                                                
450 Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) Collection, JHI-013 (7-6-2010 to 5-17-
2011), 3, Sam Noble Native American Languages Collection, Norman, OK.  
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Figure 94: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Sugarcane notebook, Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) 
Collection, JHI-013 (7-6-2010 to 5-17-2011), 3, Sam Noble Native American Languages 

Collection, Norman, OK.   

Speaker Notes   
 
 There are two noteworthy speaker notes pages from this notebook. The first is an 

example of my ongoing interest in acquiring as many idiolects as possible from native speakers, 

in this case focusing on variation in the first person plural markers (Figure 95). The second is a 

compilation of random set of items from a single native speaker and general notes from a 

Chickasaw Language Committee meeting (Figure 96):  
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Figure 95: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Sugarcane notebook, Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) 
Collection, JHI-013 (7-6-2010 to 5-17-2011), 7, Sam Noble Native American Languages 

Collection, Norman, OK. 

  JoAnn 9-7-10 

  Littimanompoli.  

  [‘We are reading to him/her/it/them.’]  

Lottimanompoli.  

[Looittimanompoli.]  

[‘We (more than two) are reading to him/her/it/them.’]  

Iliyaꞌchi.  

[Iliyyaꞌchi.]   
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[‘We are going to go.’]  

Loayaꞌchi.  

[Looayaꞌchi.]  

[‘We (more than two) are going to go.’] 

Ilimpatok.  

[‘We ate.’]  

Loimpatok.  

[Looimpatok.]  

[‘We (more than two) ate.’]  

Akankaꞌ loapa.  

[Akankaꞌ looapa.]  

[‘We are eating chicken.’]  

Akankaꞌ ilipatok.  

[‘We ate chicken.’]  

Marie Beck 9-7-10 

Littimanompoli.  

[‘We are reading to him/her/it/them.’]  

Ilooimpachi  

[Iloo-impaꞌchi.]  

[‘We (more than two) are going to eat.’]  

Hattak lawat (illegible).  

[‘Many people / many men’]  
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Ilimpa.  

[‘We are eating.’]  

Iipatok.  

[‘We ate (it).’]  

Iipatok.  

[‘We ate (it).’]  

Geneva Holman 9-7-10 

Ilanompoli.  

[‘We are speaking.’] 

Wanompoli.  

[Aa-anompoli, Loo-anompoli?]  

[‘s/he it they are speaking (in a place), We (more than two) are speaking.’] 

Iliyachi  

[Iliyyaꞌchi.] 

[‘We are going to go.’]  

Iimomat iliyachi.  

[Iimómat iliyyaꞌchi.]  

[‘All of us are going to go.’]  

Sam Johnson 9-7-10 

Ilittimanompoli. 

[‘We are reading to her/him/it/them.’]   

Ilooittimanompoli.  
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[‘We (more than two) are reading to her/him/it/them.’]  

Hooittimanompoli.  

[‘They are reading to her/him/it/them.’]  

Akankaꞌ ilipa. 

[‘We are eating chicken.’]   

Akankaꞌ iloo-apa.  

[‘We (more than two) are eating chicken.’]451   

                                                
451 Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) Collection, JHI-013 (7-6-2010 to 5-17-
2011), 7, Sam Noble Native American Languages Collection, Norman, OK.  
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Figure 96: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Sugarcane notebook, Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) 
Collection, JHI-013 (7-6-2010 to 5-17-2011), 8, Sam Noble Native American Languages 

Collection, Norman, OK. 

Marie Beck 9-7-10 

Aaithanahaꞌ - with illustration of church  

[‘church’]  

okloboshlichi  

[‘to baptize (in the Baptist way); to dunk, push under’]  

abanompaꞌ yimmiꞌ  

[Abaanompaꞌ Yimmiꞌ] - with illustration of cross 

[‘Christian’]  
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abaanompaꞌ ishiꞌ  

[abaanompaꞌ iꞌshiꞌ] - with illustration of pastor talking, holding bible 

[‘preacher’]  

Language Committee Meeting  

addiction -> can’t quit  

attapa  

[aatapa]  

[‘too, too much’]   

bannaꞌ salami  

[banna salamiꞌ]  

[‘to want (it) too much’]  

banna bílliꞌya = want all the time 

[‘to want (it) all the time’]   

ishkomaꞌsi  

[ishko yammaꞌsi]  

[‘to drink just a little bit (of that)’]  

imómachit taha  

[imomachit taha / imomachit táyyaꞌha]  -> youꞌre all used to it  

[‘to be used to it’]  

tannafo  

[‘basket’]  

talhpak  
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[‘basket’] 452 

Composition notebook, 27 August 2010 to 4 November 2010 
 

This notebook is a medium-size pressboard journal with a typical black-and-white 

speckled cover and lined pages. It is mostly devoted to exercises and notes from published 

language learning resources, principally Let’s Speak Chickasaw  and Choctaw Language & 

Culture. I was most interested at the time in the differences between Chikashshanompaꞌ and 

Chahta imanompaꞌ, as well as working deliberately through the Chikashshanompaꞌ teaching 

grammar in depth. The notebook is a brief exemplar of the role that overt grammatical 

instruction played in my acquisition of Chikashshanompaꞌ, and contains four entry types: 

notations / exercises from the two workbooks, illustrated vocabulary entries, marginalia, and 

speaker notes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                
452 Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) Collection, JHI-013 (7-6-2010 to 5-17-
2011), 8, Sam Noble Native American Languages Collection, Norman, OK. 
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Notations / exercises 

 

 

Figure 97: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Composition notebook, Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) 
Collection, JHI-015 (8-27-2010 to 11-4-2010), 22, Sam Noble Native American Languages 

Collection, Norman, OK. 

 This first notation / exercise example (Figure 97) includes a chart denoting stative and 

active person markers in Chikashshanompaꞌ, a short series of translation exercise answers, and 

several examples of verbs that take both stative and active person marking.453  

                                                
453 Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) Collection, JHI-015 (8-27-2010 to 11-4-
2010), 22, Sam Noble Native American Languages Collection, Norman, OK.  
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Figure 98: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Composition notebook, Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) 
Collection, JHI-015 (8-27-2010 to 11-4-2010), 15, Sam Noble Native American Languages 

Collection, Norman, OK. 

 The second example (Figure 98) exhibits Choctaw sentence structure and what Haag 

and Willis call directional particles.454 To the right of the main entry I included equivalent 

Chickasaw examples, with Choctaw sentences including examples of these directional particles 

below.455 

  

                                                
454 Marcia Haag and Henry Willis. Choctaw language and culture: Chahta Anumpa. Vol. 1. 
(University of Oklahoma Press, 2001): 25-26. 
455 Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) Collection, JHI-015 (8-27-2010 to 11-4-
2010), 15, Sam Noble Native American Languages Collection, Norman, OK. 
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Illustrated vocabulary entries 
 

 

Figure 99: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Composition notebook, Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) 
Collection, JHI-015 (8-27-2010 to 11-4-2010), 2, Sam Noble Native American Languages 

Collection, Norman, OK. 

 The examples of illustrated entries (Figure 99) use images of associated vocabulary from 

Munro and Willmond 2008 to illustrate the Chikashshanompaꞌ vowel-length contrast. English is 

dispensed with altogether; even the textual examples above have no translations. The 

illustrated entries are:   

  fala  falaa 

  [‘crow’] [‘long’]  

  abi  aabi  
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  [‘to kill’]  [‘to paint’]  

  wakaa  waaka   waakaꞌ  

  [‘to fly’]  [‘be spotted’]  [‘cow’]  

  takaali    pakali  

  [‘be caught, hung up on’]  [‘to bloom’]456  

 

Figure 100: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Composition notebook, Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) 
Collection, JHI-015 (8-27-2010 to 11-4-2010), 25-26, Sam Noble Native American Languages 

Collection, Norman, OK. 

                                                
456 Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) Collection, JHI-015 (8-27-2010 to 11-4-
2010), 2, Sam Noble Native American Languages Collection, Norman, OK. 
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 The next example of illustrated vocabulary entries is spread across two sequential 

notebook pages (Figure 100) and illustrates different ways to express breaking objects: 

  kobafa - illustration of broken stick - subj.  

  [‘to break, be broken (of something long)’]  

  kobaffi - illustration of hands snapping a stick in two - obj. 

  [‘to break (a sg. long obj.)’]  

Sayyaat kobafa  

[Sayyiꞌat kobafa]  

  [‘My leg is broken.’]  

  Ishholissochiꞌ kobaffilitok.  

  [‘I broke a pencil.’]  

  kobahli - illustration of two broken sticks 

  [‘to break, be broken (of long obj.)(pl. subj.)’] 

  kobbi - illustration of two broken sticks 

  [‘to break (pl. long obj.)’] 

  kowa - illustration of four broken sticks  

  [‘to break, crack, be broken (of a round object)’] 

kooli - illustration of hammer about to strike a bowl 

[‘break or crack a compact object’]  

kookowa - illustration of three intact bowls 

[‘to break, be broken (of compact obj.) (pl. subj.)’] 

kookoli - illustration of broken shards 
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[‘to break (compact obj.) (pl. obj.)’] 

Amposhiꞌ likootok  

[Amposhiꞌ liikootok] 

[‘We broke a bowl.’]  

Amposhiꞌ likookolitok  

[Amposhiꞌ liikookolitok]  

[‘We broke some bowls.’]457  

                                                
457 Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) Collection, JHI-015 (8-27-2010 to 11-4-
2010), 25-26, Sam Noble Native American Languages Collection, Norman, OK. 
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Marginalia 

 

Figure 101: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Composition notebook, Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) 
Collection, JHI-015 (8-27-2010 to 11-4-2010), 51, Sam Noble Native American Languages 

Collection, Norman, OK. 

  The only noteworthy piece of marginalia concerns an animal (Figure 101):  

  okfincha (273)  

  ‘mink’ 

‘magic creature [in the water] that pulls [one] down and eats the ends of [one’s] 

hands’ [also known to trade baby teeth for money]458 

                                                
458 Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) Collection, JHI-015 (8-27-2010 to 11-4-
2010), 51, Sam Noble Native American Languages Collection, Norman, OK. This entry was taken 
from Munro and Willmond, Chickasaw, 273.  
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Speaker notes 
 

A single page of speaker notes was elicited from native speaker JoAnn Ellis on 3 

November 2010, and concerns Chickasaw verb grades (Figure 102):  

 

Figure 102: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Composition notebook, Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) 
Collection, JHI-015 (8-27-2010 to 11-4-2010), 52, Sam Noble Native American Languages 
Collection, Norman, OK. This entry was motivated by Munro and Willmond, Let’s Speak 

Chickasaw. 

JoAnn 

11-3-10 

G [grade]  líttiꞌha  
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‘already dirty - finally / already’  

hóppoꞌba (doesn’t sound right)  

[‘finally, already hungry’]  

chíffaꞌta / chóffaꞌta  

    ‘really, more clean’  

  HN [grade] hopooba [hopoba]  

    [‘to be hungry, to starve’] 

hopohómba 

‘still hungry, staying hungry, doesn’t sound right’  

chofahálli 

‘still cleaning’  

chifalli  

‘cleaning and cleaning’  

ipihínta 

‘feeding and feeding’  

  N [grade] pilánchi  

    ‘still sending’  

    ayómpa 

    ‘still happy’  

    ipínta  

    ‘still feeding’ ‘Stan might say’  

  Y [grade]  líttiꞌyya  
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[litíyyiꞌha]  

    [‘really dirty’] 

    kanihka littiya  

[litiya]  

    [‘really dirty’] 

    littiiya  

[líttiꞌha, líttiꞌya] [G grade]  

    [‘kind of dirty’] ‘doesn’t sound good’  

    hopoyyoba  

[hopóyyoꞌba]  

    [‘really hungry’] ‘doesn’t sound good’ 

    hopooba  

    [‘really [hungry]’]459  

Moleskine Classic Notebook, 17 October 2011 - 17 May 2012 
 
 This journal marks a transition, at the urging of my then-committee chair Dr. Mary S. 

Linn, to acid-free notebooks and archival inks. Since this journal began I have written exclusively 

in Moleskine journals with archival Noodler’s Inks mostly using traditional fountain pens. The 

journal holds work-related language notes, class notes from doctoral course work, 

transcriptions of shikonnoꞌpaꞌ and other stories, prayers by native speakers, translation of a 

                                                
459 Below these notes are three points possibly related to a desire to test these grades with 
other native speakers. Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) Collection, JHI-015 
(8-27-2010 to 11-4-2010), 52, Sam Noble Native American Languages Collection, Norman, OK. 
This entry was motivated by Munro and Willmond, Let’s Speak Chickasaw. 
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non-Chickasaw children’s book, and a few personal entries.460 Entry types include marginalia, 

productive journal entries, and oral narrative transcriptions:  

Marginalia  
 
 There are extensive marginalia in this notebook, principally because much of it was 

devoted to notes taken during my doctoral course work. Several entries could be considered 

illustrated vocabulary entries, but I code them as marginalia because acquisition of that 

vocabulary was not my principal reason for creating them (Figure 103): 

                                                
460 Some of this work was produced in Ukraine, where my wife and I were staying for an 
extended period in order to finalize the adoption of our two eldest sons. The remainder was 
largely written in Oklahoma, with some exceptions in Chicago and Minneapolis.  
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Figure 103: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Moleskine Classic notebook, Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) 
Collection, JHI-009 (10-17-2011 to 5-17-2012), 70, Sam Noble Native American Languages 

Collection, Norman, OK. 

  osiꞌ hishiꞌ  

  ‘eagle feather’461  

 Some marginalia are asides / responses to class content (Figure 104):  

                                                
461 Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) Collection, JHI-009 (10-17-2011 to 5-
17-2012), 70, Sam Noble Native American Languages Collection, Norman, OK. 
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Figure 104: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Moleskine Classic notebook, Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) 
Collection, JHI-009 (10-17-2011 to 5-17-2012), 86, Sam Noble Native American Languages 

Collection, Norman, OK. 

yamma móma akostinichilaꞌhi bíyyiꞌka kiꞌyokaꞌchi  

[Yamma moma akostinishlaꞌhi bíyyiꞌka kiꞌyokaꞌchi] 

[‘I am not going to be able to understand all of this’]462 

                                                
462 The graduate courses in linguistics that I took were incredibly challenging for someone like 
myself, who had no formal background in the subject. I was able to survive my PhD courses by 
making linguistic theory concrete through the lens of Chikashshanompaꞌ and my understanding 
of it, and through the assistance of Dr. Juliet Morgan, a member of my cohort and now my 
coworker in the Chickasaw Language Revitalization Program, as well as through the generosity 
and mentoring of my professors including Dr. Mary S. Linn, Dr. Racquel-Mariá Sapién, Dr. 
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Figure 105: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Moleskine Classic notebook, Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) 
Collection, JHI-009 (8-27-2010 to 11-4-2010), 99, Sam Noble Native American Languages 

Collection, Norman, OK. 

 Kiihi sanosilhlhaha! Chiiki pílla tashkilaꞌnitokaꞌni.  

 [‘Dang, am I sleepy! I should have lain down earlier.’]463  

                                                
Marcia Haag, Dr. Sean O’Neill, Dr. Gus Palmer, Dr. Amanda Cobb-Greetham, and Dr. Teresa Bell. 
Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) Collection, JHI-009 (10-17-2011 to 5-17-
2012), 86, Sam Noble Native American Languages Collection, Norman, OK.  
463 Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) Collection, JHI-009 (10-17-2011 to 5-
17-2012), 99, Sam Noble Native American Languages Collection, Norman, OK.  
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Figure 106: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Moleskine Classic notebook, Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) 
Collection, JHI-009 ((10-17-2011 to 5-17-2012), 108, Sam Noble Native American Languages 

Collection, Norman, OK. 

  katishchi ishaachaꞌni ‘clear the throat’? Stan ba JoAnn asilhhaꞌ.  

[Katihshchi ishaachaꞌni ‘clear the throat’? Stan baꞌ JoAnn imasilhlha.]  

  [‘How might you say ‘clear the throat’? Ask Stan or JoAnn.’]464  

                                                
464 Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) Collection, JHI-009 (10-17-2011 to 5-
17-2012), 108, Sam Noble Native American Languages Collection, Norman, OK.  
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 Two examples of marginalia in Figure 107 were also written in a morphology course at 

the University of Oklahoma. The first is a neologism that I coined during the course and the 

second is a series of five derivations of taloowa ‘to sing’:  

 

Figure 107: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Moleskine Classic notebook, Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) 
Collection, JHI-009 (8-27-2010 to 11-4-2010), 115, Sam Noble Native American Languages 

Collection, Norman, OK. 

 Anompaꞌ Ilanchiꞌ Pisaꞌ  

[Anompaꞌ Ilánchi Pisaꞌ]  
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 ‘morphology [examination of changing words or language]’  

 taloowa  

 [‘s/he / it / they / they are singing.’]  

 taloowatok  

[‘she / it / it / they sang’]  

 taloowatok 

[‘she / it / it / they sang’]   

 talohówatok 

 [‘she / it / it / they were singing and singing’]  

 taloohówatok?  

[talohówatok] 

[‘she / it / it / they were singing and singing’]465  
 

 In Figure 108 there are two marginalia examples, a series of four derivations of sotko ‘to 

be thick’ and an aside concerning modern media:  

                                                
465 Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) Collection, JHI-009 (10-17-2011 to 5-
17-2012), 115, Sam Noble Native American Languages Collection, Norman, OK.  
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Figure 108: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) Collection, JHI-009 (10-17-
2011 to 5-17-2012), 166, Sam Noble Native American Languages Collection, Norman, OK. 

  sotko  

  ‘be thick’  

  sootko  

[sóyyotko]466 

                                                
466 The intensive y-grade as described by Munro and Willmond is most often realized by 
speakers currently working with the program using either a lengthened penultimate vowel or 
the auxiliary word kaníhka, rather than the geminate y-insertion following the accented 
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  ‘really thick’ 

  sóyyotko 

  [‘really thick’]  

  sóntko  

‘still thick, finally thick [thick with co-occurring action, thicker (comparatively)]’  

Hopaakikaashookano Chikashsha alhihat nannola ꞌCDꞌ ba ꞌDVDꞌ 

nannikshokittook miya. Makono imaasha manko. [Hopaakikaashookano 

Chikashsha alhihaat nannolaꞌ ꞌCDꞌ baꞌ ꞌDVDꞌ nanna ikimikshokittook miya. 

Makoꞌno imáyyaꞌsha manko.  

[‘Long ago the Chickasaws did not have anything like CDs or DVDs, they say. But 

now they have them (I have seen it first hand).’]467  

  The marginalia entry is a switch-reference exercise I wrote down during a morphology 

class, during a discussion on morpheme classes in English (Figure 109):  

                                                
penultimate syllable; e.g., losa ‘to be black in color’; loosa ‘to be really black’;  kanihka losa ‘to 
be really black.’  
467 Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) Collection, JHI-009 (10-17-2011 to 5-
17-2012), 166, Sam Noble Native American Languages Collection, Norman, OK.  
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Figure 109: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Moleskine Classic notebook, Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) 
Collection, JHI-009 (10-17-2011 to 5-17-2012), 87, Sam Noble Native American Languages 

Collection, Norman, OK. 

 Impa miyalit aaissachilit anchipota imihalitok.  

[Impa mihalit aaissachilit anchipota imihalitok.] 

[‘I quit trying to eat and bawled out my children.’]   

 Impa miyali hattakat anchokkaꞌ onnatok.  

[Impa mihali hattakat anchokkaꞌ onatok.] 

[‘I was trying to eat and a man / person got to my house.’]   
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 Kooklit nanna hayooshlitokat hayooshlitok.  

[Kooklilit nanna hayooshlitokat hayooshlitok.] 

[‘I was Googling and I found something that I had found (before).’]    

 Kookli anchipotaat sataklammit istayatok.  

[Kooklili anchipotaat sataklammit ishtayatok.] 

[‘I was Googling and my children began to bother me.’]   

 Hattakmat hinaꞌ pa pílla onnachit mihatokkookya ittolatok.  

[Hattak mat hinaꞌ pa-pila ona mihatokookya ittolatok.]  

[‘That man was trying to get precisely [to a point on] the road but he fell.’]  

 Hattakmat hinaꞌ pa pílla onnachit mihatokhookya inchipotaat imoktiꞌ yokliꞌ 

imittolatok miya.  

[Hattak mat hinaꞌ pa-pila ona mihatokookya inchipotaat imoktiꞌ yokliꞌat 

imittolatok miya.]  

[‘They said that that man was trying to get precisely [to a point on] the road but 

his child dropped their snow cone.’]   

 Iskaaypit mihalitokookya WiFiat oppollotok.  

[Iskaaypi mihalitookya WiFiat oppolotok.]  

 [‘I was trying to Skype but the WiFi was messed up.’]  

 Sinti yoklit mihalitokookya sintiat hilasbi salamitok.  

[Sintiꞌ yokli mihalitokookya sintiꞌat hilasbi salamitok.]  

[‘I was trying to grab the snake but the snake was too slippery.’]   
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 Ihoomat yaháa binnina hattakat imaachikat ‘nanta chikatihmitaa’ imaashtok 

manko.  

[Ihoo mat yaháat bínniꞌna hattakat imaachikat ‘Nanta chikatihmi?’ imaashtok 

manko.]  

 [‘That woman was sitting there crying and crying and that man said to her ‘What 

is wrong with you’ (I saw it first hand).’] 

 Aachompaꞌ onalihma aachomposhiꞌat okshitta tahatok.  

[Aachompaꞌ onalihma aachomposhiꞌat okshílliꞌta tahatok.ꞌ]  

  [‘When I got to town the store was completely closed.’]468  
 

The last marginalia examples from this notebook are found at the end of the journal and 

are composed of single phrases, several sentences, and individual names. Figure 110 contains a 

variety of marginalia entries intermixed with random mark-making and doodling:  

Lokosh  

[‘Gourd’] 

Aliiha!    
 
[‘Ouch!’]  

Owwa owwa owwa aachi . . .  

[‘Moo moo moo they are saying (of a cow)’]  

Nittak antahaꞌchi, asaokcháa bílliꞌyaꞌchi kiꞌyo.  

[‘My days will be done, I will not live forever.’] 

Kiihi!  
                                                
468 Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) Collection, JHI-009 (10-17-2011 to 5-
17-2012), 87, Sam Noble Native American Languages Collection, Norman, OK.  
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[‘Wow, dang!’] 

Alii! Hattakmat sataklammi! [Alii! Hattak mat sataklammi!]   

[‘Ouch! That man / person is bothering me!’] 469 
 

 

Figure 110: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Moleskine Classic notebook, Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) 
Collection, JHI-009 (10-17-2011 to 5-17-2012), 239, Sam Noble Native American Languages 

Collection, Norman, OK. 

 Figure 111 is from the end papers of the journal:  

                                                
469 Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) Collection, JHI-009 (10-17-2011 to 5-
17-2012), 239, Sam Noble Native American Languages Collection, Norman, OK.  
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  Chakwihiliꞌ  

  [‘Opossum’]  

  Minkoꞌ  

  [‘Chief, leader’]  

  Labaachiꞌ  

  [‘Talks all the time’]  

  Chokfiꞌ  

  [‘Rabbit’]  

  Aliiha!  
 
  [‘Ouch!’]  

  Lhofaꞌt sashoꞌkatok!  

[Lhofaꞌat sashoꞌkatok!]  

  [‘Bigfoot kissed me!’]  

  Lhofaꞌt chilhiyohli!  

[Lhofaꞌat chilhiyohli!] 

[‘Bigfoot is chasing you!’]470   

                                                
470 Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) Collection, JHI-009 (10-17-2011 to 5-
17-2012), 241, Sam Noble Native American Languages Collection, Norman, OK.  
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Figure 111: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Moleskine Classic notebook, Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) 
Collection, JHI-009 (10-17-2011 to 5-17-2012), 241, Sam Noble Native American Languages 

Collection, Norman, OK. 

Productive journal entries 

 

Figure 112: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Moleskine Classic notebook, Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) 
Collection, JHI-009 (10-17-2011 to 5-17-2012), 9, Sam Noble Native American Languages 

Collection, Norman, OK. 
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 The example of productive journal entry in Figure 112 was written 20 October 2011 at 

the Oklahoma Native Language Association meeting held at the Chickasaw Community Center 

in Ada, Oklahoma. Dr. Colleen Fitzgerald gave a presentation on the phonology of revitalization 

and included some examples of minimal pairs in Choctaw and discussed one tongue-twister 

documented in Choctaw. I was not aware of any such phenomenon in Chikashshanompaꞌ, so I 

wrote out several off the cuff:  

  Issosh shohaat issosh shohaꞌ shoꞌka.  

  [‘The stinky bugs kiss the stinky bugs.’]  

Issosh shohaat shohówaat shoꞌka.  

[Issosh shohaat shohóhat shoꞌka.] 

[‘The stinky bug, stinking and stinking, is kissing (him/her/it/them).’]  

Cholaat chinchokkaꞌ chokkowaꞌchi.  

[‘The fox will go into your house.’]  

Sati lhayyita shawiꞌat sashoꞌka.  

[Sati lháyyiꞌta shawiꞌat sashoꞌka.]  

[‘The raccoon is kissing my really wet mouth.’]  

Shawiꞌat sati lhayyita sashoꞌkataa?  

[Shawiꞌat sati lháyyiꞌta sashoꞌkataa?]  

[‘Is the raccoon kissing my really wet mouth?’]  

Chola chaahat chinchokkaꞌ chichokkowachichi.  

[Chola chaahaat chinchokkaꞌ chichokkowachichi.]  

[‘The tall fox is making you enter your house.’]  
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Shalaklak lhayyita lhinkaat lhofaꞌ lhabankaꞌ lhiyohli  
 
[Shalaklak lháyyiꞌta lhinkaat lhofaꞌ lhabankaꞌ lhiyohli.] 

[‘The fat, wet goose is chasing a snoring Bigfoot.’]471 

 For the second example, I was attending a language symposium organized by the 

Indigenous Language Institute, 24 October 2011, in Albuquerque, NM. Following a presentation 

by Ojibwe educator and language revitalizationist Leslie Harper, I made some brief notes 

detailing my learning process to date (Figure 113):  

                                                
471 Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) Collection, JHI-009 (10-17-2011 to 5-
17-2012), 9, Sam Noble Native American Languages Collection, Norman, OK.  
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Figure 113: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Moleskine Classic notebook, Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) 
Collection, JHI-009 (10-17-2011 to 5-17-2012), 16-17, Sam Noble Native American Languages 

Collection, Norman, OK. 

Katishtchi amanompaꞌ ithánalitaam?  

[Katishchi amanompaꞌ ithanalitok?]  

[‘How did I learn my language?’]  

Chaffaꞌ: amanompaꞌ ithána sabannatok  
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[Ámmoꞌna: amanompaꞌ ithána sabannattook.]  

[‘First: I wanted to know my language.’]  

Tokloꞌ: nannanompaꞌ hoyolitok.  

[Atokla: nannanompaꞌ hoyolittook.]  

[‘second: I searched for language things.’]  

Tochchíꞌna: holisso pisalitok.  

[Atochchíꞌna: holisso písalittook.]  

[‘Third: I looked at books and papers.’]  

Oshtaꞌ: anompaꞌ ithánaꞌ liibinoht máatok micha nanna láwa imasilhhalitok.  

[Ayyoshtaꞌ: Anompaꞌ ithánaꞌ iichoꞌmaꞌat iibinoht maꞌna nanna láꞌwa 

imasilhlhalittook.] 

[‘Fourth: Native speakers and I sat together (being more than two) and I asked 

them many things.’]  

Tálhlhaꞌpi: poyaakniꞌ wihalihootokoot anompaꞌ ithána aa-áyyaꞌshatok.  

[Ishtálhlhaꞌpi: Poyaakniꞌ wihalittook anompaꞌ ithánaꞌat aa-áyyaꞌshahootoko.]  

[‘Fifth: Because fluent speakers are there, we moved to our lands.’]  

Hánnaꞌli: Anompolilitok (iksamilhlhokitok).  

[Ishhánnaꞌli: Anompolilittook (Iksamilhlhokittook).  

[‘sixth: I spoke (I was unafraid).’]  

Ontoklo: amanompaꞌ anokfillilitok. 

[Ishtontoklo: Amanompaꞌ ishtanokfillilittook.] 

[‘seventh: I thought about my language.’]  
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Ontochchíꞌna: amanompaꞌ ithanali bílliꞌya, aaissachilaꞌ kiꞌyokaꞌchi.  

[Ishtontochchíꞌna: Amanompaꞌ ithahánali bílliꞌya, aaissachilaꞌ kiꞌyoꞌkaꞌchi.]  

[‘Eighth: I will learn and learn my language forever, I will not be able to quit.’]472 

Oral Narrative Transcriptions  
  
 There are several transcriptions of oral narratives in this journal, but I will address only 

one here in particular (Figure 114). This narrative was recorded by JoAnn Ellis in 2011 as part of 

a project by Ackerman McQueen.473 The firm was capturing video for speaker profiles, with 

each telling a story they thought significant enough to share for posterity. In this instance, 

JoAnn, who descends from a strong medicine family, shared a narrative about her 

grandmother, who was an alikchiꞌ. 

                                                
472 Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) Collection, JHI-009 (10-17-2011 to 5-
17-2012), 16-17, Sam Noble Native American Languages Collection, Norman, OK.  
473 Ackerman McQueen is a large national advertising agency that has been working with the 
Chickasaw Nation for over a decade on various projects, including language documentation and 
Rosetta Stone Chickasaw.  
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Figure 114: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Moleskine Classic notebook, Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) 
Collection, JHI-009 (10-17-2011 to 5-17-2012), 42-43, Sam Noble Native American Languages 

Collection, Norman, OK. 

 I wrote the transcription while in Mariupol, Ukraine. It marks an early attempt at 

interlinear transcription, with JoAnn’s narrative on one line in Munro-Willmond orthography, 

and a crude morphemic gloss on the next. I forwent the English gloss in favor of transcribing her 

English retelling of the narrative, also on video.474 My journals are full of narrative 

transcriptions, but not all are treated with this kind of an interlinear gloss. They are best viewed 

                                                
474 I generally hold to the view that a native story rendition and a companion English rendition 
are related but independent narratives. I prefer to begin with an English gloss of my creation, 
closely beholden to the original text, then to negotiate with the speaker, arriving at something 
loyal to the original narrative but satisfying to the narrator. This was my approach in Hinson, 
‘Translation.’  
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as acquisition-focused entries, wherein I tried to learn everything I could from native 

speakers’ renditions of stories.475 

 It should be noted that JoAnn shared this narrative in a way that avoids sensitive aspects 

of Indian medicine. I will re-transcribe her Chikashshanompaꞌ text here in the first tier, with the 

negotiated English translation below.  

  Hopaakikaash angranniꞌat Ahloso bla ántanattook.  

  ‘A long time ago my granny lived at Ahloso.’  

Alikchiꞌattook.  

‘She was an Indian doctor.’  

Naahollo alikchiꞌ ilikayyo. 

‘We didn’t go to white doctors.’   

Nanna pobikama angranny-ako pomalikchinattook.  

[Nanna pobikahma angranni-ako pomalikchinattook.]  

‘Anytime we were sick, my granny would doctor us.’  

Amanoolika yappa nanta . . . nanna ilokchiꞌ nanna albaꞌ  

chimalbahookya albaꞌ kiꞌyo yahmi.  

[Amanolika yappa nanta . . . nanna ilokchi nanna albaꞌ chimalbahookya albaꞌ 

kiꞌyo yahmi.] 

‘She told me something about this, that some plants appear to you as only plants 

or weeds, but they aren’t.’    

                                                
475 After becoming communicative in Chikashshanompaꞌ, I was able to see new or novel affixes 
in context and quickly assimilate them into my own speech, testing them with native speakers 
until I was satisfied that I understood their function.  
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Yappat ittish amaachinattook. 

‘She told me this was medicine.’   

Ibayyalikma apilali micha pisali ittish yamma waa, wasaachika micha hattak 

lawaꞌ onna, imalikchinattook. 

[Ibaa-ayalikma apilali micha pisali ittish yamma waa, wasaachika micha hattak 

lawaꞌ ona, imalikchanattook.]  

‘I would go with her to help and I would see this medicine growing. Lots of 

people would come and she would doctor them all the time.’   

Nittak bílliꞌya kana onnacha imalikchaꞌ bannahma imalikchi, hattak lawaꞌ 

lhakoffichinattook.  

[Nittak bílliꞌya kana oꞌnacha imalikchaꞌ bannahma imalikchi, hattak lawaꞌ 

lhakoffichinattook.]   

‘All day people would come wanting to be doctored. She healed many people.’  

Ponchokkaꞌ onnakma ittish sabaahoyo kata amasilhhana íi, chibaahoyolaꞌ 

bíyyiꞌka micha iliyacha yappako sabanna aashcha amanooli naachokmaka. 

[Ponchokkaꞌ onakma ittish sabaahoyo kata amasilhhana íi, chibaahoyolaꞌ 

bíyyiꞌka micha iliyyacha yappako sabanna aꞌshcha amanoli naachokmaka.] 

‘She would arrive at our house and ask me who will look for medicine with me? 

And I would say yes, I can go looking with you and we would go. She would say I 

want this one and tell me what it was good for.’  

Ilonnakma ittish iksaashtana ima hattak alhihaꞌ chipota skinoꞌ móma imalikchi.  
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[Ilonakma ittish iksaasht tahna ima, hattak alhihaꞌ chipota skinnoꞌ móma 

imalikchi.]  

‘When we got there she fixed medicine and gave it to the people and small 

children, doctoring them.’  

Micha inaalhchibaꞌ chommiꞌ hotopakma naalhchibama bashlicha issish aaishi 

waakaꞌ lapish.  

[Micha inaalhchabaꞌ chohmi hottopakma naalhchaba ma bashlicha issish 

aaishi, waakaꞌ lapish.]  

‘And when something on their back was hurting she would cut it and take the 

blood out with a cow horn.’  

Yahmihma hikaꞌ bíyyiꞌka micha ishithánaꞌshki aashchitok.  

[Yahmihma hikaꞌ bíyyiꞌka micha ishithánaꞌshki, aachittook.]  

‘The blood would be that way, pulled standing into that horn. She would say you 

should know this.’  

Saskinnositko angranny okcháa bílliꞌyacha amalbatok yamma kiꞌyo.  

[Saskannoꞌsitko angranniꞌ okcháa bílliꞌyacha amalbattook, yamma kiꞌyo.]  

‘When I was small I figured my granny would live forever, but no.’  

Nanna imalikchika imponnanatok. 

[Nanna imalikchika imponnanattook.] 

‘She was good at doctoring.’  

Inkiꞌako imaabaachitok aachitok.  

[Inkiꞌako imaabaachittook aachittook.] 
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‘It was her father that taught her, they say.’  

Nanna chitopakma chimalikchaꞌ bíyyiꞌkatok. 

[Nanna chittopakma chimalikchaꞌ bíyyiꞌkattook.] 

‘If something was hurting you, she could doctor you.’476  

Moleskine Classic Pocket Notebook, 2011 - 2019 
 
 The last notebook I address in this section is in truth several of a type used over the past 

decade. I shall treat them as a body of work, drawn from about 30 journals. Each was a 

hardcover, pocket-size specimen produced by Moleskine, with lined pages, and a back pocket.  

The entries in each are more productive than acquisition-focused. While there are speaker 

notes and anompa himittaꞌ entries, the bulk are devoted to daily life, readings, various 

marginalia, and creative production including a kind of Chikashsha haiku. I will include a variety 

of typological examples. 

 One of the earliest Moleskine pocket notebooks starts with a sort of journaling 

manifesto (Figure 115): 

                                                
476 Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) Collection, JHI-009 (10-17-2011 to 5-
17-2012), 42-43, Sam Noble Native American Languages Collection, Norman, OK.  
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Figure 115: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Moleskine Pocket notebook, Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) 
Collection, JHI-001 (10-15-2011 to 4-8-2012), 1, Sam Noble Native American Languages 

Collection, Norman, OK. 

  Lokosh saya.  

  [‘I am Gourd.’]  

  Holisso yappat ammi. 

[Holisso yappat ammiꞌ.]  

[‘This book is mine.’]   

  Chikashsha saya.  

  [‘I am Chikashsha.’]  
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  Chikashshanompaat amanompaꞌ.  

  [‘Chikashshanompaꞌ is my language.’]  

  Chikashshanompolili.  

  [‘I speak Chickasaw.’]  

Anaꞌkot holissopa anonkaka Chikashshanompaꞌ ila holissochilaꞌchi.  

[Anaꞌakoot holisso pa anonkakaꞌ Chikashshanompaꞌ illa holissochilaꞌchi.] 

[‘I am the one that will write just Chickasaw in this book.’]  

Chikashshanompaꞌ anompolilaꞌ bíyyiꞌkahookya anompolikat iksamponnokisha.  

[‘I can speak Chickasaw but I am not good at it yet.’]  

Amponnaꞌnihookmano anhili.  

[‘I wish to be good at it.’]477  

 An entry dated 23 April 2012 encompasses many of the journal entry types detailed 

above including daily reading, a report on my daily activities, and two haiku entries (Figure 

116):  

                                                
477 Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) Collection, JHI-001 (10-15-2011 to 4-8-
2012), 1, Sam Noble Native American Languages Collection, Norman, OK.  
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Figure 116: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Moleskine Pocket notebook, Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) 
Collection, JHI-002 (4-10-2012 to 8-24-2012), 34-36, Sam Noble Native American Languages 

Collection, Norman, OK. 
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  23 April 2012 

  Himmaka nittaka Genesis 8 ilittimanompolitok. X  

  [Himmakaꞌ nittaka Genesis 8 ittimanompolilitok. X] 

  [‘Today I read Genesis 8.’] 

  Nittakat ikpalloꞌso, 70 degrees paafka.  

  [‘The day is not too hot, about 70 degrees.’] 

  Asayoppa katihimikma ikpallo.  

  [Asayoppa kanihmikma ikpalloka.] 

  [‘For some reason I am happy that it is not hot.’] 

  Pallika iksanchokmo.  

  [Pallika iksanchokmo.] 

  [‘Given that it is hot, I am not well.’] 

  Laaytit taanilihootokot yopilihookmakaꞌchi kiꞌyokitok.  

  [Laaytiꞌ taanilihootokoot yopilihookmakaꞌchi kiꞌyokitok.]  

  [‘Because I got up late I did not have to shower.’] 

Obyakaash shatanniꞌ asaonaashaka hayooshlitokokot yopilitok.  

[Obyakaash shatanniꞌat asonáyyaꞌshaka hayooshlitokokoot yopilitok.] 

[‘Yesterday evening I found some ticks that were on me so I showered.’]  

Shataaniꞌ píslikmat iksayoppo. 

[Shatanniꞌ píslikmat iksayoppo.] 

[‘When I am looking at ticks I am not happy.’] 

Hattak abikachi manko.  
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[‘They make people sick (I know).’] 

X  

Himmakono píllat toksahálili biika, nanna anompilbashsha asilhha holisso 

ishtholissochilitok.  

[Himmakoꞌno pílla toksahálili bíyyiꞌka, nanna anompilbashshaꞌ asilhhaꞌ holisso 

holissochili.] 

[‘But now I am working and working, writing this prayer book.’] 

Holissochilikmat UCLA nanna anompaꞌ yokliꞌ hahánglolitok. 

[‘While I was writing I was listening and listening to some UCLA recordings.’]  

1990s paafka Pam, Catherine, Ladefoged choꞌmaat OK alacha 

Chikashshanompaꞌ ishtyoklitok!  

[1990s paafka Pam, Catherine, Ladefoged choꞌmaat OK ala taꞌcha 

Chikashshanompaꞌ ishyoklitok!]  

[‘Around the 1990s Pam, Catherine, and Ladefoged arrived here and recorded 

Chikashshanompaꞌ (with something).’] 

Anompaꞌ ithanaꞌ lawat aashtok. 

[Anompaꞌ ithánaꞌ lawahoot nanna aashtok.] 

[‘Many native speakers [language-know-ers] said something.’] 

Lawahoot loshoma makono.  

[Lawahoot loshoma makoꞌno.] 

[‘But many of them have passed away now.’]  
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Mary James, Willie Byars, Adam Walker etc. hooanompolikma anompaꞌ 

yoklitoka hahángloli.  

[‘I listened and listened to the recordings of Mary James, Willie Byars, Adam 

Walker, [and others] speaking.’]  

Asayoppakma posipokniꞌ anompolika hahángloli.  

[Asayoppa posipokniꞌat anompolika hahánglolikmat.]  

[‘I am happy when I am listening and listening to the elders speak.’] 

Anompolit hahánglolihookmat lawaha ithánalaꞌchika, ithánalaꞌkahookmat OLL. 

X  

[Anompolit hahánglolihookmat lawaha ithánalaꞌchikat, ithánalaꞌkahookmat 

OLL. X]  

[‘If I listen and listen and speak I will know a lot, if I can know it LOL.’] 

Chola hommaꞌmat 

[Chola hommaꞌ mat]  

[‘These red foxes’]  

Nitaꞌ abookoshiꞌhma  

[Nitaꞌ Abookoshiꞌ ma]  

[‘This Bear Creek’]  

Hooaashanattook 

[Hooáyyaꞌshanattook]  

[‘They were always there a long time ago.’] 

____ 
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Chiiki píllahma 

[‘When it is really early’]  

Tashkit anokfillili  

[‘I lay thinking’]  

Asaombohli  

[ ‘[a responsibility] is laid on me’]478  
____  

 This extended narrative about a Cherokee stomp dance that I attended is an excellent 

example of a journal entry concerning daily life (Figures 117, 118, 119, 120, and 121):  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
478 Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) Collection, JHI-002 (4-10-2012 to 8-24-
2012), 34-36, Sam Noble Native American Languages Collection, Norman, OK.  
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Figure 117: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Moleskine Pocket notebook, Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) 
Collection, JHI-007 (1-1-2014 to 4-14-2014), 173, Sam Noble Native American Languages 

Collection, Norman, OK. 
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Figure 118: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Moleskine Pocket notebook, Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) 
Collection, JHI-007 (1-1-2014 to 4-14-2014), 174, Sam Noble Native American Languages 

Collection, Norman, OK. 
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Figure 119: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Moleskine Pocket notebook, Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) 
Collection, JHI-007 (1-1-2014 to 4-14-2014), 175, Sam Noble Native American Languages 

Collection, Norman, OK. 
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Figure 120: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Moleskine Pocket notebook, Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) 
Collection, JHI-007 (1-1-2014 to 4-14-2014), 176, Sam Noble Native American Languages 

Collection, Norman, OK. 
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Figure 121: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Moleskine Pocket notebook, Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) 
Collection, JHI-007 (1-1-2014 to 4-14-2014), 177, Sam Noble Native American Languages 

Collection, Norman, OK. 

  13 April 2014  

  Tahlequah bínniꞌli katíꞌma.  

  [Tahlequah bínniꞌlili katihma.] 
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  [‘I am still at Tahlequah.’] 

  Conferenceat áyyaꞌshakat íꞌma. 

[Conference ishtaa-asha katihma.]  

[‘They are still putting the conference on.’] 

X 
 
Kochchaat omba, shobichi chohmi. 

[Kochchaꞌ omba, shobbichi chohmi.]  

[‘It is raining outside, sort of sprinkling.’] 

Kapassa chohmi.  

[‘It is kind of cold.’] 

Anchokma!  

[‘I am good!’] 

X 
 
Oklhiliaasho Squirrel Ridge aahilhalitok.  

[Oklhilaasho Squirrel Ridge aahilhalitok.]  

[‘Last night I danced at Squirrel Ridge.’] 

9:00ookma Salina pitayalaꞌchi.  

[9:00ookma Salina pitayalitok.]  

[‘At 9:00 I went to Salina.’] 

Salina ittintanglaka aashoppalaat tákkaꞌli.  

[Salina ittintaklaka aashoppalaꞌat tákkaꞌli.]  

[‘In the middle of Salina there is a light hanging.’] 
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Onalihmat aalhpisa folotolicha yaaknaalhpisaꞌ 7.5 paafka nannanoliat tállaꞌa.  

[Onalihmat aalhpisa foloꞌtoli yaaknaalhpisaꞌ 7.5 paafka nannanoliꞌat tállaꞌa.]  

[‘When I get there I turn right and at about 7.5 miles there is a sign.’] 

Yappa finhako alhfabi pilla folotolitok.  

[Yappa fínhako alhfabi pilla folotalitok.] 

[‘At that point I turned to the left.’] 

Onchaba píllaka aahilhaat aasha.  

[Onchaba píllaka aahilhaꞌat aa-asha.]  

[‘The dance ground is on a hill.’] 

Hinaꞌ chaahaꞌ toyyat pitishnowalihma faniꞌ holbaat tállaꞌa.  

[Hinaꞌ chaahaꞌ toyyat pitishnowalihma faniꞌ holbaꞌat tállaꞌa.] 

[‘When I drove up, climbing the hill, there is an image of a squirrel.’] 

Yappa fínhako aahilhaꞌ chokkowalitok.  

[‘There I entered the dance ground.’] 

Kaaꞌ hilishlihma aahilhaꞌ onat híkkiꞌyalitok.  

[Kaaꞌ hiliꞌshlihmat aahilhaꞌ oꞌnalit híkkiꞌyalitok.]  

[‘When I parked the car I got to the dance ground and stood there.’] 

Híkkiꞌyat píslitok, nanna ishtaashako.  

[Híkkiꞌyat píslitok, nanna ishtaa-ashako.]  

[‘I stood, observing what was going on.’] 

Ryan Mackeyat lowak imanompolikat híkkiꞌya.  

[‘Ryan Mackey was standing, addressing the fire.’] 
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Hattakat lowaka ooti anowaꞌ.  

[‘A man rekindled the fire.’] 

Ryanat oklaꞌ áyyaꞌshaka imanompolikat ishtaya.  

[Ryanat oklaꞌ aa-áyyaꞌshaka imanompolit ishtaya.]  

[‘Ryan begins to address the people that were there.’]  

Lowak aafoloblit imanompolitok.  

[‘Circling the fire he spoke to them.’] 

Chalakkiꞌ imanompaꞌ ishtimanompolitok.  

[‘He spoke to them in the Cherokee language.’] 

Lawaꞌkat aasha Chalakkiꞌ ikithaꞌnohootoko anowaꞌ naahollo imanompolitok.  

[Lawaꞌ aa-áyyaꞌshahoot Chalakkiꞌ ikithaꞌnohootoko anowaꞌ naahollo 

imanompolitok.]  

[‘Because many of those there did not know Cherokee, he spoke to them again 

in English.’] 

Kanihmit áyyaꞌsha, kanihmit hilha, kanihmit yahmichi, nannalhchohmit 

ishtanompolitok.  

[Kanihmit aa-áyyaꞌsha, kanihmit hilha, kanihmit yahmichi, nannaalhchohmit 

ishtanompolitok.]  

[‘The reason that they were there, the reason for the dance, the doings - he 

spoke to them of those sorts of things.’] 

ꞌWadoꞌ aashna poskosh tokloꞌ holiitoblichitok. 

[ꞌWadoꞌ aꞌshna poskosh tokloꞌ holiitoblichitok.] 
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[‘ꞌWado’ he said and they blessed two babies.’]  

Ibaahilhacha oshobohlicha poskoshat oklakat íꞌma.  

[Ibaahiꞌlhcha oshobohlina poskoshat okla katihma.] 

[‘They danced with them and smoked them off and the babies were still 

people.’] 

[illegible] 

Yammako tahlihma hilha ishtiliyatok.  

[Yammako tahlihma hilhat ishtiliyyatok.]  

[‘When these things were complete we began to dance.’] 

Chalakkiꞌ intaloowat ittimila kanikma.  

[Chalakkiꞌ intaloowaꞌat ittimila kanihkma.] 

[‘Sometimes Cherokee songs are different.’] 

Taloowa miyalitok.  

[‘I tried to sing.’]  

Ittinkanaꞌ Hilha hootaloowacha hayichiꞌ hilha hootaloowa-akookya.  

[Ittinkanaꞌ Hilha hootaloꞌwacha hayichiꞌ hilhaꞌakookya hootaloowa.] 

[‘They sang the Friendship Dance and the stomp dance too.’]  

10:00a ishtiliyatok.  

[10:00a ishtiliyyatok.]  

[‘At 10:00 we began.’] 

Ninakat alootowatok, naamoma pisa chokmaꞌsitok aashli.  

[Ninakat alóttoꞌwatok, naamóma pisa chokmaꞌstok aashli.]  
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  [‘The moon was full, and Iꞌm saying everything was beautiful.’] 

Hattak ila lawakat aasha.  

[Hattak ila lawaꞌhoot aa-áyyaꞌsha.]  

[‘There were many different people there.’] 

Kanamat losayyi, naahollo pisa chohmi, naainchoꞌli bíyyiꞌka, taliꞌ haksibish 

aatakoht máa, losa ihooakookya loksiꞌ aashaalitok.  

[Kanahmat losayyi, naahollo ahooba, naainchoꞌli bíyyiꞌka, taliꞌ haksibish 

aatakoht máa, losa ihooakookya loksiꞌ aashaalitok.]  

[‘Some were brown, some resembled white people, [some with] tattoos all over, 

[some with] metal hanging from their ears, also a black woman who shook shells 

there.’] 

Chokma, anchokma bíyyiꞌkatok ibaahilhahootokoot.  

[Chokma, anchokma bíyyiꞌkatok ibaahilhalihootokoot.]  

[‘It was good, it was really good to me to be dancing there with them.’] 

American Meredith, Roy Boney, Joseph Erb, lawakat aasha ithánalitoka.  

[American Meredith, Roy Boney, Joseph Erb, lawahoot aa-aasha ithánalitoka.]  

[‘America Meredith, Roy Boney, Joseph Erb - I knew many people that were 

there.’] 

1:00a aanosiꞌ falamat alalitok.  

[‘At 1:00 I returned to the hotel.’] 

Satikahbi tahatok.  

[‘I was completely tired.’] 
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Yammak illa.  

[‘That is it.’]479 

 A later notebook, written in 2015, demonstrates a variety of entry types including daily 

reading entries, anompa himittaꞌ, paradigms, and translation attempts (Figures 122, 123, 124, 

and 125 ):  

 

Figure 122: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Moleskine Pocket notebook, Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) 
Collection, JHI-019 (JHI-019 (2-1-2015 to 7-29-2015), 22, Sam Noble Native American Languages 

Collection, Norman, OK. 

  20 February 2015  

                                                
479 Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) Collection, JHI-007 (1-1-2014 to 4-14-
2014), 173-177, Sam Noble Native American Languages Collection, Norman, OK. 
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  Kanihka asabikatok! 

  [Kanihka asabikatok!]  

  [‘I am really sick.’]  

  Flu amaashatokaꞌni.  

  [Flu amáyyaꞌshatokaꞌni.]  

  [‘I must have the flu.’]  

Toshpat pitsankanihmaꞌni anhili - nittak talhlháꞌpikma Hawaii iliyyaꞌchi.  

[‘I hope I get well quickly - in five days we are going to Hawaii.’]  

Mika iitáꞌat ilibaa-ayaꞌchi.  

[‘Mika and I are going to go together.’]  

X 
 
Nanniksho bíyyiꞌka ishbachali.  

‘You speak an infinite deal of nothing.’  

Shakespeare  

- The Merchant of Venice.480  

                                                
480 Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) Collection, JHI-019 (JHI-019 (2-1-2015 
to 7-29-2015), 22, Sam Noble Native American Languages Collection, Norman, OK. 
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Figure 123: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Moleskine Pocket notebook, Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) 
Collection, JHI-185 (2-1-2015 to 7-29-2015), 64, Sam Noble Native American Languages 

Collection, Norman, OK. 

15 April 2015  

  Kochchaat chokma - hashotoomina kapassa chohmi.  

  [Kochchaꞌ chokma - hashtoꞌmina kapassa chohmi.]  

  [‘Outside is nice - the sun is shining and it is sort of cold.’] 

  X 
 
  Judges 5:3, Acts 16:25 ittimanompolilitok.  

  [‘I read Judges 5:3 and Acts 16:25.’]  

  Chihoowako intaloowali, intaloowali bílliꞌyaꞌshki.  
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  [‘The Lord is the one I will sing to, I will sing to him forever.’]  

  X 
 

 

Figure 124: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Moleskine Pocket notebook, Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) 
Collection, JHI-185 (2-1-2015 to 7-29-2015), 65, Sam Noble Native American Languages 

Collection, Norman, OK. 

Anompa himittaꞌ:  

[‘new words’] 481 

tohno 

‘hire, employ, commission (errand or short-term job), ‘order to do something’ (I, 

II)  

                                                
481 This sense of new words is not neologisms, rather vocabulary that I was trying to acquire.  
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ggr tóꞌhno, tohóno, tóhno 

[‘g-grade finally hiring, hiring and hiring, hiring (with co-occuring action)’]  

Charlesat satohnoho ayalitok.  

[‘Charles ordered me to go.’]  

Issatohnotaam ayalaꞌchika?  

[‘Did you order me to go?’]  

Potooni satohnotok.  

[‘He hired me to house sit.’]482 

Chipota tohnolitok.  

[‘I hired the child.’]  

 

                                                
482 The three previous sentence examples and translations were taken directly from Munro and 
Willmond, Chickasaw, 344-345 and not elicited directly from speakers. 
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Figure 125: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Moleskine Pocket notebook, Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) 
Collection, JHI-185 (2-1-2015 to 7-29-2015), 66, Sam Noble Native American Languages 

Collection, Norman, OK. 

Obyhma Mikaat laaytit toksalitok.  

[Obyahma Mika-at laaytiꞌ toksalitok.]  

[‘Mika worked late this evening.’]  

Chipota aaittanaa ishtonalitok.  

[Chipota aaittanaaꞌ ishtonalitok.]  

[‘I took the children to church.’]  

Onnakma Tahlequah ayalihookmakaꞌchi.  

[‘Tomorrow I will have to go to Tahlequah.’]  
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Anompa ittafama aaimaabachilaꞌchi.  

[Anompa ittafamaꞌ aaimaabachilaꞌchi.]  

[‘I will teach at a language meeting.’] 

Iksabanno ayalikat, satikahbihootokoot.  

[Aya iksabanno satikahbihootokoot.]  

[‘I don’t want to go because I am tired.’]  

XXXX 
 
Chompaꞌni 
 
‘might / can [buy it]’  

Chompahaꞌni 

‘must [be buying it, have bought it]’ 

Chompachi  
 
‘wonder if [buying it, bought it]’  

Chompaꞌnaꞌn 

‘should buy [it]’  

Ikchoꞌpokaꞌniani 

[Ikchopokaꞌnkaꞌn]  

‘shouldn’t buy [it]’483 

I will conclude this section with a selection of entries related to my mentor, the late 

Jerry Imotichey. The first dates to October 2016, and the last was captured at a meeting of the 

                                                
483 Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) Collection, JHI-185 (2-1-2015 to 7-29-
2015), 66, Sam Noble Native American Languages Collection, Norman, OK. 
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Chickasaw Language Committee in May 2019 (Figures 126, 127, 128, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133, 

134, 135, and 136): 484 

 

Figure 126: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Moleskine Pocket notebook, (7-1-2016 to 10-31-2016), 
unarchived, 139. 

 

Figure 127: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Moleskine Pocket notebook, (7-1-2016 to 10-31-2016), 
unarchived, 140. 

                                                
484 My daily journaling has been sharply curtailed since 2018 by the demands of managing the 
Rosetta Stone Chickasaw project development as well as the writing of this dissertation. I hope 
to return to my daily practice in 2020.  
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Figure 128: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Moleskine Pocket notebook, (7-1-2016 to 10-31-2016), 
unarchived, 141. 

  3 October 2016  

  Himmakaꞌ nittakat amaafammi nittak.  

[‘Today is my birthday.’]  

Asafammikat pokoli tochchíꞌna awa ontochchíꞌna.  

[‘I am thirty-eight years old.’]  

Sipoknit ishtayyali amahooba, aye. 

[‘It seems to me that I am starting to get old, aye.’]   

Himmakaꞌ aktoksaꞌlochitokookya Robin Youngat OK aꞌlacha nanna 

amasilhlhaꞌchi (Robinat Here and Now aatoksali, National Public Radio 

ishhánglaꞌka).  
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[‘Today I was not going to work but Robin Young is coming to Oklahoma and 

going to ask me some things (Robin works at Here and Now, you can hear it on 

National Public Radio.’]  

Hánglolihmat kaníhka ishtasayoppatok.  

[‘When I heard this I was really happy about it.’] 

NPR hahángloli bíyyiꞌka!  

[‘I am always listening to NPR!’]  

Chokma nannaka!  

[‘It is something good!’]  

X 
 
Pila Shawiꞌ, Ihoo himittaꞌ, Tony Choate, Robin Young, imapilaꞌ iichoꞌmaat 

ilittafamatok.  

[‘So Shawiꞌ [Jerry Imotichey], Ihoo himittaꞌ (Hannah Pitman), Tony Choate, Robin 

Young, her assistant and I met.’] 

Robinat nanna anompa ayiimaka ishpomasilhlhatok.  

[‘Robin asked us things concerning the language.’]  

Ittafamat iitahlihmat ilibaaimpatok.  

[‘When we finished meeting we ate together.’]  

Pomimpaꞌ inchampolitok amahooba.  

[‘It seems to me that they enjoyed our food.’]  

X485 
                                                
485 Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Moleskine Pocket notebook, (7-1-2016 to 10-31-2016),  
unarchived, 139-141.  
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Figure 129: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Moleskine Pocket notebook, (7-1-2016 to 10-31-2016), 
unarchived, 150. 
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Figure 130: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Moleskine Pocket notebook, (7-1-2016 to 10-31-2016), 
unarchived, 151. 
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Figure 131: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Moleskine Pocket notebook, (7-1-2016 to 10-31-2016), 
unarchived, 156. 
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Figure 132: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Moleskine Pocket notebook, (7-1-2016 to 10-31-2016), 
unarchived, 157. 
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Figure 133: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Moleskine Pocket notebook, (7-1-2016 to 10-31-2016), 
unarchived, 158. 
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Figure 134: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Moleskine Pocket notebook, (7-1-2016 to 10-31-2016), 
unarchived, 159, 14 October 2016 

  Nittaki yamma Shawiꞌat loshomatok.  

[‘Shawiꞌ passed away this morning.’] 

  Jerry Imotichey holhchifoat.  

  [‘His name is Jerry Imotichey.’]  

  Ilittafamaꞌchitok tabookolikma, Shawiꞌat faniꞌ hopoonaꞌchitok.  

[‘We were going to meet at lunch, Shawiꞌ was going to cook squirrel.’]  

  Pila taanicha loshomatok, nittaki yamma.  
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[Pílla taꞌnicha loshomatok, nittaki yamma.] 

[‘He just got up and passed away, this morning.’]  

  Kaníhka ishtasanokhánglo.  

  [‘I am very sad about it.’]  

  Shawiꞌaashoot ankanaꞌ finhaꞌ, aashli.  

  [Shawiꞌaashoot ankanaꞌ fínhaꞌ, aashli.] 

  [‘The aforementioned Shawiꞌ was my good friend, I say.’]  

Yammak illa.  

[‘That is it.’] 

X 
 
15 October 2016  

[entry not transcribed]  

X 
 
Onnoklhilikma Shawiꞌ iwake iliyyaꞌchi.  

[‘This evening we will go to Shawi’s wake.’]  

Binohmáat ishtilanompolaꞌchi Shawiꞌa.  

[‘We will sit and talk about Shawiꞌ.’]  

Hattak yammakaashoot choyyokma bíyyiꞌka aashli.  

[Hattak yammakaashoot chóyyokma bíyyiꞌka, aashli.] 

[‘That aforementioned man was a very good man, I say.’]  

Inchokka-chaffaꞌ, imokla, imanompa ihollomanko.  

[‘He loved his family, his people, his language (I know).’]  
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Aashlimanko.  
 
[‘I am saying this [of things that I know].’]  

X 
 
Haatoko Robin Youngat awaacha Shawiꞌ nanna aiimaka amasilhlhatok.  

[Haatoko Robin Youngat aꞌwacha Shawiꞌ nanna ayiimaka amasilhlhatok.]  

[‘So Robin Young called me and asked me things concerning Shawiꞌ.’]  

Pila nanna imanolilikmat yáat ishtayyalitok.  

[Pílla nanna imanolilihmat yáat ishtayyalitok.] 

[‘When I was telling her something I just started to cry and cry.’]  

Sahofahya chomikya kanikma yaali.  

[Sahofahya chohmikya kanihkma yaali.]  

[‘I am kind of ashamed but sometimes I cry.’]  

Yammat yahmi.  

[‘That is how it is.’]  

Shawiꞌ ishtanokfillilikmat yaat ishtayyali.  

[‘When I think about Shawiꞌ I start to cry.’]  

X  
 
herchi -> hayoochi  

[‘find, discover (Jerry’s version -> described variety)’] 

chokoshmo -> chokoshkomo 

[‘play (Jerry’s version -> described variety)’] 

Jerryat ánchinattook.  
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[‘Jerry used to say [these] all the time.’]  

herchi / hirchi (?)  

[‘find, discover (unsure of spelling)’]  

Hershli / hirshli  

‘I found it.’  

Chokoshmoli.  

[‘I am playing.’]  

Ishchokoshmotaa? 

[‘Are you playing?’]   

Etc.  

X 
 
18 October 2016  

Shawiꞌ iihoppitok obya yamma.  

[‘We buried Shawiꞌ this afternoon.’]  

Tabookolihma Tishomingo ilona taꞌcha aaittanaa Calvary Baptist aachi ilona 

taꞌtok.  

[Tabookolihma Tishomingo ilona tahacha aaittanaaꞌ ‘Calvary Baptist’ aachi 

ilona tahatok.]  

[‘At noon we arrived at Tishomingo and got to the church called Calvary Baptist.’]  

Dyson, Governor Anoatubby iichoꞌmaat tikbaꞌ ilibaabinoht máatok.  

[‘(John) Dyson, Governor Anoatubby and I sat together at the front.’]  

Language committeeat poashakaꞌ pila binoht máatok.  
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[‘The language committee sat at our backs.’]  

48, Amazing Grace iitaloowatok.  

[‘We sang 48 (to the tune of) Amazing Grace.’]  

Haatokoot funeralat towwapahma aaholoppiꞌ iliyyacha Shawiꞌ iihoppitok.  

[Haatokoot funeralat tíwwaꞌpahma aaholoppiꞌ iliyyacha Shawiꞌ iihoppitok.]  

[‘So when the funeral was over we went to the cemetary and buried Shawiꞌ’]  

Mashkooki intaloowaꞌ talohówahma iihoppitok, ‘final handshake’ aachi.  

[Mashkookiꞌ intaloowaꞌ talohówahma iihoppitok, ‘final handshake’ aachi.]  

[‘While they sang and sang Mashkookiꞌ hymns we buried him, the ‘final 

handshake’ they call it.’]  

Freedom Fellowshipako ilibaaimpatok. 

[‘We at together at Freedom Fellowship (church).’]   

John, Terry, iichoꞌmaat [ilibaabinohmaatok].  

[‘John and Terry (Dyson) and I (sat together).’]  

Janice-at sapiꞌscha amaachikat ishántakatíꞌmaka ishtasayoppa.  

Yammat yahmi.  

[Janice-at sapiꞌscha amaachikat ishánta katihmaka ishtasayoppa.  

Yammat yahmi.]  

[‘Janice (Imotichey) saw me and said to me I am glad that you are still here. 

That’s how it is.’]  

Iimót iláyaꞌshakat ishtaponokhánglokya Shawiꞌat Chiisas ibaabínniꞌlika ilithána.  

[‘All of us there are sad but we know that Shawiꞌ is sitting with Jesus.’]  
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Nittak fokhaꞌchikma anowaꞌ iipisaꞌcho.  

[‘One day in the future we will see him again.’]  

CPL, Shawiꞌ.  

[CPL (chipisalaꞌcho), Shawiꞌ]. 

[‘I will see you later, Shawiꞌ.’]  

X486 

 
Figure 135: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Moleskine Pocket notebook, (1-1-2018 to 5-21-2019), 

unarchived, 105. 

                                                
486 Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Moleskine Pocket notebook, (7-1-2016 to 10-31-2016), 
unarchived, 150-151, 156-159. 
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Figure 136: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Moleskine Pocket notebook, (1-1-2018 to 5-21-2019), 

unarchived, 106. 

21 May 2019  
 
ikshokaash  

‘the deceased’  

Jerry Imotichey ikshokaashoot . . . .  

[‘The late Jerry Imotichey’]  

Jerry Imotichey loshomakaashoot . . . . 

[‘The late Jerry Imotichey’]   

‘* This is old, deep, strong culture.*’  

‘* Connects to name – ’ 487 

  

                                                
487 We encountered this form of noting persons who have passed by name with a verbal phrase 
roughly translating as ‘the aforementioned one who is gone’ and ‘the aforementioned one who 
has passed away’ in a story told by Kosiꞌ Sam Johnson. Ancestrally we had name avoidance, 
wherein we would not say the name of the deceased for the period of mourning. Strategies like 
this enabled our Ancestors to speak of the dead after the mourning period was over. This 
discovery was happenstance, but as I noted above is ‘old, deep, strong culture’ that has rapidly 
faded away, along with the associated funerary and mourning practices. We are recovering 
what we can and this is one powerful example. Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Moleskine Pocket 
notebook, (1-1-2018 to 5-X-2019), unarchived, 105 and 106. 
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Facebook  
 

I joined Zuckerberg’s grand experiment in 2008 at my wife’s urging. What began as a 

simple way to reconnect with old friends became a powerful platform for sharing my language 

with the world. Some of my first posts were language-related, if not directly written in 

Chickasaw (Figures 137, 138):   

 

Figure 137: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Facebook post, 18 November 2008. 

 

Figure 138: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Facebook post, 24 November 2009. 
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I would soon begin to post in Chikashshanompaꞌ with English translation for my 

friends who did not speak Chikashshanompaꞌ  - namely all of them (Figures 139, 140).488 

 

Figure 139: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Facebook post, 26 November 2008. 

 

Figure 140: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Facebook post, 7 December 2008. 

                                                
488 At the time there were no native speakers of Chikashshanompaꞌ who had joined Facebook, 
although as of this writing in 2019 there are at least two whom I am personally friends with.  
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There were occasions where I would post entirely in Chikashshanompaꞌ  (Figures 141-144):

 

Figure 141: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Facebook post, 7 May 2010. 

 

Figure 142: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Facebook post, 8 October 2010. 
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Figure 143: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Facebook post, 2 November 2010. 

 

Figure 144: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Facebook post, 9 November 2010. 

Beginning in 2011 I began a daily entry called ‘One new Chickasaw word a day,’ wherein 

I posted one new Chickasaw word or phrase a day for a year. Originally inspired by my friend 

and Cherokee artist Roy Boney, I would carry this daily practice forward for several years. The 

first ONCWD post was posted on 17 February 2011 (Figures 145 and 146):  
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Figure 145: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Facebook post, 17 February 2011. 
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Figure 146: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Facebook post, 17 February 2011. 

 

ONCWD posts became a primary vehicle to share anompa himittaꞌ that had been 

created by the Chickasaw Language Committee (CLC). The interactions above were above 

average for a ONCWD post, which were generally liked by Facebook friends but were not 

necessarily interacted with.  
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Some posts were concerned with deep cultural knowledge including prophecy (Figure 

147). In other instances, a post recorded something personally significant, including my naming 

(Figure 148):  

 

Figure 147: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Facebook post, 19 August 2011. 
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Figure 148: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Facebook post, 10 March 2010. 
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In some cases, posts reflected the hard realities of being a language learner in your 

own community (Figure 149). 

 

Figure 149: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Facebook post, 15 June 2010. 

The majority of the ONCWD posts related to novel or personally interesting vocabulary - 

vocabulary that I hoped would also be of interest to other learners (Figures 150-187):  

 

Figure 150: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Facebook post, 7 January 2011. 
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Figure 151: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Facebook post, 12 January 2011. 
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Figure 152: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Facebook post, 15 January 2011. 
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Figure 153: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Facebook post, 15 January 2011. 
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Figure 154: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Facebook post, 16 January 2011. 

 

Figure 155: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Facebook post, 27 January 2011. 
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Figure 156: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Facebook post, 31 January 2011. 

 

Figure 157: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Facebook post, 8 February 2011. 
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Figure 158: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Facebook post, 11 February 2011. 

 

Figure 159: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Facebook post, 20 February 2011. 
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Figure 160: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Facebook post, 5 March 2011. 

 

Figure 161: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Facebook post, 20 March 2011. 
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Figure 162: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Facebook post, 25 March 2011. 

 

Figure 163: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Facebook post, 30 March 2011. 
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Figure 164: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Facebook post, 12 April 2011. 

 

Figure 165: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Facebook post, 4 May 2011. 
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Figure 166: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Facebook post, 10 May 2011. 

 

Figure 167: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Facebook post, 4 January 2011. 
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Figure 168: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Facebook post, 28 May 2011. 

 

Figure 169: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Facebook post, 11 July 2011. 
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Figure 170: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Facebook post, 26 November 2011. 

 

Figure 171: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Facebook post, 17 December 2011. 

 

Figure 172: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Facebook post, 4 January 2012. 
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Figure 173: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Facebook post, 27 February 2012. 

 

Figure 174: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Facebook post, 2 March 2012. 
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Figure 175: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Facebook post, 14 April 2012. 

 

Figure 176: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Facebook post, 17 April 2012. 
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Figure 177: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Facebook post, 23 April 2012. 

 

Figure 178: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Facebook post, 5 May 2012. 
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Figure 179: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Facebook post, 8 May 2012. 

 

Figure 180: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Facebook post, 2 August 2012. 
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Figure 181: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Facebook post, 11 May 2011. 

 

Figure 182: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Facebook post, 10 August 2012. 
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Figure 183: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Facebook post, 20 August 2012. 

 

Figure 184: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Facebook post, 28 August 2012. 
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Figure 185: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Facebook post, 28 October 2012. 

 

 

Figure 186: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Facebook post, 10 November 2012 
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Figure 187: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Facebook post, 12 August 2012.  

In some instances, I combined text and image and created a series of Chikashshanompaꞌ 

riffs on popular memes, or just created my own for pure enjoyment. These two examples are 

based on a boyhood school photograph of my good friend,  Ca-te George Jesse (Chickasaw-

Seminole), and are captioned KATAHAAT HÓNKSO? and BUH.489 Both of these have appeared 

numerous times across all three social media platforms (Figure 188): 

                                                
489 ‘Who farted?’ BUH is Oklahoma Indian English, generally used to express some displeasure 
or disbelief. The Chikashshanompaꞌ word for ‘buh’ is haatookya.  
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Figure 188: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Chikashshanompaꞌ Memes, June 2019.   

Instagram  
 
 My first Instagram post on 31 July 2011, was actually language-oriented. Under @lokosh 

I put up an image of one of the bilingual Chickasaw-English stop signs that I had produced for 

the Chickasaw Cultural Center campus. My hashtag skills were undeveloped, so I ran the 

processed image with a single caption ‘Chickasaw stop sign’ (Figure 189): 

 

Figure 189: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson). Instagram post, 31 July 2011. @lokosh 
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The second image I posted was of Mrs. Catherine Willmond, native Chikashshanompaꞌ 

speaker and with Dr. Pamela Munro, co-author of Chickasaw: An Analytical Dictionary and Let’s 

Speak Chickasaw: Chikashshanompaꞌ Kilanompoliꞌ (Figure 190):  

 

Figure 190: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson). Instagram post, 31 July 2011. @lokosh 

 

For me it is significant, not only of the time and place but also of my personal and 

professional language journey, that my first two posts in this new and compelling platform 

were language-related. In the first, Chikashshanompaꞌ was represented in the physical world in 

a wholly new form and function. In the second, Chikashshanompaꞌ was personally embodied in 

the physical world, in a native speaker born when survivors of the forced removal from our 

Homeland were still living. Both images, one of a recent past and one of the immediate present, 
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were injected into a new form of life for Chikashshanompaꞌ, a virtual world of text and image. 

– a form of ittonchololiꞌ that exists solely in the digital world.   

 Other early posts were simply informational, sharing with others who might have been 

following me. They include images of a Choctaw Bible and the ANOMPA Chickasaw Basic iPhone 

app. Others were intended to be instructional, with accompanying images and 

Chikashshanompaꞌ text, but without translation. Followers were expected to figure out the 

meaning on their own as a learning exercise (Figure 191):  

 

Figure 191: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson). Instagram post, 7 September 2011. @lokosh 

 

Others were extensions of my visual production, sharing images of a current work 

generally be titled in Chikashshanompaꞌ (Figure 192):  
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Figure 192: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson). Instagram post, 15 October 2011. @lokosh 

A postdated 24 October 2011 recorded language journaling discussed earlier in this 

chapter (Figure 193): 

 

Figure 193: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson). Instagram post, 24 October 2011. @lokosh 
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Some posts are related to historical documents pertaining to Chickasaw including an 

early nineteenth century traveler’s journal, a prayer by Chickasaw governor Nelson Wolfe, and 

records of Okchamaliꞌ (Blue) Baptist Church (Figures 194, 195, 196):  

 

Figure 194: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson). Instagram post, 18 December 2011. @lokosh 
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Figure 195: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson). Instagram post, 15 April 2014. @lokosh 

 

 

Figure 196: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson). Instagram post, 9 June 2014. @lokosh 
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Other posts were images of my journals as artifacts of either language learning 

(illustrating a term or terms I tried to acquire) or of creative processes wherein I was creating or 

documenting neologisms visually: (Figure 197): 

 

Figure 197: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson). Instagram post, 15 April 2014. @lokosh 

 

In one instance I posted an image of an article I had written for the Chickasaw Times 

about the Chickasaw Language Committee and their work on neologisms (Figure 198):  
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Figure 198: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson). Instagram post, 5 February 2015. @lokosh 

 

In several instances I posted images related to matters within the department, including 

Rosetta Stone Chickasaw announcements and the publication of A Concise Chickasaw 

Dictionary (Figures 199 and 200):  
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Figure 199: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson). Instagram post, 3 October 2015. @lokosh 

 

 

Figure 200: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson). Instagram post, 6 October 2015. @lokosh 
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Sometimes my posts were intensely personal but I felt some urgency to post them that I 

cannot quite pin down. One instance was when my language teacher and mentor the late Jerry 

Imotichey passed away. I posted an image of the last text exchange between he and I (Figure 

201):  

 

Figure 201: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson). Instagram post, 14 October 2016. @lokosh 
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A post from May 2017 concerned the writing of this dissertation (Figure 202):  

 

Figure 202: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson). Instagram post, 23 May 2017. @lokosh 

 

 The last I will show is a post written in the aftermath of the burning of Notre Dame 

Cathedral and the subsequent worldwide response. Indigenous people worldwide responded 

with their own Notre Dame. In this case, I was thinking of Our Mother as the collective 

languages of Native North America and of course, Chikashshanompaꞌ in particular. It was an 

acknowledgement, of sorts, of languages long silent and those struggling to remain on the 

tongues of their people (Figure 203): 
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Figure 203: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Pomihooat iksho (Our Lady is No More), Instagram post, 

15 April 2019. @lokosh 
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Twitter 
 

 
Figure 204: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson). Tweet, 14 March 2010. @Chikashshanompa 

 
 I joined Twitter in March 2010 under the handle @Chikashshanompa, inspired by other 

Indigenous people worldwide who shared their languages thereby. It was a personal initiative, 

sharing my language as Lokosh rather than in any official capacity as CLRP director for my tribal 

nation. I did freely borrow, on occasion, passages from documents I created for the program. 

My first tweets were from such a document created in 2008 that discussed the history of our 

language, its changes over time, its place in daily life, and our efforts to revitalize it (Figures 204 

and 205):  
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Figure 205: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson). Tweets, 16 – 25 March 2010. @Chikashshanompa 

 Examining these early tweets now, they are still largely correct. However, I regret, but 

refuse to delete, the posts relating to dialect. I refrain from deleting historic posts, even when 

they show errors, cast negative light on my judgment or knowledge, or even prove to later be 

embarrassing. Such deletion changes the historical record—the archive of communication I 

build much of this dissertation on—and I cannot see how it serves any purpose other than 

bowing to my vanity.  
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I first described Chickasaw as having two dialects in a PowerPoint document I created 

in early 2008 for various trainings around the Chickasaw Nation. I was relatively new in my role 

as director of the Chickasaw Cultural Center and the Chickasaw Language Revitalization 

Program. I sensed an ongoing tension among our speakers about ‘right’ and ‘wrong’ ways of 

speaking. What I attribute now to intense pangs of loss that come with language decline and 

the intensity of belief around personal and familial idiolects was best understood at the time as 

regional dialects.   

This is not to say that I was not experiencing real differences between the two regions, 

perhaps best characterized as a rough areal continuum between Kullihoma, Happyland, and 

Ada down to Connerville, and then another south of Connerville to Tishomingo, Fillmore, 

Madill, and Ardmore. I chose to highlight the two words for ‘thank you’ that I generally 

associated with these two distinct areas: chokmaꞌshki, which I considered to be northern, and 

yakkookay which I considered to be southern. I also highlighted hallito, a southern greeting, and 

chokma, a northern greeting. 

These were chosen based on their regular use and the regularity which speakers 

accused other speakers of speaking Choctaw when the opposing word choice was not in line 

with their own. This is not an outlier— recall that most speakers consider their idiolect to be 

correct, and that if one is speaking strangely then it must be Choctaw. We note that speakers of 

certain dialects of Choctaw, in particular those from Atoka, Oklahoma, are said by other 

Choctaw speakers to be speaking Chick-Choc, or sounding ‘Chickasaw.’490  

                                                
490 Dillon Moore, native speaker of Choctaw, Atoka, Oklahoma, Facebook message, 15 March 
2019.  
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Speakers from around Kullihoma tend to truncate words like alhiha - > sia ‘a bunch’ 

(as well as express voiceless lateral fricative lh as voiceless alveolar fricative s). Other 

shortenings included the word for ‘school’ holisso aapisaꞌ - > holissaapisaꞌ - > saapisaꞌ and the 

word for ‘yes, affirmative’ hoꞌmi as miꞌ.  

Speakers from Fillmore had maintained or developed the k-initial hortative ‘let us’ seen 

in Let’s Speak Chickasaw: Chikashshanompaꞌ Kilanompoliꞌ, akin to Mrs. Willmond’s use. They 

also had certain words that they shortened (I am thinking of the late Jerry Imotichey) - 

chokoshkomo ‘to play’ -> chokoshmo ‘to play.’ They also maintained the use of focus markers 

including ho / hoot and object marking a whereas northern speakers generally avoided using 

them.  

I was attempting to reconcile two or more distinct ways of being in the language, under 

the general covering of Chikashshanompaꞌ, while respecting the differences. Family idiolects are 

strong, particularly in highly endangered situations where all other variations can be seen as 

inauthentic at best, and outright assaults at worst. To use the word dialect in this instance was 

misleading and I wish I had not written or said it or repeated it ad nauseum for years until I 

realized what I had done.  

Yammat yahmi.491  

Some tweets grew out of my own learning efforts, wherein I would discover a word, add 

it to my learning journal, and repost the passage from whatever source I was using at the time, 

in this case Munro and Willmond, Chickasaw, 348 (Figure 206): 

                                                
491 That’s how it is.  
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Figure 206: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson). Tweet, 3 April 2010. @Chikashshanompa 

Some tweets were related to holidays or particular days of the year (Figure 207):  

 

Figure 207: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson). Tweet, 4 April 2010. @Chikashshanompa 

 
The Easter 2010 tweet is revealing in several ways. First, the technology did not allow 

Chikashshanompaꞌ diacritics including nasal underlines—note that inittak is displayed without 
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nasality. Second, the phrase, Hashayoppaꞌshki, is a relic of learner error / incomplete learning. 

The verb ayoppa / ayokpa is stative, and takes a stative second person plural marker hachi- not 

hash-, which is an active second person plural marker. As written, it is nonsensical Chickasaw. 

The final phrase should have been hachiyoppaꞌshki, ‘y’all shall be happy,’   

Other early tweets were related to some happenstance in my day that I found amusing 

or interesting. They are documents of my ongoing language acquisition as I struggled to express 

whatever it was in Chikashshanompaꞌ (Figure 208):  

 

Figure 208: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson). Tweets, 28 July – 7 August 2012. @Chikashshanompa 

These July 2012 tweets are further documents of incomplete / imperfect language 

learning. I failed to write glottal stop on Amofiꞌat (amofiꞌ ‘my dog’) and Saoshiꞌat (saoshiꞌ ‘my 

son’). The 7 August tweet could be more perfectly translated ‘When / if I am here I do not like 
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it,’ and the second part of the phrase should have been written akayoppaꞌcho, which reflects 

the glottal stop insertion and loss of the grade form ayoppánchi when negated for any person.  

 Other tweets are productive and/or creative, wherein I used the language skills that I 

had at hand to produce new or novel translations, prose, and poetry (Figure 209 and 210): 

 

Figure 209: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson). Tweets, 15 and 16 May 2010. @Chikashshanompa492 

                                                
492 Tweet of 15 May 2010 translates, ‘I see the geese / They (more than two) are flying above / 
Winter is arriving there.’ Tweet of  16 May 2010 translates, ‘The geese / high above they (more 
than two) are flying / I see them.’  
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Figure 210: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson). Tweet, 27 January 2015. @Chikashshanompa493 

This tweet was responding to a popular song entitled ‘What does the Fox Say?’ (Figure 211):  

 

Figure 211: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson). Tweet, 21 February 2015. @Chikashshanompa 

 
 In other tweets I shared neologisms that had recently been created by the Chickasaw 

Language Committee (CLC) or ones that I myself had created and intended to submit to the CLC 

for approval (Figures 212-214):  

                                                
493 The tongue twister translates as ‘The tall skinny fox will make you go into your tall skinny 
house.’  
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Figure 212: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson). Tweet, 15 March 2015. @Chikashshanompa 

 

Figure 213: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson). Tweet, 11 March 2015. @Chikashshanompa 

 

Figure 214: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson). Tweets, 14 August 2015. @Chikashshanompa 

 

In other instances I tweeted out old words that the CLC had approved for reclamation 

(Figure 215):  
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Figure 215; Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson). Tweets, 17 April 2017. @Chikashshanompa 

 
In 2013 I added a Soundcloud account - Chickasaw ONCWD (One New Chickasaw Word 

a Day) and began to make an audio recording of the word of the day that was posted to Twitter 

(Figure 216): 

 

Figure 216: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson). OWNWD Soundcloud Tweet, 26 August 2013. 
@Chikashshanompa 

The archive there is relatively small, composed of 156 tracks and accessible at 

https://soundcloud.com/chickasaw-oncwd. I stopped updating the account several years ago, 

but may begin recordings again at some point.  

 I have continued updating the @chikashshanompa Twitter account as of this writing, 

with no plans to stop. It is a creative and social outlet for language production and a way to 

share Chikashshanompaꞌ with the broader world. It is also another form of life for 

Chikashshanompaꞌ, a form that I am committed to engaging with until I cannot continue.  
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Chapter summary  

In this chapter I explored creative visual production as an instrument and product of my 

journey to become a speaker of Chikashshanompaꞌ. I addressed the manner in which I have 

incorporated my expanding knowledge of Chikashshanompaꞌ into my creative visual 

production. I have provided numerous examples of both types of visual production, the first 

being Chikashsha naaholbaꞌ,494 and the second being Chikashsha holissochi.495 I presented 

exemplars of Chikashsha naaholbaꞌ including shikonnoꞌpaꞌ paintings496, nannimilhlhaꞌ 

paintings497, and naaholbaꞌ deriving from nannanoliꞌ álhlhiꞌ498. I then presented exemplars of 

Chikashsha holissochi in multiple contexts including social media and my extensive journaling 

practice. 

Mediated Language Change is present as I mediated the new forms of life emerging in 

my own personal ittonchololiꞌ - mediated change as a form of perseverance. In mediating and 

changing the forms of life of Chikashshanompaꞌ I was able to express myself as contemporary 

Chikashsha person, just as our Ancestors did. The new forms of life explicated in this chapter 

are fundamentally new forms of ittonchololiꞌ that sprouted from our tibi kolofaꞌ.  

 
  

                                                
494 ‘Chikashsha pictures.’  
495 ‘Chikashsha writing.’ 
496 ‘Possum story pictures.’  
497 ‘Animal pictures.’  
498 ‘True stories.’  
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Chapter Seven: Anompa himittaꞌat ikshokma anompaꞌat ikshokaꞌchi (If there are no new 
words there will be no language): The Role of Lexical Expansion in Chickasaw Language 

Revitalization 
 
 Lokosh: Katishtchi ishaachaꞌni ‘computer’? ‘How might you say computer?’  

Imoshiꞌ: Akithaꞌno. Nannanompaꞌat ikshohaꞌni. ‘I don’t know. There must not be a 
word.’499  

This was the sort of conversation I had on a regular basis after 2004, the year my family and I 
moved to the Chickasaw Nation from Albuquerque, NM. I joined a small group of other young 
Chikashsha L2 learners passionate about the language. We wanted to converse about things 
relevant to our daily lives, like new media, technology, social media, the constant stream of 
English neologisms, and whatever else we cared to talk about. It became quickly apparent that 
Chickasaw had ceased to grow among the youth of the last generation of native speakers born 
in the 1940s. The lexical gaps were huge. However, the job of filling them wasn’t 
insurmountable. We saw an opportunity to work with native speakers to create new words in 
our language, using strategies for lexical expansion employed by our Ancestors. In fall 2007 I sat 
down with the Chickasaw Language Committee at the Chickasaw Community Center in Ada, and 
distributed a single document titled, ‘The Need for New Words.’ After some words of 
introduction about who, what, when, where, how, and most importantly, why, our work began. 

 
The role of Anompa Himittaꞌ in Mediated Language Change  

 Anompa himittaꞌ500 are a significant part of our Mediated Language Change approach to 

growing our language in a culturally-appropriate manner, respectful of both our elder speakers 

and the word formation strategies of our Ancestors. Anompa himittaꞌ creation is a product of 

the application of the values of Chikashsha poya in our revitalization context. Lexical expansion 

affirms the inherent sovereignty of Chikashsha poya,501 as we grow the language in the manner 

and time of our choosing. It helps ensure that our language will live into the future by 

embracing the values of Iilhakóffi.502 Creation of anompa himittaꞌ is most strongly associated 

                                                
499 Imoshiꞌ (Stanley Smith), personal interview with the author, fall 2007. 
500 ‘New words.’  
501 ‘We are Chikashsha.’  
502 ‘We survive.’  
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with the value of Ilachónnaꞌchi,503 as we actively mediate language change in order to 

account for the new and expanding world around us, just as Posipóngniꞌ504 did. By mediating 

change we are able to persevere as a people, and as a speech community. By growing our 

language in a culturally respectful manner we are able to stand as a speech community and say 

Chikashsha poꞌyacha iláyyaꞌsha katihma, and Anompa himittaꞌ ilintoshooli.505  

 
Neologisms and Language Revitalization 
 

Languages inevitably change, regardless of whether speakers are aware of it. Modern 

English has markedly changed since Chaucer’s time, as had the Chikashshanompaꞌ of our 

Ancestors in our Homeland five centuries years ago as compared to the Chikashshanompaꞌ  

we speak today, in lexical, phonological, and grammatical ways. Such changes are a natural 

part of a healthy, intact language community that includes youth who are in touch with the 

broader world and its shifting technological and cultural developments. What if the language 

community includes no youth? What if the youngest speakers are in their sixties, seventies or 

eighties? Communities lacking the linguistic vitality necessary for healthy, living languages 

see theirs slide toward sleep. In communities with highly endangered languages that lack 

young speakers, lexical expansion must take place in deliberate, purposeful ways to ensure 

the languages can be brought to relevance once again, and can satisfactorily express modern 

concepts. L1 and L2 speakers of endangered languages can use new words to show that their 

                                                
503 ‘We persevere.’  
504 ‘Our Ancestors / our elders.’ 
505 ‘We are Chikashsha and we are still here. We are translating new words for them.’  
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languages are vital, dynamic and capable of life in the modern world.506 Lexical expansion 

can become a vital element of Mediated Language Change, which is key to our efforts to 

ensure that our language continues into the future.  

The need for new words 
 

Creation of new words is necessary to language revitalization for many reasons. New 

words expand language into new domains, and ensure relevance of an endangered language 

in the modern world. That relevance is particularly important for the young speakers who are 

most actively engaged with modern media and technology. It allows them to avoid code-

switching into English or another majority language. Also, new words can be incorporated 

into language planning and immersion education curriculum.507 

New Domains 
 

American Indian languages changed by necessity at contact. They created words to 

account for foreign animals, foods and religious concepts, and designations for previously 

unknown classes of persons. These changes were possible because there were intact speech 

communities to coin neologisms.508 

Such is not the case among present endangered-language communities. 

A lack of children speaking the language is an initial symptom of impending language decline. 

With no younger native speakers, languages have no need for words to account for new 

                                                
506 Oliva Sammons, ‘Updating the Sauk Lexicon’ (master’s thesis, University of Oklahoma, 2009), 
14. 
507 Sammons, ‘Updating the Sauk Lexicon,’ 15.  
508 Shirley Silver and Wick Miller, American Indian Languages: Cultural and Social Contexts 
(Tucson, AZ: University of Arizona Press, 1997), 241; Sammons, ‘Updating the Sauk Lexicon,’ 15. 
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technologies, cultural innovations, or other such ideas. An endangered language that has 

ceased to expand or be used for communication in a given community will have difficulty 

with domains outside its historical experience. Revitalization programs may discover lexical 

gaps for topics including the sciences, technology and other domains.509 For endangered 

languages to become functional and vibrant for daily communication, they must account for 

new domains and realms of experience. 

Code Maintenance 
 

Avoidance of the intrusions of foreign codes into Indigenous language communicative 

spheres is important for a number of reasons. In language learning environments it is critical 

that English be avoided because it is counterproductive to language acquisition. Hinton 

discusses multiple strategies for keeping English out of the learning environment, relying 

instead on gesture, context, and a repertoire of memorized phrases in order to remain within 

the target language.510 Sammons notes avoidance of code-switching for two primary reasons: 

1) avoidance of English in naming objects and concepts and 2) avoidance of English in 

communicating about domains like science or technology.511 Communities including the 

Alutiiq, the Hawaiians, and the Chikashsha are dedicated to the creation of new words and 

the avoidance of code-switching in all domains.512 

                                                
509 Leanne Hinton, Flutes of Fire: Essays on California Indian Languages (Berkeley, CA: Heyday 
Books, 1994), 15.  
510 Hinton et. al. How to Keep Your Language Alive, 15.  
511 Sammons, ‘Updating the Sauk Lexicon,’ 17. 
512 Chikashsha speaker ideologies of code switching are interesting. Speakers reject English 
borrowings in isolation, yet freely move in and out of English and Chikashshanompaꞌ in 
conversation. Our speech community has normalized fully proficient, bilingual speakers and in 
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Language Planning and Immersion Education 
 
  The creation of new words is but one part, and often a consequence of purposeful 

language planning among Indigenous communities. Language revitalization planning is 

complex, and must address matters including dialect variation, creation of orthography, 

curriculum development and teacher training.513 Neologisms often emerge out of this 

planning process, as was the case in Hawaii.514 In the Chickasaw Nation language planning 

process, neologisms emerged from our Mediated Language Change approach, in particular 

our commitment to growing the language. Our anompa himittaꞌ creation addressed the 

needs of both curriculum developers and language students of various ages and backgrounds. 

Two phases of lexical innovation  
 

In considering Chikashshanompaꞌ neologisms, it is helpful to think of two distinct phases 

of lexical innovation, the first a natural process of language innovation as a consequence of 

contact, and the second growing from the work of the Chickasaw Language Revitalization 

Program – an artificial process of Mediated Language Change in a revitalization environment. 

Natural Language Innovation 
 

Language innovations that our Ancestors incorporated into their speech in response to 

contact with Europeans and their material culture began with first contact in 1540, and in 

                                                
our revitalization efforts we are increasingly pushing towards a healthy, balanced bilingualism 
but with a strong emphasis on Chikashshanompaꞌ skills.  
513 Sarah Grey Thomason and Terrence Kaufman, Language Contact (Washington, DC: 
Georgegtown University Press, 2001), 38 and 39; Sammons, ‘Updating the Sauk Lexicon,’ 18. 
514 Larry Kimura and April Councellor, ‘Indigenous New Words Creation Perspectives from 
Alaska and Hawaiꞌi’ (paper presented at Stabilizing Indigenous Languages Symposium, Flagstaff, 
AZ, May 2008). 
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earnest after sustained contact beginning in the 1690s. Chikashsha speakers accounted for 

these new persons and technologies with a wide array of neologisms. This process of natural 

language innovation continued unabated until the middle of the twentieth century, when the 

natural processes of generational language transmission began to decline in our communities 

due to language shift, largely forced upon us, by economic, political, and social factors. As a 

consequence of interrupted lexical innovation, the ‘newest’ neologisms that naturally came into 

the lexicon are now quite old technologies and concepts, these examples predating the 1940s:  

ittiꞌ chanaa palhkiꞌ  

‘automobile’  

talaanompaꞌ, taliꞌ anompoliꞌ  

‘telephone’  

piiniꞌ wakaaꞌ  

‘airplane’  

holba aapisaꞌ  

‘television, motion picture’ 

Abooha Tohbi  

‘The White House’ 

ofiꞌ palliꞌ  

‘hot dog’515  

issi ahooba  

issoba 

                                                
515 This calque also has a secondary, euphemistic meaning: ‘a sexually aroused dog.’  
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‘horse; sawhorse’ [short form: soba] 

taliꞌ holisso 

taꞌosso  

‘money; dollar’ 

taliꞌ anompaꞌ 

talaanompaꞌ 

‘telephone’ 

Bringing the history of such neologisms to the speakers’ attentions was an 

important way to gain acceptance of the process of lexical expansion. We are simply 

following our Ancestors’ practices.  

Revitalization Language Innovation  
 

The revitalization phase of Chikashshanompaꞌ language innovation began in 2007 with 

the establishment of the Chickasaw Language Revitalization Program and the Chickasaw 

Master-Apprentice Program.  Our process of Mediated Language Change encompasses in part 

the simultaneous processes of language acquisition by anompa shaaliꞌ and the purposeful 

coining of neologisms in an effort to give new speakers ways of talking about their world – the 

ability to account for things unknown in the early to mid-twentieth century.  Anompíꞌshiꞌ and 

anompa shaaliꞌ can now account for these new persons and technologies with a wide array of 

neologisms.  Native speakers and second language learners have created hundreds of new 

words since 2008, in service to Mediated Language Change.  
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Who is creating new words? 
 

The Chikashsha people most involved with creation of neologisms are second 

language learner employees of the Chickasaw Language Revitalization Program. We are at the 

forefront of lexical expansion, and are responsible for a majority of the English word lists 

presented to the Chickasaw Language Committee for review. The 25 speakers of the 

committee are also actively involved in the creation of neologisms, meeting monthly to work 

on an average of ten words each time. The remaining people involved at some level with 

Chickasaw lexical expansion are youth and adult second-language learners of Chickasaw. 

Approach  
 
  Once a month, the Chickasaw Language Committee meets in Ada at the 

Department of Culture and Humanities administration building in Ada, Oklahoma. New 

words are coined either directly by the committee or are submitted for review. The 

process of neologism creation can be almost immediate if the committee reaches a 

consensus quickly. Otherwise the speakers debate the relative merits of the proposed 

term(s) until the group reaches a simple majority. If opposing terms have equal support 

and the committee agrees, both are included in the new-word list. If the committee stalls, 

the matters are tabled for the next month’s meeting. Upon review, new terms are either 

accepted or rejected the month following the coining. Approved terms are added to the 

anompa himittaꞌ list for publication. 

Chikashsha processes of lexical innovation / anompa himittaꞌ creation 
 
  Whether in the natural or revitalization phase of lexical innovation, the word 

formation strategies of Chikashshanompaꞌ remain constant. Ahlers demonstrates that 
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language speakers, in the creation of neologisms, use their preferred formal (particular 

grammatical rules) and conceptual structures (a certain way of looking at and categorizing 

the word). Some of these dominant strategies are semantic shift, a process by which an 

existing word takes on a new meaning; borrowings, the borrowing a word from another 

language, whether related or not; cognitive metaphor, word based on a referent, the 

understanding of one item in relationship to another; image metaphors, word based on 

an image of what something looks like; metonymy, words based on one aspect of a lexical 

item; and calques, direct translations of words into the target language.516  

Semantic Shift  

shokhaꞌ  

‘possum’ 

‘hog’ (likely 16th-17th century)  

iksaꞌ  

‘clan’ 

‘church brethren’ (pre-1940s)  

‘clan’ (2010)  

takolo  

‘native plum’  

‘peach’ (17th century)  

                                                
516 Jocelyn C. Ahlers, ‘Metonymy and the creation of new words in Hupa,’ in Proceedings of the 
Twenty-second Annual Meeting of the Berkeley Linguistics Society: Special Session on Historical 
Issues in Native American Languages, edited by David Librik and Roxane Beeler (Berkeley, CA: 
Berkeley Linguistics Society, 1996), 2-10. 
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Borrowings  

kankaloꞌ  

  ‘kangaroo’ (2013) 

waakaꞌ  

‘cow’ (likely 17th-18th century), from Spanish vaca.  

bit  

‘money’ (18th-19th century) 

rabaꞌ  

‘rubber’ (19th century) 

iskaaypi  

‘to Skype’ (2012) 

kookli  

‘to Google (look up information via Google search)’ (2011)  

choosi  

‘to choose’ (2010)  

inchoosi  

‘to choose for (someone)’ (2010)  

Cognitive Metaphor  

holisso kashoffi  
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‘to divorce’ (19th century)517 

inkanaꞌ kashoffi  

‘unfriend (on Facebook)’ (2013)518  

Image Metaphor  

issoba, soba  

‘horse’ (16th century)519  

ishkobo alhiipiꞌyaꞌ  

‘hoodie’ (2010)520  

Metonymy  
haksibish ishtoꞌ  

‘elephant’ (pre-1940)521  

illit nowaꞌ  

‘zombie’ (2011)522 

Attitudes and Language Ideologies 
 

The creation of neologisms in the language revitalization process can be contentious, 

often because of its deep connection to cultural change.523 Opposite to that are culturally 

                                                
517 Literally ‘paper erase,’ referring to Euro-American forms of marriage and divorce that 
involved paperwork and the legal system.  
518 Literally ‘friend erase.’ 
519 From issiꞌ ahooba, ‘resembles a deer.’  
520 Literally ‘head cover.’  
521 Literally ‘ears big’ 
522 Literally ‘being-dead it-walks.’ Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), ‘Anompa Himittaꞌ: Chickasaw 
Neologisms,’ (paper presented at the Society for the Study of the Indigenous Languages of the 
Americas, Winter 2014 meeting).  
523 Hinton and Hale, eds., The Green Book of Language Revitalization in Practice, 15; Sammons, 
‘Updating the Sauk Lexicon, 18.  
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held attitudes toward change including ideas of essential cultural purity, control, and 

prestige of speakers and coiners of new words.524 In the Chikashsha community, neologisms 

were not immediately accepted, even on a conceptual level. The idea that a language group 

could simply sit down and create new words was foreign to our speakers. The staff of the 

Chickasaw Language Revitalization Program took specific, gradual steps in presenting the 

concept of neologisms through an open meeting and a document titled, ‘The Need for New 

Words’ that detailed the choices available to the Chickasaw Language Committee concerning 

neologisms and semantic domains for use by Chikashsha youth and adult language learners. 

The members of the Chickasaw Language Committee had a number of choices in 

terms of how they would address lexical innovation. The first choice was to do nothing; 

simply, to use English words and concepts in Chikashshanompaꞌ. That method was used in 

the past with certain borrowed words, though they are a distinct minority in 

Chikashshanompaꞌ, which has proven remarkably resistant to extensive borrowings: 

 leeti  

 ‘late’  

 kaaꞌ  

 ‘car, automobile’  

 iriidi  

 ‘to read to’  

 kafiꞌ  

 ‘coffee’  

                                                
524 Sammons, ‘Updating the Sauk Lexicon,’ 18. 
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The second choice was to borrow words from related languages including Choctaw 

and Creek-Seminole. This was a highly unpopular choice, excepting certain Chahta Bible 

words that have been a part of the Chikashsha lexicon for over 150 years. The third choice 

was the creation of anompa himittaꞌ, Chikashsha neologisms. The Chickasaw Language 

Committee agreed, some begrudgingly, to attempt to create a series of neologisms. The first 

list attempted dates from October 2007, and included a list of popular fast food restaurants 

and traffic signs. The fast-food restaurant list failed miserably. The speakers felt they had 

existing names and did not need to be translated into Chikashshanompaꞌ. The traffic signs list 

(partialy reproduced below) was more successful: 

Chikashsha ihinaꞌ anoliꞌ  

‘Chickasaw Traffic Signs’ 

Hika 

‘Stop’  

Ishchokkowanna 

 ‘Do Not Enter’ 

 Hinaꞌ Aya Chaffa 

 ‘One Way’ 

 Wayaachi Kiꞌyo 

 ‘No Parking’ 

 Aashoppalaꞌ Hommaꞌ Aahika 

 ‘Stop Here on Red’  

 Hinaꞌ Okshílliꞌtaꞌ 
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 ‘Road Closed’ 

 Taliꞌ Hinaꞌ Aa-abaanabliꞌ 

 ‘Railroad Crossing’ 

 Hinaꞌ Ikpathoꞌ 

 ‘Road Narrows’  

 Hinaꞌ Tahaꞌ 

 ‘Dead End’ 

Salaꞌsi Aya - Chipota Alhihaat Hoochokoshkomo 

‘Slow - Children Playing’ 

Salaꞌsi - Holissaapisaꞌ 

‘Slow - School’  

Tíngba Píꞌscha Aya 

‘Yield’ 

Hinaꞌ Aya Chaffaꞌsi 

‘One Way’ 

Aakochchaꞌ 

‘Exit’ 

Alhfabiꞌ Illa Aya Folota 

‘Left Turn Only’  

Aalhpiꞌsaꞌ Illa Aya Folota  

‘Right Turn Only’  

Aachokkowaꞌ 
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‘Entrance’ 

Aachokkowa Illa 

‘Entrance Only’  

Chokkowa 

‘Enter’ 

It was the beginning of a gradual process designed to encourage speakers of 

Chikashshanompaꞌ to become comfortable with the process of lexical expansion. Four to five 

years passed before most members of the Chickasaw Language Committee accepted 

consideration of neologisms as a regular part of their committee meetings. During this period 

of time two remaining committee members at most did not actively participate in lexical 

expansion work, and one voiced their opposition. Their attendance at meetings was sporadic 

at best, so their opposition did not generally have any effect on the committee’s ability to 

work. The most vocal of the two had a change of heart and has participated in the creation of 

anompa himittaꞌ for the last six years.  

Traditional versus Modern Language 
 

Some of the traditional-versus-modern language debates are now absent from the 

Chickasaw Language Committee, but not necessarily in the community.525 Once the members 

of the CLC committed to doing this work they were, with few exceptions, fully committed to 

                                                
525 Hinton and Hale, eds., The Green Book of Language Revitalization in Practice, 16; Sammons, 
‘Updating the Sauk Lexicon,’ 19. There is a perception, held by a vocal minority, that these new 
words are ‘Josh’s way of talking Chickasaw,’ and that of the elders is ‘the old way of talking 
Chickasaw.’ In fact, these neologisms derive from the work of our speakers, not me. It was 
ultimately their choice, and they chose to act as our Ancestors did, and grow our world through 
lexical expansion.    
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it. They came to realize that they were using the same strategies as our Ancestors in creating 

anompa himittaꞌ. The Chikashsha people have a long-standing cultural tradition of mediating 

cultural changes by taking items of foreign origin and remaking them as distinctly Chikashsha, 

from education,526 to material culture,527 to religion.528 Chikashshanompaꞌ is no exception to 

this cultural practice of indigenization. For the most part objections to this process of lexical 

innovation have come from non-speakers (see the last section of this chapter).  

Semantic Domains 
 
  The words created arise almost exclusively from the needs and desires of second-

language learners. With few notable exceptions, current L1 speakers have not coined new 

words without encouragement from Chickasaw Language Revitalization Program staff. 

Among the exceptions below are lexical extensions derived from liichi, ‘to plow,’ used for 

revitalization: 

   okhataꞌ aahónkopaꞌ  

   ‘pirate’529  

   soba lapish chaffaꞌ  

   ‘unicorn’530 

   liichi  

   ‘revitalization’531 

                                                
526 Cobb, Listening.  
527  Hinson ‘Toꞌliꞌ,’; Hinson, Chikasha.  
528 Davis, Talking Indian.  
529 Literally ‘ocean locative-steal,’ coined by Rose Shields Jefferson.  
530 Literally ‘horse horn be-one in number,’ coined by Rose Shields Jefferson.  
531 This is a lexical extension of liichi, ‘to plow,’ coined by Stanley Smith. 
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   Chikasha / Chikashsha Aaithanaꞌ 

   ‘Chickasaw Cultural Center’532 

Contemporary Chickasaw Neologisms 
 

Facebook is one of the most active and interesting sites for neologism creation. 

Chickasaw users of Facebook who possess some competency with the language have 

spontaneously created Chickasaw acronyms, or ‘textisms.’ Textisms are abbreviated 

forms of commonly used texting expressions, e.g. LOL (laugh out loud), LMAO 

(laughing my ass off), CUL8TR (see you later), etc. Some newly created Chickasaw 

textisms include: 

YKK  

Yakkookay  

‘Thanks’  

AYM  

Ayali makila.  

‘I’ve got to go.’ 

CCT  

Chinchokmataa?  

‘Are you ok?’   

CHL  

Chiholloli.  

                                                
532 ‘Place for Chikashsha learning.’ This is the neologism that rose to the top, and was used 
throughout Rosetta Stone Chickasaw. Either spelling of Chikasha / Chikashsha is acceptable. 
This word was coined by Rose Shields Jefferson, Stanley Smith, Pauline Brown, and Luther John.   
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‘I love you.’ 

CPL  

Chipisalaꞌcho. 

‘I’ll see you later.’ 

FLC  

Falamalaꞌcho.  

‘I’ll return.’ 

OLL  

Ollalili    

‘I’m laughing.’ 

LMIO    

 ‘Laughing my ishkish off.’ 

SMS  

Shooli micha shoꞌka  

‘Hugs and kisses’ 

Other Chickasaw neologisms are technology-related, and are created by all parties 

involved in Chickasaw language revitalization including program staff, Chickasaw Language 

Committee members, adult and youth students of the program, and individual Chickasaw 

citizens. 

taliꞌ lopiꞌ 

 ‘computer’ 

taliꞌ lopiꞌ lawaꞌ 
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 ‘internet’ 

talaanompaꞌ ishtáaꞌ 

‘cell phone’ 

holisso palhkiꞌ 

‘email’  

nannolaꞌ 

‘iPod’ 

holbaꞌ ishchokoshkomoꞌ 

  ‘video game’ 

 ilbakishkiꞌ anompoliꞌ  

 ‘text message’ 

 ilbakishkiꞌ ishtanompoli 

Another class of neologisms consists entirely of nouns created by the members of 

the Chickasaw language committee from 2008 to present: 

aachalhkaꞌ  

‘casino’ 

toꞌwaꞌ kalloꞌ 

 ‘baseball ball’ 

tannafoꞌ toꞌwaꞌ  
 
‘basketball’ 
 
toꞌwaꞌ passáaꞌ 

   
‘volleyball’ 
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Another class of neologisms is specific to the Chickasaw Cultural Center (CCC) in 

Sulphur, Oklahoma. One of the first steps in the process of developing the CCC was a tribe-

wide cultural survey conducted in 2001. A variety of responses were received from 1,548 tribal 

citizens. Among their primary concerns were the fate of Chikashshanompaꞌ and a desire to see 

and hear Chikashshanompaꞌ in use at the CCC. As a result, every effort was made to 

incorporate the Chickasaw language at each level of exhibit development, up to and including 

the creation and incorporation of Chickasaw place names: 

Aaholiitobliꞌ 

‘Honor Garden’  

Aachompaꞌ 

‘gift shop’ 

Aafohaꞌ 
 
‘Rest Area’ 

Abaꞌ Aanowaꞌ 

‘Sky Pavilion’ 

Holisso  

‘Holisso Center for the Study of Chickasaw History and Culture’ 

Anoliꞌ  

‘Anoliꞌ Theater’ 

Ittapatkachi 
 
‘Time Capsule’ 
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For the exhibit center a descriptive phrase was chosen, one personally meaningful 

to many Chickasaw people: 

Chikasha Poya 

‘We are Chickasaw’533 

Challenges  

 Significant challenges exist in lexical expansion / anompa himittaꞌ creation. After 

managing community acceptance, the greatest challenge for Chikashsha new words is 

dissemination and productive use. Dissemination is limited, as is the productive use by 

speakers. With rare exceptions, anompíꞌshiꞌ do not use anompa himittaꞌ. Use by anompa shaaliꞌ 

is greater, tending to be confined to certain domains, in particular Facebook and textisms. Our 

camps and clubs have seen broad usage of athletic terms. Slang and humorous borrowings are 

incorporated into conversation by speakers and learners, for example conjugating an English 

word using Chickasaw affixes and phonological rules, for example the late Chikashsha pastor 

Charlie Carter would call Jesus ‘Chiisas Life Givi.’534 

Ideologies of Lexical Expansion 

Ideologies surrounding Chickasaw lexical expansion are as many as there are speakers, 

and speaker attitudes as complicated as each person involved. Three ideologies rise to the 

surface: language purism, language and innovation as tool of cultural and social identity, and 

maintenance of historic and contemporary speech communities. 

                                                
533 In this instance we used Chikasha, rather than Chikashsha.  
534 ‘Jesus Life Giver.’ 
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Language purism is a dominant theme among speakers of Chickasaw. They can be 

opposed to any terms they feel are too ‘Choctaw’ except for ‘Bible words’ used in liturgical 

readings, either dislike English borrow-words or consider them ‘slang,’ and are generally 

unwilling to use words from related languages like Mvskoke Creek-Seminole, Choctaw, and 

Alabama-Koasati. They express negative feelings toward others whose Chickasaw includes too 

many Choctaw words or English slang like yuuzi or iriidi. They are often more willing to create 

a neologism for a new term than to borrow from a related language. In many cases they have 

accepted neologisms as a function of language purity, especially having been given historical 

precedence for neologism creation in Chickasaw. 

For many speakers of Chickasaw, their racially ‘pure’ identity and language status are 

the sole remnants of cultural capital or power. The conservative members of the Chickasaw 

Language Committee often feel marginalized by the politically and numerically dominant 

mixed-blood Chickasaw population, most of whom have little to no cultural or linguistic 

knowledge. Their background in Chikashshanompaꞌ and the expansion of the language into 

new domains are ideologically powerful matters for speakers who feel thus marginalized. 

Related to language and lexical expansion as a tool of power is language as a tool of 

maintenance. For our speakers, the Chikashshanompaꞌ is the defining feature of the 

historical Chickasaw speech community, and one they believe should define present and 

future communities. That belief ties deeply into ideologies of cultural belonging. Some also 

believe that without the language, the Chikashsha people will cease to exist. 
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First-generation descendants of native speakers who do not speak the language 

often have been vocal critics of the process of anompa himittaꞌ creation, viewing it as a kind 

of violence to the language. I long ago learned to avoid attempting to educate such 

individuals. Our elders were the ones who chose to engage in neologism creation. They 

could have just as easily said no, but instead understood how our Ancestors did the same. 

Following is a Facebook exchange from 2014 with the adult child of a native speaker (here 

anonymized) who, though an enrolled citizen of another tribe in Oklahoma, felt that what I, 

and by extension the Chickasaw Language Committee, were doing was wrong (Figures 217 

– 222):  
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Figure 217: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Facebook post, 14 January 2014.  
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Figure 218: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Facebook post, 14 January 2014. 
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Figure 219: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Facebook post, 14 January 2014.  
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Figure 220: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Facebook post, 14 January 2014. 
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Figure 221: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Facebook post, 14 January 2014. 
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Figure 222: Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), Facebook post, 14 January 2014. 

 The above exchange really needs no explication. Our languages bring out the best 

and the worst in us. This exchange of lateral violence was predicated by the violence 

inflicted on us by the settler-colonials and their government. This is but one of many ever-

present consequences of the colonial program and forced removal from our Homeland. If 

our language was still whole, vibrant, and healthy in whole, vibrant, and healthy 

communities, none of this would have occurred, and this dissertation would not exist, nor 

would my present job. Yet, yammat yahmi.535 

Conclusion 
 

The Chickasaw people are dedicated to keeping the language a living, vibrant and 

dynamic entity, a physical and spiritual presence on the tongues and in the hearts of the 

Chikashsha people. The language is kept alive in part by creating new words and place names 

                                                
535 ‘That’s how it is.’  
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in Chikashshanompaꞌ, demonstrating an ongoing commitment to language survival through 

the creation of new words. The Chickasaw speakers are telling the world that they are a 

living, dynamic culture by naming their places and creating new words. Through naming and 

creating they are saying Chikashsha poꞌyacha ilaa-áyyaꞌsha katíhma: We are Chickasaw, and 

we are still here.
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Chapter Eight: Nannanoliꞌ ilimaaithana (We are learning from stories): Mediated Language 
Change and the Chikasha Academy Adult Immersion Program 

 

Our application of Mediated Language Change (MLC) in our ittonchololiꞌ revitalization 

context, as outlined in Chapter 3, is perhaps most clearly seen in the Chikasha Academy Adult 

Immersion Program (CAAIP). This modified group approach to Chikashshanompaꞌ second-

language acquisition grew from our experiences with traditional, one-on-one Master-

Apprentice Language Learning Program (MALLP or MAP) approaches, the work of the Sac and 

Fox Language Program under former director Jacob Manatowa-Bailey, and the narrative-based 

approach of the Adult Salish Language Program under the direction of Chaney Bell on the 

Flathead Indian Reservation in Montana. That last approach was modified by materials 

originally authored by Chris Parkin (Salish School of Spokane). I will briefly examine MALLP in 

general, our MALLP experience, reflect on that of the Sac and Fox and its influence on our 

decision to move away from traditional MA approaches, and describe in detail the application 

of MLC in the CAAIP program. I will conclude with a brief discussion of the modification of the 

Adult Salish Language Program materials for use in the Chikasha Academy. 

Master-Apprentice Language Learning Program  
 

The Master-Apprentice Language Learning Program (MALLP or MAP) was developed by 

Hinton, Richardson, and Abbott in 1992.536 It was created and implemented at a time when 

California Indigenous language vitality was at an all-time low, and there was increasing 

attention to language endangerment in the academy.537 Of the 100 California languages spoken 

                                                
536 Hinton, Flutes of Fire, see Chapter 21.  
537 Ken Hale, et al., ‘Endangered languages.’ Language 68, no. 1 (March 1992): 1-42; Hinton and 
Hale, eds., The Green Book of Language Revitalization in Practice; K. David Harrison, When 
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at contact, fewer than 50 continued to be spoken in 1992, and the majority was represented 

by no more than a handful of elderly native speakers; some only by one.538 

Cognizant of these facts, Indigenous California people partnered with linguists including 

Leanne Hinton of the University of California at Berkeley to form the Advocates for Indigenous 

California Language Survival, the parent organization for the California Master Apprentice 

Language Learning Program. The first cohort of learners began in earnest in 1993 with ten 

pairs—one master and one apprentice each—representing many California Indigenous 

languages including Hupa, Yurok, Yowlumne, and Mojave. The program continued in 1994 and 

1995 with more than twenty pairs, and has spread rapidly into various iterations beyond 

California.539 

The program was designed with highly endangered languages in mind, and brought 

apprentice learners and master speakers together for ten to twenty hours a week at a 

maximum of 360 hours a year for up to three years. The effort was to bring apprentices to fairly 

high levels of linguistic and communicative competency in a short time. Pairs began their 

partnerships with two-day trainings focusing on the acquisition of target speech through 

immersion activities rather than overt grammatical instruction or translation exercises as done 

in traditional classrooms. The focus was language acquisition through living daily lives together. 

All matters were in the language – grocery shopping, eating, cooking, driving, bingo games, 

                                                
Languages Die: The Extinction of the World’s Languages and the Erosion of Human Knowledge 
(Oxford, UK: Oxford University Press, 2008). 
538 Leanne Hinton, ‘The Master-Apprentice Language Learning Program’ in The Green Book of 
Language Revitalization in Practice, edited by Hinton and Hale, 217-226. 
539 In Oklahoma currently only the Cherokee and Chickasaw Nations have a modified group 
immersion approach to adult language acquisition. 
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walks, and traditional activities.540 

The approach is drawn from communicative and comprehensible input strategies. The 

apprentice is required to be a dedicated, pro-active learner, and to drive much of the content 

acquisition. English usage is discouraged while strategies like Total Physical Response are 

promoted. MALLP pairs are encouraged to put away writing, and to ‘play’ with target 

vocabulary and phrases in multiple contexts so apprentices can hear their structures at least 

fifty times in fifty different contexts.541  

Effective language learning requires intelligible input. The apprentice must understand 

what is being said. The master may translate into English as a last resort, but that is not 

encouraged.  MA pairs are directed to use English to plan their immersion sets and activities 

together until the apprentice is fluent enough to leave English behind. The participants design 

their approach around the ‘10 points of language learning’:   

1. Leave English Behind  
2. Make Yourself Understood with Nonverbal Communication  
3. Teach in Full Sentences  
4. Aim for Real Communication in Your Language of Heritage 
5. Language is Also Culture  
6. Focus on Listening and Speaking  
7. Learn and Teach the Language through Activities 
8. Use Audiotaping and Videotaping 
9. Be an Active Learner.  
10. Be Sensitive to Each Other’s needs; Be Patient and Proud of Each Other and 

Yourselves!542  
These ‘commandments’ are heavily emphasized during the two-day immersion training. 

                                                
540 Hinton, et al., How to Keep Your Language Alive, 15-16. 
541 Ibid.  
542 Hinton et al., How to Keep Your Language Alive, 10-19; Hinton, Leena Huss, and Gerald 
Roche, The Routledge Handbook of Language Revitalization (Abingdon, UK: Routledge, 2018), 
10-19. 
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 Lesson topics include cooking and eating, chores, hunting, fishing, and gathering, 

traditional arts, storytelling, dancing and singing traditions, and others. MALLP sessions follow a 

general pattern:  

§ Greeting  
§ Rituals: prayer, weather, news, coffee, make breakfast  
§ Planning the activity / immersion set  
§ Doing the immersion set  
§ Discussing the immersion set  
§ Repeat sets or do different sets within a session, aim for at least 15 

minutes in the language without interruption 
§ Free discussion  
§ Plan for next time   
§ Farewells  

  
The lessons learned in these early approaches were published in How to Keep Your 

Language Alive: A Commonsense Approach to One-On-One Language Learning (2002).  

 This text was foundational for the Anompa Ithánaꞌ - Ithánaꞌchiꞌ (Chickasaw Master-Apprentice 

Program)543 that we implemented in 2007.  

Anompa Ithánaꞌ - Ithánaꞌchiꞌ (Chickasaw Master-Apprentice Program) 
 

We began our MAP approach in fall 2007 with sixteen planned groups, each meeting ten 

hours a week. Group one was composed of persons who either had previous experience with 

language learning or were formerly fluent, and at the time were passive-bilingual speakers of 

Chikashshanompaꞌ. The second group was chosen based on family connections to anompíꞌshiꞌ 

and their expressed interest in participating in this effort:544  

 

                                                
543 ‘The one that knows the language, the one that will know the language.’ These are two early 
neologisms developed to accomodate new concepts in Chikashshanompaꞌ.  
544 We ultimately ended up with 14 active participating groups by the start of the program.  
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Master Apprentice Groups 
 

Group One  

Masters                                   Apprentices 
  

Hannah Pitman                         Joyce Wesley,  
                                                     Ruth Howard 
   Luther John                                Scott Colbert, Regina Berna 
   Vera Tims                                    Michelle Wilson, Valorie Walters                       

Rose Jefferson                           Suzanne Russell 
   Emma McCleod                         Faye McCurtain, Ellen Chapman 
   Louise Gore                                Rebecca Beniati 
   JoAnn Ellis                                  Vicki Penner 
   Betty Hamilton                          Lori Hamilton 
   Stanley Smith                             Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) 

 
Group Two 

  
Ruthlene Jones                          Curtis, Cheryl, Ryan, and Riley Walker 

   Sinamae Ogg                              Mary Hartley 
Vera Tims                                    Rachel Coon 

   Weldon Fulsom                         Kelley Lunsford 
   Pauline Walker                          Jeremy Wallace, Ashley Hart 
   Lloyd Parnacher                        Caren Turtle 
   Luther John                             Nancy Boston545 

 

Dr. Leann Hinton and Bo Taylor (Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians) provided us with in-

depth MALLP and comprehensible input approach trainings, respectively, taking a week. We 

provided all groups with an in-depth Chikashshanompaꞌ MALLP manual to guide session 

content, and a copy of How to Keep Your Language Alive. We compensated masters at twenty 

dollars an hour and apprentices at fifteen dollars an hour. Ten of the original sixteen groups 

graduated in June 2009. 

 

                                                
545 Internal Chickasaw Language Revitalization Program document, 1 April 2008.  
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Outcomes  
 

We saw two truly conversational speakers emerge from this group. However, all 

apprentices acquired Chikashshanompaꞌ beyond their initial fluency levels. The effort 

demonstrated the value of Chikashshanompaꞌ to our community, and greatly increased the 

visibility of anompíꞌshiꞌ in the community as we honored them for their gift to us. Our MALLP 

approach also created a group of anompa shaaliꞌ that would go on to teach their families, work 

in Chikashshanompaꞌ language revitalization on a full-time or contract basis, and stand as 

advocates for Chikashshanompaꞌ in our communities. By paying masters and apprentices, the 

approach injected monies, motivated by our desire for Chikashshanompaꞌ, into our local 

community. Placing economic value on heritage language skills in a revitalization context is a 

significant aspect of valorizing the language as well as having additional, beneficial effects. Of 

this graduating class several apprentices continued their programs, reapplied to continue in our 

MALLP, and began teaching what they knew of Chikashshanompaꞌ to their family members.     

Though we consider all language efforts vital and significant and attempt to validate all 

forms of ittonchololiꞌ and valorize the efforts of anompa shaaliꞌ, we failed to meet our 

proficiency goals. Several groups quit during the first two-year MALLP effort. We had a 

proficiency-determined success rate of 10 percent.546 The programs are challenging under the 

best of circumstances. The process is not only mentally taxing, but it can have significant 

emotional effects, positive and negative.  

Of the two truly conversational speakers who came out of this group, only one has gone 

                                                
546 Of the sixteen original groups, we graduated two newly proficient speakers of 
Chikashshanompaꞌ.  
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on to significantly higher proficiency levels.547 The groups that dropped out, early on and 

later, did so for a variety of reasons, lack of time to commit to the program being a primary 

one.  The groups that remained in general failed to make significant language acquisition past 

ACTFL Novice Mid/High, having begun with no exceptions at Novice Low.  Some community 

members became dependent on the discretionary and impermanent funds, and failed to 

understand the tax implications of the contract payments made under our MALLP. It is possible 

some apprentices may have been attracted to the program due to this educational stipend 

rather than a sincere desire to learn language, but this was not of significant concern to those 

of us in program leadership at the time. Most who essentially stopped their language-learning 

efforts saw significant decline in their language skills since graduation. Also, many have since 

taken on leadership roles in the Chickasaw Nation, and while not actively learning 

Chikashshanompaꞌ in an immersive environment as of this writing, they are staunch language 

advocates.548 

Efforts 2010 - 2015 
 

We learned a great deal from our first two groups, and applied that knowledge to six 

long-term groups of one master and one apprentice each. With few exceptions, groups with 

                                                
547Former tribal legislator Scott Colbert and myself. I was a more advanced learner coming into 
the program in 2007, whereas Scott had significantly fewer contact hours with 
Chikashshanompaꞌ speakers. My ongoing success following the formal conclusion of my MALLP 
experience has as much to do with my predilection for language, personality, and commitment 
to become a speaker as it does with my leadership role in the CLRP.  
548 I am thinking in particular of my Executive Officer Lori Hamilton (Division of History and 
Culture), Under Secretary Valorie Walters (Department of Culture and Humanities), and 
Valorie’s sister, Director Michelle Wilson (Vocational Rehabilitation).  
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multiple apprentices in our traditional MALLP environment were not successful. We 

established a rigorous set of prerequisites to program acceptance, including a self-study 

program549, an assessment, an intake interview, and a detailed contract.  If any group failed to 

make significant progress, it entered a probationary period, and risked removal from the 

program.550 Choosing highly motivated younger individuals who were also tribal citizens and 

carefully matching them with sympathetic anompíꞌshiꞌ was challenging.551 Our hope was that at 

least ten percent would produce conversational anompa shaaliꞌ who would go on to teach 

language in their homes and communities. One outstanding long-term group was native 

speaker Hannah Pitman and Amy Gantt, who worked together about five years. Amy was able 

to advance to Intermediate Mid oral proficiency level, and to teach her daughter.  

The Master-Apprentice Language Learning Program has been moderately successful 

nationwide and in Canada and Australia. Our program was, also, but I say that with a caveat. 

Assuming that partnerships were not dissolved because of interpersonal conflict, death, or 

some other calamity, the apprentices completed their one-, two-, or three-year apprenticeships 

with more knowledge than they began with. As an example, assume that an apprentice began 

                                                
549 The self-study was a packet of communicative language material applicants were given 
roughly two weeks to review, after which they were accessed as the next step in the hiring 
process.  
550 Again, this was under our first model where the apprentices were contract employees rather 
than part-time temporary ones. That gave us greater leverage if the partnership did not prove 
fruitful. Accepted applicants were given a year’s contract, subject to review and termination in 
the following fiscal year.  
551 Aside from some sort of psychological testing, I am not sure whether identifying an ideal 
second-language learner is possible. People are radically inconsistent. I also qualify ‘young,’ 
because we are not ageists in the Chickasaw Nation. However, we need an expanding base of 
young professionals in their twenties and thirties to replace us who are firmly middle-age as of 
this writing. We all have a shelf life.  
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the program as Novice Low on the American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Language 

Oral Proficiency Scale. Novice Low is limited to stock phrases in only so many contexts, and 

usually single words (largely nouns) at that. At the end of year one, an apprentice should be 

operating at a Novice High or Intermediate Low level, whereby they can self-narrate, ask basic 

questions, indicate some preferences, and discuss past, future, and present events. In some 

instances, our learners achieved that level. In others it took two or three years. 

Based on the three-year goal of Intermediate High to Advanced Low, wherein an 

apprentice can function in almost any given context with a sympathetic native speaker, the 

MALLP has perhaps a 10 percent success rate historically wherever the program takes place. 

Given the extremely low state of vitality for most of our languages, MALLP must do better than 

to achieve Novice High-to-Intermediate Low in twelve to eighteen months. Our new benchmark 

should be Intermediate High to Advanced low in that time frame if we are truly wish to claim 

we are creating a new generation of speakers.552 For many of our languages this is our best and 

perhaps last hope to replace each native speaker who passes with a competent anompa shaaliꞌ. 

Why is MALLP such a low-success-rate approach to language acquisition? One answer 

may lie in master-apprentice dynamics, wherein the learner assumes that the master, given his 

or her knowledge of the language, will also be a competent teacher, therefore the apprentice 

must simply show up and ‘be taught.’ We know from experience that is rarely the case. The 

most successful apprentices are highly motivated and take responsibility for their language 

acquisition. Such apprentices handle session design, back up lessons when they stall, remain 

                                                
552 Michelle Johnson’s cohort was able to reach Novice High / Intermediate Low after roughly 
1,000 contact hours. Johnson, ‘nꞌłəqwcin,’ 105.  
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accountable for their English production, and push their masters to speak only in Indian at 

great lengths. That is the recipe for any language acquisition success: leave English behind, and 

spend lots and lots of time talking Indian. It is easier said than done. 

Sauk Language Program  
 

I first met Jacob Manatowa-Bailey of the Sauk Language Program in 2009. The program 

operated in a small facility on the southern edge of Stroud, Oklahoma. The Sac and Fox Nation 

of Oklahoma was forcibly relocated to Indian Territory from Kansas in 1869. Oklahoma Sac and 

Fox are closely related to the Sac and Fox Tribe of the Mississippi in Iowa and the Sac and Fox 

Nation of Missouri in Kansas and Nebraska.  

In 2005 the Sac and Fox Nation of Oklahoma had an estimated seven native speakers at 

most, and a handful of passive bilinguals. The three native speakers most closely connected to 

the Sauk Language Program were Jacob Manatowa-Bailey’s aunts, Pahâmoki Maxine Cobb, now 

deceased, her sister Nayêshi Christine Williamson, and Mahwêtâ Henrietta Massey. At the time 

of our meeting Jacob was the lead apprentice, organizing and leading sessions with the help of 

his aunts for three learners: Kîyôkameki Orvena Gregory (Sac and Fox Nation of Oklahoma), 

Chakîhkwê Katie Grant (Sac and Fox Nation of Oklahoma), and Kîwêwa Mosiah Bluecloud 

(Kickapoo Tribe of Oklahoma).553 

The team-based approach, which consists of a group of native speakers, a Master-

Apprentice Team Leader, and a small group of apprentices, was developed in response to some 

                                                
553 Kyokamekwa Orvena Gregory left the program to run for tribal office. Jacob Manatowa-
Bailey left the program following the death of Pahâmoki, and Kîwêwa Mosiah Bluecloud left the 
program to pursue graduate studies. Chakîhkwê Katie Grant is now Chakîhkwê Katie Thompson, 
married with a new baby. She is currently the director of the Sauk Language Program.  
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of the deficiencies of traditional MALLP:  

1. The team-based approach to Master-Apprentice sessions allowed for one 
or more Sauk elder speakers in tandem with the Team Leader to work 
with multiple apprentice speakers simultaneously. 

2. A core group of committed Masters allowed a rotating, flexible schedule 
of different Sauk Elder speakers that can accommodate the absence on 
the part of a single Elder. 

3. The consistent, direct participation of the Master-Apprentice Team 
Leader as a more advanced apprentice speaker able to teach language 
learners allowed for immersion learning to continue in the event that no 
Sauk Elder speakers are able to be present. 

4. The Master-Apprentice Team Leader is able to direct the session to focus 
learning, increase comprehension, insist on No English within the 
immersion sessions, and intentionally utilize structured input and other 
proven SLA methods to rapidly expand the pace of acquisition.554 
          

The motivations for the Sauk Language Program were beyond mere language 

acquisition. Far from it, their stated objective was ‘Build[ing] a critical mass of young, 

professional, conversationally fluent teachers, workers, and leaders to carry the Sauk language 

revitalization effort far into the future.’555 In three years of their intensive program they were 

able to provide training in:  

• Language teaching methodologies  
• Classroom management  
• Curriculum development  
• Maintaining immersion environments 
• Linguistic development for native language teachers 
• Team building 
• Organizational development 
• Leadership 
• Advanced Master-Apprentice techniques 

 

                                                
554 Hinton et. al., The Routledge Handbook, 132.  
555 Sauk Language Program, ‘Half Black, Half White Striped Wild Horse That Comes from Africa: 
Speaker, Teacher, and Leadership Development and the Team-Based Master Apprentice 
Program Model,’ (Powerpoint presentation, 29 October 2013).  
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 Mosiah and Katie became conversational speakers within two years of entering the 

Sauk Language Master-Apprentice Program, and were able to direct learning by others and to 

develop content for the Master-Apprentice sessions . They developed and maintained 

‘foundational skills in immersion instruction, time management, decision-making, curriculum 

planning and development, classroom management, activity planning, research skills, and other 

areas important to apprentices overall development as language revitalization professionals.’556   

The reasons such remarkable outcomes were possible are manifold, but the basic one is 

time and language input. The employees of the Sauk Language Program spent a great deal of 

time speaking only Sauk. They doggedly pursued a Sauk-only environment day in and day out, 

for years, and achieved 3,952 hours in Sauk over a three-year period: 2,952 in the Master-

Apprentice session environment and roughly 1,000 more outside the sessions.557 They started 

with the single goal to remain in Sauk for four hours a day, but developed a comprehensive and 

stable plan directly tied to their goals of proficiencies in language and planning and teaching.558  

We found that approach so compelling, particularly in light of the obvious deficiencies of 

the traditional one-on-one approach as we had applied it, that we immediately moved toward a 

modified group approach involving professionalized, full-time language learners working in 

what we would come to call the Chikasha Academy Adult Immersion Program. We followed 

closely the Sauk Language Master-Apprentice Program Model, with some modifications:  

1. A Master-Apprentice Team Leader with some language ability and 
knowledge of immersion methods and capable of committing 20 hours 

                                                
556 Ibid.  
557 Ibid.  
558 Ibid.  
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per week to leading Master- Apprentice sessions559 
2. Initially, the Team Leader needs an additional five to ten hours per 

week to develop content for the Master-Apprentice sessions560 
3. A minimum of two elder/fluent speakers willing to meet four to five days 

per week for team-based Master-Apprentice sessions561 
4. Two to four beginning apprentice speakers whose full-time job is to 

develop as language learners, teachers, and leaders562 
5. Ideally, additional staff support for program administration, materials 

creation, program logistics, etc., equivalent to a half-time position563 
6. The political or institutional will to commit a significant amount of 

resources to the development of a small, team-based Master-Apprentice 
program564 

7. Initially led by the program director, the development of a serious 
commitment to minimizing the amount of English used within the 
Master-Apprentice program565  

8. Serious commitment on the part of the apprentices to progress not just 
as language learners but overall as professionals within the field of 
language revitalization, with a strong emphasis on teaching566 

 
Based on our conviction that we should pursue a modified group approach, we began in 

earnest to change over to one in 2014-2015. In the following sections I will contextualize these 

                                                
559 This was supposed to be the role I played, but two significant book projects and my lead 
responsibilities on Rosetta Stone Chickasaw (Chapter 5) prevented me from fully participating. 
Ittiꞌ Okchamaliꞌ (Ric Greenwood) became the program manager and de facto lead. His oral 
proficiency level prevented him from fully implementing the program as designed by Jacob 
Manatowa-Bailey and modified by CLRP, but he led his team to significant acquisition 
nevertheless.  
560 This responsibility shifted to Ittiꞌ Okchamaliꞌ (Ric Greenwood) when I began Rosetta Stone 
Chickasaw. We have more recently begun to implement our new team-based approach 
centered on narratives (see below).  
561 We have worked in CAAIP with speakers including the late Jerry Imotichey, Hannah Pitman, 
Luther John, Virginia Bolen, and Rose Shields Jefferson. Jerry, Luther, and Stan Smith would 
become our main teachers until Jerry’s passing. Now Luther and Stan are our main teachers.   
562 We began with two and now have three full-time learners in the program.  
563 Program manager Teresa Workman provides this essential programmatic support.  
564 Governor Anoatubby has always been an advocate for our language. He approved our 
Chikasha Academy Adult Immersion Program proposal unequivocally.  
565 I was unable to lead as I had intended (see earlier footnote) but I plan to conduct advanced 
conversational immersion following the completion of this dissertation and other work on 
Rosetta Stone Chickasaw.  
566 Hinton et al., The Routledge Handbook, 133. 
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efforts within our ittonchololiꞌ efforts through Mediated Language Change, and describe in 

detail the process by which we create a narrative series. I will address the cultural and 

theoretical motivations for this type of approach, and imagine its future.    

Mediated Language Change  
 

MLC is a theoretically informed method by which we try to control language change that 

comes with any revitalization environment. In the context of CAAIP, MLC can be manifested in 

several important ways. Given the artificial nature of all language revitalization efforts, MLC 

applied through anompa shaaliꞌ narrative and interaction documentation and analysis, followed 

by exercises specific to non-standard or incorrect usage patterns, is a powerful interventional 

tool and an example of mediation in pursuit of survivance and change in pursuit of 

perseverance—Iilhakóffi, ‘We survive’ and Ilachónnaꞌchi, ‘We persevere.’ We desire for 

Chikashshanompaꞌ to continue to be a spoken language of daily communication, so we 

intervene in CAAIP through MLC so anompa shaaliꞌ can become communicative and 

conversational. We also mediate their varieties of Chikashshanompaꞌ so they reflect those of 

our teachers while allowing natural growth and change. Even then the end result is something 

we have attempted to cultivate, but in its wildness it will emerge as what it needs to be.      

In the Chikasha Academy Adult Immersion Program, MLC is operative in the following 

ways: 

1. As a narrative-based approach, informed by traditional cultural practices, we choose 

stories that have the essential grammatical features needed by students at suitable points in 

time. The grammatical underpinning of the project is modified from the scope and sequence of 

Rosetta Stone Chickasaw (see Chapter 5), which was informed by the described variety and 
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scope and sequence of Munro and Willmond 2008. These choices, including ones of scope 

and sequence, the underlying grammatical elements, of narrative and other matters, are 

functions of MLC in our ittonchololiꞌ context. We choose so that others can grow. 

2. The creation of leveled narratives is another manifestation of MLC as we mediate the 

order and context in which students encounter and acquire new grammatical elements, lexical 

items, and whole language. The narratives are culturally significant teachings from Posipóngniꞌ, 

and as such they are carefully modified into a format that is accessible and level-appropriate for 

learners, leading to acquisition of the full, original narratives. 

3. MLC motivates our analysis of learner narratives and interactions in the immersion 

environment. By examining the output of our students, we can determine at any time which 

features need more attention and design activities to reinforce them. This approach, wherein 

students are repeatedly exposed to challenging grammatical elements in a variety of whole-

language situations without overt grammatical instruction, is an extension of traditional 

education practices in which our Ancestors conveyed essential knowledge in context. Tribal 

youth, ceremonial initiates, and others learned by observing and doing alongside their mentors. 

4. MLC motivates our decisions concerning crafting emerging learner varieties. We are 

interested in Chikashshanompaꞌ growing and remaining the medium of social interaction in our 

community. We must constantly balance our need to innovate with the expectations of our 

speech community, both anompíꞌshiꞌ, anompa shaaliꞌ, and the Chickasaw citizenship at large. 

We ultimately have little control over the varieties that will emerge and take hold, but we 

attempt to cultivate them every way we can.    
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Chikasha Academy Adult Immersion Program (CAAIP)  
  

CAAIP was conceived as a full-time language immersion program for adult learners in 

response to the relatively low success rates of our traditional MALLP approach. After being 

piloted in 2015, we added two full-time learners, Chilita (Margeaux Smith) and Iknokchiꞌtoꞌ 

(Kendra Farve) in 2018, who joined Ofiꞌ (Jason Burwell), a new learner hire during the 

transitional period leading to CAAIP, and Mahli (Sheina Wind), who is our Curriculum 

Development Coordinator and who participates regularly in CAAIP sessions. The program 

design is for twenty hours of instruction a week each year, with learners newly hired every two 

years. Graduates go on to work in the language program or in the Department of Culture and 

Humanities in various capacities.  

Daily CAAIP sessions are conducted by high-level learners including program manager 

Ittiꞌ Okchamaliꞌ (Ric Greenwood) and Osiꞌ Tohbiꞌ (Brandon White Eagle) with native speakers 

Imoshiꞌ (Stanley Smith) and Osto (Luther John). A primary emphasis is placed on achieving 

conversational proficiency in a short time. The daily sessions are combined with independent 

study, journaling, Rosetta Stone Chickasaw, and grammar-focused activities. 

Many later assessments showed a disconnect between native speakers’ use of switch 

reference and discourse markers and adult learners’ abilities to use such features productively 

in conversation. Through our MLC approach we determined to expose the CAAIP students to a 

variety of switch-reference and discourse-marking features, significantly those most commonly 

used by our lead masters Imoshiꞌ and Osto. We turned to our Chickasaw Verb narrative corpus 

and looked for those significant features. To begin converting raw narratives into instructional 

materials, we chose a personal narrative about cooking frog legs by Foshiꞌ (Virginia Bolen). I will 
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discuss how we chose this narrative for content, the use of switch reference and discourse 

markers, and the process of analyzing the text. 

Hoyyaniꞌ Iyyiꞌ ‘Frog Legs’ - traditional childhood narrative by Virginia Bolen   
We chose this narrative to modify for a variety of reasons:  

1. Its narrator, Virginia Bolen, is a native speaker of Chickasaw, born near Kullihoma 

(Red Springs), a traditional Chickasaw community east of Ada, Oklahoma, and one of our 

core Chickasaw Language Committee members. 

2. Her variety of Chikashshanompaꞌ (Kullihoma—Happyland area) is under documented. 

3. The narrative is natural and humorous, and 

4. it contains the switch reference and narrative features that learners need critical 

repetition of, in order to productively acquire them.  

Hoyyaniꞌ Iyyiꞌ ꞌFrog Legsꞌ – collection and analysis  
 

Mrs. Bolen offered the frog story, recorded with a Marantz recorder and external 

microphone, in Chickasaw, with an English gloss, at grant-funded narrative collection workshop 

in 2015. Initial Chickasaw transcription was done by University of Texas at Arlington graduate 

student Kimberly Johnson, and second and third pass transcriptions by myself, Mrs. Bolen and 

Dr. Fitzgerald.  

Three versions exist of Mrs. Bolen’s narrative: 

1. The original, with complex discourse marking and full switch-reference features, told 

in first person by Mrs. Bolen; 

2. an adapted narrative focusing on lexical and phonological variations present in the 

speech of the narrator presented in third person, adapted by me; and 
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3. another adapted narrative focusing on discourse markers and simplified switch 

reference markers presented in third person, also adapted by me.  

Hoyyaniꞌ Iyyiꞌ ‘Frog Legs’ – Version One 
(Original narrative with complex discourse marking and 

full switch reference features presented in first person)567 

file:///Users/Lokosh/Desktop/ELAN Overflow Folder/cic-6-2-2015-VirginiaBolen-
froglegs-08112016.eaf 

Tuesday, November 15, 2016 10:56 AM 

 

A_Transcription-txt-cic   Samiittakat íꞌ̠mahmat saapisaꞌ á̠ana 

A_Translation-gls-en   When I was young I was at school all day and 

 

 

A_Transcription-txt-cic   obya chokkaꞌ onalihmat, Mama aachihmat568 

A_Translation-gls-en   came home in the evening. Mama said, 

                                                
567 This version is presented in ELAN formatting as originally transcribed by Kimberly Johnson, 
with subsequent work by myself and Dr. Fitzgerald with the narrator Mrs. Virginia Bolen. 
Transcription and interpretation are an art—do not let anyone tell you differently. And I reserve 
the right to revisit this transcription at any time and declare it terrible, or fix it—or not. The 
tiers are presented in their ELAN order: Chikashshanompaꞌ first, then English, then a third tier 
for comments from Mrs. Bolen. The translation and third-tier notes are from her. I contend that 
the original text and the subsequent translation are interrelated but independent texts. It 
seems bilingual native speakers like Mrs. Bolen unconsciously craft distinct narratives that 
attend to the standards of each respective language, in this case Chikashshanompaꞌ, and Mrs. 
Bolen’s particular variety of American Indian English (William Leap, American Indian English 
(Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 1993). 
http://search.ebscohost.com.ezproxy.lib.ou.edu/login.aspx?direct=true&db=nlebk&AN=10444
&site=ehost-live).  
568 With one exception, Mrs. Bolen ignores subject marking altogether in this narrative, which 
seems to be an increasingly common feature among other native speakers when the subject in 
its canonical, far-left position. Mama aachihmat vs. Mama-at aachihmat. See Morgan, ‘Learner 
Varieties.’ 
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A_Participant-note-en Virginia wanted to say ishkiꞌ instead of mama569 

A_Transcription-txt-cic   ‘Chimpapa hoyyaniꞌmat abit ishtalahmat ishhopoonaꞌ 

                       biika?’ 

A_Translation-gls-en   ‘Your papa, he killed a frog and brought it in. Can 

                       you cook it?’ 

A_Participant-note-en chim chiinkiꞌ instead of chim papa and chunti instead 

                       of hoyyaniꞌ570 

 

 

A_Transcription-txt-cic   ‘ Íi̠,’ aashlito.571 

A_Translation-gls-en   ‘yes,’ I said. 

 

 

A_Transcription-txt-cic   Yahmihmat ‘Katis̱ht ishhopooni?’ imasithhali. 

A_Translation-gls-en   Then I turned and asked her, ‘How do you cook it?’ 

 

 

A_Transcription-txt-cic   Sashkiꞌ aachihmat 

A_Translation-gls-en   My mother said, 

 
                                                
569 Mrs. Bolen, like many native speakers, freely uses borrow words from English in her speech 
but objects to examples in isolation or analysis.  
570 I think Mrs. Bolen’s edit is suggesting chinkiꞌ, ‘your father,’ rather than chimpapa, both of 
which follow Chikashshanompaꞌ phonological rules for dative affix im- ‘his, hers, its, theirs.’ See 
Munro and Willmond, Let’s Speak Chickasaw. Mrs. Bolen’s word hoyyaniꞌ is a variant of 
hoyoꞌkniꞌ / hoyokniꞌ, ‘frog, toad,’ but in transciption she said she should have said choꞌtiꞌ, ‘frog.’ 
We have recorded all her comments in the third tier, but wanted to stay faithful to her first, 
spontaneous performance of this narrative in our session work.  
571 Mrs. Bolen regularly omits the final ‘k’ in relative past tense -tok and in general does not use 
remote past tense -ttook.  
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A_Transcription-txt-cic   ‘Tiloꞌkoꞌ hapiꞌ hommaꞌ losaꞌ mó̱ma ishonashaachi.’ 

A_Translation-gls-en   ‘Flour it, put salt and black pepper on it 

 

 

A_Transcription-txt-cic   Yahmihmat 

 

 

A_Transcription-txt-cic   ‘Awaatalichihmat nihaꞌ yamma̠ palli makilla.’ 

A_Translation-gls-en   And youꞌve got to fry it and the oil has to be hot.’ 

 

 

A_Transcription-txt-cic   ‘Mi,’ aashlihmat.  Aksaasht tahli. 

A_Translation-gls-en   ‘Okay,’ I said. So I fixed it all up 

 

 

A_Transcription-txt-cic   Nihaꞌ pallit tahma̱ 

A_Translation-gls-en   When the oil was all hot, 

 

 

A_Transcription-txt-cic   hoyyaniꞌ iyyobiꞌmat okaa-ashaashli. 

A_Translation-gls-en   I put the frog in the hot oil. 

A_Participant-note-en Virginia wanted to say chunti instead of hoyyaniꞌ 

 

 

A_Transcription-txt-cic   íꞌ̠ma̱ a̱maamiꞌaashoot aboochaffoꞌma̱ bínniꞌli. 
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A_Translation-gls-en   My mother is sitting in the other room 

A_Participant-note-en sashkiꞌ instead of amaamiꞌ 

 

 

A_Transcription-txt-cic   Yammat aabínniꞌlikat 

A_Translation-gls-en   from where she’s sitting 

 

 

A_Transcription-txt-cic   nanna aahopoonilikat pisaꞌ biikato. 

A_Translation-gls-en   she can see me where Iꞌm cooking. 

 

 

A_Transcription-txt-cic   Yahmihmat ántalihmat 

A_Translation-gls-en   So, when I was there 

 

 

A_Transcription-txt-cic   ‘Hmm nipiꞌma̱ nona iklannootko̱, 

A_Translation-gls-en   ‘Hmm, because the meat’s half cooked, 

 

 

A_Transcription-txt-cic   ooto̠fililichi makilla’ aashli. 

A_Translation-gls-en   Iꞌve got to turn it over,’ I said (to myself). 

 

 

A_Transcription-txt-cic   Chofaak ma̱ ootíꞌ̠shli.  Pitbaafaliꞌchikat 

A_Translation-gls-en   I got the fork. And I poked it in there and 
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A_Transcription-txt-cic   hoyyaniꞌ iyyiꞌ mat halalli. 

A_Translation-gls-en   the frog leg jerked. 

A_Participant-note-en choꞌtiꞌ instead of hoyyaniꞌ 

 

 

A_Transcription-txt-cic   Maafka pat halallina yakohmikat ‘Aaaaa!’ 

A_Translation-gls-en   About that time, the frog leg jerked. ‘Aaaa!’ 

 

 

A_Transcription-txt-cic   aashaash shaꞌ píilla pitmallili. 

A_Translation-gls-en   And I jumped way over there. 

 

 

A_Transcription-txt-cic   Mamaꞌashoot ooollali,572 

A_Translation-gls-en   Mama just laughed, 

 

 

A_Transcription-txt-cic   ollali salamikaash sahashiili. 

A_Translation-gls-en   she laughed so much she made me mad. 

 

 

A_Transcription-txt-cic   ‘Katihmih chiksamanoꞌlokoto yahmihchikaꞌni?’ 

                                                
572 Ollali is the verb for ‘to laugh’ but here we have transcribed a triple-long ooollali, Mrs. 
Bolen’s way of expressing an intense sort of laughter.  
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A_Translation-gls-en   ‘Why didn’t you tell me this was going to happen?’ 

 

 

A_Transcription-txt-cic   ‘Oh, ishnaako̱ kanih̠sh ishhopoonikat pisa 

                       sabannatok,’ aashto. 

A_Translation-gls-en   ‘Oh, I just wanted to see how you(emph) cooked it,’ 

                       she said. 

 

 

A_Transcription-txt-cic   Ántalihmat nonasht tahli 

 

 

A_Transcription-txt-cic   hoyyaniꞌ nipiꞌ mat apas chokmookyat 

A_Translation-gls-en   the frog’s meat tastes good but, 

A_Participant-note-en chunti instead of poyoni 

 

 

A_Transcription-txt-cic   illakasaat nannakya chimano̱li kiꞌyo. 

A_Translation-gls-en   nobody tells you nothing. 

 

 

A_Transcription-txt-cic   Yahmikya ishithanaꞌchi kanih̠sh ishhopoonika̱. 

A_Translation-gls-en   No matter what, you are going to learn how to cook. 

 

 

A_Transcription-txt-cic   Makilla. 
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A_Translation-gls-en   That’s all. 

 
Hoyyaniꞌ Iyyiꞌ ꞌFrog Legsꞌ – Version Two 

(simple third-person retelling) 
 

Foshiꞌat himittattook.  
‘Bird was young.’  
Holissaapisaꞌ ántattook.  
‘She was at school.’  
Chokkaꞌ onattook.  
‘She got to her house.’  
Foshiꞌ inkiꞌat hoyyaniꞌ abittook.  
‘Bird’s father killed some frogs.’ 
Foshiꞌat hoyyaniꞌ iyyiꞌa tiloꞌkoꞌ hapiꞌ hommaꞌ losaꞌ onashaachittook.  
‘Bird covered the frog legs with flour, salt, and pepper.’   
Hoyyaniꞌ iyyiꞌ ma nihaꞌ palliꞌ okaabohlittook.  
‘She put the frog legs in the hot oil.’  
Nipiꞌ mat nona iklannattook.  
‘The meat was half done.’  
Foshiꞌat chofaak íꞌshittook.   
‘Bird took a fork.’  
Nipiꞌ ma baafattook.  
‘She poked the meat.’  
Hoyyaniꞌ iyyiꞌat halallittook!  
‘The frog leg jerked!’  
Foshiꞌat ꞌAAAAAAAAAAA!’ tasahlittook.  
‘Bird yelled ‘AAAAAAAAAAAAA!’’  
Milla.  
‘That’s it.’  
 

Hoyyaniꞌ Iyyiꞌ ꞌFrog Legsꞌ – 
versions two and three comparison 

(addition of discourse markers and switch reference features, changes in italics) 
 

(Version 2) 
Foshiꞌat himittattook.  
‘Bird was young.’  
Holissaapisaꞌ ántattook.  
‘She was at school.’  
Chokkaꞌ onattook.  
‘She got to her house.’  
Foshiꞌ inkiꞌat hoyyaniꞌ abittook.  
‘Bird’s father killed some frogs.’ 
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(Version 3) 
Chiiki mishaash Foshiꞌat himittattook. 
‘Long ago Bird was young.’ 
Holissaapisaꞌ ántacha obya chokkaꞌ onahma Foshiꞌ inkiꞌat hoyyaniꞌ 
abihchaattook. 
‘She was at school and at evening time when she got to her house Bird’s father 
had killed some frogs.’  
 
(Version 2) 
Nipiꞌ mat nona iklannattook.  
‘The meat was half done.’ 
Foshiꞌat chofaak íꞌshittook.   
‘Bird took a fork.’  
Nipiꞌ ma baafattook.  
‘She poked the meat.’  
Hoyyaniꞌ iyyiꞌat halallittook!  
‘The frog leg jerked!’  
Foshiꞌat ‘AAAAAAAAAAA!’ tasahlittook.  
‘Bird yelled ‘AAAAAAAAAAAAA!’.’ 
Milla.  
‘That’s it.’  
 
(Version 3) 
Yahmimat nipiꞌ mat nona iklannahma Foshiꞌat chofaak íꞌshcha nipiꞌ ma   

  baafattook.  
‘When the meat was half done Bird took a fork and she poked the meat.’ 
Baafahma hoyyaniꞌ iyyiꞌat halallittook! 
‘When she poked it the frog leg jerked!’ 
Foshiꞌat ꞌAAAAAAAAAAAꞌ tasahli, hoyyaniꞌ iyyiꞌat halallittookma. 
‘When the frog legs jerked Bird yelled ‘AAAAAAAAAAA!’.’ 
Milla.  
‘That’s it.’  
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Chikasha Academy Adult Immersion Program Process  

Hoyyaniꞌ Iyyiꞌ ꞌFrog Legsꞌ – Vocabulary Acquisition 
 

 
Figure 223: Ittiꞌ Okchamaliꞌ (Ric Greenwood), Hoyyaniꞌ Iyyiꞌ ‘Frog Legs’ vocabulary, 2015. 

 
 Vocabulary acquisition for CAAIP is image based. In this case (Figure 223) CAAIP 

manager Ittiꞌ Okchamaliꞌ (Ric Greenwood) chose four images for the first portion of the Hoyyaniꞌ 

Iyyiꞌ narrative: foshiꞌ,573  inkiꞌ,574 choꞌtiꞌ,575 and abi.576 These lexical items are acquired through 

visual reinforcement in multiple contexts, using a variety of input strategies.  

After successfully acquiring the vocabulary, CAAIP participants work through the story, 

                                                
573 ‘Bird’ (Virginia’s name). 
574  ‘Father.’ 
575 ‘Frog.’ 
576  ‘To kill.’ 
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beginning with the Level Two version (simple third-person retelling). The narrative is 

introduced in this form, again with use of visual prompts acting as mnemonic devices so CAAIP 

participants can accurately retell the respective version competently and confidently. The 

process continues into the Level Three version which incorporates narrative devices and switch-

reference features. At the end of this process, the CAAIP staff continue to circle both versions 

through a retelling in three persons, enabling CAAIP participants to encounter multiple 

repetitions of critical features including markers in first and second persons:  

Foshiꞌat himittattook.  
‘Bird was young.’ 
Holissaapisaꞌ ántattook.  
‘She was at school.’ 
 
Chihimittattook.  
‘You were young.’ 
Holissaapisaꞌ ishántattook.  
‘You were at school.’  
 
Sahimittattook.  
‘I was young.’  
Holissaapisaꞌ ántalittook.  
‘I was at school.’  
 
Yahmihmat nipiꞌ mat nona iklannahma Foshiꞌat chofaak íꞌshcha nipiꞌ ma 
baafattook.  
‘When the meat was half done Bird took a fork and she poked the meat.’ 
Yahmihmat nipiꞌ mat nona iklannahma chofaak ishíꞌshcha nipiꞌ ma 
ishbaafattook. 
‘When the meat was half done you took a fork and you poked the meat.’  
Yahmihmat nipiꞌ mat nona iklannahma chofaak íꞌshlicha nipiꞌ ma baafalittook. 
‘When the meat was half done I took a fork and I poked the meat.’ 
 

Following the first-, second-, and third-person retelling activities (which can take a week 

or more before all participants become comfortable with additional features and content), 

CAAIP staff utilizes Teaching Proficiency with Reading and Storytelling (TPRS) circling strategies 
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to reinforce critical question words and force communication with the program participants: 

Foshiꞌat himittattook.  
‘Bird was young.’ 
 
Katahaat himittattook? Foshiꞌ.  
‘Who was young? Bird.’  
 
Hoyyaniꞌ iyyiꞌ ma nihaꞌ palliꞌ okaabohlittook.  
‘She put the frog legs in the hot oil.’  
       
Nanta hopoonittook? Hoyyaniꞌ iyyiꞌ.    
‘What did she cook? Frog legs.’  
 
Chiiki mishaash Foshiꞌat himittattook.        
‘Long ago Bird was young.’   
       
Katihkaash hopoonittook? Chiiki mishaash, himittakat íꞌmattookmat.    
‘When did she cook? Long ago, when she was still young.’  
 
Chokkaꞌ onattook.           
‘She got to her house.’  
         
Hoyyaniꞌ iyyiꞌ ma nihaꞌ palliꞌ okaabohlittook.      

 ‘She put the frog legs in the hot oil.’  
 
Katekta hoyyaniꞌ iyyiꞌ aahopoonittook? Inchokkaꞌko aahopoonittook.    
‘Where did she cook the frog legs? She cooked them at her house.’ 
  
Haatoko imama-at Foshiꞌat hoyyaniꞌaasho ihopoonaꞌni banna.     
‘So her mother wanted Bird to cook those frogs for (her father).’  
 
Katihmit Foshiꞌat hoyyaniꞌ iyyiꞌ hopoonittook? Imama-at bannattookootoko 
hopoonittook.  
‘Why did Bird cook frog legs? Because her mama wanted her to.’  

After all CAAIP participants can confidently tell the target story in first, second, and third 

persons (in past tense) without the mnemonic image devices, CAAIP staff move on to the next 

narrative in the curriculum and begin the process again. Following completion of a narrative 

set, learner recordings and assessments are analyzed to confirm acquisition of the grammatical 
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features we focused on, and to confirm that anompa shaaliꞌ are productively using these 

features as they communicate with other anompa shaaliꞌ and anompíꞌshiꞌ. We can revisit a 

narrative sequence or build more activities into the new narrative sequence if deemed 

necessary. We regularly strive to reach a balance of 75 percent new material and 25 percent 

review material, and to balance linguistic correctness with functional communication.  

Theoretical motivations for this methodological approach 
 

The approach of the CAAIP is motivated by our desires to create communicative 

speakers and to expand our rapidly shrinking speech community. We approach this work 

through our concepts of survivance and perseverance and the spirit of Chikashsha Poya and 

Iláyyaꞌsha katihma. MLC is the manifestation of our will to keep Chikashshanompaꞌ living, 

dynamic, and active, and our speech is the outpouring of that will. This is not to say this 

approach is not guided by other motivations, including theoretical ones emerging from Second 

Language Acquisition (SLA) approaches incorporated into Indigenous second-language learning 

(ISLL) approaches.  

Dr. Hinton has discussed the Master Apprentice Language Learning Program as an 

approach rather than a method per se. The approach is based on sound second-language 

acquisition theory, and incorporates multiple acquisition methods, but it is not in and of itself a 

method (Hinton 2001, et. al. 2002). The theoretical basis of MALLP is found in Krashen’s Input 

Hypothesis, also known as the Monitor Hypothesis / Model. Krashen proposed five hypotheses 

that are addressed under the singular Monitor Hypothesis  / Model. The input hypothesis holds 

that language acquisition occurs when the input a learner receives is comprehensible and just 
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past their current level of acquisition (i + 1, or ci + 1).577  

Krashen’s definition of learning versus acquisition is also applicable to MALLP, wherein 

learning is knowing consciously the rules of grammar, or the linguistic code, while acquisition is 

a subconscious process by which the code is accessed. His Monitor hypothesis holds that 

learning, or the consciousness of the rules of the linguistic code, cannot be anything more than 

a monitor of a given spoken utterance, and that these conscious rules cannot be used in 

speech. Only acquired language set firmly in the subconscious can be productively used. 

Acquisition of language occurs when the linguistic input is comprehensible, just past the current 

level of the learner’s ability, in an environment wherein the affective filter (e.g., stress)  is low. 

Only then can the learner, when ready, produce natural speech flowing from the 

subconscious.578  

Krashen’s Compelling input theory holds that input must be comprehensible, 

interesting, and compelling. Compelling input moves past interest, and holds the learner in a 

‘flow state’ wherein he or she becomes unaware that the input is in another language.579 In 

CAAIP we address compelling input through careful selection of narratives for additional 

development, our daily practice of storytelling including elaborations for interest, and through 

careful application of the novel Rosetta Stone Chickasaw videos outside the immersion 

environment.    

                                                
577 Stephen D. Krashen, Principles and Practice in second Language Acquisition, (Oxford: 
Bergamon Press, 1982): 11-32.  
578 Ibid.  
579 Stephen Krashen. ‘The compelling (not just interesting) input hypothesis.’ The English 
Connection 15, no. 3 (2011): 1. Also accessible at:  
http://www.sdkrashen.com/content/articles/the_compelling_input_hypothesis.pdf 
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Another theoretical foundation of MALLP is Lee and Van Patton’s Communicative 

Competence theory, which holds that full linguistic competence (accurate, near-native 

knowledge of the language and highly accurate use of complex forms) is not the goal.580 Rather, 

communication in culturally appropriate times, places, and manners is therein considered the 

goal of acquisition. MALLP holds rigorously to this standard. In MALLP programs nationwide the 

goal is real communication with sympathetic native speakers, not native-level production. The 

message can be communicated even if the words are imperfect. In our own CAAIP we first 

desire to communicate, and secondly to do so in ways that anompíꞌshiꞌ consider right, correct, 

and appropriate. We desire native-level production intensely, but not at the expense of our 

efforts to valorize anompa shaaliꞌ and their achievements. Native-level production is an 

idealized horizon we strive toward every day.581 

A fundamental method of MALLP is Asher 1994, Total Physical Response (TPR), wherein 

language is acquired through listening and doing without emphasis on speech especially before 

the apprentice / learner is ready to produce any. TPR and its offshoot TPRS (Teaching 

Proficiency Through Reading and Storytelling) have proven successful and popular in MALLP 

programs nationwide, as well as in public and private school settings where non-endangered 

languages are taught. TPR / TPRS were the base methods for the Chickasaw language classes 

                                                
580 James F. Lee and Bill VanPatten, Making Communicative Language Teaching Happen (2nd 
ed.) (Boston: McGraw-Hill, 2003). 
581 Native-level production in our context means being fully bilingual, flowing, communicative, 
and culturally appropriate, and handling code-switching, turn-taking, correction, and other 
communicative strategies that our anompíꞌshiꞌ employ. We reject the idealized monolingual 
speaker. That person does not exist.   
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conducted at Byng High School in 2010 – 2011 and are heavily incorporated into the CAAIP.582 

Other approaches include target language linguistic elicitation, wherein learners acquire 

a base set of ‘survival phrases’ they can use to elicit additional details, language, ask questions, 

and otherwise maintain the immersion environment without resorting to English.583 We use 

these in circling story details for all learners. Chikasha Academy’s narrative approach is both 

comprehensible and compelling, based on story content, relationships with speakers, and a 

leveled approach to acquisition that leads to comprehensibility. 

Outcomes  
 

Our preliminary analysis revealed that after more than 100 hours of working with 

Leveled narratives 1 and 2, anompa shaaliꞌ could retell both narratives with 80 percent 

accuracy. Anompa shaaliꞌ acquired the features (albeit imperfectly), and used them 

productively in their speech. Challenges in the immersion environment included speaker 

variations that changed lexemes during working sessions, or varied from the original narrative, 

or subtracted and added affixes (seemingly on a daily basis), and variations on features like 

rhythmic lengthening and –li deletion, all of which caused confusion for learners.584 Challenges 

aside, they became more proficient speakers of Chikashshanompaꞌ, and we honor their efforts. 

Upcoming targets include development of leveled narratives from native speaker and 

                                                
582 James J. Asher, Learning another language through actions: The complete teacher's 
guidebook (7th edition), (Los Gatos: Sky Oak Productions, 2009). 
583 Hinton et. al. 2002, 10-12. 
584 This is a fundamental problem while working with story material captured from speakers 
other than those directly working in the immersion environment. Mrs. Bolen, with the 
exception of a few short months, has not participated in CAAIP immersion sessions. Her variety 
of Chikashshanompaꞌ can be quite different from Mr. John’s, but not incomprehensibly so.  
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CAAIP master Osto (Luther John). Our focus in part will be on the discourse markers and 

switch-reference features shared by Mrs. Bolen and Mr. John. We will address the issues from 

the first story by building upon Osto’s narratives. The speakers who work most closely with 

CAAIP have little variation in their speech at the lexeme level. Core program speakers do have 

some variation in their handling of switch-reference features, but we will defer to Mr. John, 

whose handling of rhythmic lengthening, remote paste tense, and –li deletion is essentially as in 

the described variety. In a real sense, the base emergent learner varieties emerge from the 

varieties of our teachers. Our efforts to mediate tension between the described variety and 

Osto’s, for example, are minimal.   

The Future of CAAIP  
 

The creation of our narrative curriculum approach was motivated by the efforts of the 

Salish School of Spokane, Paul Creek Language Association, Nselxcin Curriculum project,   

http://www.interiorsalish.com/nselxcincurriculum.html as used by Sʔímlaʔxʷ  Michele Johnson, 

PhD, and the Syilx Language House in Penticton, British Columbia, Canada, and its modifications 

by the Adult Salish Language Program under the direction of Chaney Bell on the Flathead Indian 

Reservation in Montana. The curricular approach and its modifications are designed to bring 

new learners to an Intermediate Mid oral proficiency level, enabling them to effectively engage 

with native speakers. That is accomplished through consistent application of the Nselxcin 

Curriculum method, working through all six textbooks, with native-speaker led immersion 
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sessions and extensive language transcription over four years and constituting 2,000 hours.585 

 We conducted an in-depth examination of the Nselxcin Curriculum as modified by the 

Adult Salish Language Program in Montana. Using some of their base Salish narratives, we 

translated them into Chikashshanompaꞌ, and acquired them using their immersion and circling 

techniques. Using the oral narratives of another nation is potentially problematic, so we 

considered a more deliberate approach of using our Chikashsha oral narratives. Ayowaꞌ (Dr. 

Juliet Morgan), Osiꞌ Tohbiꞌ (Brandon White Eagle), and Ittiꞌ Okchamaliꞌ (Ric Greenwood) and I 

traveled to Billings, Montana, in summer 2019 to see the modified Nselxcin Curriculum in use 

by students of the Adult Salish Language Program. We spent two days observing, asking 

questions of leadership including Chaney Bell, the lead teachers in the program, its students 

and native speakers including Stephen Small Salmon, a Pend dꞌOreille tribal member and native 

speaker from the Flathead Reservation.  

During a series of meetings there we decided to modify the scope and sequence of 

Rosetta Stone Chickasaw as the underlying grammatical architecture of our CAAIP approach. 

We discussed our particular responsibilities in the CAAIP environment, and set a production 

schedule for the upcoming fiscal year. We also discussed in detail our strategies to modify our 

narratives to work efficiently in this new CAAIP approach.  

Emerging from this visit to Montana and internal discussions are documents guiding 

vocabulary acquisition, narrative acquisition, and the daily and weekly schedules for CAAIP in 

fiscal year 2020. We intend on meeting Monday through Thursday, 8:30 a.m. to  3 p.m., 

                                                
585 Sʔímlaʔxw Michele K. Johnson, ‘Syilx Language House: How and Why We Are Delivering 
2,000 Decolonizing Hours in Nsyilxcn,’ Canadian Modern Language Review 73, no. 4 (November 
2017): 509-537. 
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beginning in October 2019. The first document is a series of 45 lessons with vocabulary words 

and sentence examples taken from Rosetta Stone Chickasaw Level One, taught entirely with 

images and circling activities and games, akin to ‘N’səlxcin 1: A beginning course in Okanagan 

Salish.’586 The Rosetta Stone Chickasaw videos and associated lessons serve in this context as 

both a preloading and post-lesson reinforcement activity. The second document is a series of 

twenty stories with vocabulary derived from Rosetta Stone Chickasaw Level One. Each story has 

from thirty to forty sentences, and is taught in immersion exclusively with images and circling 

activities and games, again inspired by ‘Capt ́ıkwł 1: Okanagan stories for beginners.’587  

Following these first two documents, we intend to create six more workbooks of 

Chikashshanompaꞌ narratives with images, lexical items and exercises, extensive whole-

language examples, and significant exercises for group and individual work. The eight-workbook 

series will make up the CAAIP basic curriculum, with plans for more advanced narrative 

workbooks for highly proficient anompa shaaliꞌ. All eight core workbooks and the 

supplementary narrative versions will include audio, either web-based or on a CD or drive. We 

hope this careful, measured, and thoughtful approach to CAAIP will prove as fruitful as it was 

for the many Salish groups in the United States and Canada.    

Chapter Summary  
 

In this chapter I provided an overview of the Master-Apprentice Language Learning 

Program (MALLP or MAP) as originally designed by Hinton et. al, in response to the 

                                                
586 Johnson, ‘Syilx Language House,’ 513. We estimate our version will take 120 hours to 
complete, whereas Johnson estimated 90 hours of instruction to complete 45 lessons.  
587 We estimate our approach will take 100-120 hours to complete. Johnson estimated that it 
took 100 hours to complete their first volume of stories. Ibid.  
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endangerment of California native languages. I then discussed the Chickasaw Language 

Revitalization Program’s experience with MALLP over eight years, including our outcomes, 

successes, and failures. I contrasted our experience with that of the Sauk Language Program, 

tracing its development under the direction of Jacob Manatowa-Bailey from 2005 to the 

present. I emphasized their amazing outcomes, largely as an outgrowth of contact hours in a 

no-English environment and reflected on their program design in contrast to our modified 

CAAIP approach.  

I then re-presented Mediated Language Change as mediation in pursuit of survivance 

and change in pursuit of perseverance, contextualized in our CAAIP environment. I examined 

MLC at work in CAAIP in four contexts: 

1. narrative-based approach and choice of underlying grammatical architecture, 

2. the creation of leveled narratives, 

3. the analyses of learner narratives and the design of interventional activities, and 

4. our efforts to cultivate emerging learner varieties. 

I then described in detail the ‘frog legs’ narrative from Foshiꞌ (Virginia Bolen) and the 

creation of two-leveled, third-person past-tense narratives. I then discussed the process of 

acquisition in our CAAIP approach and described in detail the activities used to help learners 

acquire the features of the story and the story itself. 

I then discussed the theoretical motivations for this methodological approach, including 

Chikashsha conceptions of survivance, perseverance, Mediated Language Change, and 
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approaches from Second Language Acquisition and Indigenous second-language learning 

approaches. I further outlined the outcomes of our preliminary work with the ‘frog legs’ story 

and detailed our plans for CAAIP as we expand our Salish- and Sauk-inspired narrative 

approach.  
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Chapter Nine: Nittak fokhaꞌchikma Chikashsha alhihaat Chikashshanompolaꞌchitaa? (In the 
future will the Chikashsha speak Chikashshanompaꞌ?): The Future of the Chickasaw 

Language  
 

Writing about the future of Chikashshanompaꞌ is so self-indulgent. Who knows what our 
descendants will do with what we have left for them? I don’t. I’m not a hopayiꞌ, that’s not my 
job. What I know is that my job, and our job, is to cultivate the ittonchololiꞌ that emerge from our 
tibi kolofaꞌ. The Chikashsha people of the future will have to decide what they do with this 
blessing, and this burden. 

 
Lokosh  
8 September 2019 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
This dissertation, including its research, is antanap nannanoliꞌ, yammako hachimanolili, 

‘This is my story, this thing I am telling you all,’ composed of two intertwining narratives, of 

naatannaꞌ, ‘something woven,’ that Kari Chew spoke about in her dissertation, the ‘metaphor of 

finger weaving [that represents] the process of ensuring language continuance over 

generations.’588 One is a narrative of personal development as an anompa shaaliꞌ (language 

carrier) of Chikashshanompaꞌ, wherein I became a speaker of Chikashshanompaꞌ. The second is 

a narrative of group development as anompa ibaashaaliꞌ (co-language carriers), wherein we 

undertook what is as of this writing a twelve-year quest to bring Chikashshanompaꞌ back to 

prominence among our people.  

I recount this story, as did my male Chikashsha Ancestors, while others stand with me to 

corroborate my claims. These individuals, Chikashsha and otherwise, testify that what I have 

done, that what we have done, as I represent it here, is truthful. Akloshko, ‘I do not lie.’ They 

testify that the critical frameworks I represent here are valid, derived from the Indigenous 

research paradigm that is the lived Chikashsha life. The assembled—my tribal community as a 

                                                
588 Chew, ‘Chikashshanompaꞌ’, 217. 
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whole, my speech community, my academic community, my immediate and extended 

family—they all determine whether what I have written on these pages is truthful, and they 

bestow my war name on me. Sometimes our war names manifest as ‘BA,’ ‘MA,’ ‘PhD,’ or ‘Dr.’ 

These are different times, so perhaps I will remain Lokosh in the absence of another, superior 

name, but with PhD added at the end.     

I have attempted to push this research outside the bounds of Western thought and 

research, not by rejecting those traditions but by crafting a project out of my cultural context, 

as an Indigenous research paradigm that grows from our Chikashsha community. I have 

attempted to make connections as they occur between our Chikashsha experience and other, 

non-Chikashsha communities of thought and practice, Indigenous and otherwise. But largely 

this has been my attempt to craft a bilingual Chikashsha narrative through the practice of 

Chikashsha asilhlha. I embraced a subjective, personal, poetic, Chikashsha approach in order to 

counter the pressures of ‘objective’ Western researches. I have written in select passages much 

as I speak, a voice of one Chikashsha person who learned his language and shared it with 

anyone who would listen. I am not entirely sure I was successful, but I tried.  

In Chapter Two I examined the diminution of Chikashshanompaꞌ through the lives of my 

female Chikashsha Ancestors, from the powerful ittiꞌ it once was to the remaining ancestral root 

stock, the tibi kolofaꞌ of the 1970s. I tried to contextualize the violence done to 

Chikashshanompaꞌ and the terrible choices that our Ancestors were forced to make to remain 

Chikashsha in a changing world.  

In Chapter Three I attempted as best as I could to provide a critical Chikashsha theory of 

survivance and perseverance as manifest in Chikashsha poya – ‘We are Chikashsha,’ Iilhakóffi – 
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‘We survive,’ Ilachónnaꞌchi – ‘We persevere,’ and Iláyyaꞌsha katihma – ‘We are still here.’ 

Chikashsha poꞌyacha iláyyaꞌsha katihmakat lhakóffit ilachónnaꞌchi bílliꞌyaꞌshki – ‘We are 

Chikashsha, we are still here and, having survived, we will persevere forever.’ I detailed the 

powerful acts that our Ancestors performed, mediating their changing world in order to survive, 

and changing in order to persevere. Doing so allowed our Ancestors, and us, to maintain our 

Chikashsha identity in the face of interminable odds.  

I then described ittonchololiꞌ - a Chikashsha framework for language loss and 

revitalization. Deriving from the word ittonchololiꞌ meaning ‘new growth on a tree,’ I crafted 

this metaphor for our nation’s experience with language loss and revitalization from ancestral 

metaphors for the Chikashsha people and Chikashshiyaakniꞌ, as conveyed by Ittiꞌ Aaombaꞌ Levi 

Colbert to the United States at the failed treaty negotiations of 1826. He spoke of the nation as 

a metaphorical ittiꞌ ‘tree’ in three instances, the first as ‘an old tree’, the second as a ‘tree of the 

forest’, and the third as a ‘fruitful tree.’ He argued in deep, rich, cultural metaphors that ‘an old 

tree’ would not be able to survive transplantation, that a ‘tree of the forest’ could be a ‘fruitful 

tree’ if cultivated and tended to in its native place. By extension he argued the same for his 

people, who desired nothing more than to remain in their native place, because ‘[Though] poor 

for money . . . we love our lands better.’589  

I built on this powerful image-metaphor and envisioned Chikashshanompaꞌ as a great, 

majestic, ancient tree of the forest, reduced by violence, forced removal, forcible education, 

extensive cultural loss, and economic and political disparities. Our once-powerful ittiꞌ had 

become tibi kolofaꞌ at the simultaneous nadir of Chikashshanompaꞌ and nascence of its 

                                                
589 ‘Refusal of the Chickasaws.’ 
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revitalization. The ancestral root stock still lived, though greatly diminished, and our people 

were becoming more aware of it. 

Ittonchololiꞌ, sprouting from the ancestral rootstock of tibi kolofaꞌ, is the flush of new 

growth that constitutes our revitalization. The cultural framework of Chikashshanompaꞌ is a 

metaphorical tibi kolofaꞌ bursting with new growth (forms of life for Chikashshanompaꞌ) that 

comes fully alive as ittonchololiꞌ. We, the Chikashsha people, are much the same. From the root 

stock of Posipóngniꞌ,590 we spring forth, putting out new shoots, growing back, sprouting— 

Ishtilaaonchololi – ‘We sprout from them’, Ishtaaonchololiꞌ poya – ‘We are their descendants.’ 

I then position the entirety of this research as a traditional war narrative, tanap 

nannanoliꞌ, followed by an examination of the theoretical and critical frameworks derived from 

Second Language Acquisition (SLA) and Indigenous Second Language Learning (ISSL). I then 

outlined briefly the dissertations and theses that most informed the present research.  

Following this I outlined Mediated Language Change (MLC), positioning it as a 

theoretically informed method and set of processes by which we consciously control, to some 

degree, language change that comes with any revitalization environment. I laid out the 

motivations for MLC taken from Chikashsha theories of survivance and perseverance. I 

demonstrated that this form of mediation is simply an extension of long-held cultural 

practices—mediation for survivance and change for perseverance—that enabled 

Chikashshanompaꞌ to remain living, active, and fundamentally Chikashsha. I examined MLC 

from a variety of perspectives, including underlying beliefs, tensions inherent in the process, 

                                                
590 ‘Our Ancestors.’ 
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MLC in its fuller cultural and political contexts, MLC as a toolbox and its application, and the 

goals of the MLC process.       

I then outlined the Chikashsha asilhlha research methodology developed for my 2007 

master’s thesis and later adopted by Kari Chew in her 2016 doctoral dissertation. I 

demonstrated its connections to greater international Indigenous thought, namely Wilson’s 

‘Indigenist Research Paradigm,’ a transformative model for me. I then discussed my operative 

definition of autoethnography, a methodological approach that underpins most of the present 

research, and Chikashsha-specific modifications I made to that approach. 

In Chapter Four I presented a language autobiography of sorts, being a broad narrative 

about my development as second-language learner of Chikashshanompaꞌ, intertwined with 

descriptions of significant persons, including my language teachers, and program initiatives 

over the past twenty years. I also traced my conversational proficiency, and later more fully 

explicated my acquisition of Chikashshanompaꞌ in Chapter Six.  

In Chapter Five I examined the forms of life—ittonchololiꞌ—emerging from the ancestral 

rootstock of tibi kolofaꞌ. I identified two related, complementary and often co-occurring 

categories: enrichment products and learning-focused products of our revitalization efforts. I 

described branding and marketing tools including logos, shirts, and hats co-developed with 

Ryan RedCorn. I also examined in considerable detail the multiple flash card sets we made with 

Ryan and his Buffalo Nickel Press staff. I examined the language channel we created with 

Ackerman McQueen and the various content types available at www.chickasaw.tv/language / 

and www.chickasawlanguage.com. I also examined our first new-media language education 

effort, the iOS ANOMPA Chickasaw Basic application and its companion website 
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chickasaw.net/anompa, where its web application is housed. I described its development, 

application, and ongoing use as a free tool for language acquisition.  

The remainder of Chapter Five was devoted to examining Chickasaw Press and Rosetta 

Stone Chickasaw. I contextualized Chickasaw Press as an act of sovereignty growing from 

Chikashsha anompoli, ‘Chikashsha speech,’ and Chikashsha holissochi, ‘Chikashsha writing.’ I 

traced products of Chickasaw Press as an outgrowth of our oral traditions, provided a survey of 

narrative types, and described the Chickasaw Verb documentation grant and our efforts to use 

that incredible archive of tribal oratory in learner-focused projects. I then discussed in detail a 

group of language-specific titles we produced in collaboration with Chickasaw Press, positioning 

these titles as a new form of life for Chikashshanompaꞌ, emerging as ittonchololiꞌ from tibi 

kolofaꞌ.  

To end the chapter I traced the developmental history of Rosetta Stone Chickasaw and 

our motivations for pursuing our partnership with them. I described in detail the development 

of the scope and sequence and the process of developing the video scripts with the members of 

the Chickasaw Rosetta Stone subcommittee, composed entirely of native speakers of 

Chickasaw. I then described the structure of the product itself, including the ‘Introductory’ 

video, ‘Vocabulary,’ ‘Usage intro,’ ‘Usage,’ ‘Usage practice,’ ‘Reading aloud,’ ‘Writing practice,’ 

and ‘Test’ components. I discussed the content arc of the full 160-lesson product, and 

examined the role that Chikashsha narratives played in the final two levels. I then discussed 

learner reception of the product and concluded with a contextualization of Rosetta Stone 

Chickasaw in our broader ittonchololiꞌ context.   
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In Chapter Six I examined the role of our language in my creative production, including 

two-dimensional art, my language journaling practice, and use of Facebook, Instagram, and 

Twitter. Chikashshanompaꞌ is integral in all these creative efforts as a motivation for creating 

and a process of creation. These highly personal forms of ittonchololiꞌ are evidences, in part, of 

my journey to speakerhood. 

 In Chapter Seven I examined the process by which we expanded the Chikashshanompaꞌ 

lexicon, which had ceased to grow among the last generation of native speakers born in the 

1940s and 1950s. I detailed the nature of the problem, explained the need for new words in our 

community, and provided the history of how we came to coin anompa himittaꞌ with the 

Chickasaw Language Committee. I recounted the process by which we examined old neologisms 

with the language committee, explored our ancestor’s tools for lexical innovation and how, 

when presented with the options of borrowing from English or a related language like Choctaw, 

or creating new words, the committee chose to innovate and thereby mediate the changes in 

Chikashshanompaꞌ and its domains, in pursuit of survivance.  

 In Chapter Eight I examined in depth the development of the CAAIP that grew from 

traditional MALLP approaches, and related our experiences with the Sauk Language Program’s 

modified group approach and the Salish narrative-based approach. I detailed our early efforts 

at MALLP and examined possible reasons why our success rate was relatively low. I discussed 

our initial forays into a modified group approach and described how we used a Chikashsha 

narrative for our strategy. I explained our approach to development, assessment, and language 

variety mediations as outgrowths of our Mediated Language Change approach. I examined the 
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theoretical and cultural motivations for our group language-acquisition efforts and our MLC 

approach. I concluded the chapter with a discussion of plans to implement a narrative-based 

workbook series for CAAIP.  

The dual narratives that I have described in this research and summarized above are 

records of what we have done: we have reclaimed, and continue reclaiming, Chikashshanompaꞌ 

in its fullness. Out of nanninokshoopa – ‘fear,’ morphing into ihollo – ‘love,’ and nannanhi – 

‘hope,’ we picked up what those first revitalizationists left us and walked forward with it. We do 

everything we can to ensure that all Chikashsha people, regardless of where they live, have 

access to their language. 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 In 1913 Chickasaw governor emeritus William Malcolm Guy drafted a letter to Czarina 

Conlon (Choctaw-Chickasaw), the archivist for the Oklahoma Historical Society, for inclusion in a 

time capsule to be opened one hundred years later in 2013 (Figure 224).591 The letter begins 

with Governor Guy’s personal history of birth, education, military service during the American 

Civil War, and his return to Indian Country to lead the Chickasaw Nation from 1886 to 1888.  

 He turns to his future readers for the rest of the letter, defining his legacy as one in 

which he gave ‘time, money, and influence for the education and advancement of my native 

people.’592 He expresses great pride in his Chikashsha people and their ‘love of peace and 

                                                
591 This time capsule, sealed at the First English Lutheran Church of Oklahoma City on 22 April 
1913, was opened on Monday, 22 April 2013. https://www.okhistory.org/kids/centurychest, 
accessed 23 October, 2019.   
592 William Malcolm Guy, ‘Letter to Czarina Conlon, April 19, 1913’ (Oklahoma Historical Society, 
Oklahoma City, OK), M2013.133.006. 
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education.’593 He concludes with what he hopes will be the product of his legacy in the eyes 

of his readers one hundred years hence:  

My life’s work will end with my humble service to aid the children and 
unfortunate of my tribe and I devoutly pray that the representatives of the living 
one hundred years hence, will be in full enjoyment of the civilization and 
advancement that I have always stood for and longed so much to see my people 
reach.594 

 

 
Figure 224: William Malcolm Guy, letter to Czarina Conlon, April 19, 1913. Oklahoma Historical 

Society, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. M2013.133.006.  

A copy of his letter is on display at the Holisso Center for the Study of Chickasaw History 

and Culture at the Chickasaw Cultural Center in Sulphur, Oklahoma. I have often read it there as 

if it were written personally to me, a Chikashsha person living in 2019. It was, in part. I remain 

                                                
593 Ibid.  
594 Ibid.  
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particularly struck by its elements that valorize civilization and civilizing. In one instance, it is 

clearly we who are civilized, in contrast to the United States: ‘The Chickasaws have always been 

the pioneers in the civilization of this country, have never been disobedient to the rules or laws 

of the United States and have stood by and lived up to every treaty entered into by them and 

the Government of the United States.’595 This letter on the surface may be seen by some to 

convey an undercurrent of pro-assimilation bias, but I read it differently. The choices our 

Ancestors made, and that Guy therein valorizes, were made in pursuit of Iilhakóffi, ‘we survive.’ 

Rather than an endorsement of passive assimilation with its emphasis on Euro-American-style 

education beginning in the early nineteenth century, Guy’s letter seems emblematic of Cobb’s 

statement that education was for the Chikashsha people ‘not a practice of freedom but a 

practice of control—a way to create an acceptable place for themselves in a different world.’596 

This and other attempts to control vast cultural change are continued in our Mediated 

Language Change efforts, our practice of education and application to ensure our language will 

never fall asleep. Like our Ancestors, we adapt in pursuit of survivance and perseverance, and 

remain Chikashsha.  

The content of Guy’s letter displays two fundamental Chikashsha tenets operative in the 

present: ‘that we remain steadfastly committed to preparing for the future of our people as 

Chickasaws, [and] that we have a full knowledge and understanding that we pass that future 

forward through education and service.’597 They ring powerfully true across the Chickasaw 

                                                
595 Guy, ‘Letter to Czarina Conlon.’ In contrast, the only treaties the United States has not 
violated are the ones its government never ratified. 
596 Cobb, Listening, 37. 
597 heather ahtone, email to the author, 10 September 2019.  
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Nation of 2019. We continue to prepare for the future of our people through the power of 

education and service, considered in an operating philosophy that Governor Anoatubby has 

called apilat pihlíꞌchi, ‘servant leadership.’ 

In the Chickasaw Language Revitalization Program we picked up where the late Mrs. 

Humes, the late Yvonne Alberson, the late Geraldine Greenwood and others left off. We 

realized our once great ittiꞌ had been reduced by generations of violence to tibi kolofaꞌ by the 

1970s. We saw their efforts to keep our language alive, and began to follow their examples 

about 2007. We nurtured new and old forms of life for our language through interpersonal 

communication with our native speakers, as well as cultivating emerging forms of ittonchololiꞌ 

like new words, new media, new branding and merchandising, a Chikashsha literature, and new 

speaker varieties of Chikashshanompaꞌ. We found Ittiꞌ Aaomba’s ‘old tree’ replanted in Indian 

Territory, hanging onto existence. It was reduced to tibi kolofaꞌ, but rather than despairing over 

loss, we worked to return it to its greatness, ‘to cultivate and improve it, in order that we may 

bring forth good fruit.’598 

This is where we sit in early fall 2019. We work to complete Rosetta Stone Chickasaw 

Level Four and create an expansion curriculum so it can be more fully integrated into public and 

home-school language approaches. We actively develop materials for use by the Chikasha 

Academy Adult Immersion Program. We consider ways to improve our programs, expand our 

audience, and encourage more Chikashsha people to realize the value of their language. We 

plan to produce new flash card sets of medicine plants and wildlife of the Homeland and re-

release the Chikashsha playing cards we developed with Ryan RedCorn. We continue to teach in 

                                                
598 ‘Refusal of the Chickasaws.’  
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the community and online. We remain committed to reaching any Chikashsha person, 

regardless of where they live. At home we meet with native speakers every day and talk to one 

another, and imagine a future wherein our speech community is greatly expanded, flourishing, 

bringing back the essence of Chikashsha to the people. We speak our poorly crafted, muddled 

learner variety of Chikashshanompaꞌ to anyone who will listen, and are not ashamed. We do 

what our Ancestors want us to do. We think and speak and try and write and create and 

communicate and live through the medium of Chikashshanompaꞌ. We are ourselves 

ittonchololiꞌ, and we are still here.  

What if I wrote a letter to the Chikashsha people of 2120, one hundred years after the 

completion of the Rosetta Stone Chickasaw project? Would it be directive, or reflective?  I could 

imagine Chikashshanompaꞌ returning in its fullness, as a language of the home reaching 

outward to community again. I could also see it carried by a select few who mediate for their 

people with the power of Chikashshanompaꞌ. I could despair and see no one who could still 

have a conversation in our language, but I refuse to. Revitalization is a fundamentally 

positivistic enterprise.  

Ilanhi.599  

I could imagine a rich literature, solely of Chikashshanompaꞌ, written for the present and 

for the ages. I can see a young learner combing through records, archives, journals, recordings 

and images we left for her or him. I can see fifth-, sixth-, seventh-generation anompa shaaliꞌ 

meeting monthly to determine how to accommodate some innovation or new idea in 

Chikashshanompaꞌ.  

                                                
599 ‘We hope.’  
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What could I say to the future of Chikashshanompaꞌ? After all, determining its future 

is not my responsibility, nor ours collectively in CLRP. Our responsibility to Posipóngiꞌ, 

Chikashsha okla, and Chikashshanompaꞌ is to create opportunities in the present. We do this to 

the best of our ability.  

I could write something like, ‘Your responsibility, Chikashsha people of 2120, is to care 

for, cultivate, and tend to all the outgrowths of tibi kolofaꞌ that we cultivated for you. Your 

responsibility is to nourish new forms of life that have emerged, or are emerging, from the tibi 

kolofaꞌ that we left behind for you to tend. What will you have done with this responsibility? 

What are you doing for yourselves, and for your descendants? Are you still mediating the 

constant changes around you in pursuit of survivance and perseverance? Are you intact 

politically, socially, culturally? Do you still dance around lowak holittoꞌpaꞌ in the night? Do you 

leave an arbor open so our spirits can join you in the dance? Do you still play toꞌliꞌ during the 

hot days of summer? Chikashsha hachiya katihma?, ‘Are you all still Chikashsha?’ Can you say, 

Chikashsha poꞌyacha iláyyaꞌsha katihma, ‘We are Chikashsha and we are still here’?’ 

We cannot know, of course, because we would be gone. While a Chikashsha person 

reads these words ‘one hundred years hence,’ I molder in the ground, my spirit having joined 

my Ancestors and Abaꞌ Bínniꞌliꞌ at the end of the Ofiꞌ Tohbiꞌ Ihinaꞌ.600 Perhaps we, your 

Ancestors, can still visit and see what you have been doing. Even then, we are only bystanders. 

You, and you alone, can choose what is to come for Chikashshanompaꞌ. Only you can tell us 

what you have done for us, for yourselves, and for your people.  

 

                                                
600 ‘White Dog’s Road,’ the pathway of souls.  
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Yammak illa.  

Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson)  

Ada, Oklahoma  

Chikashshiyaakniꞌ  

14 September 2019 
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Appendix: A series of informed suggestions for similarly-situated language programs and 
persons 

 
This appendix presents a series of informed suggestions for people learning their 

heritage languages and/or working in language revitalization. It will outline personal and 

program-derived approaches as responses to problems or questions encountered within our 

greater Indigenous language revitalization contexts. I explore the choices I made as a learner 

and that we have made within the Chickasaw Language Revitalization Program, and 

demonstrate that much of what we accomplished as a program can be done at minimal 

expense.  

This appendix is meant to supplement other excellent language learning and program 

development texts including How to Keep Your Language Alive: A Commonsense Approach to 

One-on-One Language Learning by Leanne Hinton, Matt Vera, and Nancy Steele (2002) and the 

Awakening our Languages handbook series from the Indigenous Language Institute. 

I adopt a very direct tone to much of what I write herein. Telling others what to do is not 

a community value. However, our languages are at such a critical point that action must be 

taken; hence my forceful tone.    

In this appendix I write from the academic-personal voice Wilson describes in his 

dissertation to the anonymous reader and to his children. I dispense with the academic / 

personal font distinction in this appendix and write in a unified voice that recalls the academic 

portions of this research and a personal voice that attempts to connect with you as we together 
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live out Wilson’s Indigenous Epistemology in developing relationships with one another, and 

with the ideas presented in this research.601 

Themes of Chikashshanompaꞌ personal learning602  

Banna (‘Desire’)  
 
 I wanted to know my language, not merely learn it to some self-determined degree. 

Sparked by my wish to pass its rich heritage to my son, and motivated by a desire to be 

accepted into the traditional Chikashsha community, my ambition to become a speaker of 

Chikashshanompaꞌ took hold. Realizing one’s true internal motivation(s) for acquiring a heritage 

language is critical to a learner. After understanding the ‘why’ of personal language 

revitalization, one can move forward to determine the ‘how’ in a personal context.  

Application  
 

The nature and degree of your desire to acquire your language will influence decisions 

about your goals. Let’s say you want to know how to pray on ceremonial occasions. That may 

lead to decisions to connect with elders, locate archival materials, among other applicable 

strategies. If you find examples, you can work through self-study and guided study with a native 

speaker, assuming your community has them, to become more proficient at prayer. Once the 

skill is mastered, you can perform the function at the appropriate times and places.  

                                                
601 Wilson, Research.  
602 Many of these themes are drawn from a journal entry from 2011. Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson), 
Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) Collection, JHI-009 (8-27-2010 to 11-4-2010), 16-17 (Sam Noble 
Native American Languages Collection, Norman, OK).  
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Another learner may want to acquire basic social language—for example, to introduce 

oneself properly. The idea is based on relatively accessible functional language and its success 

can be met through a variety of acquisition strategies. In contrast, a learner whose deepest 

desire is to acquire their language to a deep degree of linguistically correct, effectively 

communicative  and culturally relevant speech will require appropriate strategies over a longer 

period of time.  

Naahoyo (‘Searching’)  
 
 Even while young (See Chapter 4) I went looking for Chikashshanompaꞌ. It was not until 

my young adulthood and the birth of my eldest biological child that I began seriously to search 

out Chikashshanompaꞌ speakers, historical documents, journal articles, books, and recordings. 

Unexpected finds including traveler’s journals, recordings housed in archives, community-

developed teaching materials and YouTube videos would increase my archive of 

Chikashshanompaꞌ and help me to become a speaker. The search continues as we seek out 

Chikashshanompaꞌ materials worldwide while documenting varieties from all known native 

speakers and searching for others.  

Application  
 
 The state of a tribal nation’s native speaker population and its language archive will 

influence your choices while searching for your language. If you belong to a tribal community 

that has a great deal of historical documentation, linguistic documentation, and perhaps even a 

descriptive grammar or similar teaching materials, you are well situated. You may freely seek to 

expand the archive. If not, you may need to go to extraordinary lengths, even to recovering the 
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language and creating its archive, as did jessie little doe baird (Mashpee Wampanoag) and 

Daryl Baldwin (Miami Tribe of Oklahoma).  

Regardless, in that search you may encounter materials that do not relate to your 

primary interest, but nonetheless contribute to language acquisition. The search, in the same 

manner as any effort to acquire language, is a lifelong effort that though it may ebb and flow, 

will always be present.  

Holisso pisa (‘Studying’) 
 
 Early on I made a significant commitment to regular language study. Much of my 

practice was manifest in list-making, note-taking, and journaling (see Chapter 6). Before 

relocating to the Chickasaw Nation, my resources were published materials, and I worked 

through all I had at hand. I created Post-It notes full of vocabulary and useful phrases, and stuck 

them all over my work cubicle. Once I discovered the audio materials published by Various 

Indian Peoples Publishing, I used them extensively in self-directed study. After I relocated to the 

Chickasaw Nation and began serious and regular study with native speakers, my practices 

changed some, but I continued to review notes, created daily journal entries and reviewed 

recordings created with our elder teachers.  

Application  
 
 Regardless of its focus, a committed language study practice will assist you greatly in 

acquiring useful aspects of language. Whether you use computer-aided products like the Anki 

flashcard decks603, daily journaling, physical notecards, daily conversational practice, talking to 

                                                
603 https://apps.ankiweb.net/ 
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yourself—including on-the-fly translations that can later be confirmed with native speakers—

or any other strategy, the key to successful language study is regular, daily practice.  

Inchokkaalaat nannimasilhlha (‘Visiting and questioning’)  
 

My deepest friendships and most productive professional relationships grew from 

community traditions of visiting. Inchokkaalaa is a word that means ‘to visit,’ and calls to mind 

ancestral practices of the custom. It was traditional to visit clan family and friends without 

advance notice, and to stay a day or longer. When guests arrived, a meal was prepared, 

regardless of the time of day. The practice has faded among recent generations, but our elders 

recall such instances fondly.  

These customs heavily informed my approach to in-person language learning with 

native speakers. If a tribal community’s native speakers are accessible, the reasonable course of 

action is to spend as much time as possible with them, preferably in the language. I regularly 

sat and visited with any native speaker who would have me, whether in public, at ceremony, at 

church, in the office, or in their homes. Wherever native speakers were, I was there, learning 

from them. I learned early the forms I needed to ask questions, which in turn allowed me to 

navigate the often-frustrating process of communicating in the language more efficiently. This 

practice of asking, nannimasilhlha, informed my Chikashsha asilhlha research methodology (see 

Chapter 3).  

Application  
 
 A learner’s responsibility is to acquire the language and share it with others. The most 

efficient way is through regular visiting and talking with speakers. I regret many things in my 
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professional life, but never spending time communicating with our treasured anompíꞌshiꞌ. A 

learner must use his or her community’s protocols to approach native speakers and become 

known by them, and to begin the process of regular visiting and asking.   

Wihat kanalli (‘Relocation’)  
 
 I made the decision in 2004 to relocate my family to the Chickasaw Nation from 

Albuquerque, New Mexico. The move was motivated by a job offer from the Chickasaw Nation 

and the prospect of regular language work with native speakers. After I settled in as 

photographic archives manager, I made connections with anompíꞌshiꞌ including JoAnn Ellis, Vera 

Tims, and Carlin Thompson. Through those relationships I was able to become a better 

language learner and communicator. I came to realize I had a true desire to become a speaker, 

and they have helped me for many years.  

Application  
 
 Using one’s language is challenging for many Indigenous people who do not reside in 

their main community. Learning is best where the language was created, from the people who 

have carried it forward, in full communication with native speakers. If you can return home and 

reclaim the language by co-working with native speakers, you should. It will change your life. If 

you cannot, do your best in your current environment to bring the language back into your 

home.  
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Ikimilhlhot anompoli (‘Speaking without fear’)  
 
 This theme was dominant during my acquisition of Chikashshanompaꞌ. I grew up outside 

our tribal service area, phenotypically white, and possessed minimal cultural knowledge. So, I 

was not expected to know community standards of behavior and interpersonal communication. 

Because I lacked any culturally grounded sense of decorum, I was able to aggressively go after 

the language in a way that helped me become a speaker rather quickly. I spoke freely, without 

fear. My willingness to be wrong was often an asset, because as a result I learned through the 

firm but caring correction of my teachers. I have since been taught how to behave and function 

as a respectful, culturally competent community member. But I am still bold in my speaking, 

unafraid to be wrong.  

Application  
 
 Speaking without fear can be a challenging idea for learners living in their home 

communities, especially if they have been raised to understand community protocols. Some 

may even feel the burdensome expectation that they should already be speakers. The sense of 

shame that emerges from language loss is often palpable among our communities. This 

consequence of settler-colonialism often can actively discourage our people from acquiring 

their languages, and affect one’s ability to speak without fear. 

However, if you give yourself to the language, then push daily to be bold and 

communicative, some resultant traumas can be mitigated. Our languages are powerful, and 

through them we can heal and become more fully human.  
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Naaishtanokfilli (‘Thinking’)  
 
 This theme may seem self-evident, but it is nonetheless significant. Much of an 

individual language learner’s time is wrapped up in acquiring new words, phrases and features 

of the language, and often one might forget to sit down and review. Making review a habit can 

significantly affect language acquisition. I revisit old notebooks, publications, and recordings 

regularly, to re-engage with the material, and often find my understanding has changed, and 

see how erroneous patterns can be corrected. It also helps me to appreciate the distance I have 

walked with my elder teachers, as an anompa shaaliꞌ.  

Application  
 

Develop a practice of reviewing and deeply thinking about your language and your 

progress as a language learner. Carve out specific times of day to review materials and 

recordings, and consider imaginative ways to do so.  

Ithahána bíyyiꞌka (‘Constant learning’)   
 
 If I have learned anything from twenty years in language revitalization, it would be how 

little I truly know. I am constantly taken with new and surprising information or sudden 

epiphanies about how some features are used by our speakers after they had for years eluded 

me. Our native speakers were raised in many cases wholly in Chikashshanompaꞌ. They carry 

within in them their personal varieties of the language. The breadth and depth of our language 

is therefore vast, and not something one can ever hope to master. However, lack of mastery is 

no impediment to our work. Our ideologies of speakerhood may change, but we now valorize 

the efforts of all anompa shaaliꞌ and anompíꞌshiꞌ for keeping our language alive. All of us who 
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carry the language, and all who have it, are miracles that remind us of what we have 

overcome to remain intact tribal nations. If your community still has native speakers, that also 

is a miracle for which we all should express gratitude.  

 A significant manifestation of a deeply held desire to acquire one’s languages is a 

commitment to constant lifetime learning. This daily walk with the language can be taken in 

many different ways, from talking to yourself or narrating whatever you do in it, to small talk 

over coffee with a speaker, to in-depth linguistic research like mining journal articles for data or 

a one-word-a-day practice of vocabulary acquisition.   

Application  
 
 Be motivated by your passion for learning your language. Never rest on your present 

achievement of proficiency. Commit to a lifetime of learning. Seek out new, novel, and 

interesting ways to stay on your path.  

Nannikbi (‘Creation’) 
 
 Creativity is a significant part of my language learning journey. As my understanding of 

Chikashshanompaꞌ increased, I began to use it in creative efforts (see Chapter 6) including social 

media, visual production like painting, drawing, mixed media works, and journaling, which 

often combined writing and visual production. Such regular engagement with creative forms of 

life for Chikashshanompaꞌ reinforced my acquisition and use of language with anompíꞌshiꞌ and 

other anompa shaaliꞌ. This theme connects to Hinton’s directive to present language 

information in multiple contexts over time, as well as to Krashen’s compelling input hypothesis. 
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In this case the relationship is reversed, where output derives from some compelling internal 

knowledge.  

Application  
 
 People are fundamentally creative. Our Indigenous communities have brought forth 

deep, rich, centuries-long traditions of creativity in forms including visual and musical 

production, movement and dance, oratory and others. Tapping into traditions through 

language can have powerful effects on your language acquisition, cultural knowledge, and 

application of those forms of knowledge. Active creativity also will have powerful effects on 

your acquisition and use of language. You may soon find yourself doing the work of growing 

your language into new domains using the same strategies your Ancestors used for thousands 

of years.   

Chikashshanompaꞌ personal learning summary 
 

Banna (‘Desire’) is the true internal motivation to acquire your language by focusing on 

the domains with which you connect most intimately. 

Naahoyo (‘Searching’) is the constant quest for new materials in and about your 

language, and the search for and documentation of native speakers. 

Holisso pisa (‘Studying’) is the commitment to pursuit of a committed language practice 

that includes self-directed study through a variety of materials.  

Inchokkaalaat nannimasilhlha (‘Visiting and questioning’) grows from ancestral 

practices of inchokkaalaa, ‘visiting.’ By visiting and speaking with our elders we create 

deep, lasting bonds with them. From this place of mutual respect and trust our 
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questioning practice leads to great advances in our ability to communicate with our 

elder teachers.  

Wihat kanalli (‘Relocation’) signifies the willingness to undertake radical commitments 

to learn your language—in my case, moving more than six hundred miles to live near 

native speakers. That may not be possible for everyone. However, other similarly radical 

acts can move us closer to reclaiming our languages.  

Ikimilhlhot anompoli (‘Speaking without fear’) can be a powerful tool to acquire your 

language. If you are not naturally inclined to be forward, it can pose a challenge, and 

hesitation for fear of being seen or heard as wrong is understandable. But being wrong 

only provides opportunity for correction. Some of my strongest learning grew out of 

mistakes. For example, that was how I learned Asombiniili! is not the same as 

Sabaaombiniiili!604. The challenge for you as an Indigenous heritage language learner is 

to mediate any boldness, whether natural or cultivated, so as not to stray from the 

bounds of acceptable behavior.  

Naaishtanokfilli (‘Thinking’) means regularly reviewing and deeply pondering your 

language and your progress as a learner, while continuing in pursuit of improvement. As 

second-language learners, we always will find some aspect of our knowledge we can 

improve.  

Ithahána bíyyiꞌka (‘Constant learning’) is a commitment to walk daily with our 

languages and efforts to learn. It comprehends a variety of forms and focuses. As long as 

                                                
604 Asombiniili, ‘Sit on me,’ and Sabaaombiniiili, ‘Sit on it with me.’ I made this mistake in 2007, 
to uproarious laughter from speakers in the room.  
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we constantly learn, communicate, and stretch ourselves, we do right by our 

languages and our Ancestors. 

Naaikbi (‘Creation’) is engaging with your language through creative production, in 

whatever forms that may take. Creation is a fundamental to who we are as Indigenous 

peoples. We make and remake our worlds, just as our Creator made us.    

Themes of Chikashshanompaꞌ revitalization  

Anompa holiitoblichi (‘Valorization of the language’)  
 
 Early in our program’s development we sought to raise the prestige of 

Chikashshanompaꞌ and anompíꞌshiꞌ in our communities. Chikashshanompaꞌ, like many other 

native languages, had been so long absent from so many families, it seemed in some cases as if 

it had never existed; it had been ‘nothinged.’ In families where native speakers were still active 

there was a greater appreciation for it, but little personal motivation to acquire it among 

younger generations. It was not that anyone actively denigrated the language. Those days were 

long gone, even if their memories are ever present. In most cases, our language was subject to 

a benign neglect, but one that needed to be addressed.  

 In collaboration with Ryan RedCorn (Osage), we developed a visual language for 

Chikashshanompaꞌ connected to ancestral Chikashsha design including color symbolism 

(homma, losa, and tohbi)605 and patterns (spiral motifs from ancient pottery). The first element 

in our visual vocabulary was our ANOMPA logo (see Chapter 5), reproduced as pins, bumper 

stickers, flashcards, hats, shirts, and in various other ways, especially online. The aesthetic of 

                                                
605 ‘Red, black, and white.’ 
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the logo is woven throughout our branding and promotional products, and ensures that a 

consistent visual message is conveyed.  

 We also used powerful modern media tools to bring Chikashshanompaꞌ back to visibility 

among our people. Through our ANOMPA web and iOS apps to the video-based approaches of 

www.chickasaw.tv and Rosetta Stone Chickasaw, we worked to meet our people wherever they 

are. As of this writing we move toward more and greater engagement as a program with 

multiple forms of social media because, again, that space is where our people, in particular our 

young people, spend much of their time. We believe we can foster online speech communities 

and provide quality enrichment programs to our citizens through social media and other 

technologies yet to be developed.606  

Application  
 
 Much of your early efforts to valorize your language will depend on its status and that of 

speakers in your home community. You may realize a number of approaches and activities are 

necessary to raise the prestige and profiles of both. Hosting community dinners for native 

speakers, establishing community classes co-taught by them, and regularly asking them to 

contribute to ceremonial life, like public prayer, can be effective tools for raising speaker 

prestige.  

 As for raising the visibility of the language in the community, many strategies can be 

employed. A simple one is labeling public areas in your language. We have bilingual signage 

throughout our facilities, including the Chickasaw Cultural Center in Sulphur, Oklahoma (where 

                                                
606 Maybe one day the IBM Watson Supercomputer will be able to speak Chikashshanompaꞌ.  
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we even installed bilingual stop signs), the Chickasaw Nation Medical Center and our 

headquarters building in Ada, Oklahoma. Such ideas can be relatively inexpensive, and help 

raise public awareness.  

 Means to expand online presence for your language have been democratized by the 

availability of high-quality smartphone cameras and HD video, widespread access to video 

editing software, and the popularity of platforms like YouTube. You can accomplish mighty 

things in raising the prestige of the language in your community through such modern media. If 

your community is limited in its access to the internet, you can use more traditional approaches 

like speaker groups, means of connecting learners and speakers, community-focused events 

including skits, plays, and singings in the language, and other ideas appropriate to your culture.  

Okloboshlichi (‘Immersing’)607  
 

It would be difficult to overemphasize this part. If your community has native speakers 

still living, you should do whatever you can to engage with them, in the language, for as much 

daily time as they will allow you. There is no magic bullet or perfect method—just spend time 

with them, in the language. You will learn, and as you learn, you can teach others. Without 

immersion at the heart of your language revitalization efforts, you only will stand in place, a 

status that does not serve our languages. We need to move, to walk, to run, to sprint, to chase 

                                                
607 Okloboshlichi means to ‘to baptize (in the Baptist way); to dunk, push under,’ Munro and 
Willmond, Chickasaw, 275. This lexical extension perhaps seems a little strange, but we also 
have a word for ‘zombie.’ So, who is to say what is strange or is not?  
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after our languages, every way we can. If possible in your community, immersion should be 

done, now.   

Application  
 

Find a copy of Hinton et al. 2002 and follow it. You will make changes to its guidelines; it 

is not ‘one size fits all.’ Examine what other communities have done to create immersion 

environments. Talk to those of us who have done it, and we will help you as best as we can. 

Whether your approach ultimately is one-on-one, group immersion, structured immersion or 

some other way, your efforts will lead to increased proficiency for yourself and your co-

learners. If you take an integrative approach and live your daily lives with your speakers, you 

not only will become more grammatical and linguistically proficient speakers of your language, 

you also will become more culturally competent . You will be changed. It is simply how this 

works.    

Chokmali (‘Enriching’)   
 
 In our experience, the work of enrichment can grow to a point that can often seem to 

overshadow immersion efforts. However, it is an essential tool and a valid partner for your 

community’s immersion program. The average learner does not have the time, energy, or 

commitment to become a truly proficient speaker of a language, but that does not mean such 

learners should be left out. All learners we gather into a large, enriching net can become 

powerful language advocates, even if only a select few emerge to join our efforts. Otherwise, 

they have no opportunity to develop a passion for their language or join in the work. If we are 

committed to creating positive experiences for learners, they will in turn repay us with their 
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energies, and create a feedback loop of love and support for our languages and our efforts to 

revitalize them. That result alone is worth the effort of enrichment.  

Application  
 
 Enrichment efforts can take many forms, as detailed in this research and elsewhere. The 

main directive is to institute fun, engaging and accessible activities and programs that draw our 

people in. This kind of language work can be very satisfying. Enjoy it.  

Ittibaatoksali (‘Collaboration’)   
 

The Chickasaw Language Revitalization Program believes in the Americanist tradition, 

including the Boasian triad of dictionary, grammar, and interlinearized texts. When we began 

our work as a dedicated program in 2007, we had the community-originated Humes dictionary 

and the Munro-Willmond dictionary (see Chapter 2). One year later Dr. Pamela Munro and Mrs. 

Catherine Willmond published their teaching grammar. In 2007 there were some short texts in 

Dr. Munro’s publications, followed by several narratives published in the 2008 teaching 

grammar. A single dissertation (Walker 2000) had interlinearized versions of Chikashshanompaꞌ 

conversation. Overall the collection of interlinearized texts of Chikashshanompaꞌ were 

extremely limited in 2007, but we have collected over two hundred new narratives and 

conversation sessions since 2013.608 

The work of dedicated linguists, principally Dr. Munro and Mrs. Willmond, resulted in a 

significant body of documentation that has proved invaluable to our language revitalization 

efforts. This body of work comprises the described variety of Chikashshanompaꞌ, based largely 

                                                
608 Fitzgerald and Hinson, ‘Approaches to Collecting Texts,’ 522. 
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on Mrs. Willmond’s speech. We have since begun to expand that variety to reflect the 

individual ones used by our speakers living in the Chickasaw Nation boundaries in Oklahoma. 

We find generally that their speech conforms to the described variety, yet there are significant 

and noteworthy variations we shall work to document in the next few years.  

The program under my direction has embraced selective, collaborative relationships 

with partner linguists who have demonstrated a commitment to our cause. Our first formal 

relationship with one was with Dr. Bill Pulte, who first described the morphological differences 

between Chickasaw and Choctaw.609 We began to work with Dr. Leanne Hinton in 2007 while 

she assisted us with our Master-Apprentice Language Learning Program efforts. 

 Dr. Munro and Mrs. Willmond also traveled to Oklahoma in 2009 for a speaking tour 

following publication of their teaching grammar. They would regularly visit and conduct 

workshops titled, ‘Chickasaw: The World’s Best Language.’610 Dr. Munro would later sign on as a 

consultant on our Documenting Endangered Languages Grant, and has contributed to several 

Chickasaw Press titles. She and Mrs. Willmond are currently working on a second edition of 

their 1994 dictionary.  

The late Dr. John Dyson was a partner linguist early on, beginning in 2007. Dr. Dyson, a 

retired professor of Spanish and Portuguese at Indiana University at Bloomington, engaged 

deeply with the ethnolinguistic and historical linguist aspects of Chikashshanompaꞌ, and moved 

to Ada to work with our program. He and I co-taught language courses for tribal leadership for 

some years and collaborated on publications for Chickasaw Press including the Chickasaw 

                                                
609 Pulte, William, ‘The Position of Chickasaw.’ 
610 Of course, we agree that Chikashshanompaꞌ is the world’s best language.  
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prayer book and his The Early Chickasaw Homeland: Origins, Boundaries & Society. He 

developed a deep and abiding friendship with my mentor, the late Jerry Imotichey, and they 

worked together on a weekly basis until Jerry’s passing on 14 October 2016.  

One of our longest-standing and most productive relationships has been with Dr. 

Colleen Fitzgerald (Texas A&M University - Corpus Christi).611 We began our professional 

collaboration with Dr. Fitzgerald in 2010. That has resulted in numerous publications, 

conference presentations, and a collection of over two hundred new narratives and 

conversation sessions recorded under the auspices of the Chickasaw Verb grant since 2013.  

Most recently we hired Dr. Juliet Morgan as our full-time staff linguist. Her dissertation, 

completed in 2017, was produced in collaboration with myself and the learners of the Chikasha 

Academy Adult Immersion Program. Dr. Morgan has played an integral role in the creation of all 

four levels of Rosetta Stone Chickasaw, first as a contractor and now as an employee, and 

assists us in creation of curricula for the CAAIP. She is deeply committed to Chikashshanompaꞌ 

revitalization and plays an integral role in our Mediated Language Change approach / Chikasha 

Academy Adult Immersion Program.  

Application  
 

Clearly we believe in the power of linguistics and linguistic description to help us 

document and revitalize our language. Perhaps you do not need linguists to accomplish your 

work, but productive partnerships can lead to indispensable results. The key to a successful 

partnership is first determining whether a potential linguist partner is compatible. The products 

                                                
611 We call Dr. Fitzgerald, Chiskilik, ‘blackjack oak,’ for her curly hair that resembles the leaves of 
the blackjack. Native speaker Kosiꞌ Sam Johnson named her some years back.  
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of their research must be developed in community with you, and focused on your learners. 

They must agree to accept the responsibilities of community research protocols, and learn to 

interact in a manner acceptable to your conservative native speakers. We have successfully 

navigated multiple linguistic partnerships through careful vetting.  

We have been able to focus on expanding the corpus of narratives—documenting 

speaker variation in the tribal service area and the emergent learner varieties of 

Chikashshanompaꞌ—precisely because we have a described variety and extensive research 

dating back to the 1970s, as well as an archive of historical documents, if a limited one. 

We acknowledge that the work of Dr. Munro and Mrs. Willmond gave us an exceptional 

foundation on which to build. If your tribal language community is not similarly situated, you 

will have to make some difficult choices. Let us assume you have living speakers, but minimal 

documentation and perhaps few or no tribal citizens younger than middle age who can hold a 

conversation in their language. Given those limits, should you throw all your energies into a 

dictionary and a descriptive grammar? The answer—for me, anyway—would be, ‘No.’ The 

challenge would be to accept the difficult work of language acquisition, including an immersion 

approach that simultaneously creates reference materials.  

If you have a dictionary, but no text corpus, capture the stories from native speakers as 

quickly as possible. Worry about transcribing and analyzing them later (or lean on a partner 

linguist to do at least some of that). You will never regret having too many stories, though they 

entail years of work. Those narratives and conversations are treasures for us and our 

descendants. 
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A takeaway from that discussion is that linguistic partnerships should be entered into 

carefully to ensure respect and mutual benefit. Some communities resist engaging with 

linguists, given a history of scholars helicoptering in, taking what they want, and leaving nothing 

behind for the community. Another takeaway is evidence of the power of the Boasian triad, and 

the wonderful resources that can emerge from community-led documentation efforts in full 

concert with revitalization. Amazing things can emerge from these partnerships.  

Hofantichi (‘Growing’)  
 
 I cannot emphasize this theme enough. Our communities’ language growth has been 

too long stunted by consequences of settler colonialism. Living languages grow and change, but 

our languages in many cases have been moribund for decades. It is our responsibility to carry 

our languages toward vitality. That responsibility also means engaging with our contemporary 

world and emergent technologies. We worked with our elders, and through a lengthy process 

of explanation, discussion, and debate, we arrived at a point where our native speakers chose 

to engage in neologism creation. We realize that may not be so for all communities.  

Application 
 
 Any changes to a language may prove controversial, and growing a language through 

purposeful and focused lexical innovation can be challenging. If the elders of your community 

decline to participate in these processes, you will have to decide whether to pursue them or 

not. It is not in our teachings to go against our elders. I do not know what to say beyond that.  

Even without such efforts, you can focus on new forms of life for your language. As you 

acquire your language from elder speakers, bring it into new domains where it has not lived 
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before. Those can include social media, texting, video, teaching materials, and published 

texts. Each new form of life for the language extends its existence.  

Atobbi (‘Spending’)  
 

Large-scale language revitalization is a very expensive endeavor. In the Chickasaw 

Nation, however, we have not had to beg for funding or persuade tribal leadership that 

language efforts were worth the investment. Governor Anoatubby has always been a leader in 

tribal language revitalization and an advocate for our language, our speakers, and our learners. 

We have been able to use tribal funds to pursue any effort to improve our people’s quality of 

life through Chikashshanompaꞌ.  

Still, not every tribal community has economic resources to pour into language 

revitalization. That lack does not have to pose an impediment. Some of the most successful 

efforts started as grassroots, community-based projects that blossomed into powerful 

movements.612 Efforts that pay dividends can be begun or made with minimal investment.  

Application  
 
 Mobile technologies and popular web-based and desktop publishing programs enable 

language workers to produce high-quality language learning materials at little cost. Printing to 

PDF formats and housing on web hosting sites for no or nominal cost allow learners worldwide 

to access your materials. Flashcard apps like Anki can be effective, no-cost tools for your 

revitalization.  

                                                
612 I am thinking in particular of the Māori and the Hawaiian peoples.   
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 Smartphones with HD cameras, desktop video editing software, and video sites like 

YouTube enable us to create and host powerful and effective language content. Therein and on 

other platforms we find many excellent examples of community-produced, language-focused, 

entertaining and educational videos.613 

Chikashshanompaꞌ revitalization themes summary  
 
Anompa holiitoblichi (‘Valorization of the language’) raises the profile of native speakers and 

languages in our communities. These valorization efforts may seem basic, but they have 

significant effects.  

Okloboshlichi (‘Immersing’) is a practice of, and commitment to, immersion learning with 

native speakers. Whether done one-on-one or in group settings, immersion is the foundation of 

successful language revitalization. If you have speakers in your community, you should 

approach them and begin developing the relationships necessary to successful immersion work.  

Chokmali (‘Enriching’) is a commitment to balancing the needs of the few (immersion) with the 

rights of the majority to access their heritage language (enrichment). We empower our people 

to access their language, and they in turn give us their support.  

Ittibaatoksali (‘Collaboration’) is the practice of developing lasting, long-term relationships 

with linguist partners. These relationships can produce invaluable results for our language and 

our people.  

Hofantichi (‘Growing’) is the commitment to moving our languages toward health and vitality 

through lexical expansion and seeking out new forms of life for them.  

                                                
613 As of this writing you can view Rosetta Stone Chickasaw Level One videos at 
www.chickasawlanguage.com, and there are numerous examples of excellent language videos 
on www.youtube.com.  
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Atobbi (‘Spending’) is the practice of leveraging human and financial resources in creative 

ways to accomplish our ends, particularly among communities less able to financially support 

language efforts.  

Appendix Summary  
 

This appendix is a series of informed suggestions for individual language learners, as 

well as outlining a framework for program-derived approaches that we have utilized in the last 

twelve years. I explored my own choices as well as those made within the Chickasaw Language 

Revitalization Program. I have offered low or no-cost alternatives for many of our revitalization 

program approaches. My sincerest desire is that these ideas, in concert with existing resources 

on language revitalization, will prove useful for other Indigenous learners and communities 

worldwide. Bringing out languages back to full vitality is an often long, difficult, and winding 

road. I hope my, and our, experiences will help make the path for you and your people a little 

straighter.    
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